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ABSTRACT
A study was made of the potei*lal for reducing the dependence of rail-
roads on petroleum fuel, particularly Diesel No. 2. The study takes two
approaches: (1) to determine how the use of Diesel No. 2 can be reduced
through increased efficiency and conservation, and (2) to use fuels other
than Diesel No. 2 both In Diesel and other types of engines. The study
consists of two volumes; Volume I is a summary and Volume it is the tech-
nical documon l'.
The study indicates that the possible reduction In fuel usage by
Increasing the efficiency of the present engine is limited; it is already
highly energy effielent. The use of non-petroleum fuels, particularly the
oil shale distillates, offers r, greater potential. A coal-fired locomotive
using any one of a number of engines appears to be the Lost alternative to
the Diesel-electric locomotive with regard to life-cycle cost, fuel avall-
abi!ity, arli development risk. The adiabatic Diesel Is the second-rated
alternative with high thermal efficiency (up to 64%) as its greatest
advantage. The risks associated with the development of the adiabatic
Diesel, however, are higher than those for the coal-fired locomotive. The
advan-age of the third alternative, the fuel cell, is that It produces
electricity directly from the fuel. At present, the only feasible fuel
for a fuel cell locomotive is methanol.
Synthetic hydrocarbon fuels, probably derivad from oil shale, will be
needed if present Diesel-electric locomotives are used beyond 1995. Because
synthetic hydrocarbon fuels are particularly suited to medium-speed Diesel
engines, the first commercial application of these fuels may be by the
railroad industry.
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SECTION 1
LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN CHARACTEPtSTICS
A.	 INTRODUCTION
a
A considerable volume of data about the train, the locomotive, and Its
components was required to conduct an In-depth analysis of the locomotive
system. Gathering this Information was one of the major tasks of the pro-
joct. This section presents and discusses typical data for trains and
locomotives.
For convenience, the data is divided into five categories. The first
category is the general characteristics of representative locomotives made
by the four North American manufacturers; General Motors, Gonural Electric,
nombardler Inc., and Morrison-Knudsen. The second category is the resis-
tnnco characteristics of the "consist" (the cars making up the train). This
category Includes aerodynamic characteristics, curve resistance, weights,
and rail-flange losses among others. In other words, all of the forces
that act on the drawbar. The third category is the resistance and tractive
offort characteristics of the locomotive, its aerodynamic drag, weight,
wheel sIzo, etc. The fiurth and fifth categories are related to the internal
characteristics of I`- , locor-.^+lve, that Is, the components ,themselves.
Those two groups are tho en.,Pie with its mechanical accessories and the
electrical equipment (i.e. alternator, motors, etc). No, effort has been
made to compile an all Inclusive set of data but rather to limit it to
those items which are necessary for the modeling effort and those necessary
to help understand the system as a whole.
n.	 THE PRESENT DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
Thero are a number of different locomotives being built by the North
American manufacturers. In all of them, a Diesel engine is used to drive
an alternator whose output is rectified to drive do traction motors mounted
on each axle. Though there are simllarlties betw oon the locomotives,
there. are also some marked differences in the design derAlls and In the
locations of the components in the locomotives.
Figures 1-1 through 1-3 show some of the equipment, both inside and
outside modern locomotives. The width, height, ana weight per axle of
different locomotives are similar because of the constraints of the rail-
roads themselves. The length can vary, but for a 3000 hp locomotive, it
is usually 60 to 70 ft. Locomotives also differ in the number and arrange-
ment of the axles, and in the way the traction motors are connected to the
axles. The different types of axles and trucks are shown in Figure 1-4
together with the standard terminology used to describe the axle arrange-
ments. Table 1-i lists some of the characteristics of modern locomotives
with values for four typical units In the 3000 hp class.
C.	 TRAIN RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS
As stated earlier, these characteristics are related to the drawbar
forces. They include bearing friction, flange resistance, aerodynamic drag,
grades, curve resistance, and acceleration forces.
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Tablo 1-1. l3asolino Oiesol-Electric Locomotives
r
Parameter
Engine Power (hp)
Locomotive Length (ft)
height (ft)
Width (ft)
Wheel Arrangement
Diameter (in.)
Maximum Speed (mph)
Gear Ratio for Maximum Speed
Total Loaded Weight (lb)
Total Loaded Weight Per Axle (lb)
Fuel Tank Capacity (gal)
Engine Luhe Oil Capacity (gal)
Cooling Water (gal)
"Jote:	 aRef. 1-2
bRef. 1-3
cN.A. - Not Available
M-K TE70-4S 	Bombardier HR-616
Locomotive a	Locomotiveb
2,800 3,200
60 69
16 15
10 10
Do-Bo Co-Co
40 40
70 70
74/18 65/18
279,000 420,000
70,000 70,000
N.A. c N.A.
N.A. N.A.
r,.A. N.A.
EMD	 GE
Parameter
	
Locomotived	Locomotivee
Engine Power (hp)
Locomotive Length (ft)
Height (ft)
Width (ft)
Wheel Arrangement
Diameter (in.)
Maximum Speod (mph)
Oear Ratio for Maximum Speed
Total Loaded Weight (lb)
Total Loaded Weight Per Axle (lb)
Fuel Tank Capacity (gal)
Engine Lube Oil Capacity (gal)
Cooling Water (gal)
3,000
59
15
10
Bo-Bo
40
70
62/15
256,000
64,000
3,600
243
254
3,000
67
15
10
Co-Co
40
70
74/18
366,000
61,000
4,000
380
365
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The resistance of the Journal bearings of freight cars (Ref. 1-6) is:
RJ = 1.3 + 29/W lb/ton
where W is the car weight in ton/axle and N is the number of axles. The
flange-rail resistance (Ref. 1-6) is only speed dependent and is:
Rf a
 0.045 V lb/ton
where V !s the speed In miles per hour. The aerodynamic drag or wind
resistance (Ref. 1-6) is given as:
Rw = 0.0005 AV 2/WN ;b/ton
where A is the frontal area of the car in ft 2 . The sum of these three
resistances is called the train resistance. The effect of grade is
accounted for by a grade resistance (Ref. 1-7) which is defined by the
following equation:
Rg = 20 Pg
 lb/ton
where Pg is the percent grade. The percent grade is defined as the
number of feet of rise or fall per 100 ft of track. As a freight car
goes around a curve, the flanges on the wheels and the rails interact
to increase the resistance. This effect is known as curve resistance
and its magnitude varies with the degree of curvature. The degree of
curvature Is defined as the number of degrees of angle subtended by a
100 ft length of track. The degree of curvature and the radius o4
curvature are related by the equation:
rcdc = 5730
where rc is the radius of curvature in feet and do is the curvature in
degrees. The curve resistance (Ref. 1-7) is:
Rc = 0.8 do lb/ton
The force per ton required to accelerate the train is given by the equation:
Ra = 91.17a lb/ton
where a is the acceleration in mi/hr/s. The rotational acceleration of the
wheels and axles of t:+e freight car are small compared to the car itself
and are ignored. The total resistance of the train is the sum of the six
factors Just discussed. These resistances, however, are in pounds of drawbar
force per ton of train weight. It is necessary, therefore, to specify the
train weight. Table 1-2 lists the empty weights and the capacities of a
number of types of freight cars. The list is neither complete nor up-to-
date but provide some idea of the weights involved.
1-8
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Table 1-2. Freight Car Weights
Description Weight Empty Capacity Length
(Ib) (Ib) (ft)
Box,	 all	 steel,	 T&G	 lining 53,500 100,000 52
Box,	 ail	 steel,	 plywood	 lined 43,300 100,000 42
Stock, steel	 frame 54,700 80,000 42
Refrigerator 56,600 79,000 42
Refrigerator 62,900 100,000 42
Refrigerator 95,000 40,000 53
Hupper,	 all	 steel 43,900 100,000 32
Hopper,
	 all	 steel 48,400 140,000 42
Ore,	 all	 steel 54,600 190,000 42
Gondola,
	
all	 steel 42,300 100,000 42
Gondola,	 all	 steel 59,000 140,000 47
Tank 45,700 10,000 gal 38
Flat 50,400 100,000 54
Flat 52,500 140,000 50
Auto transport 99,800 12 Std 86
Auto transport 99,8b0 15 Compact 86
Trailer
	
flat	 (piggyback) 56,000 130,000 90
D.	 LOCOMOTIVE RESISTANCE AND TRACTIVE EFFORT CHARACTERISTICS
The locomotive, like the consist, has certain resistance forces acting
on it. The bearing, grade, and curve resistance equations are the same
for the locomotive as for the cars in the train. Some of the other
equations %;-e different from train resistance. The flange resistance is:
R f
 = 0.03 V lb/ton
where V is the speed in mi/hr. The aerodynamic or wind resistance (Ref.
1-7) is now given as:
Rw = 0.0024 AV 2/WN lb/ton
where V and W are as defined previously. N is the number of axles and A
Is the frontal  area In ft2 .  TypicaI values of A are 105 ft2 for a 50 ton
locomotive, 110 ft2 for a 70 ton locomotive and 120 ft2 for a 100 ton
locomotive. The coefficient is .0024 for the leading locomotive and the
coefficient for trailing locomotives is .00034 per unit.
The acceleration resistance is modif;ed by the addition of a term to
compensate for the rotational inertia of the wheels, gears, and motors.
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The equation for the sum of the translational and the rotational accelera-
tion resistance (Ref. 1-7) is:
Ra R 100 a lb/ton
where a is the acceleration in mi/hr/s.
The six resistances for the locomotive and the consist when multiplied
by their respective weights and then summed, gives the total drag force of
the train. This force is opposed by the tractive effort of the locomotive.
The tractive effort is -*he horizontal force produced by the locomotive's
powertrain on the rail. The tractive effort depends on the weight on the
driving wheels, the rating of the engine, the characteristics of the elec-
trical transmission, and the usable adhesion. Adhesion is the coefficient
of traction between 'ne wheel and the rail and is usually expressed as a
percentage. By definition, it is the ratio of the horizontal force at the
interface to the vertical force with the result multiplied by one hundred.
Its value depends on the rail condition, weather, condition of the wheel
tread, and the wheelslip equipment. The usable adhesion, in addition,
depends on the grade and curvature of the track, on the drawbar strength,
and on the length of the grade relative to the train length. Adhesion can
be thought of as a force path linking the wheel and the rail. If the
force produced at the wheel is too large, the path is broken and wheel
slip occurs. Because adhesion, like the coefficient of traction involves
both friction and mechanical engagement, it can be varied over a wide range
by changes to either effect. A wet track lowers friction and adhesion
dramatically. The usual method for overcoming slipping is to increase
the mechanical engagement by spreading sand c;n the rail. Typically the
starting adhesion is about 24% to 25% while running adhesion is more com-
monly 20% or less. The latest wheel slip control systems achieve running
adhesions of about 25%. On dry rails dith the usA of sand, an adhesion of
50% can be achieved.
The tractive effort controls the acceleration of the train and tonnage
hauled over grades. If the tractive effort is less than the total drag
force, then the train will either decelerate If it is moving or be unable
to move if it is at rest. If the tractive force matches the total drag,
the train runs at a steady velocity known as the balancing speed.
The effect of tractive effort on tonnage is shown in Figure 1-5
(Ref. 1-8) which shows the number of trA l ling tons that can be hauled by a
65,000 lb per axle locomolive over a grade. Using this curve, the number
of axles required to haul a given size train up a specific grade can be
determined. For example, if the ruling grade is one percent, each axle
can pull 500 tons. If the 'train size is 6,000 trailing tons, a total of
12 axles Is required to handle this train. These twelve axles could be on
two Co-Co locomotives with six axles each or three Bo-So locomotives of
four axles each. Figure 1-6 through 1-10 show typical tractive effort
curves (Ref. 1-4 and 1-5) for EMD, GE, M-", and Bombardier locomotives.
In addition io tractive effort there is locomotive power. There are,
however, several different power parameters of interest, such as engine
power, alternator or generator power, traction motor power, and rail power.
The rail power Is the product of the speed and the tractive effort. The
1-10
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Figure 1-6. Tractive Performance of EMD SD40-2 Locomotive
(From Ref. 1-5)
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Figure 1-7. Tractive Effort vs. Speed for GP40-2 Locomotive
(From Ref. 1-5)
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U30C
SPEED-TRACTIVE CURVE
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1 - FDL16 DIESEL ENGINE
1 - GTAI I ALTERNATOR
6 - OL752 MOTORS
GEAR RATIO 74,18
WHEEL DIAMETER 40"
IASED ON 3000 HP 4 1050 RPM
INPUT TO THE ALTERNATOR
FOR TRACTION
120,000
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90,OOA
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I
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SPEED - MPH
Figure 1-8. U30C Locomotive 'tractive Effort
(From Ref. 1-1)
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FOUR - D27 TRACTION MOTORS
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Figure 1-9. TE50-4S Locomotive Tractive Effort
(From Ref. 1-2)
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Figure 1-10. Tractive Effort for Bombardior HR-616 Loc
(From Ref. 1-3)
rail power is ultimately limited by the output of the engine and the losses
In the powertrain. The higher the available rail power, the higher
the maximum speed and the lower the time necessary to complete a trip.
Figure 1-ii (Fief. 1-5) shows the effect of power and of track speed limits
on travel time. If the available power is low, the speed limits have
lit-fie or no effect on the elapsed time of travel. The train simply cannot
go fast enough to be affected by the limits. Increasing the power decreases
the time in motion If the speed Iimits are high. If the speed limits are
low, the engine is no longer a limiting factor and more power has little
effect on elapsed time.
From an energy conservation standpoint, it is bette r to be power
limited than speed limited; however, economics may favor a higher average
speed. The optimum path for fuel savings Is to use only those locomotives
having enough power to Just meet the schedule. Using engines wlwh higher
power ratings is wasteful.
r	 DIESEL ENGINES
The railroad locomotives in the United States and Canada are primarily
powered by Diesel engines designed and manufactured by four companies -
General Motors (Electro-Motive Division), General Electric (Transportation
Systems Division), Bombardier Inc., and Sulzer Bros. (Morrison-Knudsen).
The basic difference in the designs is that GM manufactures two-stroke
engines, whereas the other companies manufacture four-stroke engines. For
a given engine speed, two-stroke engines deliver higher horsepower per
unit we i ght of the engine and the four-stroke engines deliver more brake
horsepower-hours per pound of fuel consumed. For example, at the same
brake horsepower ratings, the two-stroke EMD engines are about 25% lighter
than four-stroke GE engines but they consume 5% to 7% more fuel. The best
brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) of the present four-stroke engines
is approximately 0.34 lb/bhp-hr. The BSFC is an important economic
consideration, because a typical heavy-duty Diesel engine consumes enough
fuel In one year to p-y the cost of a bare engine. The fuel consumption
of these engines is Important but their contribution to air pollution must
also be considered. Diesel engines, in neneral, are minor contributors to
the overall pollution problem. Smoke, ,wever, is troublesome especially
for four-stroke engines at low speeds. The present day turbocharged
locomotive Diesel has significantly reduced smoke compared to older engines
oven during transient conditions where it is particularly severe. The
smoke from four-stroke engines may be reduced by going to higher engine
speeds but fuel economy will be adversely affected. Under these condition:,
two-stroke engines may yield better fuel economy than four-stroke engines
if they have to meet the same exhaust gas emissions requirements.
The current Diesel en g ines used in locomotive applications are either
incline, 55 0 Vee, or 45 0 Vee engines having brake horse power ratings of
1000-4000 hp depending upon their use in passenger or freight service and
also If they are in light, medium or heavy freight service. The number of
cylinders In these engines varies from 8-20 (in steps of 4), with a 9 to
10.5 in. bore and 10 to 12 in. stroke. The engines employed for medium and
heavy duty freight services are normally 12 or 16 cylinder engines having
horsepower ratings of about 3300 bhp. The GM two-stroke, 16 cylinder,
3000 bhp engine weighs 36,250 lb and the GE four-stroke, 16 cylinder,
r
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rr
c►ngIno do► IIvoring the same► horsepower weighs 4h, 000 1b. Figure 1-12 shows
tho varifation In weight for typical EMD, GE, and Sulzer engines as a
function  of numbs ►r of c;y I i ndors (Refs. 1-2, 1-9, and 1-10) .
Cloth the F'MD and (.E turhoch;argod ong i nos are rated at 180 to 21 50 tip
por cylinder desponding on the number of cylinders, the boost pressure and
the Net I n joc t i on system sott I nq%. The Su I r.or engine Is ratod at 270 tip
per cyIIndor. In goner ,aI, the bore and stroke art) the same for a I I the
onrl i nos mado by a nu ► nu f acturor In one of his classes  of ong 1 no. Table 1-3
Is a li s t of onglne praramotors and their values, for a number of typical
turbochargod engines In iocomot1vo use. This list Is by no moans compIoto
but Illustrator the range of values normally encountered.
Most of the present clay ong I nos used on I I no l ocorrx ►t I vas are turbo-
charged boc,ause turbocharq I ng r, i gn I f i cant I y augn ►on is the on( i no power
density and also Improves tho fuel economy by uslnq engine oxhaust heat.
The engine inlet prossuro Is increased to about 2 to 2.5 atm (absolute)
through is compressor powered by the exhaust driven turbine. The power
I ova I and fuel  oconomy of the engine Is further- increased by cooling the
compressor outIo' air before 11 , enters the engine.
The compression ratios used In these turbochargod onginos rango from
i2.7 to 14.5 and the ratios used In naturally aspirated and Roots blown
typo engines are typically 16.0. The maximum cyIIndor prossuro, are Ii III ltod
to tho 1600 to 2000 ps la rango hecauso of cost and re I i at) I I i ty trade)of f s.
IncreasInq tho maximum cylinder pressures will improvo the fuel economy
but will roquiro stronger components to withstand incroasrd mochanIaI and
thormaI stresses. The higher stresses will, in turn, 1ncroaso engine cost
and weight.
The rango of engine speeds from Idle to maximum power is 255 to 1050
rpm. The ongine speed is controlled by a series of notches or throttle
positions. There are 8 power notches designated as notch 1 through notch 8
and an idle notch. The speed and power levels Increase at oach progressive
notch and full power is attained at notch 8. In naturally aspirated or
Roots blown Diesel engines, the highest efficiency or lowest HSFC is
attained in notch 5 or G. The turbocharged Diesel has Its best ©SFC in
notch is or maximum power. Because main line locomotives operate most of
the time in notch 8, the turbocharged engine has taken over this type of
service. In switching applications where notch 7 and 8 are rarely used,
the best fuel efficiency is achieved by the non-turbocharged engines.
Of morn importance than the peak fuel efficiency is the average
efficiency In actual operation. Poor part load efficiency can completely
overshadow good peak efficiency. To estimate the actual fuel consumption,
duty cycles which represent typical operating conditions are employed. The
inter>•action of the engine and the duty cycles is the controlling factor In
the fuel efficiency of the locomotive.
Figure 1-13	 is	 the	 engine	 map of	 a typical two-stroke Diesel	 engine
used	 in locomotive	 service	 (Ref.	 1-11). On this figure,	 engine power	 Is
'plotted against	 engine	 speed	 with contour	 lines of	 constant BSFC	 super-
Imposed. The	 heavy	 line	 shows	 typical railroad	 service.	 The	 notch
position would	 Ile	 along	 this	 line with notch 8 at the top end	 near the
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.0 Table 1-3. Base Engine Information of Diesel Engines for Application
in Diesel-Electric Locomotives
GM-EMD-645E3	 GE-7FDL16
Specifications	 Diesel Engine	 Diesel En ine
Cylinder Arrangement
	
45°V	 45°V
Stroke Cycle
	
2	 4
Bore x Stroke, Inches
	
9 1/16 x 10
	 9 x 10.5
No. Of Cylinders
	
16	 16
Compression Ratio
	
14.5	 12.7
Turbocharge Pressure, Atmospheres
Maximum Cylinder Pressure, psla
Idle Engine Speed, rpm
Maximum Engine Speed, rpm
Braka Mean Effective Pressure, psig
Gross Engine Power, (bhp)
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption, (Ibm/bhp-hr)
Weight Of Engine Assembly, lb
Gross Power/Unit Engine Weight, (hp/lb)
Height (Overall-Including Stack), ft
2.4 2
1 0 525 2,000
315 450
900 1,050
141 247
3,300 3,300
0.351 0.345
36,300 45,000
0.0909 0.0733
N.A. b 9
Length (Overall-Including Generator), ft 	 N.A.	 22
Width (Overall), ft	 N.A.	 6
Source: Ref. 1.9 and 1.0
Sulzera 125v25/30	 Bombardier
Specifications	 Diesel Engine	 Diesel Engine
Cylinder Arrangement
Stroke Cycle
Bore x Stroke, Inch
No. Of Cylinders
Compression Ratio
Turbocharge Pressure, Atmospheres
ftA mum Cylinder Pressure, psia
Idle Engine Speed, rpm
Maximum Engine Speed, rpm
Brake Mean Effective Pressure, psig
Gross Engine Power, (bhp)
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption, (Ibm/bhp-hr)
Weight Of Engine Assembly, lb
Gross Power/Unit Engine Weight, (hp/lb)
Height (Overall • Including Stack), ft
55°V V
4 4
9.84	 x	 11.81 N.A.
12 16
12.7 N.A.
N.A.	 N.A.
N .A.	 N.A.
N.A.	 400
1,000	 1,000
235
	 N.A.
3,240	 3,450
N.A.	 0.348
41,600	 N.A.
0.0779	 N.A.
N.A.	 N.A.
Length (Overall-!ficluding Generator), ft 	 N.A.	 N.A.
Width (Overall'). ft	 N.A.	 N.A.
Used In Morrison-Knudsen TE70-45 Locomotive
b N.A. - Not Available
Sources: Refs. 1-2 and i-3
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Figure 1-13. Two-Stroke Diesel Engine Map
(From Ref. 1-11)
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best ©SFC Island. Notch 1 would be down near the 315 rpm mark and idle Is
also about 315 rpm but near zero engine power. In notch 1, the 8SFC will
he about 0.47 and the best 8SFC is .34 at notch 8. TMs means that the
t3SFC is 38% higher at the low end of the range than at the top. This
'
	
	
engine is a supercharged-turbocharged engine. The dashed line shows the
dividing line between these two modes of operation. Above the line, the
P engine is turbocharged. Below it, the engine is supercharged with power
from the crankshaft being used to drive the compressor. This relatively
small change in efficiency is one of the factors that make Diesels so
desirable for locomotive applications and for applications in other land
vehicles. Another way to present the fuel usage of the engine is shown in
Figures 1-14 and 1-15. Here, the fuel cate in pounds per hour is shown as
a function of locomotive speed and notch position.
SPEED-MPH
Figure 1-14. Fuel Consumption Rate vs. Speed and Throttle
EMD GP40-2 Locomotive (From Ref. i-12)
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Figure 1-15. Fuel Consumption of SD40-2 Locomotive
(From Ref. 1-13)
In Table 1-4, fuel consumption details for four engines are presented.
Engine speed, engine powar, accessory power, fuel flow rate, and gross
brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) are shown as functions of notch
position. Gross brake specific fuel consumption is the fuel flow in pounds
per hour for each gross horsepower output of the engine. Air-fuel ratio,
where available, is also given.
The fuel consumption of a number of General Motors locomotives, both
current production and older engines, are shown in Table 1-5. The numbers
without parenthesis are the fuel flow rates in gallons per hour„ .The
figures with parentheses are the gross BSFC in pounds per horsepower hour.
The SD/GP39, SD/GP40, and SD45/SD45-2 engines are turbocharged, and the
SD/GP38-2, SD/GP38, MP15/GP-1, and SW-1001 are Roots-blown engines. The
minimum BSFC for the turbocharged engines occurs In notches 7 and 8. The
minimum BSFC for the Roots-blown engines occurs in notch 5 and is about one
to three percentage points higher. Low BSFC corresponds to high thermal
efficiency, they are reciprocals of one another. The turbocharged Diesel
engine shows a significant fuel consumption reduction when compared to the
older non-turbocharged engines.
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	 Of POOR QUALITY
f°.	 fl.EcrPICAL FQI11PMEtIT
Tho priiary function of the oloctric.al traction eyuipmunt Is to
tr,an,f;ar the power developed at the output of tho onq i no to the tract i vca
of fart at tho whoel rims. Ffocause tho D i o e o 1 ong 1 no )porn tr3'; ovor .a I i r7 I tod
spool range, the power ,
 transfer oq-a i pmont must prov i do the rogka i ro d whoo 1
torgran over the speed rango from zoro to the maximum -unninq ;pood.
Tho oIoctrIcaI transmission system is IdoaIIy suitold to tho task.	 It
1 ,; not the only possible transmissi on, however; 1 aydrau I 1	 transm i ^s, i on
locomotives  havo boon u sod both !n Oormany and In tho 1).S.	 Hydrrau i i c,
systems are widely used In the heavy construction industry whot o roqu i ro-
riont s are similar  to railroad requirements.
	 The o I octr 1 ca I s  s tom 15
generally more efficient and is, by fear, the most widely accepted system.
For gonora I heavy duty ra i I applications it has no of foct I vo compo t i for In
the
Historically, direct current (dc) electrical equipment ha ,; boon a',cad.
Tho spood sand torque charfactor i st i cs of the do ser i os motor and I t,; ,hort
tImo overload capabIIItIes are ideally suited to the tractivo ca ffort and
speed requ i romonts of genera I ra i I road i ng. At one time, many othoar o I oc;-
trical systems have boon succossfuliy used although, in most casoas, only
on all-oloctrlc railroads with catonary or third rail power food. Thoso
syslom!; usod single or polyphase, fixed frequency altornati
nc) curront
(ac) with synchronous, induction or commutator motors. The nowost system,
is briefly described in the sections on traction mote>rs. It u ,ios .a combi-
nation of variable voltage and variable frequency with throo-phase+ motors.
r,.	 GENERATOR-ALTERNATOfI
The first Mosel electric units used a do generator foodinq d-; series
motors that are connectod in series, series-parallol, and parallol con-
noctions to reduce the current load can the generator. in recent years,
the do generator has boon replaced by an alternator that generates throe
phaso ac power at a frequency proportional to the Diesel spood. The oc;
power is fod to rectifior diodes to produce do voltage and current.
The ,alternator-rectifior unit is a compact device that is connocted
directly to the Diesel crankshaft. An auxiliary alternator may be attached
to the main alternator shaft. On a tr-.-"on power basis, the main alternator
Is up to 25% lighter, smaller and more rugged than the comparable do unit.
It does not need a commutator because the output power is generated in the
stator windings. Only one transition step may be needed on a six-axle loco-
motive. For example, the FMD SO45 unit starts with three groups of two
motors in series and then goes to full parallel connections. Relatively
low do power is roquired for the alternator rotor field excitation which
Is typically supplied through simple slip rings. Figure 1-i6 shaws the
voltage-load current limits for a series of alternators built by General
Floctric of Canada ( r?ef. 1-15). A set of similar curves are generated when
the requirements for each notch position are taken into account. Figure 1-17
,: howl the effect ,af notch position on the voltage-load curves of the
alternator. These voltage-current relationships are controfled by the
excitation circuit in the electrical system. The excitation control system
Is rl kcus!;od In deta i I in Section I!.
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H. TRACTION MOTORS
The time-tested, axle hung, do series motor is used for all Diesel
electric operations. There is usually one motor per axle with two or
+!o ae axles per truck. The two truck locomotive is the conventional con-
figuration. Truck frame mounted motors were used on some electric loco-
motives In the past. Motor to axle gear ratios are between 3 and 4 to 1
with motor top speeds ranging from 2000 to 2500 rpm.
The do traction motor is not without limitations. At low speeds, the
maximum torque and the available tractive effort are determined by the
motor thermal ratings. There are a series of short term ratings and a
continuous operational rating. Table 1-6 presents the various time-current
ratings of some traction motors built by General Electric of Canada for
Bombardier Inc. (Ref. 1-15). The rated current is a function of both time
and the motor ventilation rate. In general, the current limit at the four
minute rating is 24$ to 31$ greater than the continuous rated current limit.
The Increase in ci!rrent Iimit bec.:use of Improved coo Iing is Iess than 5$ at
the continuous rating and is as low as 2% for the four minute rating.
Although, like any do motor, these motors can be overloaded for a short
time, the overload capability is generally less than 30%. The high, short
term current ratings result in high torques welch can produce wheel slip.
The wheel slip is corrected by using sand to increase the adhesion.
The Diesel power limit is reached at relatively low speeds and in some
cases, motor thermal ratings will still exceed their continuous values. At
the Minimum Continuous Speed (MCS), the Diesel may be operating at a reduced
h
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w t^
^e A
Time 0650 HP1195 amps
1220
1290
1380
1480
C.ontinuour 1140 amps
50 Minutes 1165
12 Minutes 1240
6 Minutes 1345
4 Minutes 1450
1.680 cfm of air at 2.000 cfm o` air at 2,500 cfm of air at
107 95 kilograms 152.39 kilograms i 239.74 kilograms i
square metre square metre square metre(4.25" H2O) at motor inlet 16.0" H2O) at motor inlet (9.4" H2O) at motor inletTIME
Continuous 645 amp 65b , rep 665 amp
60 Minutes 655 amp 665 amp 690 amp
15 Minutes 695 amp 710 amp 720 amp
S Minutes 740 amp 745 amp 765 amp
4 Minutes A30 amp 635 amp 843 amp
MAXIMUM PERMIM51I1ILF. RPEED — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 3100RPM'
T,-ih I o 1-0. Treat i on Motor Rat i ni)s	 CF V 	 ITY
(f rom Rof. 1-ii))
GE-7S2 PC8 TRACTION MOTOR
The GE-7S2 is a tines wowed. low-We, direct-current. c4rsswatmWpole milws>• tatwor, desiAted and
insulated for operatson with full or shunted firid on track pope% of %-1/2 inches or widet.
APPLICATION CURRENT LIMITS
1300 tits Ventilation Rate
(4.8" H2O at Crass. Chaslser)
Iml ^73011r 751.000 HPContinuous 14( asp.. 1080 asps
50 Minutes 1165 1110
12 Minutes 1140 1195
6 Minutes 1345 1310
4 Minutes 1450 1420
1600 cis Ventilation Rate(6.1" H2O at Costs. Cheisber)
0-750 H 751-M H
1195 asps 112	 asps
1220 II50
1290 1233
1380 1335
1460 1445
MAXIMIIAi PERMISSIBLE SPEED - - - - - - - - - 	 - - - - - - - 2320 RPM
GE-785 PA1 and FBI TRACTION MOTOR
The GE 7116 is a aeries wound, four-pole, direct-cunent, commutaUvill-pole railway motor.
desi% nett and insulated for operation with full or shunted field.
APPLICATION CURRENT LIMITS
2300 cfm Ventilation state	 2600 cfm Ventilation Rate(4.11" H10 at Comm. Chamber) 	 (6.1" H2O at Comm. Chamber)
MAXIMUM PERMI86®LE BPEED - -------------------- 2320 RPM
CE-761PA14 TRACTION MOTOR
The CE-761 is a series wound, four-pole, direct-current, commutaung-pole r ulway motor,
desired and insu aced for operation with full or shunted field.
APPLICATION LIMITS
Up to 450 enttine horsepower input to fterierator motor.
MOTOR VENTILATION
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( rating and the motors will doIIvor the required tractive effort contin-
uously. The tvpical value of MCS Is about i/6 of maximum speed. Over the
wide speed range above MCS, the Diesel power limits the tractive effort
performance. Under some conditions, the electric motors can handle more
power. For example, the 6-axle EMD SD40 and the 4-axle GP40 locomotives
have the same tractive effort rating oar the middle range of speeds. For
the 4-axle EMD GP40 unit, the power limits of the motors determine the top
speed. This does not occur on the 6-axle EMD SD40 locomotive.
Recently three-phase, variable-voltage, variable-frequency electronic
drive equipment has been developed for traction applications. Relatively
conventional three-phase induction or synchronous motors are used. A
significant potential advantage is the elimination of the motor commutator
with Its maintenance and flash-over problems. The commutation function
Is performed by solid state inverters or cycloconverters which, it is
expected, will be highly reliable arri less subject to overload damage than
the mechanical commutator. Either type of ac motor is inherently more
rugged than the do motor.
1.	 TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
The efficiencies of the Individual alternators and traction motors in
the electrical powertrain are not available. Values of the overall system
efficiency, however, can be computed from the tractive effort curves if the
input power is given. Figure i-18 (Ref. 1-5) shows the transmission ef-
ficiency for a GM-EMD GP40-2 locomotive as a function of locomotive speed
and notch position. Figure 1-19 (Ref. 1-14) shows the transmission effl-
ciency for a GE U30C locomotive in notch 3 only. Both GM and GE locomotives
have peak efficlencies in the 88% to 90% range over a wide speed range.
Remembering that toe overall efficiency is the product of four individual
efficiencies, each )f these efficiencies are obviously high. The gearing
and rectifier efficiencies i,ust be about 99%. The motors and alternators
must be about 95% and 96% efficient, respectively. it will be difficult
to make a significant improvement in efficiency on these components.
J. AUXILIARY POWER
In the typical Diesel powered unit there are five readily identifiable
auxlllary loads that are coupled to the diesel engine:
(i) Turbocharger
(2) Air compressor for train brakos
(3) Trectlon motor blowers
(4) Auxiliary alternator
(5) Auxiliary generator
In the first three items, the power is used directly. The last two items
supply electrical power, to other devices.
1-34
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tA partial list of other power using devices is given below. Sc
mechanically connected to the Diesel; others use electrical power fr
auxiliary alternator or generator.
(1) Engine Air Filter Blower
(2) Main Generator (Alternator) Blower
(3) Main Generator Excitation
(4) Cooling Water Pumps
(5) Rad"ator Cooling Fans
(6) Engine Lubrication Pump
(7) Turbocharger Auxiliary Lubrication Pump
(8) Diesel Fuel Pump
(9) Battery Charger
(10) Lights
(11) Electrical Control, Contactors etc.
(12) Cab Heating (from Diesel waste heat in some units)
The list is given as a general indication of the wide range and diver-
sity of items for which auxiliary power is required. Typical values of the
power absorbed by some of these auxiliaries are shown in Table 1-7 (Ref.
1-14). This table is by no means complete because separate load values for
some of the accessories are not available. The total auxiliary power load
varies with engine speed and, hence, notch position as shown in the second
part of this table. In notch 1, the auxiliary power load is 20% of the
gross engine output and in notch 8, It is 7% of gross output.
Although the traction drive uses most of the power, the auxiliary
equipment uses a significant fraction. The effects of the auxiliary
equipment on the fuel economy of the locomotive must be taken into account
along with the effects of the main drive components.
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Table 1-7. Power Required For Typical Auxiliary Equipment
on 3000 HP Locomot 1 vos
GM-EMD	 Bombardier
Auxiliary	 Auxiliary
Item	 Power, hp	 Power, hp
Equipment Blower	 110	 92
Radiator Fan	 104	 130
Air Compressor	 12 (unloaded)	 21
Auxiliary Generator 	 4	 7
Total	 230	 250
In notch 8	 in notch 8
(Ref. 1-11)	 (Ref., 1-3)
	
GM-EMD
	
Bombardier
Auxiliary
	
Auxiliary
Variation in Power with Notch Position 	 Power, hp
	
Power, hp
Notch
	
1 24 19
2 31 34
3 42 56
4 60 85
5 88 123
6 127 169
7 175 229
8 230 250
(Ref.	 1-11) (Ref.	 1-3)
i
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SECTION II
DICIF L ENGINE AND ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION CONTROLS
A.	 INTRODUCTION
The control function must moot two basic requirements: (i) operate
the locomotive and move the train, and (2) protect the locomotive equipment.
In practice, those two Items are not al ways  compatible. For example, the
equipment is often required to perform beyond continuous thermal ratings in
operation such as starting on a heavy grade. Even with extreme operational
skill there is a chance of damage - typically to the traction motor. The
implementation of the control function involves compromises during difficult
operating conditions that regularly occur.
The EMD SD45 locomotive will be us3d as an example of a typical control
system. The intent is to identify the control tasks that must be performed
and not focus too strongly on the details of this particular implementation.
The SD45 unit and other EMD units using similar control equipment i+re In
wide use.
The prosumptIon is that their capabilities satisfy a reasonable set
of requirements for operation of modern railroad locomotives. A block
diagram of the excitation system for the EMD SD45 locomotive is given in
Figure 2- 1 . The later discussion that references this block diagram will
he kept at the functional level.
R.	 TRAIN OPCRA -r. I NG MODES
There are two basic operating modes for each of the two main power-
train components. First, Diesel engine operation at: (1) constant power
loading, particularly in notch 8, and (2) variable power loading. Second,
oluctrical transmission operation that is: (1) at or within the continuous
thermal rating, and (2) above this continuous rating. All combinations of
these modes occur in normal operation.
The electrical equipment isis often thermally overloaded especially if
the train Is heavy or on a gr?d3. Under this condition, the Diesel engine
is usually operating at IP^is than its maximum power rating and its power
level Is being increased. By using the classic series-parallel motor
connections and alternator excitation control, thermal overloading of the
alternator should not occur. it is the traction motors that are overheated.
The control equipment and the operating procedures must limit this heating
to acceptable levels.
When maximum acceleration tractive efforts are used, and again if the
train is very heavy or on a grade, the maximum Diesel power condition can
be reached and the motors are still thermally overloaded. The control
function must now respond to the Diesel engine limitz° • ion. Both this mode
and the mode previously described are transient modes. They must be time-
limited so that the accumulating thermal overload does not damage the motor
commutators or insulation.
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	c	 The above transient operations are terminated when the train has
,C reached the highest minimum continuous speed (MCS) for any 4ocomotive In
the train. For the SD45 unit, the MCS Is 11 mph. At this speed, the
motors are at their continuous thermal rating.
LoconNtive operation is usually power limited by the Dl ass i engine at
speeds above the MCS. The tractive effo rt decreases as the speed Increases
because the Diesel engine power remains constant. The electrical equipment
is not thermally overloaded and will probably be at Its continuous rating.
Because the locomotive operates most of the time in this mode, other consid-
erations such as minimum specific fuel consumption and minimization of
Diesel engine wear are Important.
The last combination corresponds to the condition when the speed is
above the MCS and the terrain does not require or permit operation at
maximum Dlesei power. The control system loads the Diesel to the power
level specified by the selected throttle setting.
Any control equipment must function over the operating modes described
above. These are not the only requirements. The control equipmen+ must
cope with wheel slip that can occur on badly worn rail or on rail that is
contaminated with oil, ground-up tree leaves or water. it must also handle
the requirements for Multiple Unit (MU) operation when locomotives of dif-
ferent types and manufacturers' must operate together In a single train.
These two requirements are included in the following description of the
control equipment.
C.	 CONTROL OF THE DIESEL ENGINE
The speed of the Diesel engine is controlled by an electro-hydraulic
governor. Typically, there are 8-power speeds and an idle speed. 'They
are selected by the position or "notch" of the engineers throttle lever.
When the engine speed does not match the selected speed, the action of the
governor Is to increase or decrease the amount of injected fuel. During
this action, the position of the potentiometer in the load regulator is
also changed. This potentiometer provides Information to the electrical
load control circuits discussed in the next section.
The selection of a power notch is the only Diesel engine control
available to the engineer. In effect, the engineer is calling for a given
load on the Diesel as Its speed approaches the selected value. The load
balancing is accomplished by adjusting of the alternator excitation and
the speed is controlled by adjustingl of the fuel injection rate. The
Dlesel'is then operating in a steaey state power mode at the selected
speed. Table 2-1 lists data for the 16-cylinder engines used in EMD SD40,
GP39, and GP40 units. The SD45 uses a 20-cylinder engine with corresponding
higher horsepower.
The electro-hydraulic governor dominates the control function. It
controls the Diesel, keeps the engine operation within prescribed limits,
and provides appropriate signals for the electrical load control.
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Table 2-1. Locomotive Characteristics
Tractive Nominal Transmission
MCS a Effort, Rall	 hp Motors ho Rated hp ' Efficiency at
Model mph lb at MCS or Axles Motor at MCS MCS In Notch 8
GP39 11.1 54,700 1 0 620 4 405 20300 70%
GP40-2 11.1 56,000 1 0 658 4 414 2,350 70.5%
SD40-2 11.0 85,000 2,493 6 415 3,050 81.7%
SD45 11.0 82,100 2,400 6 400 3,600 67%
Note: aMCS-Minimum Continuous Speed
D. LOAD CONTROL TO THE LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS
The asternator and motors transfer the engine power to the drive wheels.
In the EMO units, this action is controlled by the excitation system.
For starting and at low speeds, traction motors are typically connected
In series-parallel. The SD45 uses a 2 series - 3 parallel configuration.
At transition speed, the motors are connected in full parallel. The general
purpose of this action is to modify the characteristics of the motors to
limit the maximum voltage required.
As its name Implies, the excitation system provides do current to the
rotor field windings of the alternator through slip rings and thereby
determines the ac voltage generated In the stator windings. These voltages
cause ac currents to flow through rectifiers that produce a do current
which delivers power to the motors.
A feedback comparison method is used to regulate the alternator
excitation. In the SD45 unit, signals proportional to the ac voltage and
current output from the alternator are rectified and summed into a single
output value. This result is further modified (discussed under multiple
unit operation) and the final output is a load power feedback signal that
goes to the comparison device. This summation method recognizes that at
low speeds the motors are current limited, independent of the power being
delivered. The load power feedback signal is thus not strictly proportional
to load power. It increases or decreases, however, with a similar change
In load power and therefore, is a suitable feedback control signal. The
potential and current transformers are shown in Figure 2-i. Their signals
are processed by the performance control panel and the control output
signal is compared in the sensor bypass panel.
The control signal for available power comes from the moving contact
of the load regulator potentiometer. The total voltage across this device
is controlled by the throttle setting (see Figure 2-i). In notch 8; when
maximum Diesel power is available, this voltage has its maximum value. At
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lower notch settings, this voltage Is appropriately reduced by inserting
series resistance into the throttle response panel. The control action is
the same for all throttle settings. The avallable power signal causes the
excitation control to load the Mosel engine to the selected power level.
The rate control panel limits the rate at which the load power can be
changed. Without this device, the excitation control circuits will react
too fast compared with the mechanical fuel Injection control and this will
result in excessive loads being applied to the diesel engine.
E. MULTIPLE UNiT OPERATION
Table 2-1 gives the rating of several EMD locomotives. Their MCS's
are virtually identical and, as a result, any combination of them may be
used In multiple unit operation. To be able to do this, at or near the
MCS, the 3600 hp SD45 locomotive is operated as a 3000 hp unit, the 3000
hp GP40 at 2000 hp and the 2300 hp OP39 at 2000 hp. These power restric-
tions for the SD45, GP40, and GP39 units are required because of motor
limitations and are accomplished In the performance control panel in the
EMD implementation. As the speed increases above the MCS, more power can
be accepted by the motors In these units. Ultimately, the full Diesel
power is reached and that is the power limit at high speeds.
F. WHEEL SLIP CONTROL
Automatic wheel slip control is typically installed in heavy, high
powered locomotives. 1he EMD instantaneous detection and correction (IDAC)
system is available. The IDAC senses differential changes in the currents
going to the motors. The first system action Is to insert voltage signals
Into the wire between the load regulato-* moving contact and the feedback
comparison unit. The purpose is to rapidly and momentarily lower the
power to all the traction motors and to attempt to recover adhesion for
the slipping motor or motors. The engine doesn't see this action unless
It Is repeated often. If adhesion is not recovered by this action, the
next step is to Insert resistance in the load regulator potentiometer
circuit. This step reduces the output power significantly and because the
Diesel engine speed increases, t',e governor acts to reduce the Injected
fuel rate. Once rail adhesion is recovered, the inserted resistance is
removed and normal control is resumed.
G. SUMMARY
The discussion of the control system has used EMD locomotives as
examples. Different companies will Implement the control functions in
different ways. In the later work of this project, particularly the
alternate engine studies, the control methods will be different but the
end result must meet the general needs as outlined In this section.
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SECTION
LOCOMOTIVE 4
A.	 INTRODUCTION
The modoling effort provides a common basis for evaluating the effects
of locomotive system modifications on fuel consumption. To determine the
offoot of changing a sin ,iie component In a locomotive, whether It is an
on(llno or a traction motor, it is necessary to know how both the now
crmiponont and the original one interact with the rest of the system. The
sa^ao is true for add-ons ;uch as bottoming cycles or changes In fuel.
Thoro tire two approaches uasod in this study. One approach is based on
notch-tine duty cycles ,uch as those of General Motors and the other is
u,inq tho locomotive ^(mulat(on program (RAIL).
The mothod based on notch-time duty cycles Is relatively simple and easy
to uso. With this method, it is first necessary to calculate the effect of
the modification under study on fuel consumption for each of the eight
notch positions, idle, and dynamic braking. The now fuel flow rate for each
notch is, multiplied by the fraction of time spent in that notch and the
rcr;ulfi, summod over all of the notches, idle, and dynamic braking. Losses
,err, then doter ►ninod throughout the entire powortrain in the locomotive and
the rosistrancos of the train in each notch are calculated to obtain the
now fuel flow rata resuItinq from a change in a component. The method is
u v;oful for screening changes when precise answers are are not required.
For those rasos whero a more precise value is nooc.ed, a simulation
pro;;r+am, RAIL, has boon developed to model the locomotive and its work-
inq environment. RAIL is a Fortran program written for -the UNIVAC 1i08
ro mputor to support 'the analysis of the alternate locomotive propulsion
,,ystoms program- The primary function of the program is to integrate the
nonlinear dlfforont(al oqurations which describe the behavior of the loco-
motive, train, and track. In developing the program, the principal obJoc-
tivos woro:
(1) Flexibility in the program structure to allow different components
and different arran(lomont of components to be used.
(2) Variability in	 ,io locomotive loading conditions and in duty
cycles.
(3) Capability to perform parametric studies.
To moot these objectives, the locomotive system is divided Into compo-
nonts (engine, alternator, etc) and node points. Tha node points are the
interfaces between components. This method of program construction gives
the program a wide spectrum of capabilities. For example, the locomotive
component arrangements can be easily changed to handle a variety of systems.
Systems included are those with a generator driven by the Diesel engine
and using do traction motors (the do-dc system) typical of early D(esel-
electric locomotives, systems with an alternator-rectifier and do traction
motors (the ac-dc system) typical of present-day locomotives, and the
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ac-ac system (alternator-rectifier- Inverter-ac traction motors) which may
be the trend of the future. The three systems are shown schematically in
Figure 3-1.
In the schematics, all of the components are represented by individual
subroutines that compute the output node conditions based on the Input
node data and user supplied data which describe the relationship between
the Input and output nodes. By changing subroutines or by using different
sets of user supplied data, the 0- l e range of locomotive systems can be
simulated.
The user specified data are either taken from the data library or typed
in at the computer termina;. The data library contains the component char-
acteristics, locomotive loading data and the duty cycles. Duty cycles are
defln^ad and discussed in i later part of this section. This library is
not stored during program execution thus allowing numerous sets of data to
be "built-in" without increasing the cost of running the program. If only
a few parameters are to be changed for the next run, they may be entered
from the terminal at execution time. The program has the capability for
the user to override any data in the data library. This system greatly
simplifies the running of parametric studies.
There are three locomotive loading modes available: steady state at
constant speed, maximum power acceleration, and duty cycle. In the steady
speed mode, the program calculates the engine output power, the tractive
effort, and the train resisfiance or drawbar load. In addl + ion, the drawbar
power and the fuel flow are calculated at different specified constant
speeds. The second mode, maximum power acceleration, is what its name
implies. The power to the wheels is I?mited by either the maximum engine
power, the motor current limits or the wheel slip. The locomotive and
consist are assumed to accelerate as rapidly as possible within the con-
straints mentioned above for either a given interval of •time or until a
specified speed is reached. The track is assumed to be straight and either
flat or on a grade.
The duty cyclemode is the most flexible mode available. The cycle can
be constructed by defining velocity, )ower, notch position or acceleration
as a funct ion of t ime. The cyc I e ma ,, a I so be Jef i ned by grade, degree of
curvature or speed I i ml is as a fund • , on of d i s-ance. The cyc I e cou I d a I so
be a combination of both time and distance a: well. The program uses time
as the independent variable. If the duty cycle is defined in terms of time,
then as the value of time is changed during integration, the program goes
to the duty cycle to get new values of the dependent variables. -If a
distance based duty cycle is specifled, -then the differential equation for
acceleration is integrated first to velocity and, secondly, to distance.
It Is this value of distance  which Is then used to get the values of the
dependent variables.
Two methods of integration are built into the program. The first is
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method commonly used for numerical integration
because of Its accuracy, stability and simplicity compared to other higher
order methods. The other methoa Is a constant slope or trapezoidal method.
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Figure 3-1. Locomotive Power Train Schematics
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It is extremely simple but not nearly as accurate as Runge-Kutta. The
reason for using the constant slope method is its low cost. The R unge-
Kutta method requires the equations to be evaluated four times for each
integration interval where.s the constant slope method needs only one
evaluation per interval. A cast study of the two methods showed that the
cost per Interval for Runge-Kutta is three times as high as for the constant
,lope. However, for a given level of accuracy, the Runge-Kutta mothod
can use fewer ane larger integration intervals to complete this task. If
the differentials are well behaved, the constant slope method can use
quite large intervals. The point of having both methods is that solutions
to a given problem can he computed to the required accuracy at the lowest
possible cost.
R.	 DITTY CYCLES
To determine the fuel economy of a locomotive in service, the service
must he characterized. This characterization is known as a duty cycle
and can be defined in various ways. in the automotive field, the Federal
Test Procedure for emissions and fuel economy defines urban and highway
driving cycles. The fuel economy figures for these cycles are posted on
new cars and are widely publ i shed. By testing ail cars over the same
driving cycle and under the same test conditions, relative fuel economy
values can be obtained. These driving cycles which are defined as the
vehicle speed at one second intervals for 1321 second on the urban cycle
and 765 seconds on the highway cycle. These driving cycles are one type
of duty cycle because they describe the way the car is being driven.. The
locomotive manufacturers use a different kind of duty cycle. Their cycles
dive the time or percent of time the locomotive operates in each notch
position of the engine control. Some train simulation programs use a duty
cycle based on the track profile. Information on track grade and the degree
of the curve are given as a function of the distance traveled along the
track. From this information and the characteristics of the cars in the
consist, the train resistance can be calculated. When speed IIinit and time-
table information is added, the acceleration and braking can be computed.
The total drawbar power can be calculated and when added to the Iocomotive
characteristics, the engine power, notch position and fuel flow can be
computed. The fuel flow can be integrated with respect to time to get
total fuel used. The end result of using any duty cycle is the total fuel
consumed. If the duty cycle simulates an actual section of track and the
actual fuel usage is known, it can then be compared to the computed value
as a check on the accuracy of the program. If the program is reasonably
accurate, it can be used to predict the effect on fuel consumption of a
change in components, operating conditions, the control system or the-type
of fuel used.
r
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However, the problem is: what duty cycle, what section of track, and
what conditions are representative of typical railroad locomotive use?
Obviously, a fiat, straight section of track is not typical. Nor is the
section of track over Donner Pass in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Even
after decidinc, 'on a typical section of track, it may be several hundred
miles long and take many hours of real time to traverse. Simulating such
trips on the computer ran be expensive especially for a parametric study
where numerous trips are simulated with only small differences between them.
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C These are some of the reasons that the manufacturers prefer to use
the much simpler notch-timr duty cycle. Each notch represents a specific
engine spee4, output power level and fuel flow ra te. The average time
or percent of time in each notch is specified and therefore, the average
fuel flow rate can be determined. As expected, there are numerous duty
cycles of this type. Table 3-1 presents threa that are used by GM-EMD.
Table 3-2 shows four GE duty cycles and Table 3-3 presents three Santa Fo
duty cycles and the Association of American Railroads (A.A.R.) cycle.
Another type of duty cycle is based on grade and curve information for
o typical section of track. This duty cycle uses the distance, the degree
of curvature, and the grade along the chosen section of track together with
the block speed Iimits to define an operational profile. The profile is
dof I nod' by a set of two extremes; one extreme i s when the tra i n speed i s
always right at the speed IIinIt. This condition results in the minimurr+
terminal-to-terminal time. The other extreme is when the train speed is
so slow that it takes an unreasonably long time to make the trip. The
Tabla 3-i. General Motors Elecdro-Motive Division
Notch-limo Duty Cycles (From Ref. 3-1)
Percent of Time
Throttle E.M.D. Heavy E.M.D. Medium E.M.D.	 Light
Position Road Duty Road Duty Road Duty
Notch 1 3% 4% 3%
Notch 2 3 4 3
Notch 3 3 4 3
Notch 4 3 4 3
Notch 5 3 4 3
Notch 6 3 4 3
Notch 7 3 4 3
Notch 8 30 17 9
Idle 41% 46% 66%
Dynamic Braking 8 9 5
Load Factor	 (Availability) 40.1% 30% 19.6%
Relative Duty Cycle 100 75.0 48.8
Fuel Rate
Load Factor (Utilization) 54% 42% 32.6%
Utilization 72.7 69.3 56
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t	 Table 3-2. General Electric Notch-Time Duty Cycles (From Ref. 3-2)
Iw
Percent of Time
Throttle Minimum Maximum First Second
Position Duty Duty Average Average
Notch 1 6.5% 2.5% 5.0% 5.1%
Notch 2 6.5 2.5 2.5 3.9
Notch 3 6.5 2.5 2.0 3.4
Notch 4 6.5 2.1 5.0 3.3
Notch 5 2.9 1.7 2.0 2.8
Notch 6 2.9 1.7 2.0 3.4
Notch 7 2.5 1.8 2.5 2.6
Notch 8 5.2 38.0 21.0 17.0
n31f
Idle 59.0% 40.0% 54.0% 53.0%
Dynamic Braking 1.5 7.0 4.0 5.5
Table 3-3. Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe and Association of American
Railroads Notch-Time Duty Cycles (From Ref. 3-2)
Percent of Time
Throttle
Position A.T.S.F. A.A.R.
Hi	 h Medium
-
Switcher
Notch 1 57 _5, 10 3%
Notch 2 3 4 5 3
Notch 3 3 3 4 3
Notch 4 3 2 2 3
Notch 5 2 2 1 3
Notch 6 3 2 1 3
Notch 7 2 1 nil 3
Notch 8 24 20 nil 28
Idle	 46%	 59%	 77%	 43%
Dynamic Braking	 9	 2	 *	 8
* Switch engine not equipped with dynamic braking
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railroad timetable defines one middle value.	 The program can, arm)ng
other things, be used to simulate the effects of changes in travel time on
!	 fuel economy.
The plan has boon to utilize at least two or possibly three o' the
notch-time duty cycles and one curvature-grade duty cycle. The de ,,
Colton to Yuma route has been used for this purpose. By providing several
different typos of dut •, cycles in the program, it is less likely to produ,_n
results having an unsuspected bias.
The curvature-grade duty cycle makes use of a section of existing
track which has both hills and flat sections, and is long onough to provide
a good test. Southern Pacific has provided the track profile data on
their West Colton, California to Yuma, Arizona line. This line provides a
variety of conditions over its nearly 200-mile length. By running a number
of different types of trains and ones having different power-to-weight
ratios, the effect of each locomotive variation can be assessed bettor
than if just a single train or a single power-to-weight ratio is used.
C.	 PROGRAM LOGIC
Figure 3-2 shows the primary logic flow path of the program. This is
Just a skeleton and does not contain ail of the details of the energy
balance equations or of the other sections not relevant to the understanding
of the overall logic of the proqram. Table 3-4 contains the definitions
of the logic flow chart variables used in Figure 3-2.
The first step in the logic flow is to input data which specifies the
locomotive system and the conditions for analysis. This step is followed
by initializing the variables in the program. One of the input parameters
is the loading mode. If the steady speed mode is selected, no integrating
is required and the path on the left of Figure 3-2 is selected. If the
maximum acceleration or the duty cycle mode are selected, integration is
needed, and the path on the right is followed. if the steady speed mode
is selected, the velocity or speed of the train is set to the initial value
specified in the input data set. Because this is steady state, the accolera •
-tion and, hence, the inertial loads are set to zero. The heart of the pro-
gram is the energy or power balance. With the speed specified and the train
charart,.-istics known, the drawbar power can be calculated. Similarly, the
locomotive aerodynamic and rolling resistance losses n be calculated. The
wheel power can be summed from the consist resistar,_j and the locomotive
losses,. The motor, rectifier, alternator, and eventually, the engine power
can be computed from the wheel power.
The notch position can be 6otermined and the fuel flow calculated from
the engine power. The results of the computations are printed out and the
speed checked against the velocity limit to see if all the speeds desired
have been computed. If they have, the program goes to the end and stops.
If not, control is transferred back to the beginning of this leg of the
program and a new speed computed by adding the incremental speed to the
previous value.
If the maximum acceleration or duty cycle mode is selected, time
rather than speed is incremented. Starting with time equal to zero, the
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Table 3-4. Logic Flow Chart Variables
Variable	 Definition
VEL	 Locomotive Velocity
V(t)	 Integral of DV
DV	 Derivative of V(t), Differential equation value
DELSPD	 Speed Increment for Steady State Mode
A	 Acceleration
VLIMIT
	
Max Velocity to Corsider for Steady State
T	 Time
TFINA	 Max Time
DT	 Time Increment
INTYP	 Integration Method	 1 = Rungu-Kutta
2 = Constant Slope
M	 Values of Runge-Kutta Subproducts
program integrates ordinary differential equations derived from the power
balance of the locomotive and its consist. One of the differential
equations, train acceleration, Is integrated to give train velocity.
Velocity is integrated to get distance traveled. The load requirements
are calculated from the duly cycle using either the time or distance data.
In the case of maximum acceleration, the acceleration is computed from
maximum engine pow`. If the acceleration does not cause motor overload or
wheel slip, it is used in the integration. If it does, a lower acceleration
must be calculated which does not exceed either of these limits. Once
satisfactory values of the integrands are computed, control is transferred
to one of the integration methods discussed earlier and then the results
are printed out. Time, distance or velocity is checked to determine if the
end of the integration range has been reached. If it has not, control is
looped back to get a new value of time and the computations are resumed.
When the end of the range is reached, final results are printed out and
the execution terminated.
D.	 SAMPLE OUTPUTS
Table 3-5 is an example of the output in the steady speed loading mode.
The locomotive is an ac-ac configuration on 13 0-130 trucks. At the top of
the output is the program name, version number, date and time of execution.
Below that, the computer asks if there is any input for this run. In this
case, three parameters have been changed from the default values built
into the program. The following seventeen lines print out some of the
characteristics of the locomotive and the train. The third line states that
the locomotive is a Bo-Do configuration and the consist has four cars. The
weights in the following lines state that the total weight of the locomotive
Is 180 tons and the wheel loading  i s 45 tons per axle. The cars that are
heinq used weigh 70 tons each and the wheel load is 17.5 tons per axle.
[ f
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'fable 3-5. Steady Speed Operation with a So-Bo
Locomotive using ac Traction Motors
RAIL INFORHATIGh
;ACE ACTYP NODE DT
	 IhTEG LOCO "LOCO e1CAR CFIG
1	 t	 1.00	 1 '8056	 1	 4	 S
WF I GIST <TOhS>
LOCO	 LOCO	 CPO	 CAR
TOTAL	 PER AXLE TO TAL	 PER AALE
100.0
	
45.6	 70.0
	
17.5
Eho PTO GEh ALT REC T IMW MTFi
COMP TYPE	 1	 3	 l	 1	 1	 1	 1
MAX P0146P 'x320.
	
0. $300. 3360. 3sGU. 1306.
MAX PEED 1056.	 U. 1050.	 1050.
IOFORM 101
	 I0. I03 hCP TTPMk IDSU:• "XLEL
b	 1	 1	 0	 7	 6	 U	 4
I CRSPO I L RDPO 10R I DE MORE MTP WE hNP14 hAXLEC
0	 G	 0	 1	 0	 4	 1	 4
EDIFF RhIFF FFFPTO RATALT RATGEh GRADE
. W E. A79
	
.950 1.000 1.000
	
. 000
T IME
	 HEL	 ACC
SEC MPH MPH.*S
.fi .6 .00
.G 10.0 .66
.0 P.U. G .00
.6 30.0 .00
.0 40.0 .00
. r1 56.6 .60
.0 60.0 .00
DIST TTP ENS-0 TRACTIYE TRAIN	 DRAWSAR FUEL
PWR EFFORT RESIST PMR FLOW
MI NP Lb Lb--TOh HP LI, OR
.0 1 20. 5076. 6076. 0. 36.6
.0 1 123. 1316. 1316. 24. 67.5
.0 a 237. 2.16.1. 145-4. 53. 2 25.4
. G 1 30.17. 1552. 19392. $6. 161.6
. G 491. 1730. 1730. 124. 206.5
.r, 1 Soy . 1946. 1666. 166. 2 -34.6
.0 4 664. 2006. 2006. a 0. . 26"R.I
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Below that is the maximum power and speed ratings of the engine, alternator,
etc. The next listings are some of the Input/ output control parameters.
The last item in the third group down is the grade which in this example is
zero (level track). The output of the calculations is shown at the bottom
of the listing. Because this is steady state, time Is not a factor and Is
printed as zero. In this example, the calculations were made for 10 mph
intervals up to 60 mph. The Interval and the maximum speed used can be spe-
cified by the user. Acceleration Is naturally zero and the distance traveled
Is not computed and is therefore set to zero. TTP Is the throttle position
or "notch" settdng. The engine output power Is In the next column. At 60
mph, the engine output Is 664 hp in notch 4. The tractive effort Is 2006
lb which at steady speed is also the train resistance or drawbar pull. The
drawbar power is 213 hp. The full flow to the engine at this speed Is
265.1 lb/hr.
The second example Is the operation of a train over a simple  di.ty cycle
which is 17.3 ml long and takes 50 min of real time to complete. The top
speed is 30 mph. The data at the top of the Table 3-6 1ndicater that'a
C04,'o locomotive is being used with a consist of 10 cars. The locomotive
weighs 195 tons and has a 3000-hp Diesel engine. The cars weigh 70 tons
each. The track is flat and straight.
The computed results are not printed out after each integration step
but once every 100 s of computed time. The velocity, acceleration, and
distance travelled are printed as well as the current values of notch
position, engine output power, tractive effort, train resistance, drawbar
power, and fuel flow. After the duty cycle is complete, the energy Into,
out of, and lost by each component is summarized. In this example, the
engine produced 337 horsepower-hours (hp-hr) of energy over the driving
cycle. Of this, 60 hp-hr were used for auxiliary equipment by means of the
power take-off route. This means 277 hp-hr went into the alternator where
48 hp-hr of energy were lost. The alternator operated at an average effici-
ency of 83%. Twenty three hp-hr were lost in the rectifier which has an
average efficiency of 90%. Each of the six motors received 34 hp-hr &
which 9 hp-hr were lost and 26 transmitted to the wheels. Their average
efficiency is 76%. The overall efficiency from engine to wheels is 4611.
The output of tho program can be used in many ways. For one thing, the
traction motors have the lowest average efficiency of any of the components.
The program can pinpoint the areas of greatest energy loss. It can predict
how much fuel can be saved If, for example, the motors were repiaced with
more efficient ones. If the cost differential between the on .tiio-iai and
the more efficient motors is known as well as the cost of fuel, then the
results could be used to determine the life cycle costs and energy savings
associated with each motor.
E.	 ADVANCED DIESEL ENGINES
Three advanced Diesel engines were considered for modeling. These are
the turbocompound engine, the adiabatic engine, and the augmented engine.
Several versions of the adiabatic engine were considered including the
turboccmpound adiabatic engine, the turbocompound minimum friction adiabatic
engine, and a Rankine bottoming cycle added to this same engine.
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To compare these engines using the program, their speed-power-fuel
flow relationship must be established. Because some of these engines
r
	
	
exist only on paper and the rest are experimental, a method of estimating
their performance must be established. In Table 3-7, a typical 3000 hp
locomotive Diesel engine Is characterized. 	 In each notch position, an
engine speed and a gross output power are selected. From known accessory
t	 power values, a set of values for each notch position is derived. Sub-
; tractIng the accessory power from the gross power gives the net power output
BSFC Is estimated from GE and GM data. The fuel flow is calculated from the
8SFC and gross power. The turbocompound Diesel Is characterized In Table
3-8. The effect of turbocompounding is to Increase the output power of
the engine. This increase In power Is estimated from the amount of usable
power available in the engine exhaust and the turbine efficiency. This
change in power is added to the output power of the base engine to get the
of the turbocompounded engine is the same as that of the base engine.
Physically, the Diesel engine has been made smaller for the same output
power rating. All of the engines examined in this section have been resized
In the same way. A cycle analysis is used to estimate the change in thermal
efficiency, engine friction, heat loss to the coolant and heat loss to
the exhaust. The BSFC Is derived from this analysis and the fuel flow rate
calculated from the gross power and the value for BSFC. This process is
repeated for each of the eight notch positions and for the idle and dynamic
braking conditions.
The adiabatic engine analysis Is handled in the same manner as the
turbocompounded engine. Because there is no cooling system on an adiabatic
engine, the radiator, fan, and water pump power must be subtracted from
the accessory power. Because of this reduction, the fuel flow is down even
more than the BSFC as shown in Table 3-9. The accessory power load of the
minimum friction engine Is two horsepower lower because of the elimination
of she oil pump. 'This reduced load combined with the general effect of
lower friction reduces the fuel flow still further as can be seen in Table
3-10. The addition of the Rankine bottoming cycle Increases the accessory
load but not to the original level.  The effect of the bottoming cycle Is
to reduce the fuel flow still further. in notch 8 on Table 3-11, the fuel
flow is 731 lb/hr, a reduction of 35% compared to the baseline engine.
The augmented engine characterization is shown in Table 3-12. The reduction
In fuel flow Is not as dramatic as that of the adiabatic engine. The
design of the engine, that is the matching of the gas turbine system with
the Diesel engine, is critical to its efficiency and Table 3-12 reflects
the most fuel efficient version.
F.	 BOTTOMING CYCLES
The bottoming cycles can be analyzed in a similar- manner by using the
exhaust gas temperature and flow rate of the DIesc,l engine as the Input to
a Rankine cycle analysis. The Rankine cycle analysis determines the amount
of additional power available to the engine system. The addition of the
bottoming cycle does not affect the fuel flow rate of the Diesel engine
itself. The engine system is resized so that the total of the Diesel engine
power and the bottoming cycle power is the same as the net power of the base
3-13
wTable 3-7. Baseline Turbocharged Diesel Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 25 100 .468 58
2 460 370 30 340 .412 1.52
3 550 725 40 685 .393 285
4 630 1120 60 1060 .372 417
5 720 1650 90 1560 .362 597
6 800 2195 125 2070 .356 181
7 890 2900 175 2725 .350 1015
8 925 3225 225 3000 .350 1129
Idle 380 35
Dynamic Braking 125
Note: BSFC Is based on gross power
Table 3-8. Turbocompound Diesel Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 25 100 .468 58
2 460 370 30 340 .408 151
3 550 725 40 685 .385 279
4 630 1120 60 1060 .361 404
5 720 1650 90 1560 .348 573
6 800 2195 125 2070 .338 742
7 890 2900 175 2725 .329 954
8 925 3225 225 3000 .326 1050
Idle	 380	 35
Dynamic Flraking	 124
Note: 8SFC is based on gross power
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t	 Table 3-9. Engine Schedule for Turbocompound Adiabatic Diesel Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 114 14 100 .426 49
2 460 356 16 340 .371 132
3 550 705 20 685 .350 247
4 630 1091 31 1060 .327 357
5 720 1606 46 1560 .315 506
6 800 2134 64 2070 .306 653
7 890 2814 69 2725 .298 837
8 925 3115 115 3000 .294 916
Idle
	
380	 32
Dynamic Braking	 112
Note: BSFC Is based on gross power
Table 3-10. Engine Schedule for Minimum Friction Turbocompound
Adiabatic Diesel
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 112 12 100 .295 33
2 460 354 14 340 .268 95
3 550 703 18 685 .263 185
4 630 1089 29 1060 .257 280
5	 • 720 1604 44 1560 .257 412
6 800 2132 62 2070 .260 554
7 890 2812 87 2725 .262 737
8 925 3113 113 3000 .269 837
Idle	 380	 22
Dynamic Braking	 81
E^y
Note: BSFC Is based on gross power
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Table 3-11. Engine Schedule for Minimum Friction Turbocompound
Adiabatic Diesel with Rankine Bottoming Cycle
Engine Gross Accessory Net I Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-h-) (Ib/hr)
1 380 119 19 100 .276 33
2 460 363 23 340 .247 90
3 550 715 30 685 .240 172
4 630 1106 46 1060 .231 255
5 720 1627 67 1560 .228 371
6 800 2163 93 2070 .22A 4;3
7 890 2855 130 2725 .228 651
8 925 3166 166 3000 .231 731
Idle	 380	 21
Dynamic Braking	 75
Note: BSFC is based on gross power
Table 3-12. Engine Schedule for Augmented Diesel Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 25 100 .468 58
2 460 370 30 340 .408 151
3 550 725 40 685 .385 279
4 630 1120 60 1060 .361 404
5 720 1650 90 1560 .348 574
6 2195 125 2070 .338 742
7 890 2900 175 2725 .329 954
8 925 3225 225 3000 .326 1051
9 925 3425 225 3200 .384 1315
10 925 3625 225 3200 .436 1580
Idle	 380	 51;
Dynamic Braking	 124
Moto: 13SF(7, is based on gross power
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engino. Tho fan and pump power loads of the Rankine bottoming cycle must be
included in the Diesel engine accesssory load. The final power and fuel
flow numbers are those of the entire system and these numbers are used in
the RAIL program. Tables 3-13 to 3-20 present engine schedules showing the
relationship botwaon engine power and speed for this group of engine varia-
tions. The first three, Tables 3-13 to 3-15, are for non-turbocompounded
ongines with Rankine or Stirling bottoming cycles. The thermal efficiency
of the StirIInq cycle is more sensitive to the difference betwee , the heat
source temperature and the heat sink temperature than is the Rankine
cycle. When the temperature difference is small, the Rankine cycle is
the more efficient of the two. The effects of fuel modification bottoming
cycles are presented in Tables 3-16 to 3-20 f r.)r both base and adiabatic
engines using methanol or Diesel fuels. The greatest improvement comes
from using methanol in a direct decompoGition mode. The gain is about 20%
in all notches. These engine schedules have been put into the "RAIL"
program for production running.
G.	 ALTERNATIVE FUELS
The same technique has been used to simulate the effects of alternative
fuels on fuel consumpti The effect of the fuel on engine power and fuel
flow is ostimated. The engine is resized so that the new output power level
in notch 3 is the same as that of the base engine. A cycle analysis is
used to compute the BSFC and thermal efficiency as well as the fuel flow
rate. The brake spEcfic energy consumption (BSFC) is also computed. The
BSEC is another way of stating the thermal efficiency and is preferred by
some engineers when comparing fuels. The engine speed is unchanged. A
sorios of engine schedules like those of Table 3-7 to 3-12 have been pre-
pared (one for each candidate fuel) for use in the "RAIL" program. These
schedules are shown as Tables 3-21 to 3 . 36. Some fuels such as the syn-
thetic hydrocarbons,, have little effect on engine operation. The alcohols
show a greater effect because of the lower heat of combustion. The gaseous
fuels lower the volumetric efficiency which affects the power levels for a
Given engine size. Hydrogen in the gaseous form shows a significant change
because of both the volumetric efficiency and the effect of the heat of
combustion.
Fi.	 ENGINE ANALYSIS
In preparing these schedules, a series of engine analyses were
made using the baseline engine and the range of fuels of interest. The
analytical approach was validated by conducting the analysis for Diesel
fuel No. 2 and comparing these results to published engine data. These
comparisons were found to agree. Using this same analytical approach,
calculations were made for engines running on the alternative fuels.
These calculations zre based on complete combustion of the fuel in
excess air. All results are based on the lower heating value o f the fuel.
The results include the effects of the sensible heat and the latent heat
of vaporization on the temperature drop in the fuel-air charge because of
complete vaporization of the fuel. The effect of res;dual gases on
engine performance is also taken into account.
Table 3-13. Engine Schedule for Rankine Bo*toming Cycle
4	 on Base Engine
t	
_
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power i'	 ^r BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) +°- (lb/hp-hr) (Ib/hr)•
k
f	 1 380 134 34 100 .431 58
2 460 379 39 340 .379 144
t	 3 550 737 52 681) .358 264
4 630 1137 77 1060 .330 375
5 720 1673 113 1560 .317 530
'	 6 800 2226 156 2070 .312 695
7 890 2943 218 2725 .306 901
8 925 3278 278 3000 .305 1000
Idle
	 380
	
32
Dynamic Braking
	 115
Note: BSFC is based on gross power
Table 3-14. Engine Schedule for Rankine Bottoming Cycle
on Adiabatic Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (Ib/hr)
1 380 119 19 100 .406 48
2 460 363 23 340 .357 130
3 550 715 30 685 .340 243
4 630 1106 46 1060 .310 343
5 720 '027 67 1560 .298 .485
6 800 2163 93, 2070 .290 628
7 890 2855 130 2725 .284 809
8 925 3166 166 3000 .281 890
Idle	 380	 30
Dynamic Braking	 108
Note: BSFC is based on gross power
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ki	 Table 3-15. Engine Schedule for Stirling Bottoming Cycle
on Adiabatic Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
k	 1 
 380 121 21 100 .463 56
2 460 366 26 340 .375 137
3 550 719 34 685 .332 239
4 630 1111 51 1060 .301 334
5 720 1633 73 1560 .289 472
6 800 2170 100 2070 .281 610
7 890 2863 138 2725 .274 785
8 925 3175 175 3000 .471 861
Idle	 380	 35
Dynamic Braking	 114
Note: BSFC is based on gross power
Table 3-16. Engine Schedule for Methanol Decomposition
on Base Engine
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel	 ;I
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 25 100 .822 103
2 460 370 30 340 .724 268
3 550 725 40 685 .681 494
4 630 1120 60 1060 .646 724
5 720 1650 90 1560 .629 1037
6 800 2195 125 2070 .618 1356
7 890 2900 175 2725 .607 1760
8 925 3225 2.25 3000 .607 1958
Idle 380 61
Dynamic Braking 219
Note:	 BSFC is based on gross power
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POOR Qrup1.ITY	 Table 3-17. Engine Schedule for Methanol ReformingOF	 on Base Engine
Engine Cross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 25 100 .893 112
2 460 370 30 340 .787 291
3 550 725 40 685 .741 537
4 630 1120 60 1060 .702 786
5 720 1650 90 1560 .682 1127
6 800 2195 125 2070 .671 1474
7 890 2900 175 2725 .661 1917
8 925 3225 225 3000 .659 2125
Idle	 380	 67
i)ynamic Braking	 238
Note: BSFC is based on gross power
Ta5le 3-18. is-igine Schedule for Partial Oxidation of Methanol
on Base Engine with Rankine Bottoming Cycle
Engine Cross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (Ib/hr)
1 380 134 34 100 .958 128
2 460 379 39 340 .84^ 320
3 550 737 52 685 .800 590
4 630 1137 77 1060 .741 843
5 720 1673 113 1560 .718 1200
6 800 2226 156 2070 .705 1568
7 890 2943 218 2725 .692 2035
8 925 3278 278 3000 .689 2260
F",
380	 72
mic Braking	 256
; BSFC is based on gross power
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z Tahlo 3-19. Engine Schedule for Partial Oxidation of Diesel	 Fuel
F .
	
C on A1 i abet 1 c Engine with Rankine Bottoming Cycle
En7ino Grass Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Spood rower Power Power BSFC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (I Mir)
I
1 580 154 34 100 .424 57
4oO 379 39 340 .374 142
S h50 731 52 685 .356 262
r 4 650 1137 11 1060 .328 313
5 720 1673 113 1560 .317 530
6 800 2226 156 2070 .310 690
I 7 890 2941 218 2725 .303 893
8 9.?'i 3278 278 3000 .301 988
I d I e 380 52
i Dynamic nraking 113
Note:	 t3SFC
	 is hased on gross power
Table 3-20. Engine Schedule for Partial Oxidation of Diesel Fuel
on Base Engine with Rankine Bottoming Cycle
Engine Gross Accessory Net	 Fuel
Notch	 Speed Power Power Power	 BSFC	 Flow
Position	 (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp)	 (lb/hp-hr;	 (Ib/hr)
1 380 134 34 100 .442 59
2 460 379 39 340 .389 147
3 550 737 52 685 .369 272
4 630 1137 77 1060 .342 389
5 720 1673 113 1560 .331 554
6 800 2226 156 2070 .375 723
7 890 2943 218 2725 .319 939
8 925 3278 278 3000 .318 1044
Idl e 388 33
Dynamic Braking 118
Note:	 BSFC	 is based on gross power
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed 'ower Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .466 8.77 58
2 460 370 340 .411 7.72 152
3 550 725 685 .392 7.37 284
4 630 1120 1060 .371 6.97 415
5 720 1650 1560 .361 6.78 596
6 800 2195 2070 .355 6.67 779
7 890 2900 2725 .349 6.56 1012
8 925 3225 3000 .349 6.56 1126
Idle 380 35
Dynamic Braking 124
Note:	 BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu / hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion	 is 18,800 Btu/Ib
Table 3-21. Engine Schedule for Diesel No. 2
F,W
.0
Notch
Position
Engine
Speed
(rpm)
Gross
Power
(hp)
Net
Power
(hp)
BSFC
(lb/hp-hr)
BSEC
(k8tu/hp-hr)
Fuel
Flow
(Ib/hr)
1 380 125 100 .468 8.70 58
2 460 370 340 .412 7.66 152
3 550 725 685 .393 7.31 285
4 630 1120 1060 .372 6.92 417
5 720 1650 1560 .362 6.73 597
6 800 2195 2070 .356 6.62 781
7 890 2900 2725 .350 6.51 1015
8 925 3225 3000 .350 6.51 1129
Idle 380 35
Dynamic Braking 125
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion Is 18,600 Btu/1b
Table 3-22. Engine Schedule for Naphtha
3-22
RTable 3-23. Engine Schedule for Liyuld Methane
{
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC	 BSEC Flow
Position
r
(rpm) (tip) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)	 (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .408	 8.77 51
''	 ? 460 370 340 .359	 7.72 133
3 550 725 685 .343	 7.37 249
4 630 1120 1060 .324	 6.97 363
5 720 1650 1560 .31i 6.78 520
6 800 2195 2070 .310 6.67 681
7 890 2900 2725 .305 6.56 885
8 925 3225 3000 .305 6.56 984
Idle 380 30
Dynamic Braking 108
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
l3SFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion	 Is 21,500 Btu/Ib
Table 3-24.	 Engine Schedule for Coal Derived Distillate
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch	 Speed Power Power BSFC	 BSEC	 Flow
Position	 (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-tir)(lb/tir)
1	 380 125 100 .488 8.74 61
2	 460 370 340 .430 7.70 159	 1
3	 550 725 685 .410 7.34 297
4	 630 1120 1060 .388 6.95 435
5	 720 1650 1560 .378 6.76 623
6	 800 2195 2070 .372 6.65 815
7	 890 2900 2725 .365 6.54 1060
8	 925 3225 3000 .365 6.54 1178
Idle	 380	 36
Y	 Dynamic Braking	 130
t'.
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific E l iergy Consumption In thousands of BTU/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 17,900 Btu/IL)
Engine (,rosy Net Fuel
Notch S peed Power Power [30i-C 13SEC F I ow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) M to/hp-hr) (Ib/hr)
1 380 125 100 1.048 9.00 131
2 460 370 340 .923 7.92 341
3 550 725 685 .881 7.56 639
4 630 1120 1060 .834 7.15 934
5 720 1650 1560 .811 6.96 1338
6 800 2195 2070 .798 6.84 1751
7 890 2900 2725 .784 6.73 2275
8 925 3225 3000 .784 6.73 2530
Idle 380 76
Dynamic Braking 271
Note:	 BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and 13SEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion Is 8,580 Btu/Ib
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Table 3-25. Engine Schedule	 for- Oil	 Shale Distillate
Engine Gross	 Jet Fuel
Notch Speed Power	 rower	 l3SF(; 13SEC Flow 
Position (rpm) (hp)	 (hp)	 (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125	 100 .483 8.74 60
2 460 370	 340 .425 7.70 157
1 550 125	 685 .406 7.14 294
4 630 1120	 1060 .584 6.95 450
5 720 1650
	
1560 .313 f,. 76 616
6 800 2195	 2070 .567 6.65 806
7 890 2900	 272 .561 6.54 1047
8 9,--) 3225	 3nGn .561 . ; 4 1 165
Idle 380
Dynamic Braking 128
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption 	 in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSF0 and RSLC are haled on gross power-
Lower heat of combustion	 is	 18,100 Btu/ih
Table 3-26. Fngine Schedule for Methanol
Table 3-27.	 Engine Schedule for Ethanol
Engine Cross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC	 BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (hp/hr)
1 380 125 100 .773	 8.93 97
2 460 370 340 .681	 7.66 252
5 550 725 685 .649	 7.50 471
4 630 1120 1060 .615	 7.10 689
'5 720 1650 1560 .598 6.91 987
6 800 2195 2070 .588 6.79 1291
890 2900 2725 .578 6.68 1677
8 925 X225 3000 .578 6.68 1865
Idle 380 56
Dynamic Orakinq 201
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 11,550 Btu/Ib
Table 3-28. Engine Schedule for Liquid Hydrogen
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC	 BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .174	 8.98 22
2 460 370 340 .153	 7.91 57
3 550 725 685 .146	 7.55 106
4 630 1120 1060 .138	 7.14 155
5 720 1650 1560 .135 6.95 222
6 800 2195 2070 .132 6.83 291
7 890 2900 2725 .130 6.72 378
8 925 3225 3000 .130 6.72 420
Idle 380 13
Dynamic Braking 45
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 5,600 Btu/Ib
3-25
s	 Table 3-29. Engine Schedule for Liquid Ammonia
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC 13SEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 1.122 8.98 140
2 460 370 340 .989 7.91 366
3 °60 725 685 .943 7.55 684
4 630 1120 1060 .893 7.14 1000
5 720 1650 1560 .869 6.95 1434
6 800 2195 2070 .854 6.83 1875
7 890 2900 2725 .840 6.72 2436
8 925 3225 3000 .840 6.72 2710
idle	 380	 81
Dynamic nraking	 291
Nate: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 8,000 Btu/Ib
Table 3-30. Engine Schedule for Coal-Diesel Fuel Slurry (20%/80%)
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .503 8.90 63
2 460 370 340 .443 7.84 164
3 550 725 685 .423 7.48 306
4 630 1120 1060 .400 '1.08 448
5 720 1650 1560 .389 6.89 642
6 800 2195 2070 .383 6.77 840
7 890 2900 2725 .376 6.66 1091
8 92` 3225 .3000 .376 6.66 1213
Idle
	
380	 37
Dynamic Braking	 131
Vote: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 17,700 Btu/Ib
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'F Table 3-31.	 Engine Schedule for Gasoiine-Luba 011 Blend (15%/85%)
Enging Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .495 8181 62
2 460 370 340 .436 7.75 161
I` 3 550 725 685 .416 7.40 301
4 630 1120 1060 .394 7.01 441
5 720 1650 1560 .383 6.81 632
6 800 2195 2070 .376 6.70 826
7 890 2900 2725 .370 6.59 1074
8 925 3225 3000 .370 6.59 1194
Idle	 380	 37
Dynamic	 130
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion Is 17,800 Btu/Ib.
Table 3-32. Engine Schedule for Gasoline-tube 011 Blend (70%/304)
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC	 BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .468	 8.77 58
2 460 370 340 .412	 7.72 152
3 550 725 685 .393	 7.37 285
4 630 1120 1060 .372	 6.97 417
5	 720 1650 1560 .362 6.78 597
6	 £00 2195 2070 .356 6.67 781	 1
7	 890 2900 2725 .350 6.56 1015
8	 925 3225 3000 .350 6.56 1128
Idle	 380	 35
Dynamic Braking	 124
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 18,750 Btu/Ib
^T w1
Table 3-33. Engine Scholl ule for Water-Diesel No.	 2 Emulsion	 (10¢/84¢)
t
Engine gross Nei Fuel
B lotch Speed Power Power BSFC	 SSE.0 Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .538	 8.45 67
X	 2 460 370 340 .474	 7.44 175
3 550 725 685 .452	 7.10 328
4 630 1120 1060 .428	 6.72 479
5 720 1650 1560 .416	 6.53 687
6 800 2195 2070 .409	 6.43 899
7 890 2900 2725 .403	 6.32 1167
8 971) 3225 3000 .403	 6.32 1298
Idle
	
380	 41
Dynamic Braking	 148
Note: O SEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC; are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion Is 15,700 Btu/Ib
Plalance of fuel Is surfactant
Table 3-34. Engine S^hedule for Methanol-Diesel No. 2 Emulsion (10%/86%)
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Positton (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .494 8.39 62
2 460 370 340 .435 7.39 161
3 550 725 685 .415 7.05 301
4 630 1120 1060 .393 6.68 440
5 720 1650 1560 .382 6.49 630
6 600 2195 2070 .376 6.39 825
7 890 2900 2725 .369 6.28 1071
8 925 3225 3000 .369 6.28 1191
Idle	 380	 38
c Braking	 137
BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 17,000 Btu/Ib
Balance of fuel Is surfactant
i
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Tahlo 3-3'i. Engine Schodule for Ethanol-Diesel No. 2 Emulsion (20¢/72¢)
Engine cross Not Fuel
Notch Speed Power rower BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .500 8135 63
2 460 370 340 .440 7.35 1631
550 725 685 .420 7.02 305
4 630 1120 1060 .398 6.64 .146
5 720 1650 1560 .387 6.46 638
6 800 2195 2070 .381 6.36 835
7 890 2900 2725 .314 6.25 1085
8 925 3225 3000 .374 6.25 1207
Idle	 380	 39
Dynamic Braking	 139
"dote: HSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and vSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 16,700 Btu/Ib
valance of fuel is surfactant
Table 3-36. Engine Schedule for Heavy Aromatic
Naphtha-Diesel No. 2 (75%/25%)
Engine Gross Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr)(kBtu /hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 380 125 100 .470 8.79 59
2 460 370 340 .414 7.74 153
3 550 725 685 .395 7.39 286
4 630 1120 1060 .374 6.99 419
5 720 1650 1560 .364 6.80 600
6 800 2195 2070 .358 6.69 785
7 890 2900 2725 .352 6.58 1020
8 925 3225 3000 .352 6.58 1135
I d 1 e	 380	 35
Dynamic Braking	 125
f.	
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on grass power
Lower heat of combustion Is 18,700 Btu/Ib
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I,C Cycle analysis is corrected for frictional losses and heat transfer
losses to the coolant. When using fuels with low cetane ratings (e.g.,
alcohols, hydrogen, etc.) a small amount (about 5%) of liquid Diesel fuel
t is Injected at the end of the compression stroke to start' ignition. The
pilot charge properties are assumed to be the same as those of the main
fuel.
i,	 ALTERNATIVE ENGINES
Nine alternative engines 'cave been analyzed to determine the fuel
consumption for the eight notch positions, Idle and dynamic braking. The
schedules for these engines are shown In Tables 3-37 through 3-45. These
schedules differ from the earlier ones for the Diesel engines in that the
engine speeds are not included. The engine speeds range from very high
for the steam and gas turbines to relatively low for the Stirling engines.
The speeds themselves cannot be directly compared to that of the Diesel
engine, anI have not been included for that reason.
A schedule has been included for the first generation reciprocating
drive steam engine even though the RAIL program was designed for the
electric transmission. The first generation steam locomotive and other
locomotives using non-electric transmissions can be analyzed using modified
versions of the engine schedules specifically formu^ated for them. The
fuel flow rates are changed to compensate for the differences in the
transmission efficiencies. This approach is ,ot strictly accurate but it
does enable the RAIL, program to be used for ail locomotives and the results
can he directly compared.
Because of the wide range of thermal efficiencies involved in these
engines and the range of fuels with their associated costs, it is not
possible to make meaningful comparisons solely on the basis of the energy
consumption of the various engines. The ife-cycle costs are required to
provide the detail needed for the ranking of the engines.
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Table 3-37. Engine Schedule for Steam Turbine-Electric Using
Biti o minous Coal
Gross Net Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position
.
(hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1
1 128 100 1.064 13.09 136
2 373 340 .882 10.85 329
3 747 685 .831 10.22 621
4 1154 1060 .812 9.99 937
5 1699 1560 .785 9.66 1334
6 2267 2070 .771 9.48 1748
7 3021 2725 .762 9.37 2302
8 3364 3000 .749 9.21 2520	 J
Idle	 92
Dynamic Braking	 154
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 12,300 Btu/Ib
Table 3-38. Engine Schedule for Phosphoric Acid Fuel
Cell Using Methanol
Gross Nei, Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 128 100 .729 6.25 101
2 362 340 .628 5.39 227
3 716 685 .600 5.15 430
4 1103 1060 .588 5.04 648
5 1619 1560 .581 4.98 941
6 2147 2070 .587 5.04 1260
7 2834 2725 .599 5.14 1698
8 3125 3000 .605 5.19 1891
Idle	 32
Dynamic Braking	 90
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption In thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 8,580 Btu/Ib
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t
e	 Tabie 3-39. Engine Schedule for Open Cycle,	 Internal Combustion
t	 t Regenerative Gas Turbine Using 011 Shale Distillate
i
Gross Net Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
k	 1 128 100 1.155 21.14 148
2 362 340 .617 11.29 223
3 716 685 .466 8.55 334
4 1103 1060 .402 7.36 443
i	 5 1619 1560 .364 6.66 589
6 2147 2070 .339 6.20 728
7 2834 2725 .331 6.06 938
8 3125 3000 .331 6.06 1034
Idle	 103
Dynamic	 145
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 18,300 Btu/Ib
Tabhi 3-40. Engine Schedule for Open Cycle, External Combustion
Regenerative Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
Gross Net BSEC Fuel
Notch	 Power Power BSFC	 kBtu Flow
Position	 (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr)	 (kl3tu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1	 121 100 2.23' '" 270
2	 365 340 1.030 376
3	 721 685 .754 9.27 544
4	 1108 1060 .652 8.02 722
5	 1629 1560 .589 7.24 959
6	 2162 2070 .564 6.94 1219
7	 2870 2725 .564 6.94 1619
8	 3175 3000 .544 6.69 1727
Idle	 112
Dynamic	 276
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 12,300 Btu/Ib
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Table 3-41. Engine Schedule for Closed Cycle, External Combustion
t Regonerativn Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
V
Gross Net Fuel
Notch Power	 Power BSFC	 BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (ib/hp-hr)	 (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 126 100 .712	 8.76 90
2 WI 340 .643	 7.91 238
5 726 685 .581	 7.15 422
` 4 1119 1060 .551	 6.78 616
5 1651 1560 .544	 6.69 898
6 2196 2070 .537	 6.60 1179
7 2899 2725 .533	 6.56 1545
F1 3225 5000 .530	 6.52 1709
Idle	 106
DynamIc	 89
Note: RSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
13SFC and RSEC dre based on gross powe-
Lower heat of combustion is 12,300 B-.j/Ib
Table 3-42. Engine Schedule for Advanced Stirling Enalne
Using Oil Shale Distillate
Gross Net Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (lb/hp.-hr) (kB to/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 121 100 .388 7.10 47
2 369 340 .345 6.31 127
3 722 685 .330 6.04 238
4 1110 1060 .320 5.86 355
5 1628 1560 .312 5.11 508
6 2166 2070 .305 5.58 661
7 2872 2725 .303 5.54 870
8 3180 3000 .302 5.53 960
Idle	 12
Dynamic	 48
Note: BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 18,300 Btu/Ib
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Using Diesel No. 2
Gross Net Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (Ib/hr)
1 126 100 .952 17.71 120
2 371 340 .589 10.96 218
3 726 685 .494 9.19 359
4 1119 1060 .453 8.43 507
5 1651 1560 .425 7.90 702
6 2196 2070 .409 7.61 898
7 2899 2725 .401 7.46 1162
8 3225 3000 .397 7.38 1280
Idle 89
Dynamic 119
Note:
	
BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 18,600 Btu/ib
F
Table 3-43. Engine Schedule for Advanced Stirling Engine Using
i R	 Bituminous Coal
st
Gross	 Net	 Fuel
Notch	 Power	 Power	 BSFC	 BSEC	 Flour
Position	 (hp)	 (hp)	 (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr)	 (Ib/hr)
1 128 100 .885 10.88 113
2 372 300 .668 8.22 248
3 725 685 .662 7.65 451
'	 4 1114 1060 .594 7.31 662
r	 5 1637 1560 .572 7.04 936
6 2176 2070 .556 6.84 1210
j	 7 2895 2725 .546 6.72 1581
8
I
3210 3000 .544 6.69 1746
Idle 53
Dynamic 112
Note:
	
BSEC - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower heat of combustion is 12,300 Btu/Ib
Table 3-44. Engine Schedule for Stratified Charge Rotary Engine
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Table 3-45. Engine Schedule for First Generation Steam Engine
Using Bituminous Coal
;ross Net Fuel
Notch Power Power BSFC BSEC Flow
Position (hp) (hp) (lb/hp-hr) (kBtu/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1 128 100 2.65 31.8 339
2 580 340 1.51 18.2 575
3 740 685 1.25 15.0 923
4 1133 1060 1.15 13.8 1305
5 1660 1560 1.12 13.4 1852
6 2210 2070 1.09 13.0 2403
7 2957 2725 1.07 12.8 3145
8 3260 3000 1.06 12.7 3456
I d I e	 228
Dynamic Braking	 228
Note: RSF.0 - Brake Specific Energy Consumption in thousands of Btu/hp-hr
BSFC and BSEC are based on gross power
Lower hea + of combustion is 12,300 Btu/Ib
J.	 SECTION III REFERENCES AND NOTES
3-1. Addie, A.N., General Motors Electro-Motive Division, La Grange,
Illinois, Personal Communication, January 19, 1979.
3-2. Stormont, J. 0., et al, A Study of Fuel Economy and Emissions Reduc -
tion Methods for Marine and Locomotive Diesel Engines, Report PB-246
725, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas, September 1975.
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LOCOMOTIVE mo IriCATIONS
A.	 I NTRODUc r I oil
Locomotivo modifications aro thoso modifications which can bo 'aJdo
to prosorit Iocomotivos or that rouId ho incorporated into now locomotivo'.i
in the next five to toil por i od, The subject of regenerative onoryy
storago systems which could ho incorporated within this five to ton year
timo fr.amo aro dkcussod in a soparato chapter because they involve more
than just o chango to the locomotive. Tho retrofitting of turbochargers
I-, discussed In this chaptor. A more clot, i t ed discussion of tL11_b0CII,ar(J i n;)
I-, prosontod In `',oct i on V as an i ntrocluct i on to turbocompound i nra_ and ad-
vancod Dlosol engine dosigns.
Tho noar-tart, rood i f i cat i ons d i scussod i n th i s sect i on are combu st i on
chamber and fuel systorl changes, bottoming cycles, oloctric transmission
improvomunts, improved .accesscar-ies and more efficient dynamic braking.
Those modifications could be introduced into the locomotive fIoet oithor
as field modifications by maIntenanco porsonnoI or when the onyinos are
rehuIIt in the con traI railroad shops. In some eases, spocIfic on II nos
may ho schodulod for a major changeovor.
19.	 PIGINF. 40DIFIC;ATIOtI,
Loconotive niesol engines are highly devolope6 i.ut there appears to
be root i for i rnprovoment 'in  the ir- combustion chamber, valves, and tho fuel
injection systems. These chanaos are more ovolutionary than revolutionary.
The parameters which aria examined are maximum cylinder pressures, compres-
sion ratio, piston speed, fuel injection timing, injection pressure and
rate, fuel spray formation, spray pattern, air/fuel mixture, and turbo-
rharfer boost pressure.
These areas have been, and are;, under continuous development by the
manufacturers. The present engines are close to optimum for Diesel ilo.2
fuel. With the advent of alternative fuels, however, the engine system will
have to he re-optimized. Modificatiols to some of the parameters mentioned
above have been examined for their effect on engine efficiency. These are:
(1) Inca ase turbocharge boost pressure to increase mean effective
pressure.
(2) increase maximum cylinder pressures to Increase indicated thermal
efficiency.
(3) Reduce piston speed to increase mechanical efficiency.
(4) Loan-out fuel-air mixture to increase indicated thermal efficiency.
Rased -)n cost and performance tradeoffs, turbocharger pressures are
irrently limited to about 2.7 atm (absolute). Above this limit, the
>mbustion pressure will exceed the maximum cylinder pressure limit of
,00 to 2000 psia, depending on the particular engine design. 	 If this
iximum pressure limit is relaxed, the turbocharger boost pressure can be
creasod even further.	 Tho energy limit (exhaust energy required to
l ve the turbocharger) is reached at about 4 atm. The analysis assumes
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that turbocharger offieiencies will be maintained at the higher boost
pressures. Ely increasing the boost pressure of the baselino engine from 2
to 3 atm, the mean effective pressure is increased by 37%. This increases
the engine efficiency by 2 to 3 percentage points. However, the thermal
efficiency will decrease by one percentage point if fuel injection retarda-
tion is necessary to limit the maximum cylinder pressure to 2000 psis.
The brake thermal efficiency is Improved by only i to 2 percentage points
in this case.
The thermodynamic cycle officienc/ of a Diesel engine increases with
an increase in maximum cylinder pressures. An increase in the pressure,
however, will either adversely affect the engine durability or will require
a redesign of the engine because of increased mechanical and thermal
stresses. An analysis was made to assess the potential efficiency gains
that will result from increasing the cylinder proisure. These rosu Its
indicate that an additional 4 percentage point improvement in thermal of-
ficioncy is possible if the pressure Iimit is raised to 3000 psia.
The brake thermal efficiency can be further increased if the piston
speed is reduced to keep the output power constant. Because the piston
friction power loss is proportional to mean piston speed, there could be
a measurable improvement in the mechanical efficiency. There may be a
slight penalty in indicated thermal efficiency because of poorer fuel-air
mixing. The present calculations indicate a possible net improvement of
one percentage point in the brake thermal efficiency for a 37% reduction
in piston speed. The engines would require basic redesign, however, to
maintain existing power ratings.
Another alternative for increasing engine efficiency is to increase
turbocharge boost pressure and to lean out the fuel-air mixture whilo
maintaining constant power. The leaned out mixture reduces the combustion
temperature and the exhaust gas specific heats. Because of lower specific
heats, there is a higher temperature rise per unit mass of fuel. This
effect increases indicate) efficiency and because the mechanical efficiency
remains essentially unaftected, the net result is an increase in brake
thermal efficiency. The locomotive Diesel engines, however, already operate
very loan and, hence, there is not much potential for further leaning out
of the mixture.
In summary, engine modifications could improve the brake thermal
efficiency of an engine from one to three percentage points without
adversely affecting the existing engine and from three to four percentage
points if the engine is redesigned.
C.	 BOTTOMING CYCLES
In a heat engine, a large portion of the heat energy loss because of
thermodynamic limitations leaves the engine through the exhaust system.
If this comparatively low grade heat energy could be recovered and
converted to useful work, the overall system efficiency would increase.
A broad spectrum of waste heat recovery concepts are evaluated in this
study. These concepts are grouped into throe main categories: power gener-
ating cycles, charge heating cycles and fuel reforming cycles.
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Of these, the power generating cycles hava received maximum attention.
The engine exhaust heat is converted to useful power through options such
as turbocharging, turbocompounding, Rankine engine compounding and Stirling
engino compounding. The power thus generated can be added to the base
ongino crank shaft or can be used to drive the auxiliary equipment as
shown in Figuro 4-1.
In the case of charge heating cycles, the engine exhaust energy
is used to hoat the air, fuel, or fuel-air charge, before or after
compression as shown schomaticaIIy In FIguro 4-2. The options .falling
under this category are preheating :nd regeneration. Preheating is not
attractive for Diesel engines and regeneration is discussed under the
heap ing of "Other Diesel Engines" in Section V.
In fuel reforming cycles, the exhaust energy is used to convert a
liquid fuel into a hydrogen-rich gas, which is then used to fuel the engine
as shown in Figure 4-3. The heating value of the resultant gaseous fuel
is increased by the energy absorbed from the exhaust gas and, hence, the
overall thermal efficiency of the system Is increased. The output power
of the engine, however, is reduced because the gaseous fuel displaces
some of the intake air. The options in this category are: direct decompo-
sition, steam reforming, and partial oxidation. Each of these options is
only suitable for certain fuels. These options can not be used on two-
stroke engines because of problems in the crankcase and with the scavenging
air.
Any discussion of bottoming cycles necessitates an evaluation of the
amount of energy available in the exhaust gases of the engine. Table 4-1
compiled from References 4-1 through 4-4 lists the exhaust flow rate and
temperature for the two baseline Diesel engines. The exhaust temperature
of the two-stroke engine is substantially below that of the four-stroke
engine because of the scavenging air used to clear the cylinders. Some of
this air goes out with the exhaust and cools it. As a result, the use of
bottoming cycles with General Motors )ngines will be less effective than
their use on General Electric or Morrison-Knudsen engines.
The most attractive options and their possible application to specific
engines are shown in Table 4-2. Some of the options simply can not be used
with a particular engine because of the exhaust gas temperature or the type
of fuel system. Of the items on the table, turbocharging is discussed both
in this chapter and in Section V and turbocompounding is discussed only in
Section V. The Rankine cycle compounding or bottoming cycle is one of the
main topics in this chapter as are all of the fuel decomposition and
reforming cycles. The Stirling engine bottoming cycle is only applicable
to adiabatic engines and is discussed in Section V.
D. RANKINE ENGINE COMPOUNDING
In Rankine engine compounding, the exhaust energy is used to vaporize
a low-boiling point liquid (usually an organic liquid) which drives an
expander and the power generated is transmitted to the base engine crank-
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Figure 4-2. Charge Heating Bottoming Cycle Schematic
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Figure 4-3. Schematic of Methanol Decomposition Bottoming Cycle System
shaft through a speed-matching gear box. The expender can be a turbine, a
piston engine, or a rotary vaned machine. Figure 4-1 shows a simplified
schematic of one such system. The flow diagram of this Rankine cycle is
shown in Figure 4-4. The exhaust gases of the base engine pass through
the vapor- o onerator where the working fluid is vaporized. The fluid then
goes to the expander where its energy is converted to work. The expanded
fluid passes through a recuperator, releasing part of its heat, and then
through a condenser for further cooling. In this configuration, the purpose
of the recuperator Is to reduce the size  of t)e condenser and to conserve
energy. After flowing through the condenser, the liquid is pumped through
the recuperator again, where it is heated, and then into the vapor generator
to complete the circuit. Rankine engine compounding has significant
advantages in its use of low-quality heat and its minor effect on engine
back pressure. Because of these advantages, the Rankine engine bottoming
cycle is receiving increased attention. Thermo-Electron Corporation (TECO)
(Ref. 4-5), General Electric (GE) (Ref. 4-6), JPL/Caltech (Ref. 4-7), and
others have proposed or developed Rankine cycles with different organic
fluids. T'he Garrett Corporation is proposing water as a Rankine engine
fluid rather- than the organic liquids. In the present analysis; Fluorinol-
50, Fluorinol-85, and water were evaluated for use in the Rankine cycle.
Thermo-Electron Corporation is using Fluorinol-50 and GE is using Fluori-
nol-85.
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Table 4-1. Energy Distribution In Baseline 3000-hp Engine
Distribution of	 Fuel
Energy, % of Total Downstream
Exhaust Gas Exhaust
Flowrate, Temperature,
Notch Shaft Exhaust Coolant lb/hr 'F
Two-Stroke D1^	 i1 Engine
1 28.9 26.3 44.8 11700 304
2 32.7 18.3 49.0 13430 362
3 34.6 25.2 40.2 17050 491
4 36.0 25.2 38.8 20020 554
5 37.0 29.5 33.5 24080 633
6 37.3 29.0 33.7 26750 699
7 37.7 29.0 33.3 31640 727
8 37.5 31.3 31.2 39420 720
Idle 7.8 19.7 72.5 11160 200
Low	 idle 10150 195
Dyr. Br. 4 19.2 20.4 60.4 21450 255
Dyn. Br.	 1 11970 239
Four-Stroke Diesel Engine
1 29.5 29.0 41.5 2350 690
2 33.7 21.8 44.5 3250 675
3 34.9 28.7 36.4 6400 800
4 37.5 28.7 33.8 9600 880
5 38.5 33.5 28.0 16200 915
6 39.7 33.7 26.6 23600 860
7 40.7 33.7 25.6 29700 800
8 40.7 36.0 23.3 35800 775
Idle 7.8 30.7 61,5 2700 350
Dynamic Brake V	 ' 29.7 51.5 8200 550
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Table 4-2. Waste heat Utilization Configuration Matrix
Two Four
Waste Neal Utilization Option Stroke Stroke Adiabatic
Rankine Engine Compounding X X X
Stirling Engine Compounding N/A N/A X
Methanol Decomposition N/A X X
Steam Reforming of Methanol N/A X X
Steam Reforming of Ethanol N/A N/A X
Steam Reforming of Diesel Fue. N/A N/A X
Preheating X X X
Regeneration X X X
N/A - not applicable
During the study, toTal exhaust energy, u,able exhaust energy, Ideal
Rankine cycle efficiency, expected Rankine cycle efficiency and fan horso-
power n requirements were evaluated. Th.o results at the maximum power point
indi:.ate a maximum expected efficiency improvement of 13% with Fluorinol-50,
10% improvement with Fluorinol-85, and a 9% Improvement with water as the
working fluid. Theso improvement numbers are for the four-stroke engine.
Foi- the two- ytroko engine, these improvements are lower by about four per-
centage point, becAijae of lower exhaust temperatures. The results of the
analysis are summarized In Table 4-3. The driving cycle Improvement
numbers presented here are for the GM-EMD heavy duty cycle. In medium or
light duty service, the improvements will be slightly less. The percent
Ir,tprovements calculated here are slightly lower than the General Electric
test results (Ref. 4-6). This is partly because of slightly different
component efficiencies and partly because this analysis does not take
advantage of the heat rejected by the engine aftercooler. The General
Electric system takes advantage of ,,ftercooler hQcit with Fluorinol-50 as
the Rankine fluid and this increases the Improvement by more than one
percentage point.
Although water yields less Improvement than Fluorinol-50, it substan-
tially reduces the requirement of heat transfer areas. First order heat
transfer estimates indicate that with water as the working fluid, the heat
transfer area needed would be only half as much as that for Fluorinol-50.
This advantage is attributed to the high density and high heat required for
vaporizing water. Water is less expensive than the organic fluids and
results in a more compact system. The use of water, however, requires some
protection from freezing in cold climates.
The Rankine bottoming cycle is applicable to both existing and future
engines. There are considerable modifications which must be made to incor-
porate this system in an existing locomotive but with a savings of 8% to 12%,
the fuel saved amounts to some 32,000 to 35,000 gallons per year for a 3000-
hp locomotive. Because the Rankine bottoming cycle is more effective in
the higher notches than in the lower notches, it is most useful on locom-
otives in heavy duty service.
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Table 4-3. Rankine G,.)ttoming Cycle Improvements
Improvement in Fuel Economy, %
Base Engine
	
Rankine Fluid
Maximum	 Maximum	 Expected over
Theoretical
	
Expected	 Driving C!clea
Four Stroke
Fluorinol-50	 22	 13	 12
Fluorinol-85	 17	 10	 9
Water	 16	 9	 8
I
Two Stroke
Fluorinol-50	 16	 9	 8
Fluorinol-85	 12	 7	 6
Water	 11	 6	 5
aGM-EMD Heavy Duty Cycle
E.	 FUEL REFORMING CYCLES
Fuel decomposition and reforming cycles are based on the concept of
on board hydrogen generation from liquid fuels (Refs. 4-8 and 4-9). In
addition to improving the system efficiency, the reforming cycles markedly
reduce exhaust emissions. The cycles represent a transition from a con-
ventional engine to a hydrogen engine.
Although a^hydrogen engine has advantages in teriiis of efficiency and
emissions, it is difficult to store hydrogen on board a vehicle, either as
a compressed gas, metal hydride, or a cryogenic liquid. Storage of hydrogen
in a metal hydride is promising but it has an inherent high weight penalty
associated with it. Another solution to the hydrogen storage problem is
to generate the hydrogen on board the vehicle from a storable liquid.
Two chemical processes can be employed as bottoming cycles to produce
hydrogen from liquid fuels. These are direct decomposition and steam
reforming.
in direct decomposition, the liquid fuel is decomposed into a hydrogen
f rich gas through an external heat source. If the decomposition energy and
temperature are lower than the engine exhaust energy and temperature, then
the exhaust ga makes an ideal heat source. During decomposition, the
engine exhaust energy is absorbed by the fuel, and the heating value of
K,	 the resulting hydrogen-rich gas is increased by a correspond 	 amount.
This, in turn, Increasos the thermal efficiency of the system.
to steam reforming, the fuel reacts with steam to produce a mixture
of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, in varying ratios
depending upon the fuel.	 Like direct decomposition, this reaction is
4	 4-9
Diesel No. 2	 N/A	 X
Methanol	 X	 X
Ethanol	 N/A	 X
N/A - not applicable
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endothermic and an externa! heat source is required. In steam reforming,
the heating value of the resultant gaseous fuel is increased by the amount
of energy supplied to the reaction. If this energy can be supplied from
the engine exhaust heat, the system efficiency will be co•responding'y
Increased.
Direct docomposition is the least complicated of the processes.
Steam reforming requires a source of on board water but partial oxidation
does not. Obviously, there are some choices in on board hydrogen generation
with regard to both fuels and chemical processes. For instance, each
process is suitable only for particular fue l As an example, direct
decomposition of hydrocarbon fuels and ethanol produces free carbon and
therefore, Is not satisfactory with these fuels. On the other hand, steam
reforming of hydrocarbon fuels requires high reaction temperatures and
is not suitable for use with conventional engines because the exh-Nust
temperatures are too low. However, the exhaust temperature of an adiabatic
U11gine may be adequate for these reactions. Both of the processes are
suitable for 'methanol but direct decomposition is simpler, easier to
implement, and yields the greatest improvement in system efficiency.
Table 4-4 presents the various processes and fuels that have been evaluated.
F.	 DIRECT DECOMPOSITION
The direct decomposition of one mole of methanol into two moles of
hydrogen and one mole of carbon monoxide represents a convenient cycle for
generating hydrogen-rich gas from liquid methanol:
CH3011(I)
	
21­12(g) + CO (g)
Q
This decomposition can be carried out in a catalytic reactor at about
500°F and requires the input of energy because the reaction is endothermic.
This energy input is equivalent '.o 20% of the lower , heating value of the
liquid methanol and appears as an increased heating value for i •he resultant
gaseous fuel. Fortunately, the energy required for decomposl-`ion can be
Table 4-4. Processes for Fuel Reforming
Process
Direct	 Steam
Fuel•	 Decomposition	 Reforming
supplied from engine exhaust gases which are typically in the temperature
range of 600 - 850°F. The major advantages of this approach are:
(1) Decomposed methanol has a 20% higher heat of combustion than
liquid methanol. Because the energy required for decomposition
is extracted from the engine exhaust, the thermal efficiency of
the engine is increased by a corresponding amount.
0) The presence of carbon monoxide in the gaseous fuel Increases the
Ignition energy and lower; the flame speed in the gaseous fuel.
1	 This reduces the explosive tendencies of pure hydrogen, and smooths
out engine operation.
A schematic diagram of a direct decomposition bottoming cycle is shown
In Figuro 4-3. In this cycle, liquid methanol is vaporized and the vapor
flows through the hydrogen generator where a catalyst heated by the engine
exhaust gases iecomposes the methanol. Decompositio l-, could be carried out
In a non-catal ytic system, but a catalyst increase ,, decomposition efficiency
and prevents the formation of soot. After passing through a cooler, the
gaseous fuel is mixed with air in the desired proportions and aspirated
into the engino.
Unlike conventional Diesel fuels, the hydrogen-rich gas is not Ignited
by the heat of compression alone. A small amount of liquid Diesel fuel
has to 0 Injected slightly hefnrA top dead center to initiate Ignition.
One dlsoiva ptage of a gaseous fuel is a reduction in the maximum power of
the engine because the gaseous fuel displaces some of the air during the
Intake stroke. Another disadvantage with this system is that during engine
startup and during operations where the exhaust gas temporatures are too
low to decompose the fuel, liquid methanol must be injected into the engine.
The res,-"ts of the analysis of the methanol direct decomposition bottoming
cycle indicate that a 20% improvement in the system efficiency can be
expected. Further details are given In Ref. 4-8.
G. STEAM REFORMING
In case of methanol decomposition, the molar ratio of hydrogen to
carbon monoxide is 2 to 1. To Increase the concentration of hydrogen and
to eliminate the carbon monoxide, it is possible to steam reform methanol.
In steam reforming, the fuel is first vaporized and mixed with steam.
The resultant mixture goes through a catalytic reactor where a reaction
takes place to ytold hydrogen and carbon dioxide. Theoretically, one mole
of methanol reacts with one mole of steam to yield three moles of hydrogen
and one mole of carbon dioxide according to the reaction:
CH30H + H2O ---- 31 ­12 + CO2
Q
`	 This reaction takes place at about 500' F and the heat of reaction
r
	
	
can be supplied by the engine exhaust gases. The chief advantage ^ 1 the
method Is that, as a result of this reaction, the heating value of the
4
1.
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gaseous fuel Is increased by 13% as compared to the liquid fuel. There is
a corresponding gain in the system efficiency. A simplified schematic is
shown In Figure 4-5. In addition to supplying heat to the catalyst bed,
the exhaust energy Is required to vaporize the fuel and water. Nearly as
much energy is required for these purposes as is required for the reaction
itself. For a glven improvement in system efficiency, twice as much exhaust
energy is required than is needed for direct decomposition. The biggest
disadvantage is that an on board source of water is necessary and this in-
t.
	
	
creases the system complexity. This option does not look nearly as at-
tractive as methanol direct decomposition.
Steam reforming of ethanol is represented by the following equation:
C21'15(JH + H2O ---► 412 + ?.CO
Q
It is estimated that this reaction would take place at a temperature of
800 - 1000°F. The endothermic energy c ,)uld be supplied f.-om the exhaur.i
of an adiabatic engine. The supplied energy is equivalent to 23% of the
heating v-ilue of the liquid fuel and, therefore, the system efficiency
will be ;mproved by the same amount. In addition to reaction heat, another
5% is required to form steam and to vaporize the fuel. In the steam re-
forming of ethanol, the concentration of hydrogen is higher than for any
of the other fuels considered.
Steam reforming of Diesel fuel is represented by the following:
Cl 1 1.86  + H2O	 1.93112 + CO
The reaction normally takes place at a temperature of 1200 - 1700°F over
a nickel catalyst. Because of the high reaction temperatures, even the
exhaust heat of an adiabatic engine may be barely sufficient to sustain
this reaction. As a result, this scheme does not appear attractive for
hottoming cycles. An analysis was conducted, hovever, to evaluate its
potential. The results indicate that if the heat required for the reaction
can hn extracted from the exhaust of an adiabatic Diesel, the heating
value u l, fuel and, therefore, the system efficiency can be improved by
about 24%. The results of the analysis of rjII three of the methods of
fuel reforming are, summarized in Table 4-5.
H.	 PARTIAL OXIDATION FUEL REFORMING
There are several methods of fuel refortfl ng. Some of the methods
suct, as direct decomposition and steam reform i ng are endothermic and energy
must be supplied to them. In this study, the energy is supplied by the
engine exhaust gases. These methods are described and disc:;..sed in the
section on bottoming cycles. There are also methods of fuel reforming
which are exothermic, that is, energy is released by the reaction. One of
these methods is partial oxidation.
1
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In partial oxidation, the fuel reacts with air either on a catalytic
surface or in a flame front to yield a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide. Because the process is exothermic, the heating value of the
resultant gaseous fuol Is decreased by tl ,ie amount of heal evolved during
the reaction. Unless this heat is recovered, the system thermal efficiency
Is adversely affected.
Direct decomposition of Diesel fuel is undesirable because it produces
free carbon and steam reforming is not feasible In this application because
the reaction temperatures exceed the available exhaust gas temperatures.
Partlai oxidation of Diesel fuel is possible. The partial oxidation con-
cept employs two-stage combustion. During the first stage, liquid Diesel
fuel Is -,aporized, mixed with air and partially oxidized In a catalytic
reactor. The partial oxidation converts the fuel and air Into a mixture
consisting primarily of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen along
with small amoun+s of methane, carbon A IoxIde and water vapor. To prevent
soot formation during the reaction, the proper air-fuel ratio must be
maintained In the catalytic reactor. The second stage of combustion takes
place in the engine cylinder. The hydrogen-rich gas produced during the
first stage of combustion Is Inducted Into the intake manifold along with
enough air to maintain the desired overall equivalence ratio, and It is
then burned to completion.
The major advantages of this concept are:
(1) Because the first stage reaction Is carried out at a suitable air-
fuel ratio, no soot is produced.
(2) The presence of carbon monoxide and nitrogen in the hydrogen-
rh-h gas lowers the flame s peed, increases the igniticn energy
relative to pure hydrogen, and results in good engine operation.
As the .onversion of liquid Diesel fuel Into a hydrogen-rich gas is
exothermic, energy equivalent to 16% of the IoNer heating value of the
liquid fuel is released. The product gas temperature is abort 1600 •F and
must be cooled before It is inducted Into the cylinders. The main disad-
vantage aside from the complexity of the system is that unless this heat
Is recovered, the fuel economy will be penalized. A single Rankine bot-
toming cycle can be used to recover the heat from the product fuel gas and
from the engine exhaust. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 4-6. Analytical and experimental details are given In Ref. 4-10.
Partial oxidation of methanol Is similar to that of Diesel fuel. The
stolchiometric Air-fuel ratio for methanol Is about 6.4 to 1. As the ratio
of air to fuel is reduced, hydrogen starts to form and its concentration
increases with further reductions In the air-fuel ratio of 1.4 to i.
Partial oxidation of methanol is not an attractive option because direct
decompositic end steam reforming are both possible, much simpler, and
yield slgni-,	 tly higher improvements in system efficiency.
4-15
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Figure 4-6. Schematic Diagram of the Partial Oxidation Fuel
Reforming System
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I. RETROFITTING OF TURBOCHARGERS
Although ail of the engines now beInca installed In new locomotives
are turbocharged, there are many non-turbocharged engines on the ralls.
For example, at least 90% of the GM-EMD GP-7 locomotives built are still
in service. The retrofitting of turbochargers to those older engines can
have a positive effect on fuel savings provided that the engines are in
medium to heavy duty service, if the engines are in light duty service,
there ' is no reason to do it. In notches 4 and 5, the naturally aspirated
or Roots-blown Diesel Is more efficient than the turbocharged Diesel. In
notch 6, they are about equal and in notches 7 and 8, the turbocharged
Diesel is more efficient by some 6 to 9%.
The decision to retrofit turbochargers onto engines must be made by
the railroads and the manufacturers on the basis of the type of service
the locomotive is expected to perform. Years ago the cost of a turbocharger
was so high and the cost of fuel so low that the 6 to 9% fuel savings
would never have paid off the cost. Today the situation is quite different
and retrofitting can be economically feasible. To establish the economics
of retrofitting turbochargers, information must be available on the in-
ventory of units by age (and normal assignment to heavy or medium duty
service) and on the proportion of time in the various notch positions.
If the savings are dramatic (e.g. payback period of 2 years, for example,
on the retrofit cost) then age distribution would be less important, because
more units would be worth converting. If the cost of fuel continues to
climb, it might cost more not to retrofit.
J. AUXILIARY AND ACCESSORY POWER
The auxili ary or accessory power required on a typical 3000 hp I oco-
mot've ranges rom a hi(,, h of about 25$ of the gross engine output in notch 1
to about 6% in notch 8. Table 4-6 shows the breakdown of the accessory
load for a typical 3000 :ip locomotive by component and by notch position.
This table is derived from data in References 4-1 and 4-2 but r s not a
direct copy of either. In terms of the actual flow of fuel, 80 lb/hr is
used for the accessories in notch 8 and the rate decreases to 13 lb/hr in
notch 1. An imarovement of 1% of the average efficiency of the accessories
would save about 3.5 lb/hr of fuel or about 3000 gal/yr/locomotive in
medium duty service. The savings would be more for heavy duty service and
less for light duty service.
It appears possible
of the accessories were
considerably cheaper. Th
sive with only moderate
items are the equipment
8, they absorb some 215
by about 8%. The use of
to 7%. A demand contro
blower or fan speed to 1
absorbed by a fan varies
in speed, particularly li
power. By keeping the s
necessary cooling, consit
to improve the accessory efficiency by 10%. Most
designed and developed years ago when finergy was
ey were made to be reliable and relatively inexpen-
concern for their efficiency. The big power
5lowers and radiator fans. For example, In notch
hp. Improved aerodynamics can reduce this figure
demand controls can reduce the power by another 5
1 could sense the temperatures and regulate the
provide the necessary cooling. Because the power
as the cube of the speed, even a small change
i notch 8, can result in a much larger change in
peeds as low as possible yet still providing the
erable energy can be saved.
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Table 4-6. Power Required for Typical Auxiliary Equipment
Item	 Auxiliary	 Power, hp
Equipment Blower
	
i110
Radiator Fan
	
104
Air Compressor
	
12	 (unloaded)
Auxiliary Generator	 .1
TOTAL:	 230 In notch 8
Variation In Power	 Auxiliary
with Notch Position	 Power, hp
Notch 1 24
Notch 2 31
Notch 3 42
Notch 4 60
Notch 5 88
Notch 6 127
Notch 7 175
Notch 8 230
At General Moto - and General Electric a great deal of effort is
currently going into reducing the auxiliary power loads (Ref. 4-11). There
will be improve. ,ients in this area over the next several years.
K.	 DYNAMIC BRAKING
There are two braking sys •^ems on a train. One is the air brake system
which Is operated off the compressed air system. These brakes act o:1 the
wheels of each car upon command from the locomotive or if there Is a loss
of air pressure in the system. The other system is the dynamic braking
system which uses the do traction motors as generators to convert the
kinetic energy of the train into electricdl power. This electrical power
is dissipated in a bank of air cooled resistors. Dynamic braking is pro-
vided on most new main IIne locomotives but there are many older locomotives
on the tracks which do not have It or have it in a less efficient version.
There are problems associated with air brakes InnI uding overheating
of the wheels with the possibility of failure, brake locking on empty
cars, and run-in which can buckle the train. Run-in is usually prevented
by "stretch" braking. The locomotive applies power at the front of the
train as the air brakes are applied. The pull at the front and the drag
on the cirs keeps toe train stretched out. This technique tends to over-
heat the wheels because they ars absorbing both the kinetic energy of the
train and the power generat,d by the locomotive. This method requires
the locomotive to consume a substantial amount of fuel during braking.
4-18
Most railroads now make maximum use of dyna ►►►ic braking to avoid the
problems associated with using the air brakes. Some engine power is re-
quired even for dynamic braking. During braking, the engine is operated
at a condition approximating notch 2. For a 3000 hp locomotive, the fuel
used is 125 to 150 Ib/hr and the locomotive will be in the dynamic braking
mode 1.5% to 9% of the time depoho ► ng on the type of service. Thn power
generated by the engine Is used to drive the auxiliary equipment especially
the motor blowers. The high currants generated during braking produces
hent which must be dissipated. Ideally, all of the auxiliary loads could
be supplied by the power generated in the motors. Unfortunately, It is
not always in an usable form. The voltages vary with motor speed and do
not math the requirements of the blower motors * if the power could be
conditioned using modern solid state electronic devices so that it could
be used, then the engine could be operated at Ic.le. For a 3000 hp engine,
the difference In fuel flow between idle and dynamic braking Is from 70 to
120 1 bA ►r. Assuming a savings of 90 l b,'hr and that 8% of the time  I s
spent in dynamic braking, then the savings in full Is about 9000 gal/yr.
Some progress has already been made In this area (Ref. 4-11). General
Motors has announced a 1.5% savings in fuel because of improved dynamic
braking on the GP-50 locomotive. Better dynamic braking contributes to
part of the 7% to 7.2% improvement in fuel consumption claimed by General
Electric for Its C30-7 and 836-7 locomotives. Although these gains are
significant, more work In this area Is needed.
L.	 ULCTRIC 4 1 hNSMISSION MODIFICATIONS
The present electric transmission has reached a very high state of
development and is rugged, reliable and efficient. The level of efficiency
can be seen In Figure 1-18 In Section 1. The overall efficiency of the
alternator, rectifier, do motor and gearing Is about 90% over a wide range
of locomotiye speeds. As the overall efficiency is the product of the
individual efficlencies,the alternator and motors must operate at or near
the 95 to 96% efficiency level. The rectifier and gearing must be at or
above 99% efficiency. There is little incentive and little potential for
improving the alectric transmission. However, the electric transmission
is the object of much research and considerable development effort. The
current effort on the do motors is to develop thinner Insulation and more
copper tb improve heat dissipation and their ratings. The latest research
Is on the ac traction motor and on better wheel slip controls.
l
voltage ac motors have been
transit operations. Addl-
the construction phase (see
Ref. 4-12). There are po-
areas but their use is not
s to highlight a few of the
the ultimate acceptance and
Three phase, variable frequency-variable
and are, being used In railroad and rail rapid
filonai applications are either planned or In
Tabios 4-7 and 4-8 for a partial listing from
tential benefits from using ac motors in some
without problems in others. The Intent here I
items that can have significant influence in
use of a three-phase ac system.
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In a general comparison of do (commutator) drives to multiphase ac
m►ystems, the desirable features of the ac motor are partially offset by
the Increased complexity required in the control and drive system. Some
of the desirable features are: (1) no commutator with an absence of flash
over and bar-to-bar voltage limitations, (2) no rotor connection and higher
voltage-lower current stator connection, (3) higher motor speeds which can
bo used to decrease motor size or Increase power per axle (a double gear
reduction can be an added complexity), (4) steep torque-speed curve which
facilitates wheel slip control (either parallel or separate excitation),
and (5) the ac motor can be more rugged and less costly than its do counter-
=, part. The complexity of the ac driver system is well recognized and the
system is the focus of an extensive development program. The do commutator,
a conceptually simple device, has probably been brought close to its funda-
mental physical limits over the Iast 100 years of development. In contrast,
the ac inverter drive can be oxpected to Improve with more analytical and
developmental engineering efforts.
Energy transfer efficiency is one system aspect that merits special
attention here. The present standard system alternator, rectifier, do
motor - approaches an efficiency of 90% under full load and in medium to
high speed operations. Any ac system must not be significantly less effi-
cient - a few percent less -. gay still be acceptable. in fact, efficiency
considerations may influence the final choico between two ac system options,
i.e., induction and synchronous, because the i nverter requirements .jnd char-
acteristics are significantly different for the two cases.
Another aspect of the ac versus do traction motor debate Is related to
the possibility of improved wheel slip control of the ac motors. An impor-
tant consideration in dispatching trains -whether to use four-axle or six-
axle locomotives. Figure 4-7 shows the r formance curves for two locomo-
tives with four and six axles each having a 3000-hp Diesel engine. As can
be seen, above 18 mph, there is no difference in locomotive performance
because of the limited engine output capability. Therefore, at speeds above
18 mph, it is not important whether the locomotive has four or six axles.
At lower speeds, the higher tractive effort of the six axle Is desirable
especially in drag service. The penalties of using six-axle locomotives
are increased initial cost, increased track maintenance, increased weight,
and higher locomotive cost.
If a four-axle locomotive could be developed which could match the
six-axlA locomotive in tractive effort and in the assumable adhesion level
by using improved slip control, then this locomotive would be especially
attractive In drag service. The adoption of ac motors and the attendant
wheel slip control might make it possible to assume a higher level of
adhesion in dispatching trains than is now possible with do motors for the
same risk of wheel slip. The elimination of the commutator allows the ac
motor to operate at a higher speed and power than the do motor and, there-
fore, the adhesion advantage could be used. The combination of higher
power and speed results in a motor which develops more torque than a do
motor over a wide speed range. Figure 4-8 shows schematically one
proposed (Reference 4-13) ac tractir system.
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4-9. Houseman, J., and Cerini, D.J. "On-board Hydrogen Generator for a
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The onoryy consumption of the four-axle locomotive compared with the
six-axIo Iocomotivo w I I I be roducod because if the reduced dead weight of
the train. Locomotive weight can account for as much as 10% of the total
train weight and, therefore, the reduction in locomotive weight can ropro-
sent a fuoI savings of up to 4%.
The biggest gain in energy efficiency can come from the Rankine
bottoming cycle. The next highest would be from higher turbocharger boost
pressures and peak cylinder pressures. The ability of the present Diesel
engines to use those modifications is limited by the exhaust temperature.
'The four-stroke engine, with Its higher exhaust temperature, will benefit
more than the present two-stroke engine as it now exists.
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SECTION V
NEW DIESEL ENGINES
A. I NTRC1nE1CT I ON
The Diesel engine has boon under development for nearly a century and
has bocono an efficient prime mover. The engine may be combined with other
thermodynamic cycle engines to produce oven more efficient 'systems. Those
combinations were reviewed in Section IV in the discu!%Ion of bottoming
cycles. Thissection will describe how other multiple •.',cle engines can
achieve officiencIos far in excess of today's ongInos, Improvements In
BSFC (brake specific fuel consumption) may be as high as 30% in the long
terra, while gains of 5 to 10% could be achieved in less than 10 years.
The first discussion concerns turbochargers, which are not now and
are on a majority of the production locomotives today. The discussion Is
presented a ,; an introduction to the concept of turbocompounding which Is
important to the more advanced engines. Turbocompounding is a concept
dating back several decades and is a means of recovering exhaust gas energy
to supplement The engine output power. Turbocompounded spark ignition
aircraft piston engines were built in the 1940s. Turbocompounded truck
Diesel engines are currently +m der development. Turbocompounding has not
yet been applied to railroad locomotives as far as is known. The discussion
of turbocompounding loads to methods of increasing the exhaust temperature
which increases the effectiveness of exhausi heat utilization devices and
leads to improv id overall overall system efficiency. Two possible means of
doing this are: use of the adiabatic engine and use of the augmented engine.
The adiabatic engine eliminates the cooling system and divor's that heat to
the exhaust system. The augmented engine has a combustor, like that of a
gas turbine, in the exhaust duct and infects fuel to raise the temperature.
The last pages of this chapter discuss briefly some other Diesel engines
which may have some application to locomotives but, for one reason or
another, vero not selected for a more detailed analysis in this project.
B. TURBOCHARGED ENGINES
Before the late 1950s, most of the railroad Diesel engines were either
naturally aspirated or Roots-blown. About one-third of the fuel energy
wont into useful work, one-third went to the cooling system, and one-third
went into the exhaust gases. The turbocharger uses some of the exhaust
gas energy which would otherwise be wasted. In a turbocharger, a turbine
driven by exhaust gases from the Diesel engine, in turn, drives a compressor
in the intake manifold. Because the efficiency of a Diesel engine increases
with pressure ratio, a high pressure ratio is desired. Fuel ignition is
also enhanced by a high pressure ratio. Structural considerations put a
limit on the maximum cylinder pressure that can be used. This high pressure
can be achieved either entirely within the cylinder, as in L naturally
aspirated engine, or partly external, as In the turbocharged engine.
If It is noted that the compression of a gas is usually less efficient
than the expansion, then it is desirable to keep the compression ratio to
a minimum. On the other hand, the efficiency increases with pressure
ratio. There is then an optimum value of the pressure ratio for a naturally
aspirated Diesel engine. 	 If part of the work of compression could be
W--,-1
obtained at no cost, or at least at a low energy cost, the overall effi-
clency of the engine could be Improved. The turbocharger does this by
using exhaust energy to compress the Intake air to about two atmospheres.
The compression ratio of the reciprocating portion of the cycle is re.luced
with its associated losses being lowered in proportion. The not effect is
an Increase in power without exceeding the structural pressure limits or
using more fuel. The addition of a turbocharger to a locomotive Diesel
results in a reduction in BSFC of 6 to 7% 1n Notch 8 and 3 to 4% in Notch i.
Other improvements can add another 2 to 3 percentage points to those
chins.
The performance of a turbocharged engine depends heavily on the
matching of the turbocharger to the engine. The flow characteristics of
the turbine, compressor, and Diesel engine are not the same over the
normal operating range of the engine. All the power developed in the
turbine goes either to the compressor or to accelerating the turbocharger's
rotating parts. The turbine power is a function of the Diesel engine
exhaust gas temperature and pressure, and the characteristics of the turbine
Itself. The power absorbed by the compressor is a function of its design
and the third power of its speed. The turbocharged boost pressure is a
function of the square of the compressor speed and is limited by the struc-
tural stresses in the Diesel engine. There Is an operating line where the
compressor, engine and turbine work together to produce the maximum boost
pressure. By suitable selection of turbocharger components, this operating
line can be made to fall anywhere in the Diesel engine's operating range.
If the engine is operated at a condition below the operating line, the
turbocharger will run slower with a corresponding roduction in the boost
pressure. If the engine runs above the operating line, the compressor
will run faster with a higher boost pressure. Because the boost pressure
must be limited, one approach is to bypass or "waste-gate" part of the
exhaust gas around the turbine to reduce its power and limit the boost
pressivre. Another approac hi is to set the operating line such that maximum
boost pressure occurs at maximum engine output.
locomotive manufacturers match their turbochargers to the notch 8
level, so no waste-gate is needed. The low boost pressure, which would
be expected in the low notch positions, can be overcome by supercharging,
i.e. driving the compressor from the crankshaft. An overriding clutch
disconnects the turbocharger from the crankshaft at about the notch 7
operating condition. In this manner, a reasonable boost pressure is
achieved in the low notch positions without the need fcr waste-gating in
the higher notch positions.
C.	 TURBOCOMPOUNDED Er,GINES
Turbocompound ! ng is another means of using the energy in the exitaust
gases of a Diesel engine. In this concept, a turbine, geared to the crank-
shaft of the engine through a torsional isolator, is used to extract energy
from the exhaust gases of the engine. The idea is not new, nor is it
limited to Diesel engines. One of t 1he most notable commercial turbocom-
pounded powerplants was the Curtiss Wright R3350 spark ignited aircraft
piston engine, which appeared ,just before the Jet age. In the discussion
of turbocharging, it we mentioned that if the operating line is below
the maximum operating condition, it is necessary to waste-gate the turbine.
•
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c	 It is possible to avoid waste-gating by directing the excess turbine
'bC	 power, via a geartraln, to the crankshaft and supplementing the engine
output. In this type of Installation, the turbocharger is always geared
to the engine which may be advantageous In some cases and not in others.
With this method, power 1s supplied to the crankshaft when the turbocharger
is operating above match-point, and has power supplied to It by the crank-
=	 shaft when operating below match-point. Another method is to use a turbine
	 j
e. separate from the turbocharger. This turbine Is geared only to the crank-
shaft. This method allow,
 the system to be more flexible and permits it
to be optimized for either maximum performance or maximum fuel economy.
Figure 5-i, taken from Reference 5-i, shows a base engine of 500 hp
with a BSFC of 0.34. This engine is turbocharged and aftercooled with a
conventional cooling system. This figure is based on a four-stroke truck
or heavy industrial engine. The BSFC quoted is near the .336 specified
by General Electric for their four-stroke 3000 hp engine and lower than
the .351 of General Motors for their two-stroke model EB engine of the
same rating. The BSFC in Figure 5-1 is based on 6.-oss horsepower, which
is the basis of the General Electric and General Motors ratings. Ttle
energy balance shown on the right side of the figure is close to that of
locomotive Diesel engines. Except for the power rating, the base engine
is similar to current locomotive engines. Below the base engine on
Figure 5-1 is the turbocompound Diesel, and on the left is a diagram
showing the power turbine, the reduction gear, the torsional Isolator and
how it is connected to the crankshaft via the flywheel. Figure 5-2 is a
schematic of the system. The gross horsepower has increased to 581 hp
with 14% of it supplied by the power turbine. The BSFC is now only 0.31
lb/hp-hr, a reduction of 9%. This value of BSFC has been confirmed on
the test stand.
Because of relatively low upstream manifold pressures, only 15 to 30%
of the exhaust energy is available to a power turbine. As the power tur-
bine operates at an efficiency of 60 to 80%, it can effectively use the
exhaust energy available to it. One drawback of turbocompounding is that
it increases the engine back pressure. Higher back pressure increases
the engine pumping losses, reduces volumetric efficiency and power, and
can cause reverse flow.
The conversion of exhaust energy to mechanical power is better ex-
plained in Figure 5-3. The figure represents the exhaust energy distribu-
tion on a pressure-volume diagram for a four-stroke, turbocharged engine.
The solid dark line in the diagram (4-5-5 1 -6) represents she exhaust
process. The hot gases at the end of the expansion stroke (point 4) sud-
denly expand into a low exhaust manifold pressure (point 5). This expan-
sion process, from 4 to 5, Is called the biowdown process. Because of
the very short time interval, it is difficult to capture the kinetic energy
acquired during this process.
	 When the expanding gases stagnate, the
kinetic energy is converted to heat (process 5-5 1 ). If the process is
adiabatic, no energy will be lost, but the thermodynamic availability will
he decreased. The hot gases at point 5 1
 are then expanded to point 6 in
two steady-flow turbines. The first turbine drives the turbocharger com-
pressor and the second generates power that is transmitted to the crank-
shaft.
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Figure 5-1.
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( Figure 5-3 also identifies the engine pumping work, tho energy
required to drive the compressor, and the turbine output. The pumping
work represents the work done by the engine during the inlet and exhaust
strokes. if the exhaust pressure is higher than the inlet pressure, the
pumping work is negative and detracts from the engine output.
The turbocompounding alternatives considered in t 1iis study are:
(1) Allow the engine back pressure to Increase
(2) Maintain a constant pressure differential across the
engine by increasing the turbocharge ratio.
In the first case, the analysis assumes that inlet pressure is held constant
ac the back pressure is increased. The effects of pumping work, volumetric
efficiency, and powe, • turbine efficiency are included in the analysis.
The results Indicate that a maximum improvement in system offIcIency of
10% occurs at a pressure differential of -5 to -10 psla across the engine.
in actual service, the maximum expected efficiency Improvement is about 7%
and the average improvement will be from 4 to 6%, depending upon the type
of service.
In the second case, the turbocharger boost pressure ratio is increased
to maintain constant pressure drop across the engine. There are several
reasons for increasing the turbocharge ratio. Nigher boost pressures can
alleviate problems associated with high back pressures, improve base engine
performance, and increase the amount of energy available to the power
turbine.
In this analysis, it is assumed that the turbocharge pressure is
increased to 3 atm without any decrepse in compressor or turbine efficiency.
The results in this case Indicate that the maximum improvement in system
efficiency is about 17%. The expected gain over a duty cycle in servico
is 6 to 9%. The installation of a turbocompounding system on a Diesel
test engine is shown in Figure 5-4. Figure 5-5 is an engine map of the
tesr engine and shows a best BSFC point of 0.316, about 2% higher than
predicted. This value of 0.316 is about 5% better than current GE engines
and 8.7% better than the GM-EMD engines. The latest Information from
Reference 5-3 shows that for the two engines now being tested, the minimum
BSFC is 0.313 (Table 5-1). The effect of turbocompounding decreases with
load, or in the case of locomotives, with notch position as shown in
Figure 5-6.
Assuming that a similar gain could be made In a turbocompounded loco-
motive engine, what kind of fuel savings would be possible over a duty
' cycle? Taking a relatively conservative improvement in fuel consumption of
7% in notch 8 and decreasing it 1% or 2% for each lower notch position,
the fuel consumption in each notch position ccn be calculated. Using
the GM-EMD duty cycles, it Is possible to compute the fuel usage for
baseline and turbocompounded locomotives. The results of these caicula-
tions are shown in Tables 5-2 and 5-3. A savings of 5.1% overall is pos-
sible, w.i• h a 7% BSFC improvement in notch 8. The amount of fuel used is
reduced by 22,600 to 23,100 gal/yr. The economic feasibility depends on
the development, production, inflation, and maintenance costs of the
added equipment. The system is technically feasible.
t'
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D. ADIABATIC TURBOCOWOUND DIESEL
With most of the energy saving devices centering on the use of exhaust
gas heat, It Is logical  to try to Increase the heat at the expanse of the
' cooling system. Elimination of the cooling system with the waste heat
going into the exhaust gases would be desirable. The adiabatic Diesel
ingine Is designed to do Just this. The system is shown on Figure 5-1c.
Instead of a cooling ,jacket, the cylinder is insulated as shown in Figure
5-7 to prevent heat from flowing away from the combustion chamber.
Similarly, the cylinder head, valves and piston crown are insulated. The
amount of heat lost to cooling is reduced 13 percentage points to only 17%
k of the total input energy. The exhaust gases now contain about 42% of the
total heat and an increase of 400°F is realized In tho exhaust temperature.
In addition, the elimination of the cooling system means that there is no
s
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Figure 5-5. Turbocompound Test Engine Operating Speed and Load Range
water pump, no radiator, and no reason for long periods of idling to pre-
vent freezing in winter. The adiabatic engine does not necessarily Include
turbochargIng, turbocompounding, or other devices and it w I I I work without
them. The high exhaust energy, however, means that these systems will be
more effective on this engine than on the more conventional type. Turbo-
charging is highly desirable and should be used on the adiabatic Diesel.
The remaining exhaust heat can be recovered by turbocompounding, a bot-
tomIng cycle, or both. The Cummins engine plan as shown in Figure 5-1
uses turbocompounding in one version an: turbocompounding with bottoming
cycle in another. The adiabatic engine has such a high exhaust temperature
5-8
Table 5-1. Comparison of Two Turbocompounded Engines
Engine 01	 Engine #2
Rated ;peed (RI IM) 1900 1900
Rated Output (HP) 455 451
Rated. BSFC ( LB/HHP-HR ) .323 .325
Torque Peak Speed (RPM) 1300 1300
Torque Rise 15% 15%
Torque Peak BSFC (LBOAHP-HR) .319 .319
Minimum nSFC .313 .313
Combined Gaseous Emissions 5.778 5.939
NOx 5.482 5.507
UHC .296 .432
Federal Smoke Cycle "A" Value 12.32 13.02
Truck Kenworth Kenworth
Configuration Conventional Conventional
Body Van,	 Sq. Rl" Van, Sq. Rib
Transmission Fuller RTO-1ka13 Fuller RTO-12513
Drive Axle Ratio 4.11 3.70
Geared Speed 64.0 74.1
that even after turbocompounding there is an appreciable amount of energy
le f t which could be recovered with a bottoming cycle. This version is
discussed in more detail later in this Section.
The engine power for the adiabatic engine shown in Figure 5-1 Is
63" hp. The increase in power comes from the recovery of exhaust gas
energy and from the elimination of the cooling system. The BSFC Is 0.28,
about 10% better than for the turbocompound engin9 and nearly 18% better
than the base engine. The engine efficiency is up to 48%.
The impressive gains shown here do not come free )r even easily.
Without a cooling rystem, the hot section runs even hotter. The test
engines actually rt... red-hot. The high temperature causes severe material
problems both in the combustion chamber and in the lubrication. The
temperatures are well above the coking point for natural oils and even the
best synthetic oils are not completely satisfactory.
The details of the hot section are shown in Figure 5-8. The exhaust
port is Insulated to reduce heat loss. The hot plate is a ceramic plate
across the cylinder head. The valves are Insulated and the exhaust valve
may be ceramic. The injector body is insulated to reduce heat flow to the
fuel before it enters the chamber. The cylinder liner is ceramic as is the
piston crown. Details of two experimental pistons are shown in Figure 5-9.
Ceramics are an Integral part of the adiabatic engine design. No other
material will stand up to the high temperatures encountered in this type of
t
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r
engine. However, designing reliable engine components with ceramics is
	 ti
considerably more difficult and unquestionably different than designing
with metallic materials. The probability of failure of a metallic design
is quite predictable. The failure of ceramic designs is less predictable.
To avoid failures, ceramic components must be stressed low and ceramics of
good quality and strength must be used. Some of the ceramics which may be
used are:
(1) Hot pressed Silicon Nitride
(2) Sintered Silicon Nitride
5-10
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Tab I o "^-; .
	 Fur, I Consumption of T urhocompoundod D i ese l Locomotives
Throttle Gross Basra Enginet3Sr(; Turbocompoundod Engine
.	 ItIon I for r opowor
Fuel
	 Flow 
h/hp-hr)
	 (lb/hr)
F'orcent
	 Fuel Flow 
Improvement (lb/hr)
Four-Stroko D i ese I
	 Fn(3 i ne
58 0	 "a851
.406	 1213 1
4
690
1055
.392	 255 2	 50
3	
373
.569	 385 373
r
5
6
1580
2070
,
 3,j5
	 56 1 4	 539
7 2680
545
	 714
.356	 900
5	 678
8 3250
.536 	 1085
6	 846
7	 1009
Idler 31 31
Dynamic
f1rak I n(1 1 0 101
Two-Stroke Diesel
	 Encline
f
1
2
106
410
.473	 50
.418	 171
0	 50
(	
5
705
. 395
	 278 0	 171	 'A
j
4 1057
.380
	 402
1	 275
	
1
2 394
5
6
1519
0	
562 545
l	 7
2056
.367	 755 4	 72^
8
2762
V61
.563	 1002 5 	
952
52
-
.365	 1190 7	 11
Idlo 38
38
Dynamic 147 113rak i n(3 146
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Ii Table 5-3.	 EMD Medlum Duty Fuel Consumption
^L
Four-Stroke Olusol Engine
Bal.o Engine Turbocompoundod Engine
Throttle Percent of	 Fuel	 Flow Fuel Used Fuel	 Flow Fuel Used
Position Time	 in Notch	 (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (Ib/hr) (Ib/hr)
1 4 58 2.32 58 2.32
2 4 128 5.12 127 5.08
3 4 255 10.20 250 10.00
4 4 385 15.40 373 14.92
5 4 561 22.44 539 21.56
6 4 714 28.56 678 27.12
7 4 900 36.00 846 33.84
8 17 1085 184.45 1009 171.53
Idle 46 31 14.26 31 14.26
Dynamic 9 102 9.18 101 9.09
Braking
Total Fuel	 Used 327.93 309.72
Fuel Used per Year 2,872,667	 lb 20713,147	 lb
Savin,ls per Year 159,520	 lb
22,659 gal 5.5%
'fwo-Stroko Diesel	 Engine
1 4 50 2.00 50 2.00
2 4 171 0.84 171 6.84
z 4 278 11.12 275 11.00
I	 4 4 402 16.08 394 15.76
w	 5 4 562 22.48 545 21.80
6 4 755 30.20 725 29.00
4 1002 40.08 952 38.08
8 17 1190 202.30 1107 188.19
Idle 46 38 17.48 38 17.48
Dynamic
Braking
9 147 13.23 146 13.14
'y Total Fuel Used 361.81 343.29
Fuel Used per Year 3,169,456	 lb 3,007,220	 lb
Savings per Year	 162,236 lb
	
23,038 gal
	
5.1%
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Figure 5-7. Total Energy Recovery via Cummins Adiabatic
Turbocompound Engine
(3) Reaction Donded Silicon Nitride
(4) Lithium Alumina Silicate
(5) Alumina Silicate
(6) Silicon Carbide
In an adiabatic engine, the ceramic combustion chamber material must
possess:
(1) High strength at high temperatures
(2) Good insulating pr-.,perties
}
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Figure 5-8. Cross Section of Cummins Basic Adiabatic
(Insulated) Diesel Engine
%'3) Low coefficient of expansion
(4) Low cost
None of the avaIIahIe materials possess all of these properties and the
research in ceramics is being expanded in an attempt to develop one.
The lack of high temperature lubricants is one of the major stumbling
blocks in the development of the adiabatic turbocompound Diesel engine.
There are, however, ways around this problem. One way Is to eliminate lubri -
cants entirely. This approach, illustrated in Figure 5-10, would use gas
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Under Investigation
bearings in the piston-cylinder liner interface, ceramic roller bearings
for the wrist pins, crank pins, and main crankshaft bearing. Solid
lubricants would be used for gears, valve guides, rocker arms and push
rod assemblies.	 A minimum friction engine is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
i;	 The reduction in friction would boost the thermal efficiency to 56%
(Ref. 5-1). This version has the gas bearing only at the piston so
there is still an oil system for the remaining bearings. This way 9% of
the heat is going to the oil cooler. In a totally unlubricated engine, no
oil cooler is needed. The engine power has increased from 500 hp for the
base engine to 715 hp and the BSFC has dropped to 0.25 lb/hp-hr. This is
a decrease in BSFC of 26% compared to the base engine.
CERAMIC ROLLER
BEARINGS FOR
WRIT PZN
CRANK PIN,
AIC MAIN BEAt._1J .s
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Figure 5-10.
	 An Approach to an Unlubricated Adiabatic Engine
An even greater reduction in BSFC is possible if a bottoming cycle
is added as shown in Figure 5-1e. The addition of the bottoming cycle
increases output power to 815 hp while decreasing BSFC to 0.22 Ib/hp-hr, a
63% increaso in power and a 35% decrease in BSFC as compared to the base
engine. This system is shown in Figure 5-11 and is discussed in more detail
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Adiabatic Diesel.
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Figure 5-11. Schematic of a Possible Rankine Bottoming Cycle on a Diesel
Engine Showing Thermodynamic State Points and Numbers
Although only the Rankine engine has received much Interest as a
a bottoming cycle, theoretically any external combustion engine may be used
as a bottoming engine provided that the exhaust temperatures and energy
are adequate. It appears that the exhaust gas temperatures of the adiabatic
Diesel are high enough to be the heat source for a Stirling engine. Because
the thermal efficiency of a Stirling engine is potentially higher than that
of a Rankine engine, it may produce greater fuel economy improvements.
Mechanical Technology Inc. has studied the use of a free-piston Stirling
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engine/linear alternator for this application. Much of the complication,
size and cost of a Stirling engine is in the combustion System (the fuel
nozzle and associated combustion chamber are not unlike those of a gas
turbine). The combustion air pro-heater arrangements are also complex
and costly. Other engine components are: an atomizing air compressor,
temperature controller, fuel pump, combustion air blower, spark ignition
and the associated parts. By using the .adiabatic Diesel's exhaust heat,
these components can be eliminated, greatly simplifying the Stirling
engine's design. However, a means of cooling will have to be provided for
the Stirling's cooler tubes. The lower the temperature of these tubes, the
higher the Stirling engine efficiency. It Is, therefore, necessary that an
adequate radiator be provided for this engine although the Diesel itself
does not require one. The 9SFC of an adiabatic turbocompound engine with
minimum friction and the Stirling engine bottoming cycle is estimated at
0.20 lb/hp-hr, a gain of about 10% as compared to the Rankine bottoming
cycle.
Now does this engine Impact the railroads? The single cylinder
adiabatic engine at Cummins has been run for some time testing ceramic
components and the muiticylinder (six cylinder) engine is duo to b© tested
In early 1980. Assuming that the tests are successful, then a 3000 hp
adiabatic locomotive engine might be ready for testing in about 10 years,
probably no less, and on the rails In limited service to about 15 years.
The same engine with the bottoming cycle could be ready in about the same
time frame. This engine can not be considered a near term alternative for
the i niustry.
Lacking actual data, it 1-; necessary to make some assumptions about
the effect of the modifications on the 13SFC in each notch position. Table
5-4 shows the percent improvement in fuel consumption which is assumed to
be achievable in each notch. These figures are more conservative than the
estimates that Cummins shows in Figure ,5-1. These lower figures are the
result of assessing the effects of the changes on the engine itself and on
the affected accessories (radiator fan, condenser fan, pumps etc.). The
turbocompounding effect is the same here as described in tho earlier dis-
cussion. The percentage effect from the use of the adiabatic engine is'
assumed to be constant In all notches. The percent of the hea` in +he
exhaust Increases with decreasing notch position but the temperature of
the exhaust decreases. In the engine, it was thought that these factors
tend to compensate so that the Improvement is constant. The bottoming
cycle is more sensitive to temperature and the improvement declines with
decreasing notch position. Friction powe: • , on the other hand, decreases
at a slower rate than engine power so that in the low notch positions, it
is a significant fraction of the losses. A reduction in friction shows
up as a greater relative improvement at part load than it does at full
load. The bottoming cycle improvements shown here are for use wiN-, a
turbocompound engino. If the cycle was used with a non-turboconpound
engine, the exhaust gas temperature available to the cycle would be higher
and would increase the percent improvement in all notches.
To determine the effect of these changes on the locomotive fuel con-
sumption in operation, a typical medium-duty train wc-, selected and ana-
lyzed for its performance. Two base engines, one General Electric an(( one
General Motors were selected, both with 3000 hp engines. The same train
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Table 5-4. Percentage Improvements In BSFC for Advanced Diesel Engines
I;
Throttle Turbo- Adiabatic Mii,lmum Bottoming
Position Compounding Engine Friction Cyclea
1 0 9 28 4
2 1 9 25 5
3 2 9 22 6
4 3 9 19 7
5 4 9 16 8
6 5 9 13 9
7 6 9 10 10
8 7 9 7 9
Idle Fuel 0 q 28 3
Flow M
Dynamic	 1	 9	 25	 5
Brak I ng
aFor use with turbocompounding, differs from values
for no turbocompounding (Section IV).
was simulated with both locomotives over the same duty cycle. The changes
to the engines were progressively introduced and the effects on fuel usage
compiled. Table 5-5 shows the fuel used by each base engine and each vari-
ation of tho engine. There are basic differences between the two engines
but the percent fuel savings is nearly identical. The reductions in fuel
consumption are impressive. A 30% savings in fuel would amount to over a
billion gallons a year. It should be remembered that the gallons per year
savings shown here are for particular size engines on a specific duty cycle.
Extrapolating this data can be very misleading. The effect of the duty
cycle on the fuel savings ► s shown in Table 5-6. The GP40-2 l ocomotive is
run on the GM-EMD light, medium, and heavy duty cycles and the fuel usage
and savings are shown. Although the fuel consumption varies by a factor
of 2 to 1 0 the percent savings for this particular advanced engine is
nearly constant, less titan a 4% variation between the medium duty and
either the light or heavy duty cycles.
If the adiabatic engine can be adapted to locomotive service, the fuel
savings will be impressive. The problems in developing the engine are
equally impressive and challenging. The results of the current work at
Cummins wi g ! have a strong influence on its possible use by the railroads.
F.	 AUGMENTED DIE-SEL ENGINE
The augmented engine shown in Figure 5-12 is in effect a hybrid between
a turbocharged Diesel engine and a gas turbine. It could also be described
F-
Table 5-5.	 Effect of Progressive Changes In the Diesel	 Engine (3000 hp)
on Fuel Consumption on Medium Duty Cycle
Four-Stroko Diesel Engine
Fuel Used Fuel Savings Compared to Base Engine
Engine (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (gal/yr) (Z)
' Base 328.0
Base with
Turbocompounding 309.8 18.22 22,674 5.6
Adiabatic Engine
with
Turbocompounding 280.3 47.74 59,404 14.6
Adiabatic Engine
with Turbocom-
pounding and
Minimum Friction 243.0 84.95 105,709 25.9
Adiabatic Enginei
with Turbocom-
pounding, Minimum
Friction and
Bottoming Cycle 211.9 116.1 144,510 35.4
Two-Stroke Diesel Engine
Base 361.8
Base with
Turbocompounding 342.0 19.8 24,653 5.5
Adiabatic Engine 1
with Turbocom-
pounding 309.4 52.4 65,165 14.5
Adiabatic Engine
! with Turbocom-
pounding and
Minimum Friction 267.86 93.95 116,904 26.0
Adiabatic Engine
with Turbocom-
pounding, Minimum
Friction and
Bottoming Cycle 233.6 128.2 159,574 35.4 F
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Table 5-6. Fffect of Duty Cycle on Fuel Consumption
Fuel Savings
nuty	 Aare
	
Advanceda
Cycle	 EngIno
	
Engine	 lb/hr
Light	 236.E 184.3 5118 64,500	 21.9
Medium	 361.8 279.3 82.5 1020700	 22.8
Heavy	 481.0 367.2 113.8 141,700	 23.7
Base engine is GM-EMD GP40-2
alldvanced Engine	 Is adiabatic Diesel with turbocompounding
and bottoming cycle, conventional lubrication.
as a Turbocompound Diesel with a combustor in the exhaust duct upstream of
the mower turbine. This description 1s really an oversimplification. The
system is quite complex and its performance depends heavily on the way the
two engines are matched. The Diesel engine can be operated without adding
fuel to the combustor, in which case, it is simply a turbocompound engine.
Fuel could be added to the combustor at all engine speeds boosting the
output power across the speed range. On the other hand, it could be added
only at the top end as a boost. In this case, the engine is operated as a
turbocompound engine over most of its range with the fuel being added after
maximum engine power is reached. This extra power extends the maximum
power rating of the engine.
The first method of adding fuel would result in a ru,atively small
Diesel ergine with a high output rating but would not increase its thermal
efficiency. In fact, at the lower power and speed conditions, it would
probably be worse. For use on locomotives, the second method, top en('
power boosting, would be preferable. The engine would operate as a turbo-
compound Diesel up through notch 8. in notch 8, a second control system
would be used. This system would control the fuel flow to the combustor and
could have three positions; off, half, and full. With the Diesel engine
in notch 8, the output of the engine would increase from 3225 hp to 3425 hp
in the half flow notch and 3625 hp in the full flow notch. In effect, the
engine operates on a 10 notch control rather than the conventional 8 notch
control. The fuel flow increases to 1314 lb/hr in the full flow notch.
Obviously, the augmented engine using the combustor is not even as good
as the present engine system. It wculd only be usable if an additional
200 to 400 hp per locomotive were needed and if the only alternative was
to add another locomotive. The amount of fuel saved would be marginal.
It must be concluded, from an energy standpoint, that the augmented Diesel
engine is of very limited value unless equipped with a Rankine or Stirling	 a
bottoming cycle. The analysis of tM s system has not been made.
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Figure 5-12. Schematic of the Augmented Engine
F.	 HYPERBAR DIESEL. ENGINE
The use of a turbocharger can be advantageous to a Diesel engine from
both a performance and a fuel economy standpoint. However, the turbocharger
boost pressure Is currently Ilmited to 3 to 4 atm by the amount of usable
energy In the engine exhaust and by the peak combustion pressures in the
cylinders. The peak pressures can be reduced by aftercooling of the air
between the turbocharger and the Intake manifold of the engine. This
approach is Ilmited by the bulk of the coolers and, at low temperatures,
by the problem of its icing-up. Another approach is to Increase the boost
pressures while reducing the compression ratio at the same time so as not
to exceed the combustion pressure limit. Unfortunately, this approach
may aggravate cold weather starting problems and may even reduce, the
energy in the a-haust to a point where the higher boost pressures could
not be attained. Some of these problems could be solved by using variable
compression ratio engines but these engines present mechanical and combus-
tion problems of their own.
Another possible solution to these problems Is the use of the Hyperbar
system. In this method, an auxiliary combustion system is installed down-
stream of the exhaust manifold. Additional fuel i ,; burned to raise the
exhaust temperature and the increased exhaust energy is used to drive a
special turbocharger which can boost the intake pressure up to as high
as 10 atm. A simplified schematic of the system is shown in Figure 5-13.
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Although not shown in the ' figure, a multi -stage turbine and compressor
will be required. To keep the maximum cylinder pressures down to the
current design limit of 2000 psla, the compression ratio must be reduced
and this adversely affects the thermal efficiency. This reduction In the
Diesel engine compression ratio Just balances out the gain due to the more
efficient use of the exhaust energy so that the thermal efficiency and,
hence, the fuel consumption k the same for a conventional dngine and a
Hyperbar engine. The advantage of the Hyperbar system is the reduction in4 engine si ze 
 
requIred to produce a given  IeveI of power. The weight of a
Hyperbar engine is estimated at 35% to 43% less than a conventional engine
with the same rated output. If the pock combustion pressure limit is
raided, the engine efficiency would also Increase.
In summary, the hyperbar engine system, is not more efficient than a
conventional Diesel and may be less efficient depending on the design
details. A promising variation is the addition of a Rankine bottoming
cycle but the analysis of this system has not been undertaken. Further
details on the Hyperbar engine along with test results are available in
Reference 5-12.
G.	 OTHER DIESEL ENGINES
There are a number of other variations of the basic Diesel engine. A
few years ago, Rolls-Royce announced a two rotor-in-series rotary Diosgl
engine based on the Wankel engine. The Fairbanks-Morse opposed piston
Diesel Is another variation which has been In commercial production. The
recTCC^nn, 0
Figure 5-13. Schematic of the Hyperbar Engine
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Rolls-Royce K60 is another engine of this type. Radial Diesel engines such
as the Nordberg 12 cyIInder engine have al -:.o been built. The patent offices
and the textbooks are full of engine variations. However-, f©w show any real
potential for fuel savings. Of the taw that do, the mechanical complexity
or additional losses, incurred tend to negate the potential savings.
As an example, the concept of 'the regenerative Diesel engine shows a
possible savings in fuel of 8%. in regeneration, part of the engine exhaust
heat Is transferred to the compressed air charge prior to the injection of
the fuel. The mechanical Implementation of this concept is not trivial.
Heat must be transferred into the regenerator from the hot gases after
expansion and at constant volume. The heat must then be transferred to
the intake air after compression but before fuel is injected. This process
must also be at constant volume. By coupling two cylinders together, a
number of variations are possible as shown in Figure 5 -14. The simplest
version is the unidirectional flow engine where one piston is used for
compression with the other being used for combustion and expansion. The
heat exchanger is a fixed boundary counterflow or crossflow unit. The air
flow is always in one direction. It is possible to uF both cylinders for
compression, combustion and expansion alternately in the two systems shown
in the middle and bottom of Figure 5-14. The middle figure uses the fixed
boundary heat exchanger. The upper half of the unit Is the low pressure,
hot gas side. The lower half is the high pressure, cold gas side. Heat
is transferred across the boundary between them. Four three-way valves
are needed to direct the gases through the system. The bottom tigure uses
two regenerators. The hot and cold gases pass through the units alternately,
but always in the same direction. The matrix is heated as the hot exhaust
gases pass through it and deliver the heat to the cold gas as it gees
through. Again four three-way valves are needed but the locations are
different than those in the middle figure.
The mechanical problems of all of these approaches plus the additional
heat and pressure losses incurred by moving the air around in the engine
negates the small gain in thermal efficiency which is theoretically
possible. Cummins Engine Company developed a regenerative engine for Otto
cycle operation.	 Their effort included actual hardware as well as a
theoretical analysis.	 No actual Diesel engine applications are known.
H. "MATURE" DIESELS
The term "mature" refers to a system which utilizes as many of the
energy saving features as possible together with +lie "best" alternative
fuel. Thesc "mature" locomotives are used to see what the l i mits are in
saving fuel. One "mature" system utilizes the energy savings that can
he made with a water cooled conventional Diesel engine. Another one will
use an adiabatic Diesel engine with all of the energy saving features
possible. These two systems represent the limits of the near term and the
long term Diesel-electric locomotives.
I. iIEAR-TERM SYSTEM
The features incorporated in the n3ar-term mature Diesel-electric
locomotive are higher allowable peak combustion pressures (over 2000 psia),
three atmospheres of turbocharger boost, improved accessories, Rankine
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hottominq cycle, dynamic braking modification to eliminate the need for
engine power and wayside energy storage with a dual mode locomotive. The
fuel used by this system is oil shale derived distillate supplemented by
electricity on hills. While it is unlikely that all of these features
would ever he on a real locomotive, this "kitchen sink" approach defines
thr: theoretical limit for conventional locomotive systems. This approach
starts with a 3000 hp locomotive and adds all of these features. The
output power, after `his is done, will be well above the 3000 i)p base so
that the whole engine system must be resized back to the original output.
What are the efficiency or BSFC gains th-t can be realized? Table 5-7,
lists each of the features and the expected affIcIency and power gains that
result. The overall gain in power is 21%. The 3000 hp base engine will
now produce 3630 hp or 227 hp per cylinder. Hence, a 12 cylinder engine
would he able to do what it now takes 16 cylinders to do. The Improvement
in thermal efficiency is 21% plus the savings over the du; •y cycle from 1`:,
dynamic braking modifications and wayside energy storage. These savings
are estimated to be an additional 5%. The effects of these changes at
each notch position are shown in Table 5-8.
The amount of fuel saved on the EMD medium duty cycle is 85 lb/hr per
locomotive or 22.6% of the fuel. Over the course of a year, it could
amount to 105,800 gal per locomotive. Assuming a 15-year life for a loco-
motive, this amounts to a 1.5 million gal savings.
J.	 LONG-TERM SYSTEM
The long-term, "mature", Diesel-electric locomotive has all of the
features that the near-term version has with two changes and two additional
featuron incorporated. The two changes are the use of the adiabatic Diesel
in place of the conventional cooled engine and the use of a Stirling
hottoming cycle instead of the Rankine. The two additional features are
the minimum friction option and turbocompounding before the bottoming cycle.
Three methods of utilizing the exhaust heat are used; turbocharging,
turhocompounding and the bottoming cycle. The result is a very efficient
and very complex engine system. The expected efficiency and power gains
for this "mature" locomotive are listed in Table 5-9. These gains are
considerable and show that the Diesel engine system is still capable of
improvement. The increase in power is over 2000 hp.	 The original 16
cylinder engine will now produce 5250 hp. It is necessary to reduce the
number of cylinders to 8 or 10 in order to get back to 3000 hp. The gain
in efficiency is 61% and the decrease in BSFC is 37%.
Table 5-10 shows the changes by notch number. The differences between
Tables 5-8 and 5-10 are dramatic. A 200 lb of fuel per hour decrease in
notch 8 and a 10 lb per hour decrease at idle are shown. The fuel flow
rates given in Table 5-10 are only about 60% of those of the base engine
shown in Table 3-7. in notch 8, the difference between these two sets of
data is about 430 lb of fuel per hour. Using the EMD medium duty cycle,
the hourly flow rate for the "mature" adiabatic Diesel-electric locomotive
is 219 Ib/hr as compared to 374 lb/hr for the base engine. 'rhe savings is
155 lb/hr or 22 gal.
	 Extrapolating to an entire year, the savings is
192,870 gal per year per locomotive.	 If it ;s possible to build the adia-
batic Diesel in the size needed by the locomotives and to equip it with
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Tabio 5-7. "Mature" Noar-Term Diesel-Electric Locomotive Gains
Power
	
Efficiency
FoiltUro	 Ga i n	 Gain
atm floost Prc ►ssuro
F,	 111 t1hor Allowable  Poak Pressures
Improvod Accossorios
Flunk 1 no Bottoming Cyc I o
Pynam i c [Iruk 1 nc'l Mod (f i cation
wayside E I octr i ca I Fnorgy Usage
TotaI GnIn
4 4
3
1
3
1
12 12
0 2.3a
N/A 2.58
21 24
Nate: This table applies to notch 8 only
N/A - Not applicable
aApplies only to ovoralI fuel usage, not to notch 8 spocifically
Tahlo 9-8. Effect of "Mature" Near-Term Diesol-Electric
Locomotive Gains on Fuel Consumption by Notch
Notch
Position
Fngine
Speed
(rpm)
Cross
Power
(hp)
Accessory
Power
(hp)
Net
Power
(hp)
BSFC
(lb/hp-hr)
Fuel
Flow
(Ib/hr)
1 380 122 22 100 .426 52
2 460 366 26 340 .367 134
i 550 720 35 685 .342 246
4 630 1113 53 1060 .316 352
5 720 1639 19 1560 .300 492
6 800 2180 110 2070 .292 636
7 890 2879 154 2725 .284 818
8 925 3198 198 3000 .280 895
Idle	 380	 32
Dynar^ ° c Braking 	 32
.	 a
Iota: RSFC is based on gross power
Fuel is oil shale distillate with LMV of 18,000 Btu/ib
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Table 5-9. "Mature" Adiabatic Diesel-Electric Locomotive Gains
i
Feature
Power
GainW
Efficiency
GainW
3 atm Boost Pressure 4 4
Higher Allowable Peak Pressures 3 3
Improved Accessories 1 1
Stirling Bottoming Cycle 13 14
Turbocompounding 16 8
Minimum Friction 12 8
Adiabatic Engine 10 11
Dynninic Braking Modification 0 2.3a
Wayside Electrical Energy Usage N/A 2.5a
Total Gain 75 61
Note:	 This table applies to notch 8 only
aAppiies only to overall	 fuel	 usage, not to notch 8 specifically
N/A - Not applicable
Table 5-10. Effect of "Mature" Adiabatic Diesel-Electric Locomotive
Gains on Fuel Consumption by Notch
Engine Gross Accessory Net Fuel
Notch Speed Power Power Power BSFC Flow	 1
Position (rpm) (hp) (hp) (hp) (Ib/hp-hr) (lb/hr)
1
1 380 119 19 100 .290 35
2 460 363 23 340 .255 93
3 550 715 30 685 .239 171
4 630 1106 46 1060 .223 247
5 720 1627 67 1560 .221 360
6 800 2163 93 2070 .221 478
7 890 2855 130 2725 .217 620
8 925 3166 166 3000 .220 697
Idle	 380	 22
Dynamic Braking
	
22
Note: BSFC Is based on gross power
Fuel is oil shale distillate with
LHV of 18,100 BTU/1b
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	t	 m s t of the features, the savings in fuel for the entire locomotive fleet
L would amount to about 1.7 billion gal annually. Even at today I s price for
Diesel fuel the savings amount to over $1.1 billion dollars. The fuel that
is expected to run these engines will be an oil ,nale derived distillate
or a blend of oil shale and petroleum distillates. These fuels have the
best combination of physical and combustion properties, lowest costs, and
good availability.
When could all this take place? The best guess for the short-term
"mature" Diesel operating on a petroleum based-oil shale based blend fuel
Is five to ten years. The first locomotives using this near-term system
could be on the tracks in about five years and full production in ten
years. The long-term "mature" locomotive would probably enter limited
service on an experimental basis In about fifteen years, and could be in
production some five years later, In the year 2000.
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SECTION
ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR
A. INTRODUCTION
Part of this study has been concornec WITh saving petroleum by making
the locomotive more efficient. A complementary approach to locomotive effi-
cioncy is the use of fuels other than the Diesel No. 2 currently used by the
railroads in their locomotives. Diesel No. 2 is a kerosano-liko petroleum
distillate that comes from the same part of the crude oil barrel as home
heating oil, aviation Jet fuel, and the Diesel fuel used in highway vohi-
clos. The competition for this fuel in recent years has caused its price
to escalate so that it is now nearly as expensive as gasoline. More impor-
tant, its a% lailability has become a serious problem. For these reasons,
it is necessary to consider the use of alternative fuels in locomotives.
Those alternative fuels may be petroleum products, other than Diesel No.
2, and non-pptroleurn fuels such as the alcohols, coal and liquids derived
from coal, oil shale liquids, vegetable oils, and inorganic fuels such as
hydrogen. In addition, there are the blends slurries and emulsions that
can be made from thoso fuels. There are approximately twenty to thirty
candidate fuels and an oven larger number of mixtures and blends.
The use of alternative fuels by the railroad., in Diesel engines is not
now. Several railroads, including Southern Pacific and Union Pacific, have
used residual oils on certain portions of their Iines at various times.
Residual oils are petroleum based, however, and their pricos have also
risen sharply in recent years.
Natural gas and sewage gas have been used for years in stationary
Diesel engines as have the liquified petroleums (propane and butane). the
technology is already developed for these fuels to a point where they
might he used by the railroads. The main problems are their availability,
safety considerations, and the storage of the fuel in either gaseous or
liquid form on the locomotive.
A Iist of candidate fuels for use in either pure form or as part of a
fuel blend is presented in Table 6-1. The fuels are divided into groups
based on their source except for hydrogen and ammonia which are classed
Just as inorganic fuels. The list of non-petroleum fuels is short and
some of them such as the powdered coal and the vegetable oils have proven
to be poor fuels.
In addition to the pure fuels, the emulsions, solutions, slurries and
blends listed in Table 6-2 might be used. Because there are a wide variety
of fuels which can be mixed, two or more at a time, and because the proeor-
tions can be varied widely, the list of such fuels becomes almost limitless.
References 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 list a large number of mixes which have been
tested in Diesel engines and discuss some of their special problems.
B. FUEL COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
The use of an alternative fuel in a locomotive Diesel affects far
more than Just the combustion chamber of the engine.
	 Of comparable
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Table 6-1. Candidate Fuels for Diesel Engines
Petroleum	 Coal	 Alcohols
Diesel No. 2 Powdered Coal Methanol
Gasoline Coal Derived Gasoline Ethanol
Light Distillate Coal	 Derived Distillate
Naphtha Solvent Refined Coal Jegetable Oils
Lube Stock
Broadcut Fuel Oil 011	 Shale Cottonseed Oil
Jet A Corn Oil
Kerosene Oil	 Shale Distillate Peanut Oil
Methane 011	 Shale Gasoline Olive
Butane
Propane Inorganic Tar Sands
No. 4 Fuel	 Oil
No.	 5 Fuel	 011 Hydrogen Syn-crude
No. 6 Fuel	 Oil Ammonia
Table 6-2. Slurry, Emulsion and Blend Fuels
Slurry Fuels
	
Petroleum Blend Fuels
Gasoline in Lube Oil
Heavy Aromatic Naphtha
in Diesel Fuel
Gasoline in Diesel Fuel
Coal in Diesel Fuel
Carbon Black in Diesel Fuel
Petroleum Coke in Diesel Fuel
Flour in Diesel Fuel
Cornstarch in Diesel Fuel
Wood Fibers in Diesel Fuel
Coal In Water
Emulsion Fuels
Water in Diesel Fuet
Methanol'in Diesel Fuel
Ethanol in Diesel Fuel
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Importance to the cetane number or IgnI tab iIIty of a fuel are such wide
ranging properties as viscosity, specific gravity, cost, toxicity and
stability. The storage of a fuel on a locomotive or at a refueling terminal
must be considered and evaluated In comparison to all other candidate fuels.
In order to avaluate the wide range of fuels with grossly different proper-
ties that might be used by the railroads, a method of comparison had to be
devised.
`rho method that was Implemented Is based on the concept of functional
properties rather than the physical and chemical props,*ties norniallr? used
In evaluating fuels. Functional properties are defined as the properties
of the fuel that are related to some function of the engine, of the loco-
motive, or of the railroad system as a whole. For example, cetane number
Is a measure of a fuel's Ignitablllty. This Is a functional property. The
thermochemical property that is the counterpart to the cetane number is
auto Ignition temperature. Usually, the lower the auto ignition tempera-
ture, the higher the cetane rating. Some of the functional properties may
depend on two or more physical or chemical properties. They may even
depend on completely different physical phenomena. Material compatibility
would be one such case where corrosion, elastomerlc compatibility, hydro-
gen embrittlement and low temperature strength of mater;als are included
in a single functional property.
The functional properties are not used on an absolute basis in this
fuel ranking method but a relative basis has been selected. Since loco-
motives now use Diesel No. 2 as their main fuel, it is important to know
how the alternative fuels compare to Diesel No. 2 functionally. A scale of
-3 to +3 has been used to measure the relative value of a candidate fuel as
compared to Diesel No. 2. A value of zero means that the two fuels are
functionally similar. A rating of +3 means the candidate fuel is very much
better than Diesel No. 2 for a specific functional property. On the other
hand, a -3 rating means It is very much worse. The intermediate numbers
between -3,. 0 and +3 provide for fuels that are only slightly better or
worse, or much better or worse than Diesel No. 2.
The functional properties are not all equally important. Some prop-
erties such as future availability and cetane no. are more Important In this
application than Is the water reactivity of the fuel. A weighing factor of i
through 8 is used to rate the relative importance of the functional prop-
erties. A similar method is used in Ref. 6-4 to rate various fuels. Since
the purpose of the method Is to get a relative ranking of the fuels, the
numerical values of the functional properties rating is not critical because
they apply to all fuels equally. If a quantitative rating of each fuel was
needed; a more elaborate functional property rating system would be needed.
It would be necessary to establish Just how much more important the future
cost of the fuel Is than its cetane no. or its material compatibility.
For each combination of a fuel and a functional property, the relative
value is multiplied by the weighing factor to get an individual score. The
individual scores of a fuel are added up to get the final score. The
ranking of all the fuels is based upon these scores. The numericaI values
of the final scores have no sign ifIcance other than relative ranking.
C.	 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPER T IES OF ALTERNATIVE FUELS
The physical and chemical properties of a fuel are Important to its
engine performance, Its acceptability to the user, its .Impact on the
environment, and its handling and distribution. A good alternative fuel
should work well with tho engine subsystems, IIke the fuel system, the
lubrication system, and the combustion and exhaust related systems. The
fuel should allow easy engine starting at ambient temperatures, provide
rapid unarm-up, and trouble-free operation, have good thermal efficiency,
and keep engine and equipment maintenance to a minimum.
The fuel must also be safe and easily handled. Both the fuel and the
exhaust must be free from objectionable odors. Environmental considerations:
Involve not only the quantity of exhaust emissions but also fuel emissions
encountered in handling, storage, and refueling. Storage and handling
considerations also require that large quantities of fuel can be contained
and moved without serious deterioration or loss for periods up to 6 months
or longer. Again this must be done safely, without serious environmental
damage and without significant contamination with rust, water, or dust.
Thus, it can be seen that the physical and chemical properties of the fuel
have a significant impact in many important areas.
The properties of the petroleum based fuels are presented In Table 6-3.
The number of properties listed Is small. Only those properties which
appear to be of special significance are included. The properties of the
alcohols, ethanol and methanol, are shown In Table 6-4. The list of prop
-erties for coal and coal derived synthetic hydrocarbons are shown in Table
6-5. The oil shale derived liquid fuels are presented in Table 6-6.
More Information Is needed on the physical and chemical properties of the
synthetic hydrocarbon fuels although it is expected that synthetic hydro-
carbons will be similar to their petroleum based counterparts.
The inorganic fuels are hydrogen and ammonia. Their properties are
shown in Table 6-7. Those two fuels mark the high and low values of the
heat of combustion for all the fuels. Vegetable oil properties are shown
in Table 6-8 with cottonseed oil as the representative fuel.
In addition to the fuels already presented, slurries, emulsions and
blends must be considered. The composition and properties of some slurry
fuels are listed on Table 6-9 which was taken from Ref. 6-2. Coal in
Diesel fuel slurry Is not included in this reference but it Is very similar
to a petroleum coke slurr/. The properties of water-Diesel fuel emulsions
are presented In Table 6-10. A variety of both macro- and micro-emulsions
are shown in this table for three different water and emulsifier ratios.
Alcohol er.ililslons are also included in both macro- and micro-emulsion
form. The properties of these emulsions are shown In Table 6-11. Actually,
In concentrations up to 20%, dry ethanol will dissolve in Diesel No. 2 but
if water is present in concentrations of 0.5% or more, the solution will
tend to separate and an emulsifier is needed. Methanol does not mix well
at any concentration and emulsifiers are needed to form stable mixtures.
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Table 6-4. Properties of Alcohols
Property
Chemical Formula
noiling Point, OF
Specific Gravity
Heat of Combustion (Lower) Btu/Ib
Flash Point, OF
Lubricity
Auto Ignition Temp., OF
Flammability Limits
Methanol
	
Ethanol
0430H C2HSOH
148 172
.796 .794
8 0 580 110550
52 55
Poor Poor
878 738
6.72-36.50% 3.28-18.5
Table 6-5. Properties of Coal and
iynthotic Hydrocarbons
Coal Derived
Powdered Coal Coal
Property Coal Distiilatea Gasollnea
Cetane No, N.A.b 40 5
Viscosity, CS N/A c 3 0.5
Specific Gravity 0.70 to 0.94 0091 0.80
heat of Combustion 6,700 to 12,300 170900 180200
(Lower) Btu/Ib
Flash Point,	 OF N.A. 148 N.A,.
Pour Point,	 OF N/A N.A. -40
8nased on TOSCOAL process with subsequent hydrogenation
and conventional refining
bN.A. - Not Available
cN/A - Not Applicable
D.	 DIRECT USE OF COAL IN DIESEL ENGINES
This subject arises mcre than for any other alternative fuel. There-
fore, it will be discussed in more detail than for the other fuels. The
idea of burning coal in a Diesel engine is as old as the engine itself.
Rudolph Diesel, in his patent, considered the use of powdered coal as `he
fuel in his engine. Over th-.3 irist 80 years, there have been numerous
experimental coal-fired Diesel engines. None of the engines have boon
successful for three main reason including slow combue+ion rate, wear due
to rash, and problems associated with the injection of the powdered coal.
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Table 6-6. Properties of Oil Shale Liquidsa
Property
Cetane No.t	
Viscosi+y, CS @ 77° F
Specific Gravity
Heat of Combustion (Lower) Btu/lb
Flash Point "'
Auto Ignition Temp., °F
Distillate	 Gasoline
28 <22
3 0.5
.87 .83
18,300 18,200
135
500 900
a Based on TOSCO II Hot Solids retort extraction followed by
upgrading at mining site to synthetic crude quality
Table 6-7. Properties of Inorganic Fuels
Property
	
Hydrogen
	
Ammonia
Chemical Formula
Boiling Point, °F
Specific Gravity (Liquid)
Heat of Combustion (Lower) Btu/Ib
Flammability Limits
Ignition Temperature, °F
H2 NH3
-432 -28
.071 0.674
51,600 80000
4.0-74.2% 15.5-26.6%
1,065 1,204
Table 6-8. Properties of Vegetable Oils
Property	 Cottonseed	 Oil
Cetane No.
Melting Point, °F	 23
Specific Gravity	 .912
Heat of Combustion (Lower) Btu/Ib 	 16,113
Flash Point	 486
Ignition Temperature, °F 	 650
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There are several other minor problems encountered with powdered coal such
as the pulverizing equipment, fire ha-ards, and the pumping of the powder.
For any fuel to react with the oxygen in the air, It ' must be in a
gaseous stare. Gaseous fuels react quickly and have high combustion rates.
Liquid and solid fuels must fir;:t be vaporized before the oxidation reaction
can take place. There are a number of factors which effect the rate of
vaporization Including the heat of vaporization, the air temperature, wall
temperatures, size of droplets or particles, turbulence in the combustion
zone, thermal radiation from other burning particles, and the chemical
properties of the fuel itself. Regardless of the cause, slow combustion
can resul-r in Diesel knock, high exhaust temperatures, burned valves, and
piston damage.
goal is not a readily vaporized fuel even though many coals have a
high volatile matter content. The volatile matter is usually made up of
heavy oils and tars with high boiling points. As a result of its low
combustion rate, coal is suitable only for low speed Diesels with a rated
speed of 200 rpm or less. Since a typical locomotive Diesel engine operates
at 900 to 1100 rpm rated speed, the displacement of a coal - fired engine
would have to be at least five times that of present engines to produce
the same output power. The size and weight of such an engine would rule
out its use in a locomotive.
The use of pulverized raw or unprocessed coal in a Diesel engine
results in very high wear rates for the piston rings, cylinder, crank-
shaft, and bearings. The composition of coal ash varies widely but is
primarily composed of silicates which are usually harder than most metals.
The fine ash released during combustion infiltrates the gap between the
piston and the cylinder. Dlowby will carry the ash into the oil sump where
it can mix with the oil. Where two metals of different hardness are in
contact such as at the rings and in the bearings, the ash becomes embedded
in the soft,.: metal and literally grinds away the harder metal. The ash
and the sulfur in coal can be removed prior to combustion by chemical and
physical processing but this usually doubles or triples its price depending
on the degree of ash removal. This increase in fuel cost significantly
reduces the economic benefits of using coal.
Powdered coal, by itself, is not capable of being pumped or being
injected into a Diesel engine. It is necessary to provide a fluidizing
agent, typically air, steam, oil, or water depending on the application.
Electric utility boilers normally use air or steam as the fluidizing agent
The use of oil or.water as a fluidizing agent is normally in the form of a
slurry. For a locomotive, the slurries are probably better than the use
of air or steam with the coal since the overall fuel supply system is
simpler. Depending on the statility of the slurry, the system may not be
anymore complex than the present Diesel fuel system.
When all of the limitations are considered, the direct use of coal in
a locomotive Diesel engine is not as attractive as most of the other
alternative fuels. Hight; processed coal in an oil slurry may be used
with some Diesel engines but at a cost approaching that of Diesel No. 2.
The gains achieved by the use of coal are negated by the problems associated
with the preparation of the slurry.
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The use of coal in an adiabatic Diesel engine may be possible although
actual tests have not been conducted. The ceramic walls of this engine
are at a rod heat and the thermal radiation shou l d Insure rapid Ignitinn
and combustion. Since the walls are ceramic, they are harder than the abh
from the coal so wear is not likely to be a problem. However, ash could
collect In the clearance space between the head and the piston and may
cause problems. The use of a powdered, physicall y .,rocessed coal in a
water slurry would keep the cost down while providii,4 an Injectable fuel.
Thooret i ca l l y, such o fuel  l s attractive and tests )I' It should be made.
F.	 ENGINE ANALYSIS
In preparation for ranking the fuels, a series of engine analyses were
made using both two-stroke and four-stroke engines typical of existing
locomotive Diesels. The operation of those locomotives was simulated for a
variety of duty cycles. The analytical approach was validated by conducting
the analysis for Diesel fuel No. 2 and comparing these results to published
engine data. Those comparisons were found to agree. Using this same
analytical approach, calculations were made for engines running on the
al+ernative fuels.
The analysis is based on the assumption of isentropic compression and
expansion. Combustion is assumed to be complete and adiabatic. It occurs
partly at constant volume and partly at constant pressure. The idc,alized
cycle, called a limited pressure cycle, is shown on the pressure-volume
diagram in Figure 6-i. Specific heats and specific heat ratios that are
functions of temperature and equivalence ratio are used. All results are
based on the lower heating value of the fuel, and include the effects of
the sensible heat and the latent heat of vaporization on the temperature
drop in the fuel-air charge due to complete vaporization of the fuel. The
effect of residual gases on engine performance Is also taken into account.
Cycle analysis is corrected for frictional losses and heat transfer
losses to the coolant. When using fuels with low cetane ratings (e.g.
alcohols, hydrogen, etc.) a quantity (about 5 to 30% of the total energy)
of liquid Diesel fuel is Injected at the end of the compression stroke to
start ignition. The combustion properties of the pilot charge are assumed
to be the same as those of the main fuel. The inlet air is assumed to be
turbocharged and in+ercooled.
As an example, the method f, calculating the combustion properties
of methanol-air mixtures is shown. These calculations are based on complete
combustion of the fuel in the presence of air and the 1% argon present in
the air is treated as if it is nitrogen. This results in a very small error
in molecular weight and does not affect engine performance calculations.
The combustion equation for methanol is:
2CH30H + a(02 + 3.76N2) --► 4H2O + 2CO2 + (a-3) 02 + (3.76a)N2
In this equation, "a" represents the number of moles of air involved in the
reaction. The value of "a" can be chosen to obtain the desired equivalence
ratio. For example, for a stoichiometric reaction the equivalence ratio is
one and the value of "a" is three. The molar values of the specific heats
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Figure 6-1.	 Limited Pressure Cycle on a Pressure-Volume Diagram
(CP and Cy) for each gas on the right-hand side of the above equation are
given in Ref. 6-5 as a function of temperature. Using this informatiLn
the properties of the combustion products are calculated for different
equivalence ratios.
Unless stated otherwise, the analysis of the alternative fuels is
made for the same mass flow rate of air and the same equivalence ratio as
that of the baseline engine. Table 6-12 shows that results of the fuel-air
cycle analysis for a few representative fuels ranging from Diesel No. 2 to
methane and methanol. The difference between a low energy per pound-fuel
like methanol and a high one like methane is only two percentage points.
There are performance differences between fuels but the thermal efficiency
of an engine depends primarily upon its design and operating conditions.
The peak values of brake thermal efficiency with the corresponding
values of brake specific fuel consumption and brake specific energy con-
sumption are shown in Table 6-13 for a number of fuels. The effect of
notch position on brake specific energy consumption is shown in Section III,
Tables 3-15 to 3-30, for the same fuels as in Table 6-13. These tables
present the engine schedules used in the computer simulation of the loco-
motive to determine fuel consumption in service.
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Table 6-12. Results of Fuel-Air Cycle Analysis for a Diesel Engine
Parameter	 Diesel No.	 2	 Methanol	 Ethanol	 Methane
Stolchiometric	 14.7	 6.45	 9.1	 17.2
Air-Fuel Ratio
Analysis	 0.5	 0.5	 0.5	 0.5
Equivalence Ratio
Specific Heat	 1.371	 1.371	 1.311	 1.371
Ratio-Compression
Specific Heat for Constant .2368 .2485 .2442 .2436
Volume Combustion
Specific heat for Constant .32.31 .3380 .3318 .3330
Pressure Combustion
Specific beat 1.2831 1.2767 1.2790 1.2790
Ratio-Expansion
Indicated Horsepower 4127 e^'_'O 4049 4001
Indicated Thermal Efficiency 	 51.2	 48.7	 50.1	 50.7
Because thermal efficiency is not significantly influenced by the type
of fuel used by the engine, it has not been included in the list of func-
tional properties, instead its effect is included in the power density
functional property.
F.	 FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES
The functional properties differ from the physical and chemical prop-
erties in that they are specifically related to the impact of the fuel
on the operation of the rail system. One or more physical and chemical
property may be involved in a sin g le functional property. As an example,
tank volume is a function of specific gravity and the heat of combustion.
The tank volume is the volume of fuel that contains a specified amount of
energy. Tank volume is important to the size of the storage facilities
both at the refueling terminal and on the locomotive.
Twenty-two functional properties are used in this study. In some
cases where the function depends only on a single physical -3nd chemical
property, either the name of the functional property or the physical and
chemical property may be used. For example, ignitability is used rather
than cetane no.	 Similarly, pumpability is used rather than viscosity
though they are very closely related. When discussing the slurry fuels,
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Table 6-13. Peak Thermal Efficiency of Diesel Engines
Using Different Fuels
Brake
Thermal
BSFC	 BSEC	 Efficiency
Fuel	 (lb/hp-hr) (k3tu/hp-hr)	 (%)
Lower Heat of
Combustion
(Btu/I b)
6.51 39.1 18,600
6.56 38.8 18,800
6.56 38.8 21,500
6.54 38.9 170900
6.54 38.9 18,100
6.73 37.8 8,580
6..68 38.1 11,550
6.72 37.9 510600
6.72 37.9 8,000
6.66 38.2 170700
6.59 38.6 17,800
6.56 38.8 18,750
6.32 40.3 15,700
6.28 40.5 17,000
6.25 40.7 16,700
6.58 38.7 18,700
Diesel	 No.	 2 .350
Naphtha .349
Liquid Methane .305
r.oal Derived Dist. .365
011
	 Shale Dist. .361
Methanol .784
Ethanol .578
Liquid Hydrogen .130
Liquid Ammonia .840
Coal-Diesel No. 2 Slurry .376
(20%/80%)
Gasoline-tube Oil Blend .370
(15;6/85%)
Gasoline-tube 011 Blend .350
(70%/30%)
Water-Diesel No. 2 Emulsion .403
(10%/84%)
Methanol-Diesel	 No. 2 Emulsion .369
(10%/85%)
Ethanol-Diesel No. 2 Emulsion .374
(20%/72%)
Heavy Aromatic Naphtha-Diesel .352
No. 2 (75%/25%)
pumpability is a more meaningful term than viscosity. These twenty-two
properties are divided Into four groups:
(1) Combustior, related properties.
(2) Engine operation related properties.
(3) Logistics and storage related properties.
(4) Maintenance and safety related properties.
These twenty-two properties are listed by groups in Table 6-14. Some
of the properties could be put In one group Just as well as another. Also
property in one group may be related to two or more in other groups. The
grouping is Just a convenient way of relating similar properties for
purposes of discussion.
G. COMBUSTION RELATED PROPERTIES
The functional properties related to combustion are ignitdbility,
flame speed, power density, combustion rate, and smoke. In a Diesel engine,
ignitablllty is defined by the cetane number which is a measorb of the
ignition delay period in a compression ignition engine. 	 Curren* Diesel
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Table 6-14. Functional Properties
Combusti-n Related Properties
Ignitability
Flame Speed
Power Density
Combustion Rate
Smoke
Engine Operation
Energy Density
PumpabiIity
Bolling Point
Pour Point
Vaporization
Lubricity
Logistics and Storage	 Maintenance and Safety
Future Cost
	
Special Equipment
Future Availability
	
Compatibility
Water Reactivity
	
Lubricant Reactivity
Tank Volume
	
Toxicity
Special Tankage
	
Fire Hazard
Stability
fuel No. 2 has an average cetane number of 48 while a minimum cetane number
of 40 is recommended by some Diesel engine manufacturers. Except for
distillates from petroleum, oil shale and coal, the retane numbers of most
other fuels are too low for use in a compression ignition engine unless
auxiliary ignition sources are provided. In addition to auxiliary Ignition
sources such as glow plug, pilot injection, and spark plug, ignition can be
initiated by blending in a high cetane number fraction or by use of very
high compression ratios. The Ignitability of the slurries and emulsions
depends heavily on the presence of a high cetane number fuel component. In
the slurries and emulsions in this study, the use of Diesel No. 2 insured
good Ignitability.
Current engines have been designed to operate best with hydrocarbon
fuels having a flame speed of about i.1 feet pe r second. A wide variation
in flame speed from this value would probably require that the engine
operation, specifically the injection rate, be modified for best results.
For a given injection rate, a high flame speed can cause injector tip
burning and a low flame speed can result in the accumulation of fuel in
the combustion chamber. Therefore, tho high flame speed of hydrogen and
the low speed of ammonia suggests i-hat --.:uiion should be used with these
fuels in reciprocating engines. The use of any fuel with a flame speed
different from that of Diesel No. 2 may require engine modifications.
The functional property, called power density, deals w 1 th the changes
In power in a given size engine or the size of an engine -squired for a
given output power level. Some fuels, particularly gaseous hydrogen in an
inducted fuel system, will reduce the output power of the engine as compared
to the same engine using Diesel fuel. The hydrogen displaces some of the
6-17
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air In the cylinder so that the mass of fuel and air is less than in a
liquid fueled engine. The gaseous fueled engines are the worst engines in
this respect but some liquid fuels can also have a signifl,cant effect on
the output power. This functional property also includes the effects of
fuel on thermal efficiency of the engine.
The combustion rate prcperty is related to the volume burning rate of
the fuel-air mixture. This property is similar to but rot the same as the
flame speed. Thu combustion rate is related to the heijt of vaporization,
atomization of the fuel spray, combustion chamber temperature and the
boiling point of the fuel at the pressure existing in the cylinder. For
a fuel to burn, it must first be converted to a gaseous state and the
combustion rate Is a measure of this preparatory state as well as the
actual rate of burning. A heavy hydrocarbon fuel such as No. 5 fuel oil
has a low combustion rate although its flame speed Is comparable to that
of other hydrocarbon fuels. A low combustion rate can result In incomplete
burning before the exhaust valve opens. Burnt valves, overheated exhaust
system, and low efficiency are the consequences.
Smoke or particulate emissions have not been a major problem in th,,
past but they can be expected to be more closely regulated in the future.
Different fuels have widely differing amounts of smoke ranging from none
for hydrogen to a marked amount for coal slurries and heavy fuel oils.
The weighing factor for this functional property is largely dependent on
the expected level of regulation imposed on Diesel engine particulate
emissions. The use of coal produces "smoke" in the form of fly ash. The
term "smoke" in this functional category includes all ash, soon, smoke and
other solid particulate matter produced by the combustion of ft,el.
The rankings of the 41 fuels, slurries, emulsions and blends are
shown In Tables 6-15 and 6-16. The rankings of the 18 slurries, emulsions
and blends are separate from the rest of the fuels. They can be cross-
ranked by using the combustion scores if it is necessary. Of the 23 fuels
on Table 6-15, the best are propane and butane with scores of 5 and 3. At
the other extreme Is powdered coal with a rating of -60. Any two fuels
with scores that are within ten points of each other can be considered to
be equals. A fuel with a score between -5 and 5 is equal to Diesel No. 2
within this functional property group. Of the non-petroleum fuels, only
hydrogen ranked in the top ten fuels. Among the slurries, emulsions and
blends, in Table 6-16, the best fuels were the petro.loum blends and the
worst were the slurries. The gasoline-Diesel fuel blend is comparable to
the best fuels on Table 6-15. Because all of the slurries, emulsions and
blends are petrcteum based, they tend to score higher than most of the
non-petroleum fuels.
H.	 ENGINE OPERATION RELATED PROPERTIES
The functional properties In the engine operation are extensions of
the combustion group but are oriented towards the whole engine more than
,just the combustion process itself. The proper t ies in this group are
energy density, pumpability, boiling point, pour point, vaporization and
lubricity.
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tEnergy density Is the product of the lower heat of combustion and
the density of the fuel. It is a measure of the energy per unit volume
of the fuel. This functional property determines the size of the fuel
lines, pumps, valves and injectors on the engine. The use of a low
energy density fuel such as hydrogen, ammonia, or methanol necessitates
extensive engine fuel supply system modifications If it Is to be used
in an existing engine. Differences In energy density Is the main problem
area in making true multi-fuel Diesel engines. For a given Injector
orifice size, the injection velocity varies directly with the energy
density of the fuel. injection velocity influences the spray atomi-
zation and penetration, hence, the efficiency of the combustion process.
The use of a single Injector for fuels with widely differing energy
densities generally results In poorer performance for all fuels except
the one fo,r which the Injector was designed.
Pumpabillty is related to viscosity, but in the case of fuels like the
slurries, it Involves more than just viscosity. However, viscosity is a
prime concern in Dlesor engines since pressure fuel injection Is used to
introduce the fuel Into the combustion chamber. For pressure injection, the
degree of atomization and the spray penetration becomes poorer as viscosity
increases. The kinematic viscosity is Important In the low temperature
handling of a fuel. Pumping difficulties Increase with viscosity until the
freezing or pour point is reached. One of the pumpabillty problems of
slurries will be totiched upon in the discussion on stability. This is the
separation of the fuel components either in the tank or in the fuel system.
Fuels such as the wood f 1 ber-Diesel fuel or the carbon black-Diesel fuel
slurries are poor candidate fuels because of their poor pumpability. Some
problems can be alleviated by the use of fu x additives or by using different
types of pumps.
The boiling point of a fuel has several effects on engine operation.
A high boiling point reduces the combustion rate which can result i<< ©ngine
damage. A very low boiling point Is indicative of a cryogenic fuel. A
cryogenic fuel is one which Is a gas at room temperature but has been
liquified by reducing Its temperature below its boiling temperatur e . For
example, methane Is a cryogenic fuel when it has been liquified by r.,.,cing
its temperature to below -259° F. A boiling point near ambient temperatures
can result in vapor lock and fuel component separation. 	 ideally, the
boiling point should be in the 300 to 600" F range. In the case of a
blend or other fuel mixture, all of the components should have similar
boiling points.
Pour point is closely related to the freezing point, to the viscosity
and to the cloud point • of the fuel. At low tem,iratures, many fuels will
freeze or become so viscous that they cannot be used in the engine. In
the hydrocarbon fuels, some components such as the waxes, may freeze out
even at relatively mild temperatures. The temperature at which this occurs
is known as the cloud point. These waxes or any other solid material
freezing in the fuel will cause problems such as filter and injector
clogging. Some fuels, such as the cottonseed oil, freeze at such a high
temperature that some means of warming the fuel is necessary even In only
moderately cold climates. All of the low temperature problems are included
in the pour point functional property.
b-21
1he vaporization functional property Includes both the effec
the heat of vaporization and the vapor pressure. The problems areas
associated with this functional property are vapor lock, tank venting
and combustion rate. A fuel with a high heat of vaporization and a low
vapor pressure can cause the combustion rate of a fuel to be low. it
can also reduce the output power of the engine because the heat absorbed to
vaporize the fuel Is not available to produce power. A high vapor pressure
fuel will tend to evaporate with time because the tank must be vented to
prevent a pressure build-up which could structurally damage It. The loss
of fuel can be significant especially for the cryogeni,; fuels such as
liquid hydrogen.
The functional property, lubricity, refers to the ability of a fuel to
lubricate the equipment through which it flows. The pumps and injectors are
the main problem areas. Some fuels with low lubricity such as gasoline and
the alcohols are also excellent solvents and will remove any trace of oil,
grease or solid lubricant used in the fuel system. These fuels will require
different pumps and injectors than are now used for the medium and heavy
hydrocarbon fuels. The cryogenic fuels have extremely low lubricity and
their low temperatures complicate the design of the equipment used to
handle it.
The fuels, slurries, emulsions and blends are ranked in Tables 6-17
acid 6-1C' according to their relative merit In engine operation. Lube stock
is ranked highest mainly because of its excellent lubricity but ^)st of the
other medium to heavy hydrocarbons are also ranked quite h'gh. Of the non-
petroleum fuels, oil shale distillate and coal derived distillate are
highest ranked but they are ranked ninth overall. Two !)lends and two
emulsions tied for the first ranking in their category. The 20% wood fiber
In Diesel oil slurry is ranked last primarily because of its extremely poor
pumpability rating.
I.	 LOGISTICS AND STORAGE RELATED PROPERTIES
Regardless of what fuel Is used, it must be purchased, distributed to
fueling terminals, stored and loaded into the locomotives. The ideal fuel
must be readily available at a low price. It needs to be transported
easily without special precautions and stored for extended periods without
significant loss or degradation. It must be able to be loaded onto loco-
motives without difficulty by the crews handling the fuel. Its energy
density must be high enough so that a good supply could be carried on the
locomotive to minimize the frequency of refueling. For many year-, this
ideal was closely matched by Diesel fuel. Even today, only the first-two
items, cost and availability, are problems. However, these two items
are of such importance, that some unlikely fuels are receiving serious
consideration.
The future cost of a fuel is the first i nctIonaI property in this
group. This cost Is not only the direct cost of the fuel itself but also
the cost of the modifications of +ne engine and locomotive, of any added
maintenance required and of new storage and distribution at the railroad's
refueling terminals. The future prices of all fuels are conjecture and
even their relative prices may change drastically in the next two decades.
However, the existence of synthetic fuels industry can have a braking
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t effect on the prices of petroelun, products. it is very likely, therefore,
that the price of Diesel No. 2 and the major synthetic fuels will be
competitive.
The second functional property Is future availability. The particular
fuel does not have to be available now but there must be a reasonable prot:-
ability of it being available when needed and in the volume needed in the
future. The availability depends on the source and if the volume of the
container is also considered, the ratio would be essentially the same except
for the cryogenic fuels where a larger volume is required because of tiie
Insulation. The weight of these tanks will also increase. Previous studies
of the storage of cryogenic fuels in automotive applications that included
the weight of the container, show an increase in the weight ratio from the
0.36 value shown In Table 6-19 to 2.6 for liquid hydrogen, from 0.86 to a
value of 1.78 for liquid methane, and from 2.3 up to a value of 3.4 for
liquid ammonia. The requirement for special tankage is a significant
problem and must be considered. This functional property would also Include
the need for stirring devices for slurries and any other simllar equipment
needed by the fuel. A ranking of zero for this functional property means
that tankage suitable for Diesel fuel is also suitable for the alternative
fuel as well. This can also be assumed to mean that existing fuel tanks
and distribution systems will be compatible.
The functional property defined as stability, includes several 01f-
ferent physical and chemical properties. With the present fuel distribution
system, it is possible that a period of 6 months or more may elapse between
the time a fuel is produced and it is burned in an engine. Thus, it is
important that a fuel have the ability to retain its desirable character-
istics in storage over this period. Instability in storage may take a
number of forms such as loss of volatile fuel components, formation of gum
or sediment, and change in color.
Storage of slurries is expected to cause problems because of the
settling of the solid phase from the liquid. Close control of particle
size is necessary and the use of stabilizing agents have proven helpful.
In some cases, a means of continuous mixing of the slurry may be required.
The method of preparing a slurry is extremely important to its stability
and on its injector spray pattern. Even the type of material can have a
strong effect on the slurry performance. The carbon black slurries have a
different consistency than the coke slurries. During some pump and injector
tests It was found that the carbon black formed a porous structur,. The
DIeseI -fueI separated and streamed out of the injector while the carbon
was extruded Iike a black wire. The coke slurries, on the other hand,
appear to behave more like normal Diesel fuel.
The slurries of cornstarch or flour are not particularly sta p le even
when a stabilizer, lecithin, is added. Constant mixing is necessary to
use them In an engine. The slurry of wood is very fibrous and difficult
to handle. The Diesel fuel SU,sarates from the fiber which then remains
In the fuel tank.
The rankings of the various fuels are shown in Tables 6-20 and 6-21.
In this group of logistics and storage, powdered coal is the first ranked
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Table 6-19. Volume and Weight Ratios of Fuels
for the Same Total Energy Content
Fuel	 Weight Ratioa	Volume Ration'
Petroleum
Distillate 1.0 1.0
Jet 0.99 1.04
Ammonia 2.3 4.2
Coal	 Liquids
Diesel 1.01 1.0
Fuel	 Oil 1.06 0.92
Jet 0.99 -	 1 1.04 -	 1.05
Coal/Methanol	 Slurry 1.64 -	 1.84 1.9
Coal/Oil	 Slurry 1.08 -	 1.16 0.86 - 0.92
Hydrogen (1) 0.36 4.23
Ethanol 1.59 1.7
Methanol 2.13 2.26
Higher Alcohols 1.59 1.7
Methane (1) 0.8E 1.62
Shale 011
Raw 1.01 0.96
Syncrude 0.99 1.05
Vegetable Oil 1.11 1.01
Note: a Weight of fuel divided by weight of Diesel
fuel having same energy content
b Volume of fuel divided by volume of Diesel
fuel having same energy content
fuel. In the combustion group, it was ranked last. Cottonseed 011 ranked
last principally because of its high cost and Its limited availability.
Many of the fuels have high positive scores indicating that they are better
than Diesel No. 2 in this functional group. Of the non-petroleum fuels,
oil shale distillate is the highest ranked fuel primarily because of
anticipated favorable future price and availability. From a logistics and
storage standpoint, the 30% water-10% emulsifier emulsion ranked first and
the 20% coal in Diesel No. 2 slurry ranked second. The lowest ranked fuel
was the 30% methanol-30% surfactant emulsion because of the relatively
high prices for both the methanol and the surfactant.
J.	 MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY RELATED PROPERTIES
An alternative fuel should not result in any increase in maintenance
and, ideally, might even decrease it. At present, none of the fuels
investigated appear to have any chance of decreasing maintenance but some
do not appear to increase 11 significantly. Because the maintenance of a
^~^m^+e ve is labor intensive and, therefore, expensive, it is necessary
ier the maintenance required in the use of any particular fuel.
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Some of the fuels being considered have cetane numbers so low that
they will not Ignite reliably in a compression ignition engine. For these
fuels, an auxiliary ignition system is needed. Some of the Ignition systems
that have been used are glow plugs, spark plugs, pilot I •njectlon, fuel
blending and `§'ie use of a high compression ratio. Except for the last two
items, these auxiliary ignition systems Increase the complexity of the
engine and will also increase the maintenance requirements. 'clot injection
is the injection of a small quantity of Diesel fuel into the cylinder to
initiate combustion of the main fuel. A tank, pump, injectors and filters
r' are required for this system in addition to the main fuel supply system.
Since the pilot fuel flow rate is small (about 5% of the main fuel supply
rate), the tank, lines, pumps and injectors are all smaller than regular
Diesel fuel equipment and are more sensitive to dirt and gum than the normal
fuel system. All these added components and their special requirements
increase the maintenance of the engine. The functional property known
as special equipment is used to evaluate this additional fuel system.
Material compatibility refers to the reactivity (chemical, dissolution,
etc.) between a fuel and the materials of the fuel system in which it is
used. A reaction may cause engine malfunctions due to the formation of fuel
leaks, the d;stortion of fuel system components, and the development of
undesirable deposits in sensitive areas of the controls and the pumps. It
is important, therefore, that a fuel be compatible with the fuel system in
which it is used. The degree of compatibility must be very high since the
expected service life is long (more than 10 years) and relatively small
changes in sensitive parts (Q.g. metering devices) can be very serious.
Another type of material compatibility problem is encountered when
hydrogen is used as a fuel. Hydrogen can cause metal embrittlement at the
high pressures encountered in Diesel engine fuel supply systems. Its high
diffusivity makes it difficult to contain in any type of equipmert and is
especially difficult when non-metallic parts are used. Each fuel has its
own material requirements thus complicating the fuel system if multi-fuel
capabilities are needed.
The hibricant reactivity property of a fuel refers to sludging,
additive !,recipitation or component seF3ration in the crankcase of the
Diesel erc,ine. This usually occurs because some of the unburned or partially
burned fuel has leaked past the piston rings and into the crankcase. The
petroleum and synthetic hydrocarbons are expected to react in a manner
similar to Diesel No. 2. Clean burning fuels such as hydrogen or methane
are not expected to have any adverse effects, but nitrogen-rich fuels may
have unusually severe effects. The nature and severity of lubricant
reactivity must be considered when valuating any non-hydrocarbon fuel.
All fuels must be able to be transported to a refueling terminal,
stored there and eventually loaded into the locomotive without undue danger
to either the equipment or the crews handling the fuel. Some of the fuels
do present special safety problems. The functional properties in the
safety area are toxicity and fire hazard.
The toxicity of a fuel is extremely important in that it determines
the precautions that must be taken in the safe handling and use of the fuel.
The three main types of toxicity are: vapor inhalation, ingestion and skin
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dcontact. Vapor toxicity determines the care that must be taken to avoil
breathing the fumes. Ingestion toxicity indicates the hazard in case o
accidental swallowing of the vapor or liquid. Skin toxicity refers to th,
hazard connected with fuel coming In contact with skin. Ammonia can b
very hazardous because of its vapor toxicity. Its strong smell, however
will usually provide ample warning of its presence. With liquified ammonia
hydrogen, and methane, skin contact must be avoided. Coal liquids ar,
expected to contain a high concentration of aromatic hydrocarbons, sucl
as benzene. In view of the toxic nature of benzene and aromatics in general
the coal derived fuels may require much more careful handling than th,
current petroleum fuels.
From a fire hazard standpoint, Diesel No. 2 is a relatively safe
fuel, considerably safer, for instance, than gasoline. Some of the
alternative fuels present special nroblems with respect to fire which are
not only a danger to the refueling crews and the train crews but to the
locomotive and refueling terminal as well. The vapor pressure of the
fuel, the flammability limits, the ignition temperature, flash point and
electrical conductivity are all involved in the evaluation of the fire
hazard. The last item, electrical conductivity, can be used as an example
of the rating of the fire hazard. A static electric charge can accumulate
on a liquid when it flows at high speeds through lines, pipes and tubes.
Under certain conditions, the charge may jump to the conductor such as a
grounded tank wail as a spark capable of igniting the fuel. Static electric
generation varies inversely with electrical conductivity and is at a
maximum with materials having conductivity in the ran ge of 10 14 to 1018
ohm-centimeters. The electrical conductivities of liquid methane and
liquid hydrogen are below this range while the conductivity of ammonia is
above this range. However, many of the fuels, particularly the petroleum
and synthetic hydrocarbons, are within this range.
The fuels are ranked in Tables 6-22 and 6-23. The highest ranked fuel
on Table 6-22 is cottonseed oil. The second ranked fuel Is lube stock.
Ammonia is ranked in last place. A,mocng the slurries, emulsions and blends,
on Table 6-23, there is a twelve-way tie for the top ranking. In this
group, there is a narrow range of scores indicating that most of thane
fuels behave similarly as far as maintenance and safety is concerned.
K.	 FINAL RANK!NG OF THE FUELS
The scores from each of the four functional groups are totaled for
all of the fuels in Tables 6-24 and 6-25. The highest ranked fuel in
Table 6-24 is the petroleum based broadcut fuel oil. The second highest
ranked fuel and the highest ranked non-petroleum fuel is the oil shale
distillate for the second place in the overall ranking. The lowest ranked
fuel in this.comparison is ammonia. Among the slurries, emulsions and
blends, in Table 6-25, 50% gasoline in Diesel No. 2 is ranked highest
with 30% gasoline in lube oil ranked second. The highest ranking emulsion
is 10% water-6% emulsifier in Diesel No. 2 with an overall ranking of
third. The best slurry fuel was 20% coal in Diesel No. 2 with a seventh
place ranking overall. The lowest ranking in this class of fuels wen;` to
the 30% metf;anol-3091 surfactant emulsion.
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L.	 WAYS OF USING THE ALTERNATIVE FUELS
In this section, the use of alternative fuels Is concerned not with how
these fl,els react In the engine but rather how the railroads themselves
can use them. There are three basic ways to use these fuels; as emergency,
extender and replacement fuels.
Emergency fuels are intended for short term usage In the absence of
the regular fuel. The regular fuel supply is expected to resume In the near
future and something Is needed to tide the railroads over. Work on emergen-
cy fuels Is underway at Southwest Research Institute. Bailey and Russell
(Reference 6-1) report on progr( s In this area. Work by Tyler et al, also
at Southwest Research, on hyb, fuels is applicable to emergency fuels
(Ref. 6-2).
In general, emergency fuels will be blends of whatever fuels are
ava i lable at the time and in proportions which will yield acceptable cetane
rntI ngs, viscosity and lubricity. A cetane rating greater than 30 is
necessary for satisfactory operation. The viscosity should be less than
30 centistokes at 100° F and the lubricity should be high enough to prevent
significant wear In the pumps and injectors. A small amount (10%) of
lubricating oil (new or used, but clean) or 20% Diesel No. 2 will provide
adequate lubrication. The use of alcohols, gasoline, naphtha or Jet A
fuel will lower the viscosity of heavy oils to a level where they can be
pumped and Injected in a satisfactory manner.
Because of Its ,' port term usage, little or no engine or locomotive
modification should be required for an emergency fuel. The cost and time
required to convert to the emergency fuel and to convert back again once
the regular fuel is again available is unwarranted in all but the most
serious conditions. Generally, proper blending of the fuel will eliminate
any need for modifications. Experience with residual fuels in locomotives
indicates that combustion chamber damage may occur if a heavy fuel is used
for any great length of time. These heavy fuels can be used for the base
of an emergency fuel but their use for longer periods of time must be
carefully monitored. The new Sulzer Diesel engines used by Morrison-Knudsen
were designed for heavier fuels and, in these engines, the use of residual
based fuels for longer periods is warranted.
Petroleum blends like those in Table 6-25 are well suited to use as
emergency fuels. The gasoline-Dlesel fuel blend Is the highest ranked
with the gasoline-tube oil blend next. There are a number of other blends
which could be tried such as No. 6 fuel oil-gasoline blends and medium
naphtha with No. 5 or No. 6 fuel oil or lube stock.
The purpose of an extender fuel is to stretch the supply of Diesel
No. 2 when it is Inadequate. in general, the use of extenders may be
either short- or long-term. One requirement of an extender fuel Is that it
can be mixed with Diesel No. 2 and that a stable mixture results. In some
cases, such as methanol, an emulsifier is needed. All of the petroleum
products will mix readily as will the coal derived and oil shale derived
synthetic hydrocarbon fuels. The cetane rating and the lubricity will be
adeop,dte because of the presence of th y. Diesel  No. 2. Unless the extender
Is .a very heavy oil, viscosity should not present any serious problems.
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Because extenders may be used for a longer period of time than the
emergency fuels, the rec!-lremonts for engine compatibility are greater.
Combustion chamber damage cannot be tolerated but more extensive modif°-
cations to accommodate the fuel can be permitted. Changes to fuel tanks,
injectors, pumps, controls and fueling facilities may be made. The i.+ ,:-o of
extenders would pave the way for the changeover to olI shape or coal (i.yr!ved
liquid fuels. In the early years, the replacement fuel ► ,ould be used as
an extender to Diesel No. 2 and as its supply Increases and that of petroleum
decreases, its percentage in the blend would increase until it dominates.
The Diesel No. 2 can now be thought of as the extender. The amk)un' of
Diesel No. 2 could decrease until it is no Ionger used at all and the
conversion to .he alternate replacement fuel is complete. This scenario
allows engine and Iccomotive changes to be made as necessary as the amount
of the replacement fuel is increased.
The two petroleum blends In Table 6-25 that use heavy aromatic, naphtha
are similar to an oil shale distillate-Diesel fuel blend that could be
used as an extended fuel. The emulsions that use 10% water, methanol or
ethanol are also examples of extended fuels which show same promise.
A replacement fuel is a non-petroleum Fuel that is used as a total
replacement in the locomotives for Diesel No. 2. The changeover may take
place over a period of time as was just described or it could take place
abruptly. The changes necessary to the engine and locomotive are extensive
for alcohols, hydrogen, or ammonia. These fuels will not permit a gradual
changeover. Fueling equipment and storage facilities must be provided
even before the locomotives :re converted. Because it is not possible ro
change all of the locomotive; in a railroad fleet at once, duplicate fueling
equipment will be needed. One approach in this case would be to convert
on a route-by-route basis.
The most attractive alternative replacement fuel for the medium-speed
Diesel is the oil shale distillate.	 Its properties are similar to those
,-)f Diesel No. 2. It requires a minimum of engine or locomotive modification
and can be used as an extender before it replaces the petroleum fuels
entirely. The other fuel that is a likely replacement is the coal derived
distillate. This fuel, like the oil shale distillate, can be used in a
gradual replacement program by using it initially as an extender fuel.
In general, the greater the differences between the properties of
Diesel No. 2 fuel and those of an alternative fuel, the more extensive
the charges that will be required to adapt the railroad system to its use.
The Diesel engine,) however, must be considered as a multi-fuel engine and
the range of fuels that can be used is very broad. The railroads are not
limited to any one fuel although the use of a single fuel has provided the
them with high flexibility, safety, and performance levels.
n
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SECTION VII
RANKINE CYCLE (STEAM) ENGINES
A.	 INTRODUCTION
In 1804, Richard Trevi^hlck demonstrated his crude steam locomotive
on a plate-way in England. In the next 25 years, there were many attempts
to produce a practical steam locomotive. In 1829, George and Robert
Stephenson produced their locomotive, the "Rocket", which is the ancestor
of all later steam locomotives. Many of the features of the "Rocket"
are found on locomotives produced as late as 1950. In the U.S., the steam
era started with the "Tom Thumb" in 1829. Regular railroad service in
the U.S. began in 1831 on the South Carolina Railroad and, later the same
year, on the Mohawk and Hudson Railroad (Ref. 7-1). Steam dominated the
railroads for the next 120 year: but by 1951 0 the Diesel-electric locomotive
was rapidly displacing it. Within a few more years, steam was essentially
extinct.
Today, with the rapidly escalating cost of petroleum, it is time to
ro-evaluate the use of coal. The steam engine is an obvious means of using
coal as a fuel for transportation. There have been a number of changes in
steam power since the demise of the old steam locomotive. The Rankine cycle
is characterized by the fact that the working fluid undergoes phase changes
during the cycle and any fluid with a suitable boiling temperature could be
used. Halogenated hydrocarbon (Freon-type) working fluids have been ':^,ed
for some experimental "steam" automobiles and for Rankine bottoming cycles
to recover exhaust heat on trucks. Two of the halogenated worki^ig fluids
as woII as water were investigated earlier in this project in connection
with exhaust heat recovery for locomotives.
Modern steam utility powerpIants operate at much higher temperatures
and pressures than the old steam locomotives. Even at the end of the
steam era, the pressures were only 300 psi and most locomotives operated
at steam pressures nearer to 200 psi. Early locomotives operated near the
saturation line and it was not until the 1920s that superheating became
common. Towards the end of the steam era, 300° to 350' F of superheating
was being used (Ref. 7-1). At 300 psi, the steam temperature is 775° F
for 350° F of superheat. At 200 psi and 300° F of superheat, the steam
temperature is 680° F. When these figures are compared to modern electrical
powerplant steam conditions of 1000° F and 1800 to 2500 psig (or up to
3500 psig for supercritical units), it is ob­ 1 r%­ -- that the steam locomotives
were running at very conservative condii Further, the electrical
powerplant is exhausted to a sub-atmospheric condenser while the steam
locomotive was .exhausted to the atmosphere. Therefore, the thermal off i-
c l ency of the locomotive  was only 5 to 8% as compared to the 32 to 35% of
the utility steam systems. Another characteristic of old steam locomotives
that seriously degraded their efficiency was the incomplete utilization
of the coal. It was not unusual for 40% to 50% of the coal to be blown
out of the furnace and lost up the stack.
There were good reasons for the Iow temperatures used on locomotives.
The slide valves and cylinders used on these engines had to be lubricated
and most lubricants break-down if the temperatures are too high. The
poppet steam valve came into use because of the tendency for slide valves
7-1
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to score at high temperatures. Very late in the steam era, tho turbine was
tried but it was not sufficiently developed to stop or delay the advent of
the Diesel-electric locomotive with its 30% thermal efficiency rating.
Historically, the cost of Diesel fuel has been about three times that of
coal on an energy basis ($/million Btu). The steam locomotive would have
needed a thermal efficiency of at least 10% to ,just match the fuel cost of
the Diesel. Today, with the cost of Diesel fuel energy being over four
times that of coal energy as shown in Figure 7-1, the steam engine would
still have to be at least 10% efficient since the thermal efficiencv of the
modern Diesel engine is about 40%. Therefore, the old style steam locomotive
is still not economically ,justified in today's world.
The cost per unit of energy and the availability of coal make it an
attractive fuel. The question is whether or not the Rankine cycle, using
steam or another working fluid, is a viable locomotive engine for use with
coal. The answer might very well be "yes" if a number of conditions can
be met. These are:
The system efficiency of the locomotive must be at least 15%.
(2) Smoke, soot and cinder emissions from the engine must be no
more than the smoke from present-day Diesel engines.
(3) The locomotive must be compatible with current railroad
operating practices including multiple unit operation.
(4) Suppof, l• and maintenance requirements of the locomotive should
be cooparable to current Diesel engines.
(5) New facilities such as water tanks, coaling depots, and ash
disposal sites should be minimized and should be adjacent,
whenever possible, to existing railroad facilities.
(6) Technical and economic feasibility
Actually, this list is applicable to all alternative engines, not just
Rankine cycle engines. The minimum value for the thermal efficiency (Item 1)
will vary with the fuel. An alternative engine that uses Diesel No. 2 fuel
will have to be at least as efficient as a Diesel engine t-, be able to
compete economically. The 15Z value in Item 1 is the minimum for coal
based on national average prices for 1979 (Ref. 7-2).
The thermal efficiency of even a very advanced, high technology Rankine
cycle engine is not likely to be greater than 25% based on this analysis.
This is due to the physical , Iimitations imposed by the locomotive and its
operating environment. The fuel cost, therefore, must be quite low as
compared to Diesel No. 2. The list of fuels is quite limited and includes
coal, lignite, petroleum coke, high sulfur heavy oils, and crude oil. The
most likely candidate is coal and the analysis of the Rankine cycle engine
made for this project assumes its use.
Coal is a complex fuel whose physical and chemical properties vary
greatly, depending on the region in which it is mined.
	
Of part Ic•Iar
interest is the heating value and the ash and sulfur content. Most U.S.
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ORIGINAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALM	 F
^s
coals havo a sulfur weight-percent content In the 0.5 to 4.5% range. The
weight-percent ash content is in the 4 to 15% range for bituminous coals
and up to 20% for Virginia anthracite. Heating values are in the 12,000
fitu/Ib range, (Ref. 7-3). The sulfur normally appears as S02 in the exhaust
gas of conventional furnaces when coal is burned with excess air. For coal
with a 1% sulfur content, 0.02 lb of S02 is produced for every pound of
coal •hurned. The ash can end up as a molten slag, an agglomerated clinker,
or as a dry powder depending on the type of furnace used.
Fmission standards that would apply specifically to a coal-fired
locomotive do not yet exist. However, the emission standards for new
stationary Sources can serve as a guide to possible locomotive standards of
the future. These standards are available in the Code of Federal Regulations
(Ref. 7-4), and apply specifically to electric utility steam generating
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Figure 7-1. Average Energy Cost Comparison for Coal and Diesel Fuel
(From Ref. 7-2)
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Kunits capable of firing at least 250 lb per million Btu/hr of fossil fuel
input. By comparison a 3000 hp locomotive would have an input of approx-
imately 50 Ib/MBtu/hr. The emission standards in Ref. 7-4 are:
(1) S02 Standards for Coal-Fired Plants
(a) 1.2 lb per million Btu maximum emission, and a 90% reduction
in potential emission (70% reduction is satisfactory if
total emission is less than 0.6 lb per million Btu).
(b) Emission computed by 30-day rolling average (Anthracite coal
is exempt from the percent-reduction requirement).
(2) Particulate Matter; 0.03 lb per million Btu
(3) NOx Standards; 0.6 1  per million Btu emissions computed by
using 30-day rolling average.
The design of the furnace has a strong Influence on the emissions. Although
specific standards are not in force now, it must be expected that if a
significant number of coal fired locomotives are in use, then standards
will be imposed on them.
The basic steam system for an advanced locomotive is shown in Figure
7-2. There are a number of variations due to the use of different
components. Several different furnace/boilers could be used as well as
at least two types of expanders. Before analyzing the system as a whole,
each of the major components will be discussed.
13.	 FURNACES
There are three basic forms of furnaces considered in this study.
They are the pulverized fuel furnace, the stoker-grate furnace, and the
fluidized bed furnace. All three are used in stationary power plants. The
stoker-grate furnace with a fire tube boiler is the one that was used on
the old steam locomotives. The choice of the furnace type depends not
only on their combustion characteristics but also on the effects of the
ash within the furnace and its method of disposal.
The pulverized fuel furnace is widely used in thermal electric power
generating plants where pulverized coal is injected into the boiler using,
a steam jet. The coal burns in a flame much as an oil spray would. Often
these furnaces can be converted from coal to oil with a minimum of effort.
The coal flame is luminous and heat transfer to the water tubes is accom-
plished partly by convection and partly by radiation. In the radiant
portion of a conventional pulverized fuel furnace, a portion of the ash
collects on furnace walls forming a slag which runs down the walls and is
collected at the bottom of the furnace. The remaining portion is entrained
In the flue gas and is cooled below the ash fusion temperature as it passes
Into the convective region. Fouling of heat transfer assemblies can occur
if the ash is still sticky or when non-combustible volatile coal components
condense and capture the ash.	 Furnace volume, spacing of tubes, and
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the fraction of ash collected as slag or entrained in flue gas are rail
determined in design trade-offs related to specific coal properties.
Table 7-i summarizes the rash content, fusion temperatures, and ash
analysis for a number- of typical coals (Ref. 7-3). The chemical composition
of the coal ash varies widely with the location of the mine. However, the
eastern coal ashes are generally high in silica and ferric oxides, and
the wostern coal ashes are high In silica and limestone. Aluminum oxide is
common in both areas of the country. The ash softening and the fluid
temperatures vary with the type of coal. They are lowest for the Iignitos
and highest for the low volatile bituminous coal. The amount of ash and
sulfur found in the coal varies widely. rJo. 6 Illinois coal contains about
17% ash and 4% sulfur, and the Utah high volatile bituminous roal has only
6.691, rash and 0.5% sulfur. The volume and type of ash must he taken into
consideration in designing the disposal system for a locomotive.
In a pulverized fuel furnace, the ash is released from the coal in
mid-air and in or near the flame. Fly ash is particularly severe in this
type of furnace and extensive exhaust gas cloan-up is necessary. rho
ash disposal problem does not make this type of furnace attractive for
locomotives. In addition, it is necessa ry -to either provide pre-pulverized
coal to the tender or to have a pulverizer on board. Heither arrangement
is attractive.
A second type of furnace is the stoker-grate. On they grate of a well-
controlled, stoker furnace burning larger pieces of coal in a medium to
thick fuel bed, the temperature is adjusted so that the ash tends to stick
together to form large agglomerates. Thee agglomerates sink to the bottom
of the bed and are carried away by a traveling grate or they fall through
the grate into the pit below. Agglomeration of the ash simplifies the
problem of ash disposal considerably and is, therefore, highly desireable.
The fuel bed temperature is controlled by adjusting the amount of combustion
air. If the combustion air flowing through the bed is at or near the amount
necessary for stoichiometric combustion, the bed temperature is high and
the ash melts. Increasing the air supply will lower the bed temperature.
When the temperature is low enough, the ash will form agglomerates and
comnustion etticiancy will ba quite low. There will also be a considerable
amount of fly ash and unburned carbon particles in the exhaust gas.
Another means of controlling bed temperature Is to reduce the air flow
through the bed to less than the stoichiometric amount. The bed acts as a
gasifier in this case and combustion is completed by injecting air over
the top of the bed. The relatively low air velocity through the bed also
tends to minimize the fly ash and soot problems. The fouling of the heat
transfer surfaces is minimized and the exhaust gas cleanup necessary for
environmental reasons is greatly reduced when compared to any of the
combustion systems discussed earlier. A bed temperature of about 2000° F
is needed to meet ash agglomeration requirements. The thick bed system
operating in a gasifier mode is the most attractive of the stoker-grate
furnaces.
The fluidized bed combustion system or furnace has been discussed
in earlier chapters but is treated in more detail here. The average
temperature of the fluidized bed combustion system can be maintained
Fi`.:-
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below the ash softening point by the removal of heat from the bed using
immersed heat exL',Angers. Thus, the ash that is entrained in t,ie flue
gas is dry. it Is normally collected in cyclones, and can be recycled
through the bed to improve the efficiency of the carbon utilization.
A portion of the ash can also remain in the bed to form ash agglomerates
which are removed with spent bed material. By keeping the ash dry,
fluidized bed furnaces result in much cleaner coal combustion without
slagging and fouling. Another advantage of fluidized bed combustion is
that most of the sulfur dioxide is absorbed by the limestone or dolomite
bed material.
Fluidized bed combustion technology promises a method of coal combus-
tion which will comply,with all EPA emission standards for large stationary
plants and which Is suitable for burning all types of coal. Combustion in
a thick fuel bed operating in a gasifier mode with significant over-bed
burning is also an attractive method of coal combustion that will offer
environmentally acceptable performance. The relative merits of each ap-
proach will be greatly influenced by emission standards, if there is some
relaxation in tho sulfur dioxide standards, the gasifier t• uel bed approach
would be very practical. If the emission of fly ash and other fine particles
proves to be a problem, the gasifier fuel bed may also be more advantageous
because of its ash agglomerating feature► (Ref. 7-5).
C.	 EXPANDER
The traditional expander for steam locomotives is the reciprocating
drive system.	 The majority of the U.S. steam locomotives utilized two
simple outside mounted cylinders. In the 1800s, these cylindeia usually
had slide valves. Piston valves replaced the slide valves in the 1900s.
Early attempts at compound arrangements were not generally accepted because
of their increased complexity and maintenance. In the 1920s, there was
brief interest in three-cylinder simple drives but valve complexity kept
them from being accepted. The four-cylinder compound system was used on
the Mallet type locomotives. The four-cylinder simple system was used on
many of the largest locomotives while the two-cylinder simple system was
typical of the smaller engines (Ref. 7-1).
Toward the end of the steam era, several locomotives were built using
turbines as the steam expander. Steam turbines are widely used in marine
and in electric utility applications. Their relatively small size, high
reliability, and simplicity have made them the prime choice for high power
level steam systems. Steam turbines for low power applications such as
locomotives are not as well developed as those for utilities. They are
not even as highly developed as gas turbines are for the same power level.
The turbine for a 3000 hp gas turbine engine would have an adiabatic
efficiency of 85 to 90% at design point. A modern steam turbine for the
same 3000 hp output would be only 50 to 60% efficient. There has been
little motivation. in the past to develop highly efficient small steam
turbines.
A steam turbine that is driving the alternator of an electric trans-
mission is a more familiar type of operation for the railroads thar :;
steam cylinder system would be. In fact, the alternator, rectifier, a,-,-
dc motors would be the same as those used on the present Diesel-electric
7-8
locomotives. However, when remembering that turbines tend to drop signif-
icantly in efficiency at part load, and that the peak efficiency is only
50 to 60%, it is likely that the reciprocating drive system Is a better
alternative until a steam turbine with a peak efficiency of at least 754
and preferably 854 is developed. The steam cylinder expander must be
lubricated. if lubricant is applied at the piston rings 1n a manner
similar to diesel engino practice, lubricant temperature will be equal to
cylinder wail temperature (typically 400 to 500' F), and steam temperatures
up to 9000 F can he used. Use of dry lubrication (graphite rings) is being
explor-d for both high temperature Diesel engines, as well as steam engines.
This .,eveIopment will permit reciprocating exFanders to operate at the
same s'1•eam temperatures as steam turbines.
D.	 CONDFNSFR
American steam locomotive practice utilized an open steam cycle with
the exhaust steam from the cylinders used in an air ejector system to pro-
vide furnace draft. This system provides a simple feedback control between
the steam flow and the furnace heat production rate. Because about 8 lb
of water was required per pound of coal burned, the tender was designed
with a large "U" shaped water tank surrounding the fuel space. Even with
this arrangement, the common practice was for two water stops for every
fuel stop, except where water could be scooped from a track pan as was
common on some of the busier lines.
After the conversion of tho i ,^ comotive flaot to Diesel engines, the
watering facilities were dismantled or simply abandoned. If the railroads
were to return to non-condensing steam engines, these facilities would
have to be rebuilt. If a working fluid other than water is used, then a
condenser must be used. The cost of all other working fluids is toohigh
to use them. The use of a condenser with a steam system would eliminate
havinq to replace the catering facilities except at the fueling depots
which could he in existing yards. The condenser also allows the expander
to exhaust to a vacuum, thus increasing the expansion-ratio and, hence,
the thermal efficiency. 	 Several examples presented later will show how
much of an effect the condensing system has on thermal efficiency.
On a locomotive, the waste heat has to be rejected to the ambient
air. There are several means of accomplishing this transfer of heat from
the condensing steam to the outside air. Two methods appear promising.
One is a simple condensing liquid-to-air surface condenser of finned tube
construction. This type can be used for steam and for any other working
fluid. The second method uses a jet condenser with the water cooled in
conventional radiators.
The use of condensers on steam locomotives has not had a very successful
history. They have been tried but the added maintenance, weight, and space
problems have prevented their general acceptance. Most railroads already
had watering facilities along their tr^Acks so that condensers d=d not really
provide any significant advantages. Today, the situation is different. Ii-
steam locomotives are expected to operate with Diesels in multiple unit-
operations, they will need to be equipped with partial or full condensing
sy3tems.
7-9
The othor components of the steam system shown in Figure 7-2 are
essentially stock items found in nearly ail steam systems, largo and small.
The two f ans use a l of of power and shou l d he chosen for h 1 gh of f i c l oncy.
The forced draft (FD) fan uses nearly 2% of the engine output power and
the condenser fan uses nearly 10% of the output. The fans could be variable
speed so that the fan load would vary with engine output in order to keep
part load system efficiency as high as possible.
E.	 ADVANCED STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
A new s eam locomotive could take a variety of forms depending on the
choice of the components, on the temperature and pressures of the steam,
and on the logistics of the fuel and water supply. The water supply is
important because steam ;s likely to be the working fluid for at least the
first two generations of new Rankine cycle locomotives. The halogenated
hydrocarbon (Freon-type) working fluids appear to provide higher effi-
ciencies in many cases but they are expensive and the amount needed in a
3000 to 5000 hp locomotive would be about 1000 lb.
The first generation of new steam locomotives will rely heavily on
proven technology, particularly in the area of industrial coal burning
furnaces. It may use the thick bed coal gasifier furnace with a moving
grate. The boiler could be a fire tube type of welded construction. The
expander may be either a two or four-cylinder reciprocating design depending
on the size of the locomotive. It is likely to be a partial or full
condensing cycle with surface condensers; however, a Jet condenser is
possible. This coat-fired locomotive will be used initially for unit-train
service in either the western coal fields or in the West Virginia area. A
prototype locomotive could be built in two to three years with commercial
production in about five years.
A new coal-fired steam locomotive has been proposed by the American
Coal Enterprises which contains most of these features. I.t also contains
some special features such as modularized coal and ash handling. The
furnace Is stoker fed and uses the thick bed gasifier type of combustion.
The system efficiency of the A.C.E. 3000 locomotive is expected to be about
15% using a fully condensing steam cycle. It is designed to be fully
compatible with Diesel locomotives in multiple unit operation.
The next generation of steam locomotives will require considerable
research and development. Rather than take a broad look at many alterna-
tives, It is more appropriate to take a detailed engineering look at Just
one design. This design embodies the following elements:
(1) Atmospheric fiuidiz6d bud combustor and boiler
(a) Natural circulation, drum-type
(b) Steam conditions 615 psis, 900° F
(c) Forced draft fan
(d) Electrically driven feedpump, condensate pump
7
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x.'-t	 (e) multicyclones for stack gas cioan-up and fly ash reinjec°tion
(f) forced air circulation for condenser cooling
(2) Steam turbine
(3) Electric transmission
(4) Cot 3r: sat i on of steam
With respect to steam condensation, three variations will be con-
sidered: minimum condensation (recycling of drains from the feedwater
hoa,ar ,nly), partial condensation (approximately half of the steam flow Is
condor„ ed, the other half vented to the atmosphere), and total condensation.
For the maximum probabIIIty of penetrating the locomotive Market, which
at present Is totally dominated by Dlosel-electrics, the coal-fired steam
locomotive must be at least compatible with present operating and mainten-
ance procedures. Major acceptability issues associated with performance
and operational compatibility include:
(1) Operrtion In multiple unit (MU)
(2) Operation in pusher/helper service, or in a mixed locomotive train
(31 Double-ended (bi-directional)
(4) Size:
	 heighb ;5 ft 6 in, width 10 ft, and length 70 ft
(5) Rapid start-up/shut-down
It is not suggested in any way that the propcsed atmospheric fluidized
bed combustor, steam turbine-electric locomotive is an optimal design, nor
one that is superior to other coat-fired locomotive designs which could
incorporate other boiler configurations, gas turbine engines, hydraulic or
reciprocating transmissions, and other components. Indeed, there are
several fluidized bed combustor steam turbine-electric design concepts that
can readily be explored and compared.
The key component in this design is the fluidized bed combustion
system. It has been discussed before in connection with the Stirling engine
and the closed cycle gas turbine. In this chapter, it will be covered in
greater detail.
	 This description is taken primarily from Ref. 7-5.
F.	 ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDiZED BED COPWSTION
The components of a fluidized bed steam generator are shown schem3ti-
caily in Figure 7-3. The bed material is a granular solid, with a particle
size that is typically in the range of 0.02 to 0.12 in. It could bean
inert solid, such as sand, or as in the case of atmospheric fluidized
bed combustion o f medium or high sulfur coal, it could advantageously be
chosen as a sorbent for sulfur dioxide, such as limestone or dolomite.
7-11
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The bed is fluidized by a gas stream 'lowing up through the bed at a
flow rate sufficient to support the weight of the bed. Figure 7-4 is a
typical fluidization characteristic in which the ratio of the pressure
drop across the bed to the bed weight per unit area Is plotted against
superficial gas velocity. Superficial gis velocity is defined as the volume
flow rate dIvidod by the bed area. A. the minimu^, fluidizing velocity,
which Is typically about i ft/sec, the static, granular bed "unlocks' the
vaid fraction increases somewhat, and the bed assumes propertles similar
±KK to a turbulent fluid. For further increases in superflzlal velocity, the
pressure drop across the bed stays relatively constant, the void fraction
increases slowly, larger voids tend to form and "float" to the surface mtorh
like bubbles, and the bed is in the so-called bubbling regime. At high
superficial velocities, approximately 10 or 20 ft/sec, entrainment of bed
particles occurs and the bed surface Is no longer well defined (Ref. 7-7).
The fluidized bed is a medium with exc-ellent contact between the gas
and the solids (Ref. 7-7). This property can be exploited in order to
improve the combustion of a solid fuel, for improving the rate of heat
transfer to a metal surface, and for the chemical reaction of the gaseous
and solid species.
BUBBLING REGIME
MI N I MUM
	
TERMINAL
FLUIDIZATION
	
	
VELOCITY
(ENTRAINMENT)
SUPERFICIAL GAS VELOCITY
Figure 7-4. Typic:ii Fluidization Characteristic
(From fief. 7-5)
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t In the fluidized bed combust 1 ,3n of coal, the bed is the combustion
medium into which coarse coal is Injected. The fiu;dizing gas is just the
air required for combustion. Coal particles, which can be op, to 1/2 in.
or larger, reside In the bed until consumed. At any instant of time, the
mass of teal in the bed is only 1 to 2% of the total bed mass.• In cont injous
operation, the bed *emperature is normally in the 1500 to 1600° F range,
which is high enough for freshly irJected coal to ignite readily. it is
also low enough (below the ash softening temperature) for the Dish to stay dry
Therefore, much of that ush elutrlates. A portion of It is carbon-bearing
and can be collected and stored or reinjected Into the bed for additional
combustion.
The bed is welt-mixed, however, care must be taken in the design and
construction of the air distributor plate and furnace encios,;re to guard
against the channeling of air up through the bed or the creation of reducing
regions. The air distributor can be simply a metal plate with an array of
1/16 in. holes on 1 in. centers. Other designs incorporating water-cooled
furnace tube walls and button caps instead of holes will avoid problems of
differential heating, plugging of distributor plate holes, and non-uniform
air distribution.
Coal can be mechanically spread on top of the bed, or it can be injected
into the bed pneumatically from the side or up through the distributor plate.
Both systems have been used successfully. Limestone can be introduced
separately or added into the coal stream. Typically one coal feed point
is suitable for feeding 18 sq ft of fluidized bed (Ref. 7-8). Larger beds
require multiple feed points and a suitable means for dividing the coal flow.
The bed temperature is selected primarily to optimize the conditions
for the sulfation reaction in which sulfur dioxide that is generated during
combustion combines with oxygen and calcined limestone (calcium oxide) to
form calcium sulfate. This mechanism for sulfur dioxide absorption Is
most effective in the 1500° to 1600° F bed temperature range. The bed
material is initially limestone which calcines to a porous matrix of
calcium oxide. As sulfur dioxide absorption occurs, the bed particles are
coated with calcium sulfate and any further absorptioii requires diffusion
of sulfur dioxide and oxygen to the L!^-vatted shrinking core surface. Thus,
the bed particles become less effective with age, and eventually, are
spent w;thout all of the available calcium being fully utilized. Fresh
limestone is added with coal in such in amoint that the calcium-to-sulfur
mole-ratio is approximately 3. This results in about an 35 to 90% reduction
in the sulfur dioxide flue gas concentration in steady state operation.
This corresponds to about 6.5 1 b of limestone for 100 1 b of coal for
each percentage point of sulfur content by weight.
A typical sorbent particle w i l l spend many hours In the bed and its
absorbing effectiveness continually decreases in that time. At any instant
of time, therefore, the bed consists primarily of spent bed particles.
As fresh material and coal are added to the bed, the spent material is
withdrawn. The so-called "dump" rate for the spent material is adjusted
to maintain the bed mass or bed level at the desired value.
Spent bed material is a waste product of th., combustion process.
Several possible uses of it are being explored. Since it is withdrawn at
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hod to;nporaturo, i t represents a sma I I energy I oss that cou I d be part I a I I y
rocovorod by preheat i ng a water, a I r , or so I I d stream. There are also
r1rcumstancon where rolnjoctlon Into the bed Is desirable. I t I s assumed
that on-hoard %torago w I I I be prov I dod for the spent bed, and that when
coal, fresh I I mostonO, and water are t--mkon on, the spent bed w I I I be removed.
To maintain the bed In the 1 J)00 to 11600 * F temperature range, It Is
nocossary to continually romovo heat energy. The heat transfer surface Is
Immorsod In tho hod for raising steam and/or superheating. It could also
he usod for hoofInq a qas. The gentle scrubbing action of the bed particles
against tho motti l tube surfacos, combined with radl-tive and convective heat
trans f or 
I
results in vary high In-bod heat transfer coefficients , typical ly
40 I1tu/(h r-ft .' - * r) for a horizontal surface, and 50 Btu/(hr-f t 2- *F) for
a vertical ­,urfaco. Fxporlonco has shown that as long as an oxidizing
otmosphoro Is maintainr.1 In the bed, tuba erosion Is not a problem (Refs.
7-() and 7-10).
Althouqh a high rate of ho at transfer to the surface Immersed In the
f1ti ldizod bed is an Odvantago that enables the total furnace size to be
reduced, th •, !inat transfer coefficient 'tsolf Is relatively constant with
rospoct to the superficial velocity in the normal bubbling regime. This
!,i tikos turn-down (load roduction), a very different kind of problem than In
a non- fluldizod tod furnaco. In order to turn-down a fluidized bed furnace
tn o lo,er oporotinq load, other meao than reducing air and fuel flow
must provided to roduco the heat trb..sfor In the bed (Ref. 7-11). In
o conventional furnaro, convective heat transfer Is a function of the flue
( lar, flow rate. In the fluidized bed furnace, If the bed temperature stays
tho and tho hod Is normally fluidized, the heat -transfer In the bed
will 
* 
^ond to stir
'
 constant unlos ,; some other mechanism of change Is avall -
oh I v^. Two I )o,, % 
I 
h , o moch(-.i n 
I 
sms tire a I I ow 
I 
nq the bed temperature to change,
and chan( l inq the offoctivo area for heat -transfer.
Tho hod temperature could drop to perhaps 1400° F without serious
do( IraAation In thO sulfur dioxide sorbont effectiveness. This Is useful
for trimming thca hod temperature or making small heat transfer adjustments.
Tho hiod temperature change Is also a slow process since a large amount of
thornal energy Is stored in tho bed and Its thermal relaxation time can be
10 m i nutes or more (Rof. 7-11,.
The effective heat transfer area 	 can	 be changed	 by	 changing the bed
level, or	 by "slumping" a portion	 of the bed.	 At	 constant bed mass,	 the
hed	 level	 varies with superficial 	 velocity.	 At a higher velocity,	 the void
fraction	 Increases	 and there	 are a	 larger	 number	 of	 "bubbles".	 The heat
transfer surface	 can	 be	 located	 near	 the	 bed	 surface	 at	 maximum	 load
conditions.	 As	 the firing rate and
	
the	
superficial
	 velocity are reduced,
the sur f aco w I I I emerge and the of f ect 
I 
ve	 .eat trans f er area w I I I be reduced
(Ref.	 7-12).	 The	 bed	 level	 can	 also be varied	 by	 changing the bed mass.
Bed material	 can	 be dumped to	 lower the bed
	
level,	 or	 fresh bed material
can be	 Injected	 to	 raise	 the	 level.	 r , rovlously	 dumped	 bed	 material	 can
also be reinjected.
Slumping refers	 to	 loss	 of	 fluidization	 In	 a	 portion	 of	 the	 bed	 as
Illustrated	 In Figure 7-5.	 This	 Is accomplished by shutting off	 fluidizing
air to	 a	 suction	 of	 the	 distrihutor	 plate.	 The	 immersed	 tubes	 In	 the
7­ 1 5
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slumped region are surrounded by the hot bed mater iAI. However, the bed is
static, heat transfer Is low, and the thermal relaxation time is correspon-
dingly much greater than when it is fluidized. There is little danger to
the immersed tubes, as long as water or steam continues to circulate.
By using the mechan'sms of bed level change, bed temperature change,
and changes in the bed masF (singly or In combination), it is possible to
operate a fluidized bed steam gonerator over a 2 to 1 turn-down range.
Additional turn-down can be achieved by using the slumping mechanism. In
a fluidized bed boiler adapted to a railroad locomotive, two stages of
slumping (to 50% of bed area, and to 25% of bed area) coupled with the
normal 2 to 1 turn-down will result in an 8 to 1 operating range.
G.	 START-UP AND SHUT-DOWN
From a cold start condition, the bed must be preheated to a temperature
of 1000° to 1100° F h.atore self-sustaining coal Ignition and combustion is
achieved. Preheating can be accomplished by an o11-fired burner. Other
possible techniques Include the use of a burner to preheat fluidizing air,
or the combustion of a gas/air mixture introduced into the bed through the
distributor plate. It is not necessary to preheat the entire bed. Once a
major segment of the bed is heated and is sustaining coal combustion, the
adjacent segments of the bed can be fluidized sequentially and combustion
will be transferred by the normal turbulent flow. Care must be taken during
start-up to properly manage coal Injection Into the bed. A large inventory
of unburned coal can lead to excessive gasification or thermal runaway and
clinkering of the bed.
Figure 7-5. Slumping (From Ref. 7-5)
7.16
tWhen shutting clown a bed by slumping, it Is advisable to reduce the
coal Injection first, to allow the romainIng coal to burn-out for approx-
imatoly as minute, and then to reduce the flutdix{ng air flow. This reduces
the possI bIIIty cif gasification and the release of combustible gases
I nto the furnace, enclosure. When the bed Is slumped, heat transfer is
os•-,ontiall y cut-off even with the continual flow of water or steam 'nrough
the Immersed tuho5. The bed material Is an Insulator so that hrAt transfer
through It l e, vor- poor. The thermal relaxation time  of the slumped  bed
c-an be: sevora I ho irs, espoc i a l I y I f i n I of a I r dampers are t I ght I y c I osed
and no residual air can lock up through the static bed. 	 During this
Interval , the trod can ho quickly restarted by then addition of f r u A l z l ng
pair and subsequent coal injection.	 Addittooal preheating wt'h a duct
burner or by sor o other rnorans Is necessary If the bed has cooled much ho low ,o
1100° F (Rof. 7 -' ).
I t has hcoon assumed that I n nccordance w i th current ut 1 I I ty and I n-
dustrial fluidized hod combustor application-, (Rof. 7-8), the fluidized
heel combustor locomotive will employ an oxidizing fluidized bed that opor-
ato-; 1 n the hubb I 1 nq roq i me w i th the hoat trans f,or sur f ace I mrnorsod I n the
host for both rya i s i nd steam and for cuporhoat i n,;,. 	 The fluidized bad is
,a I Sar an of fart i vo moans for coal qasifiention, In vd i 1 ch case the f I t! 1 d 1 z I ng
air only provide-, for- partial combustion. The gas emerging from the bed
i ri ch
 in carbon monox1 do and unburned hydrocarbons. Combustion Is com-
p I otod in the f rochoard r eq l on above the hod by the In ject ion of additional
ovor f i re air. This approaa,;h has the advantage of higher flue  go , tempera-
uron ind a hoat rco i v a`.o prof i I o c I osor to that of .a cronvon t i ona I , ocomot i vo
Ook.or furnace. It Is e; i m l l ar ire sorno respects 'to the thick fuel bed
furnace doscr i bead oar.I i or. A nxo r• co extensive ova I uat ion of coal ombust ion
toc.hn i q ues as thcoy apply to I ocornot i ve dais i qn must oxp I ore this alternati ve
with  rospcort to the I occ^+rna t i via s i ?o and con f i ciura t i on, and then overall
roa I pile to roadbed o f f i c i oncy .
I ncorap l o;o utilization o i tho ,~oat's heating value becau .;o of i ncom-
p I nto comhtrs'r i on, or hocauso of a low cycle efficiency for the process,
ha-, .a direct impact on tho amount of coa! that must be carried on-board.
This loss also impacts the required coal storage facilities and th-air
location ,; alone the right-of-way. The lose, of carbon in the form of fly
ash has a negatIvo environmental effect. The tfftciont burn-up of all of
tho carbon in the coal, plus the high conversion efficiency of chemical
onergy into tractive effort are the most desirable locomotive character-
Istics in terms of ovcorall environmental and systems considerations.
iovoral atmcospheric fluidized bed combustor steam generators have
Noon operated suecossfully for long intervals and several boIIer manufac-
turors are now offering and installing fluidized bed combustor units for
industrial applications. Those un i ts bracket the size and steam conditions
required for locomotive application. Several are designed specifically
to he rail transportable, and their size and shape approaches what would
bo needed in a locomotive. For example, the boiler for the Industrial
Fluidized fled Combustion Demonstration Plant discussed earlier, would be
suitable for a raIIroad locomotive, and it is almost two times as large as
the boiler which would be required for 3000 hp system (Refs. 7-13 and 7-14).
None of these boilers, however, have boon designed specifically for a
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locomotive and, therefore, developmeni effort is required to optimize the
design for this purpose.
4 f.	 INDUSTRIAL  FLITIDIZED BED COMBOS' I ON DEMONSTRATION PLANT
This plant has an A-type drum boiler which would be suitable for
locomotive applications. The ipproximato width is 10 ft, and the boiler
was designed so that similar models of dltforent capacities would diffor
only in their length. The boiler width would he tradod off with length,
since it is the total heat transfer area that is Important. Thus the
hoIIer in Figure 7-6, which Is npproxImiteIy twico the capacity required
for a 3000 hp I oc:.omot I ve, wou I d read i I y .:ca i e 1 nto a pac:kago su 1 tab I e for
such an application.
Characteristics of tho unit are:
Steam flow	 50,000 Ib/hr, 560 0
 F/380 psia (superheated)
Fled dimensions	 17 ft x 8 ft
Bed depth, expanded
	
3 ft
Bed temperature	 1600" F
Fluidizing velocity 	 7 ft/sec
Coal
	
	 Illinois No. 3; 12,725 Btu/lb; 10% ash;
3.5% sulfur
Calcium/sulfur ratio 	 4 to 1
Coal feed rate	 4900 Ih/hr
Limestone feed rate	 1600 lb/hr
Reinjection rate	 3900 lb/hr
Heat input	 62 million Btu/hr
The A-type shop-assembled, natural recirculation, drum boiler was
transportAd by rail from Combustion Engineering in Chattanooga to Its
operatinq site at the Great Lakes Training Center in Illinois. The instal-
i,tion was `i0% complete in April 1980, and its startup is scheduled for
January 1981.	 The coal and limestone will be mixed before injection.
An A-type drum boiler with grate firing was successfully incorporated
In the "John Henry" locomotive (4500 hp) which operated successfully on
the Norfolk and Western -ailroad for three years (Ref. 7-15). The boiler
was fabricated by Babcock and Wilcox. This design may be a major influence
on the design approaches for adapting a fluidized beef boiler `o a locomotive.
In c-der to estimate the size of the required fluidized bed boiler,
the configuration shown in Figure 7-2 was selected. Steam at 615 psia
and 900° F is generated in the fluidized bed combustion boiler and expanded
in a turbine. Extraction steam Is used for deaerator feedwater heating
and for a low pressure feedwater heater (with condensate return to water
storage), in order to improve cycle efficiency. Three alternatives are
considered for handling the exhaust steam. They are non-condensing with
steam released to the atmosphere, 50$ condensation, and 100% condensation.
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In the system wIthou' a stodm condenser, most of the +urh!no exhaust
steam vents directly to the atmosphere. A small portion flows to 'the low
pressure feodwater heater where the steam condensate Is drained off to
water storage. Another portion is oxtrractod at higher pressure (44 psia)
for direct contact feedwater heating in the doaerator. Approximately 10%
of thu primary steam flow is recycled In this case.
The re►naininq two alternatives consider partial and total stodm
condensation in an on-board air-cooled condenser. The turbine back pressure
Is essumed to be 4 psia. A condensate pump Is rrecossary for doIIvering tIow
from the condenser, through the feedwater heater and on to the deaerator.
With partial condensation, it is assumed that half of the steam exhausts
to the atmosphere at 16 psla from the feedwater heater extraction port, and
the other half leaves the turbine exhaust port at 4 psis to go to the
condenser. For total condensation, the flow to the atmosphere is reduced
to zero, pan,! all spent steam exhausting at 4 psia is condensed.
Auxiliary power is required for the condensate pump, the feedw^afor
pump, the forced draft fan, and tho condenser cooling fan. The systern is
sized to give 3000 hp (rst) at the generator output. Additional auxillary
power required for coal and bed material transport, auxiliary steam and
Mr, locomotive control, lights, and train heat has not boon considered.
The idealized Rankine cycle diagram Is shown in Figure 7-7. This cyclo
was analyzed for throe condensing conditions (IOU%, 50%, and no condensing)
and throo nutput levels (3000, 150J, and 750 rp), resulting In nIno separate
runs. The assumptions used In the analysts are listed on Tab Io 7-2. They
are va I 1 d at every out put I eve I , except as noted. The cyc I u ,ana I ys i s reasu I is
for ofach rondition are sumrn,,jrized In Table 7-3 (Ref. 7-5).
No attempt was made to optir,ilzo the ^:ondensor nor in any other way
to roduce c-ondenser fan power. 	 it Is •a conventional condenser design
(Ref. 7-16) , and the f asi requires almost  10% of the gross output at 3000 hp.
Nonetheless, the condensing cycle has a thermal efficioncy of 22.22%. When
the locomotive is underway, natural draft can be used to reduce the condenser
fan power.
The condenser car, be quite large and it may be necessary *o have
a separate car for it in the train. At the very ;east, It would occupy
a largo portion of the locomotive or coal car. Having 100% on-board
condensing, however, is advantageous from the railroad system operating
point of viow bocause onroute water supplies and extensive water tr'aatment
facilities are not necessary. Furthermore, the non-condensing design
consumes 13% more coat for the same oporatincl distance.
The following components and subsystems are requ i red for installation
in a locomotive:
Atmospheric fluidized bed combustor and drum boiler
Fconomizer
Deaerator
Feedwater heater
Boiler feedpump
Forced draft fan
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Figure 7-7. Rankine Cycle Diagram
(From Ref. 7-5)
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aTable 7-2. Rankine Cycle Analysis
St!w-n Turbine
Staani inlet conditions 	 615 psia, 900'F
1462.5 Btu/ibm
Turbine efficiency 80% at 3000 hp
75% at 1500 hp
70% at 750 hp
Doaerator extraction pressure	 44 psia
Feedwater heater extraction prossuro	 16 psia
Turbine exhaust pressure (condenser) 	 4 psia
Generator
Efficiency	 96%
Condensate Pump
Efficiency	 F0%
Outlet pressure	 55 psla
Deaerator
Pressure	 42 psia
(2 psia less than extraction pressure,
Independen'- of output level)
Boiler Feedpump
Outlet pressure	 700 psia
Efficiency	 80%
Fluidized Bed Furnace
Coal, higher heating value	 12,000 Btu/Ibm
Furnace efficiency	 88%
Forced Draft Fan
Pressure rise across fan	 50 in. of water
Efficiency	 80%
Inlet air at 80° F; density	 0.073546 Ibm/ft3
Air-Cooled Condenser
Pressuro drop	 3.27 in. of water
(corresponding to 22,000 'bm/hr of steam flow)
Air inlet temperature 	 90° F
Temperature rise	 40° F
Air outlet temperature	 130° F
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Table 7-3. Summary of Locomotive Performance at Net Power Output Levels
of 3000 hp, 1500 hp, and 750 hp, with 100%, 50%, and
No Condensing of Exhaust Steam
Gross	 Steam Flow (Ibs hr)	 Air	 Coal	 Furnace
Power	 Flow to Feed	 Heat
Turbine	 To	 Condenser Rate	 Input E'ficiency
(hp)	 inlet Exhausted a Condenser (106 Ib/hr)(lb/hr) (106 Btu)	 M
3364	 24 0 770	 0	 21,982	 2.49	 2,863	 34.4	 22.22
3235	 26,329	 110683	 11,683	 1.33	 3,044	 36.5	 20.90
3089	 28,098	 240936	 0	 0	 3,248	 3A.0	 19.59
i	 1696	 13 0 138	 0	 11,680	 1.35	 10519	 lis.2	 20.95
!	 1626	 13 0 944	 6,198	 60198	 .72	 1,612	 19.3	 19.74
1547	 14,856	 13,207	 0	 0	 10717	 20.6	 18.53	 ?
856 6,997 0 60226 .71 809 9.7 19.67
816 7,217 3,211 3,211 .38 834 10.0 19.07
774 7,451 60630 0 0 861 10.3 18.47
a Exhausted to ,tin atmosphere
Air heater
Multicyclones
Fly ash recycle feeder
Coal storage
Limestone storage
Spent bbd storage
Coal feeder and transport
Limestone feeder and transport
Spent bed feeder and transport
Water storage
Condenser
Condensate pump
Condenser cooling fan
Steam turbine-generator set
An auxiliary fuel supply is required for cold start-up of the loco-
motive. It is assumsd that cold starts are made at the engine house and
that the locomotive does not need an on-board fuel supply for that purpose.
I.	 PROPOSED CONFIGURATION
An A-type boiler with the nominal dimensions of 6 ft wide, 12 ft long,
long, and 13.5 ft overall height Is proposed. It is divided by three
Internal partial divider walls Into four 3 by 6 ft cells. All cell walls
are waterwalls. The divider walls are open between adjacent tubes in both
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the bed and the freeboard (convection) regions In order to permit the
circulation of bed material between adjacent cells, the mixing of flue gas
In the convection region, and the passage of longitudinal heat transfer
assemblies through all four cells. The cells will be operated in any
combination of 1, 2 0 3, or all 4 cells, which correspond to operation in
notch posits%sn 2, 4, 6, or 8. Operation In notch position 1, 3 0 S, or 7, or
proportional ::peratlon between notch positions will be accomplished by the
turn-down procedures discussed earlier. The Idle cells are slumped. If
the locomotive operation requires many hours of duty with only one or two
cells active, the active cells will be rotated to Insure that the fluidized
bed temperature In the slumped cells Is always greater than 1100' F In
or-der to facilitate rapid restart.
The location of the boiler in the center of the locomotive balances
the weight distribution between the forward and rear trucks as shown in
Figure 7-8. It is narrow enough for passageway access on each side within
the locomotive shroud.
The boiler height Is 10 ft between the drum centerline and the air
distributo+- plate. The expanded bed height Is 2.5 ft, leaving a 4 ft free-
board artid a 3 ft convection region. Exhaust gas is carried through flues
adjacent and parallel to the drum, leading to common ash recovery multi-
cyclones %nd to a convective back-pass containing the economizer and the
tubular air preheater.
Preliminary calculations Indicate the foliowinC arrangement of heat
transfer surfaces; the fl.uldized bed for superheat and boiling, the water-
walls and the convection regio, ► for bo!IIng, and the convection back-pass
for economizing. The economizer outlet flow will pass through the water-
walis of the convection section back-pass into tho drum. With higher
deaerator pressure, the amount of economizing surface in the convection
region can be decreased and a small Increase in the cycle efficiency will
result. At 3000 hp with no condensing (maximum heat input case), the
approximate allocation c •t heat transfer is: 	 economizing, 6.8 million
Btu/hr; boiling, 20 million Btu/hr; and superheat, 7.3 million Btu/hr.
The locomotive consists of two units. The A-unit, as shown in Figure
7-8, comprises the basic power plant and the major balance-of plant equip-
ment. The B-unit is the tender. It is envisioned to be enclosed in a
similar shroud, although somewhat shorter, and will have a complete control
cab for fully bi-directional operation. The tender will house the water
storage tank and the air-cooled condenser if one Is used. The tender will
also store the coal, the limestone, and the spent bed material that is
withdrawn during normal operation. The major interconnections between the
A and B units include: the coal, limestone, and spent bed feeders, the
turbine exhaust steam duct, the feedwater heater dr-sins, the feedwater
supply pipe, and the control cables. Additional effort is required to
optimize the locomotive layout and to determine if a single unit could
accommodate all of the locomotive functions including the condensation and
storage of solid materials.
F'
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J. SUMMARY
If the steam engine is considered only from a thermal efficiency
standpoint, It Is hard to ,justify Its use. The best thermal efficiency
predicted for the advanced steam engines In Table 7-3 Is only 22%, about
half that of present Diesel engines. The very hIghost offIcIency that might
be attained in locomotive service Is less than 30%. This Justification
is based on the cost of coal or low grade oils which can be used in steam
engines instead of the much higher priced Diesel fuels. The cost analysis
of those and other engines is presented in Section XIV. The cost of coal
energy in dollars per million Btu can be one-tenth that of Diesel No. 2
energy In the western mountain areas. Even In New England, where the dif-
ference is minimized, cob  energy is still one-third of Diesel No. 2 energy.
The cost of fuel is only part of the total cost picture but the differences
are large enough to justify a close look at coal burning locomotives.
Of the three coal-fired engines (the steam, the Stirling cycle and the
closed cycle gas turbine), the steam engine requires the least development.
A first generation new steam engine can be commercially available in five
years. A second generation engine of the type analyzed could be on the
market in about 1990.
If a fluidized bed combustion system uses a metellic heat exchanger
the maximum temperature of the working fluid is about 1550' F. At temper-
atures lower than this, the steam engine system is more efficient than
either the closed cycle gas turbine or the Stirling cycle engine. For the
increased durability of the heat exchanger, tem peratures of 1200 OF to
1300° F would be prefered and, in this range, tho, ; I ne cycle engines are
the best. When fluidized beds with ceramic heap changers are developed
and the outlet temperature of the exchanger approaches 1800°F, the closed
cycle gas turbine with its higher efficiency will probably takeover. Until
then, the steam locomotive  offers the most efficient approach to the direct
use of coal.
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A.	 I NTRODUC'1• I ON
SECTION Vlll
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
The gas turbine Is not new to the railroads, its use goes back fifty
years. The initial attempts to use gas turbines In locomotives were in
the early 1930s in Germany. About twenty different systems were tested
and discarded after limited service. In order for these gas turbines to
compete with the steam and electric locomotives already In use, the gas
turbine had to offer significant advantages over the conventional systems.
Unfortunately, these early attempts did not result in a competitive gas
turbine engine. In all of these applications, industrial gas turbines
were used as the main power source for traction (Ref. 8-1).
Following the Introduction of aircraft gas turbine engines in the
1940s, there was renewed interest in gas turbines for railroads. This led
to developments in two di^actions. One was the adaptation of aircraft gas
turbines to rail ser v ice c: Ref. 8-2). The other was to design gas turbines
specifically for locomotives using aircraft technology. The General Elec-
tric gas turbine locomotives used by Union Pacific in the 1950s used simple
cvclA gas turbines. Figure 8-1 shows one of these locomotives and the
engine that was used in it. Coal was used in a few locomotives including
the one shown. For most engines, residual oil was used as the fuel and
cost about one-fourth as much as Diesel No. 2. These engines performed
well in the type of freight service encountered on Union Pacific routes.
Their main drawback was their high idle fuel consumption, about 30% of the
full load usage. Because of this, the engines were shut down whenever
possible and an auxiliary Diesel engine was used to provide heat and elec-
trical power as necessary. The engines, however, were economically justi-
fied as long as residual oil was cheap.
Fifty-five locomotives were delivered to the Union Pacific Railroad
between 1952 and 1958. The initial order of ten was delivered in 1952 and
they were rated at 4500 hp. In 1954, fifteen more of this same model were
delivered. In 1958, thirty 8,500 hp locomotives were delivered and 6
years later, these units were uprated to 10,000 hp. However, the end was in
sight. Between 1963 and 1965, the twenty five original 4500 hp gas turbine
locomotives were traded in on new Diesel units. The tu r bine locomotives
were only 10 years old. The upgraded 10,000 hp units were then traded in
on new Diesel units and by the end of 1969, the gas turbine freight loco-
motive had vanished from the tracks. Improvements in oi! refining methods
made it possible to convert much of the residual oil into middle distillates
I gasoline. The price of residual oil rose and the gas turbine was no
nger economically practical.
The gas turbine is used for some pa^::9nger • trains. In 1966, United
rcraft Corporation was awarded a 2-year contract by the United States
partment of Transportation for two three-car passenger trains to be
ad for a two-phase program:
(1) To demonstrate a vehicle capable of operating at speeds up
to 160 mph on s l- ndard construction track.
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Figure 8-1. Union Pa-ific Gas Turbine Train and Gas Turbine Engine
(From Ref. 8-3)
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(2) To evaluate service of the vehicles at speeds up to 125 mph.
For the high-speed trials, each train was powered by seven ST68-65 gas
turbines. Each engine was set at an intermittent rating of 455 shaft hp.
Six units were used for propulsion and the seventh for driving the gent,:-ator
to provide electrical power for the train. The engines were grouped at
each end of the train in power drive cars.
Five seven-car trains of the same type were fabricated by Montreal
Locomotive works for use by Canadian National Railways. These were Intended
for service primarily between Montreal and Toronto. Each train was origi-
nally powered by five ST68-65 gas turbines, four provided traction power
and the fifth for electrical power for the train. These trains accumulated
over 10,000-service hr on Individual engines and over 600,000-service mi
on individual trains. Their performance indicated that aircraft derived
ST6 gas turbines were reliable in rail service (Ref. 8-4).
Other applications of aircraft derived gas turbines are discussed in
Ref. 8-2. There have been a number of developments for passenger trains
in Europe, particularly France and Germany. It appears there has been no
significant application to freight service in Europe.
General Motors Electro-Motive Division (GM-EMD) began a program to
develop a gas turbine engine specifically for locomotives in the mid-1950s.
They approached the problem from two directions. One approach was the use
of a free piston gas turbine. The other used a more conventional axial
compressor and combustor with exhaust heat recovery via a rotating drum
regenerator.
The first engine to be developed was the free-piston gas turbine shown
schematically on a test stand in Figure 8-2. In this unit, the GM 2-14
siamese gasifier supplied hot gas to a four-stage axial flow reaction
turbine. A double reduction split load gearbox was interposed between the
turbine and the do traction generator. It also provided a drive for the
gasifier and turbine accessories. The power of the do generator was
absorbed by four traction motors geared to ti ►e driving wheels. The free
piston gasifier section was planned to burn residual fuel oils of high
viscosity, as well as Diesel fuel.
This engine was designed to produce 2001 hp with a gearbox output
speed of 835 rpm. The design power rating was met in actual testing of
the engine. The best brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) was obtained
at an output of 1900 hp and was 0.445 1 b/hp-hr measur •.d at the output of
the gearbox. The thermal efficiency was 30.7% and the idle fuel flow rate
was 167 Ib/hr. The high idle fuel flow rate, mechanical problems with
the gasifier, and an efficiency comparable to the Diesel engines of the
day eventually leaf to the abandonment of the engine. The free piston gas
turbine was not markedly better than the Diesel engine it was to replace.
Early in the 1960s, work began
turbine at GM-EMD. This engine, the
and testing continued on into 1971.
engine. The large circular area is
on the regenerative two shaft gas
T-45, was first tested late in 1965
Figure 8-3 shows a side view of the
the cover of the drum regenerator.
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iThe oblong within the circle Is the combustor cover with the fuel nozzle.
The cylinder to the left houses the axial compressor with the air Intake
at the extreme left. The accessories are mounted below the compressor.
The power output shaft Is at the right and of the unit.
The design specifications val led for a 4500 shaft hp engine with a
0.400 BSFC on a 90' F day. It vas specifically designed for a mechanical
drive locomotive and a 20,00 hour life. Provisions were made for a
higher rating (6300 shaft hp; for shorter life applications. The design,
modifications, and testing continued for nearly 6 years. In 1971, the
engine met the design objective of 4500 BHP at 1850°F turbine inlet tempera-
ture and the gasifier rated speed of 6500 rpm. The power turbine rated
speed was 5400 rpm. The BSFC design goal of 0.400 lb/hp-hr was not met.
Low turbine efficiencies and a high regenerrror pressure drop resulted
in a BSFC of 0.436 lb/hp-hr, 9% above the goal. Higher turbine speeds and
a 1910° F turbine inlet temperature produced 5671 BHP. This was short
of the original goal for the shorter life version of the engine.
The Diesel engine was also being further developed during this period
of time. The increasing use of turbochargers on the big Diesel engines
was improving their BSFC ratings as well as their power-to-weight ratios.
Although it appeared certain that the BSFC of the gas turbine could be
reduced to the 0.400 lb/hp-hr level, the Diesel engine was already below
that level. The high idle fuel flow rate (177 lb/hour) and the durability
problems with the drum regenerators, together with the poorer BSFC of the
gas turbine compared to the Diesel, caused the T-45 engine program to be
terminated.
The gas turbine has proven to be successful in passenger service
although the high cost of fuel Is a serious threat to its future. The gas
turbine in freight service has not been successful for a number of reasons
but primarily because of its high idle fuel consumption and its relatively
poor BSFC.
There have been a number of Improvements in gas turbines in the last
decade and it is time to evaluate the effect of these changes on potential
railroad gas turbine engines. The gas turbine engines have a number of
advantages,. One of them Is the relatively high power to weight ratio.
Increasing the train speed could improve the competitive position of the
railroads in short and medium distance service relative to other transport
means. Increasing the speed, demands higher acceleration rates and peak
speeds which in turn requires more power at the rails. At the same rime,
axle loads must be reduced to keep the truck loading ane impact forces on
the rail within allowable limits. The high power to weignt ratio of the
ga o_ turbine is its essential advantage in this type of service.
The small size of gas turbine engines compared to Diesels of equal
power output makes it possible to modularize the power plant. The exchange
of engines when one needs an overhaul or repair would reduce the maintenance
time and tine time the locomotive is out of service. Utility and aircraft
gas turbines require fewer overhauls than piston engines. Railroad Diesel
engines generally need new piston rings every 2 to 3 years and a major
overhaul once every 7 or 8 years. The Diesel requires new rings and other
8-6
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minor overhaul work every 7,000 to 10,000 hr and a major overhaul at
20,000 to 30,000 hr. Utility gas turbines normally go 30,000 hr between
overhauls. If railroad gas turbines had the same time between overhauls
as utilities, the time that locomotives are out of service would be signifi-
cantiy reduced. Since the gas turbine engine does not nebd water cooling,
the radiators, pumps, water lines, and the radiator fans are not needed.
This simplifies the locomotive and improves its overall efficiency as
well. The radiator fans, for Instance, use about 10n hp on a 3,000 hp
locomotive.
The use of ceramics In turbines and imfroved exhaust heat recovery
systems should Improve the brake specific fuel consumption. Only open
cycle gas turbInes have been tried on the raIIroads. Closed cycle gas
turbines are a new class of engines to be studied for this application.
One disadvantage encountered In regenerated and closed cycle gas turbines
is the complexity introduced by the heat exchangers. High temperature
heat exchangers have been a source of mechanical prc •blems on gas turbines.
R. BRAYTON CYCLE
Gas turbine engines ar) based on the Brayton thermodynamic cycle.
This cycle is shown on a pressure-volume diagram in Figure 8-4. In this
cycle, the working fluid (air or some other gas) is first compressed. The
compressed gas is then heated at constant pressure either by injecting fuel
into it and burning it or by heating the gas in some form of heat exchanger.
The h-t gas is expanded, usually in a turbine, to produce mechanical power
via a shaft or a high velocity Jet as in a pure Jet aircraft engine.
There are a number of variations to too basic cycle. First of all,
there are open and closed cycles. An open cycle uses air from the
atmosphere as a working fluid and as an oxidizer in the combustion process.
The exhaust goes to the atmosphere. The working fluid in the closed cycle
may be air, helium, hydrogen, or any other gas which does not condense in
the cycle. After the working fluid goes through the turbine, it goes to a
heat exchanger to reject the unavailable energy before going to the
compressor again. Heat is added to the compressed gas through a heat
exchanger before the turbine stage. The open cycle gas turbine is the
simplest and it is the one most commonly used.
AnoVier variation of the basic cycle is a cycle with regeneration.
The non-regenerative cycle is commonly known as a "simple" cycle. In a
regenerative cycle, some of the heat In the exhaust gas Is transferred to
the compressed gas between the compressor and the combustion chamber.
This arrangervent reduces the amount of fuel needed for combustion. Re-
generative cycles are used primarily for engines that spend most of their
time at part load. An automobile gas turbine is one example of an engine
using this cycle. At full load, a regenerative cycle is usually no more
efficient than a simple cycle because of reduced regenerator effectiveness
and increased turbine temperature drop.
The thermal efficiency of Diesel and industrial gas turbine engines
are shown in Figure 8-5 as a function of their load rating. The black dots
are the rating of specific gas turbine engines. All, with the exception
of the AGT 1500. are simple cycle engines. The ACT 1500 Is a regenerative
8-7
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Figure 8-4. Brayton Cycle on Pressure-Volume Diagram
cycle engine. The dashed lines mark the present upper limit of gas turbine
technology. The combined cycle technology refers to gas turbines with
Rankine bottoming cycles to recover and convert exhaust heat. Medium
speed Diesel engines, as used in locomotives, fall Just below the upper
bound of the Diesel band. A thermal efficiency of 40% at 3000 hp is typical
of new railroad Diesel engines.
In all gas turbines, power from the turbine is used to drive the
compressor. in those gas turbines where the output power is in the form of
shaft power, there are two variations of the system. A single-shaft
engine has the compressor, the turbine, and the output load all on one
shaft. The other variation is known as a dual-shaft, two-shaft, or
free-turbine gas turbine engine. This variation has two separate turbines,
one to drive the compressor and the other to provide the output power.
Most utility and automotive gas turbine engines are of this type. It Is a
more flexible design than the single-shaft gas turbine. There are a few
gas turbines that are three-shaft engines.
The relative location of the fuel combustor Is another design variable.
Aircraft and automotive type gas turbines are considered to be internal
combustion engines. The fuel is burned within the geometric confines of
.,
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the engine. External .;ombustion refers to the systems where this fi;el
Is burned in a combustor separate from the turbomachinery.
It is evident that there are a wide variety of gas turbine engines to
be considered for use in locomotives. However, the range of choices can
be narrowed down rapidly by considering some of the characteristics of the
various engines. The fuel consumption of simple cycle engines at part load
is too h1gh to be seriously considered for futuio locomotives. The Union
Pacific-GE gas turbines were of this type. The Id ,e fuel flow rate for a
simple open cycle gas turbine is about 30% of its full power fuel flow
rate. The Idle fuel flow for a Diesel engine is about 3% of Its full
power fuel flow rate. Even at full load, the simple cycle gas turbines
use more fuel than a Diesel with the same rated power.
Therefore, a gas turbine engine for a locomotive should be a regen-
erative cycle engine. It still could boa one or two-shaft engine as well
as using either an open or closed cycle. The choice of either the one or
the two-shaft configuration depends more on electrical considerations than
on the gas turbine itself. A single-shaft gas turbine acts much like a
Diesel engine. The speed of the engine In both cases is directly related
to the output power. Since the output voltage of the alternator Is speed
related, the voltage vt, - v s with the power as well. In the two-shaft gas
turbine, the speeds of the two shafts are independent of each other,
although there is an optimum relationship between them. The voltage from
the alternator can be tailored tr the needs of the locomotive by controlling
the second, or power turbine spuod. Variable geometry power- turbines are
widely used on automotive gas turbines.
Using a gas turbine of either configuration permits the locomotive to
use a higher speed alternator. If the alternator was directly coupled to
the. turbine, it would rotate at about 10,000 rpm, ton times that of the
one used with a Diesel engine. The linear dimensions would shrink by a
factor of 3 and the weight would be reduced by a factor of 30. The bearings
on the alternator would be the biggest problem but they would be less of a
problem than those in the gas turbine itself. The use of a slower speed
alternator would require a gear box between the gas turbine and the alterna-
tor which adds extra complexity and maintenance. The direct coupled high
speed alternator is preferable.
The choice of a combustion s;stem depends on whether it is an open or
a closed cycle engine. If it is to be a closed cycle, then it must have
external combustion. 	 If it is an open cycle engine, it can use either
external or internal combustion. Figure 8-6 shows schematically the
three t , --as of gas turbine engines which will be considered for locomotive
use. Before going into the details of these three types of engines, an
overview of the component:, common to all of them is appropriate.
C. BASIC COMPONENTS
The basic components used in the three types of engines shown in
Figure 8-6 are the compressor, the combustor, the turbine, and the heat
exchanger. The gas turbine engine uses a very large volume of air compared
to most other heat engines. In addition, the pressure ratio (maximum
pressure divided by Inlet pressure) requirements are quite low for regener-
a
t
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Figure 8-6. Single Shaft, Regenerative Gas Turbine Engines
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ative engines. Typically, the optimum pressure ratio Is between 3 and 9e
Two types of compressors are commonly used in gas turbines; the centrifugal
compressor and the axial compressor as shown In Figure 8-7.
The centrifugal compressor accelerates the air to a near sonic spoed
at the rotor tip. The air from the rotor flows Into a series of passages
In the diffuser. Within these passages, the kinetic energy of the air Is
converted to an Increase In static pressure. Pressure ratios of 4 to 5
are typical In automotive regenerative gas turbines using a single compres-
sor stage. Higher pressure ratios can be obtained by staging, where two
or more compressors mre arranged in series. The efficiency of multistage
compressors is increased if the air Is cooled between the stages. The
efficiency of a single stage centrifugal compressor for a 3000 hp gas
turbine engine would typically be 80 to 82%.
The axial multistage compressor is comprised of a number of axial
flow rotors In series with stators between each rotor to redirect the air.
The pressure ratio across the individual stage is small but the overall
ratio can be quite large. Many simple cycle gas turbinr have pressure
ratios over twenty. On the other hand, the GM-EMD T-45 regenerative gas
turbine had 17 stages for an overall pressure ratio of 4.6 and an efficiency
of 84.6%
The choice between the two types of compressors depends on the size
constraints and on economic considerations. The early aircraft Jet engines
used centrifugal compressors. Developments In axial compressors which
resulted in higher efficiencies and higher pressure ratios when combined
with a smaller frontal area made these the preferred units for aircraft.
For locomotives, the large diameter of the centrifugal compressor and the
length of the axial compressor are not surlous constraints but must be
considered. The cost factors are even more important. The axial compressor
Is more expensive to fabricate with its numerous rotors and stators, but It
is usually 3 to 5% more efficient in the sizes being considered here.
This difference in compressor efficiency results In a 1% to 3% difference
in fuel economy between engines using the two different compressors. A
life-cycle cost analysis of the two compressors is as Important as the
technical details In making a choice between them.
There Is another aspect of compressor selection which should be
mentioned. If the design pressure ratio is 6 or more, then there ib
a choice between an intercooled compressor and a non-intercooled one.
I ntturcom ling has two main effects. First, it lowers the temperature of
ie compressor discharge air so that the temperature difference in the
)generator of a regenerative engine is greater as shown In Figure 8-8.
its effect results In either a smaller recuperator for a given fuel savings
greater fuel savings for a given size recuperator. In addition, it
)duces the power required to drive the compressor, thus increasing the
icle efficlency. However, at pressure ratios much below 6, the gains may
it be great enough to Justify the increased complexity and cost of inter-
)oling. It is a design trade-off that should be explored in the early
rages of an engine project.
Just as with the compressors, there are two basic types of turbines.
ie radial inflow turbine is the analog of the centrifugal compressor.
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Regenerator Temperature Differences
(From Ref. 8-6)
The hot, high pressure gas enters the turbine at Its perimeter and flows
Inward. It is turned 90° and flows out of the turbine in an axial direction.
The axial flow 'turbine is the analogy of the axial compressor. Figure 8-9
shows the two turbines. Most of the comments about the two types of
compressors also apply to the turbines. The biggest difference is in the
number of stages required for an axial turbine. Because of stall, the
pressure ratio across a compressor stage is limited to 1.2 to 1. A common
design value is 1.1 to 1. The pressure ratio across a turbine stage can
be about 2.5 to 1 without Incurring excessive Ic:sses. The axial turbine
on the T-45 engine had four stages with a pressure ratio of 1.5 to 1 per
stage. The efficiency of both types of turbines is in the 80 to 96% range.
The axial turbine is normally slightly more efficient than the radial
inflow turbine. The choice between the two types of turbines depends on
design features, dimensional constraints, and economic factors Just as in
the selection of the compressor. The choice also depends on whether the
engine is a single or two-shaft engine. The radial inflow turbine and the
axial flow turbine are both suitable for single-shaft engines. The axial
flow turbine is definitely preferred for two-shaft engines. The staging of
radial Inflow turbines is not recommended because of the complicated ducting
requirements.
The heat exchanger used to recover exhaust gas energy, also, comes in
two forms, the regenerator and the recuperator. The recuperator is a
fixed boundary heat exchanger where heat is transferred through a wall from 	 l
the exhaust gas stream to the compressor outlet stream. The automotive
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 radiator or a tube and shell condenser are examples of fixed recuperators.
The regenerator is a periodic flow heat exchanger and normally rotates
through the gas stream. A section of the regenerator is Immersed in the
exhaust gas stream where it absorbs heat. This section subsequently moves
to the compressor outlet stream where It releases the heat to the air
stream. Diagrams of the two basic forms are shown in Figure 8-10. The
typical rotary regenerators for gas turbines are either cylinders (drums)
or disks as shown. In both types of regenerators, there is a network of
seals which are designed to prevent "he high pressure, relatively cold
compressor air from leaking into the low pressure, hot exhaList gas siream.
The seals must slide across the regenerator surface, stand high tempera-
tures, and be flexible enough to follow the distortions of the regenerator
during thermal transients. Although regenerator seals have been in develop-
ment for 20 years, a completely satisfactory seal has yet to be developed.
The regenerator matrix, the heat storage part, was originally made of
thin stainless steel strips. Later, ceramic matrices were developed for
automotive use. The T-45 engine used a stainless steel matrix in its drum
regenerator.
The effectiveness of the heat exchanger is defined as the ratio of
the actual heat transferred to the maximum heat available. Regenerator
effectiveness at design point may be 85 to 90% and higher at part load.
Effectiveness levels of up to 98% are possible with ceramic matrices and up
to 94% with stainless steel matrices. The difference is dale to conduction
losses. Recuperator effectiveness is less than that of regenerators and
it is usually in the 75 to 85% range. The size of the recuperator is
frequRntIy the limiting factor on effectiveness. An effectiveness of 90
to 95^ is possible if there Is sufficient room for recuperators in the
installation.
The regenerator, although having problems with leakage, has high
effectiveness. The recuperator, on the other hand, suffers from thermal
fatigue and low effectiveness but uses static seals which do not present
leakage problems. Provided that the thermal fatigue problems can be
solved, and it appears that they can, then the recuperator would be
preferable for the type of service encountered by the railroads. The
recuperator should be more reliable and durable, but larger than the
regenerator. Regardless of which type is used, the heat exchanger is a
major problem area and requires further development.
D.	 OPEN CYCLE, INTERNAL COMBUSTION GAS TURBINE
This is the type of yas turbine engine that GM-EMD built during the
T-45 program. It is certainly the most common and best developed of the
regenerative cycle engines. The automotive gas turbines developed by
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler are all of this type.
The major components in this engine as shown in Figure 8-11 are the
compressor, one or more turbirties, the combustor, and the heat exchanger.
In this engine, ambient air goes through an air cleaner into the compres-
sor. Depending on the engine design, the compressor pressure ratio is
prob%oly between 3 and 9. Usually a pressure ratio of 4 to 6 is optimum
fo, regenerated engines. From the compressor the air flows through the
heat exchanger where it is heated by the turbine exhaust gases. The air
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then goo:.-s to the combust-)r where fuel is Infected and iginited. The
hot, high pressure gas resulting from the combustion of the fuel enters
the turbine. From the turbine, the exhaust gas goo to the heat exchanger
to provide the energy to heat the compressor discharge air. The exhaust
gas Is discharged to the atmosphere after leaving the heat exchanydi.
The only major component in this type of engine not discussed ear IIor
Is the combustor. The combustor serves two purposes. One is to provide
sultahle conditions for the ignition and stable combustion of the fuel and
the other is to combine the conbustion products and the excess air into a
homogeneous mixture before It enters the turbine. Because of material
limitations, the turbine inlet temperature must be well below the temper-
ature of a combusted stoichlometric fuel-air mixture. The turbine Inlet
temperature in industrial service i- about 1800' F to 2000° F. When ceramic
turbines are developed, the temperature may be raised to 2500' F. The
temperature is controlled by operating the engine at extremely lean con-
ditions. The air-fuel ratio is so high (up to 150 to 1) that it could not
sustain combustion if the fuel-air mixture was homogeneous. Gas turbine
combustors vary greatly in design '.)ut most are based on dividing the air
stream so that only part of It is used for combustion and the rest is mixed
into she combustion products before reaching the turbine. A variety of
combustor types have bean developed or proposed over the years for internal
combustion ga, turbines. These are diffusion flame, dual stage, evapor,-
+ive, and catalytic.
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1 These four combustors illustrate the main types of fuel handling,
preparation, and combustion reaction. Although gas turbines can burn a
wide range of liquid and gaseous fuels, the most common fuels are liquids.
The first two types of combustors are basically designed for liquid fuels.
The third and fourth could be used for either gaseous or liquid fuels.
The diffusion flame combustion is the most common type and is usually
fueled by liquid hydrocarbons although methanol has been used successfully.
The conventiona! diffusion flame combustor shown in Figure 8-12 utilizes a
90 degree spra/ atomizing nozzle Injecting fuel int a compact primary zone
in which about 30% of the compressor air flow is inducted through a number
of holes or slots in the combustor liner. The fut^l-air mixture is ignited
with a spark plug and burns at a near stoichiometric temperature of 3500° F.
The remainder of the compressor air is introduced as dilution air through
ports downstream of the primary zone. The liner is cooled by the dilution
air.
The fuel need not be Injected through one nozzle or through one type
of nozzle. Fiqure 8-13 shows a two stage combustor where two different
nozzles are used to introduce fuel into the reaction zone. The primary
one is at the right where part of the fuel Is injected, mixed with air,
rind ignited. On the left side, is the second nozzle injecting the remaining
fuel. This fuel mixed with air is introduced into the already burning
mixture from the primary zone. The remaining compressor air is mixed in
below the main reaction zone.
In both of the combustors discussed so far, the fuel is atomized as
It is injected. The burning takes place around the individual droplet and
n ,-,t In a flame such as a Bunsen burner produces. The rate of combustion
1s controlled by the rate of heat being absorbed by the droplet and the
IGNITOR
I
Fiqure 8-12. Diffusion Flame Combustor
Figure 8•-14. Schematic of an Evaporative Combustion Chamber
t
Figure 8-13. Schematic Diagram of a Dual Stage Combustor
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rate at which the fuel is vaporized at the surface of the droplet. The
combustion takes place where the vaporized fuel and the air mix In near
stoichlomotric proportions.
The third type of combustor eliminates the droplet evaporation mech-
anism in the combustion process. The fuel is vaporized prior to Its
introduction into the combustion zone. In some cases, the vaporized fuel
is m!ved with air prior to being Injected into the combustion zone. In this
type of combustor, the air-fuel mixture Is homogeneous and a conventional
flame Is present. One version of an evaporative combustion chamber Is shown
In Figure n-IQ. The advantage of this type of combustor is that combustion
Is usually very clean with little or no soot or smoke being produced. The
biggest problem comes from the evaporation process. Many fuels, including
most hydrocarbon fuels, may decompose in the evaporator causing deposits to
build up that restrict further heat transfer. Incomplete vaporization
and evaporator burnout are the common result. This type of combustor Is
best suited to light hydrocarbons, methanol, liquid hydrogen, and ammonia.
The catalytic combustor is relatively new in the gas turbine field.
The fuel reacts with the air on the surface of a suitable catalyst. As a
result, very lean mixtures that are well outside the flammability limits
will readily react. The temperatures involved are comparable.to  the re-
quired turbine inlet temperature. The high thermal capacity of the bed
tends to stabilize the combustion. it also makes the gas turbine harder
to start since the bed must be warmed up before fuel is Introduced. The
reaction rate of a catalyst bed Is relatively slow compared to the rate in
a flame. To improve both the cold startability of the catalyst bed and to
increase the reaction rate, a hybrid catalytic combustor has been proposed.
In this design, fuel and air are mixed and partially burned before they
reach the catalyst bed. In the bed itself, the reaction is completed and
the hot ga leaving the bed is uniform In temperature with very little
smoke or soot.
One advantage claimed for the gas turbine engines is their multi-fuel
capability. This claim must be qualified to limit it to gaseous and liquid
fuels for open cycle, internal combustion gas turbines. Solid fuel, notably
coal, was tried in the General Electr!c turbines used by Union Pacific.
Rapid turbine blade erosion resulted and the program vas ended. There
have been numerous other attempts to use solid fuels but none, for one
reason or another, have been successful. Blade erosion and nozzle plugging
by partially burned fuel particles were the principal causes of failure.
It is not clear at the present time whether or not a combustor system
could be developed to operate on a number of different fuels interchangeably.
Generally, Injectors have to be sized on a volumetric basis. Fuels such
as the alcohols will require larger nozzles than will kerosene. Any
gaseous fuel will require even larger nozzles. Changes may be required
to the primary zone air holes if a fuel with a substantially different
stoichiometric air-fuel ratio is substituted for the regular fuel. The
reaction times for some fuels like heavy hydrocarbons may require a longer
combustor to insure complete burning than is needed for propane or butane.
The catalytic combustor may be especially useful for multi-fuel operation
but this has yet to be demonstrated.
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,C The thermal offic ioncy of a ga ys turbIno varies to some degree with
fuel for an engine designed for one specific fuel. Table 8-1 shows the
variation in efficiency for an engine designed along the lines of the
GM-EMD T-45 engine and for use with JP-5 fuel. The variation in efficiency
is from a minus 1.1 percentage points to a plus 2.3 percentage points.
The thermal efficiency of a gas turbine is highly dependent on the
turbine inlet temperature. Over the years, the turbine inlet temperatures
have boon raised by the development of water and air cooled blades, by the
development of new super alloys, and the use of ceramics. Figure 8-15 shows
the Increase In the turbine Inlet temperature over the last 30 years.
The thermal efficiency of the engine is also Influenced by the individual
component efficiencies, leakage, pressure lasses in the flow stream, the
pressure ratio, and compressor-turbine match'.ngs
A sensitivity study was made for an uclen cycle, regenerative gas
turbine engine. Table 8-2 presents the baseline conditions for this engine.
Figures 8-16 through 8-20 show the effects of turbine inlet temperature,
pressure ratio, compressor efficiency, heat exchanger effectiveness, and
turbine efficiency on the engine cycle thermal efficiency. It is obvious
from these curves that the real gain in thermal efflclency comes from
higher turbine inlet temperatures. The baseline gas turbine engine used
in this study had an experimental thermal efficiency of 31.5%. Rematching
the engine, together with modest gains in component efficiencies, might
have brought it up to 34% efficiency.
The results of the sensitivity study indicates that current technology
would make a 37 to 38% thermal efficiency possible. Garrett AlResearch
(Ref. 8-6) has indicated that thermal officiencies in the 42% to 45% range
may be attained with components of current production technology using
their 11CCR 11 (compression-cooled regenerative) concept. They also indicate
that an advanced version (10-20 year time frame) using a 92% effective
regenerator, a turbine inlet temperature of 2400° F, and a pressure ratio
of 12 to 1 wou I d have a therma I of f i c l ency of 53%. The projected s i ze of
this advanced CCR gas turbine, rated at 4000 hp, will be 8.5 ft by 3 ft by
7 ft and it would weigh 8000 lb.
Past experience would indica'-e that given tha cons+raints on a
locomotive for size, reliability, and durability, the maximum gas turbine
thermal efficiency which could be realized In the next 20 years will be
about 42% for an open cycle, internal combustion engine. The higher
efficiencies quoted by Garrett ;-cay be attained in utility application
where there are less stringent restraints. Garrett's conclusion is that
this type of engine Is better suited to high horsepower to weight ratio
freight service.
E.	 OPEN CYCLE, EXTERNAL COMBUSTION GAS TURBINE
This general type of engine is very similar to the internal combustion
gas turbine except for the combustion system. There are several variations
of this type of engine and two are shown in Figures 8-21 and 8-22. The
first one is the same as the internal combustion gas turbine except for
the combustor which is shown here as an atmospheric fluidized bed (AFB).
Only the heat is transferred to the working fluid (air) in this engine.
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Table 8-2. Baseline Gas Turbine Locomotive Conditions
Barometric Pressure,	 In. Hg. abs. 29.30
Compressor Inlet Pressure,
	
in. Hg. abs. 28.86
Compressor Inlet Temperature, 'F 90
Gasifier Turbine Inlet Temperature, 'F 1850
Accessory Power, hp 103
Compressor Efficiency (total	 to static), % 85
Burner Efficiency, % 99
Regenerator Effectiveness, % 91.5
Gasifier Turbine Efficiency, 	 % 88
Power Turbine Effl.lency, % 84
Gasifier Section Mechanical	 Efficiency, % 99.35
Power Section Mechanical	 Efficiency, % (Incl. reduction gear box) 98.5
Gasifier Turbine Speed, rpm 6500
Power Turbine Speed, rpm 5400
Compressor Pressure Ratio (total	 to static) 4.1
Compressor Air Flow, lb./sec. (Wa)
	
51.15
Gasifier Turbine Cooling Air, % Wa	 4.1
Regenerator Leakage, % Wa	 4.0
Miscellaneous Air Leakage, % Wa	 1.0
Inlet Pressure Loss, % ( A P/P)	 1.5
Exhaust Pressure Loss, % (A P/P)	 .5
[turner Pressure Loss, %
	
3.0
Regenerator Pressure Loss, % ( A P/P) air	 .56
Regenerator Pressure Loss, % ( 0 P/P) gas	 4.44
Shaft Power, shp
	
4500
Specific Fuel Consumption, Ib./SHP-hr 	 .400
Thermal Efficiency, %
	
34.2
The engine system shown in Figure 8-22 is a hybrid of the internal com-
bustion gas turbine and the external combustion system of Figure 8-21. The
air from the compressor is split, part being used for the fluidized bed
combustion and part merely being heated in the bed. The air used for
combustion is cleaned up in a series of cyclones and is then mixed with the
heated air. The turbines receive a mixture of heated air and combustion
products. The fluidized bed in this case operates at a compressor discharge
pressure of about 7 atm. This type of pressurized fluidized bed (PFB)
combustor like the AFB combustor is especially useful for burning high
sulfur coal or residual oil. The bed is made up of granular limestone
pebbles that react with sulfur to form calcium sulphate which remains in
the bed. fart of the bed is drawn off to remove the spent limestone and
to replace it with fresh limestone.
A
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Thn compono-ts of a fluidized bed, either atmospheric or pressurized,
-ire shown in Figure 7-3 in Section VI 1. The bed is made up of granular parti-
cles with a major dimension typically in the range of .020 to .120 in.
	 It
could bo an in ,3rt Solid, such as sand, or as mentioned before, it could be
a sorhent for- sulfur dioxide such as limestone or dolomite.
The bred is fIuidized by an air stream fIowing up through the bed at a
rate sufficionf to support its weight. At very low flow rates, the air
merely scoops through the bed without disturbing the particles. At the
minimum fluidizing velocity, typically 1 ft/sec, the static granular bed
begins to move, the voids between particles increase, and the bed assumes
the properties of a turbulent fluid. For further increases in air velocity,
the pressure drop across the bed remains relatively constant while the voids
Incroaso slowly. At some point, the velocity is high enough for larger
voids to form which "float" to the surface like bubbles. The bed is now
in the so-cal !©d bubbling or boiling regime. At even greater velocities,
approximately 10 to 20 ft/sec, Increasing amounts of bed material are
entrained in the air stream and the surface of the bed loses definition.
.",me entrainmont of very fine bed particles occurs at all velocities.
The entrainment velocity of a particle is proportional to its diameter and
depending on the bed particle size d stribution, some amount of the bed
mass is carried away starting with the smallest particles. This process
of entrainment is called olutriation. When the air velocity reaches the
terminal velocity, the bed is literally blown out through the exhaust.
The air velocity is normally chosen to be above the minimum fluidizing
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velocity In the buhbling regime. Any fine part IcIas such as aqh which ar
blown out of the bed are collected in cyclones for rocycIIng or disposal
rlocauso of the turbulent nature ot» a fluidized hod, heat transfer i
the bed is very high. The heat transfer coefficients are typicalI
40 F3tu/(hr-ft 1-°F) for horizontal surfaces and 50 Btu (hr-ft?-°F) for
vertical surfaces. The gentle scrubbing action of beet particles against
metal tube surfaces, combined with radiant and convective heat transfer•,
is responsiblo for the high in-bed heat transfer coefficients. Fxperlence
has shown that as long as an oxidizing atmosphere is maintained In tho hod,
tube erosion is not a problem.
If the had is being used for sulfur control, the hod temperature
is optim l ^oo for the sulfation reaction in which S0 2 generated during
combustion combines with oxygen and caIcinod IImostone (CaO) to form calcium
sulfate (CaSOO . To maintain the bed in the 1500° to 1600° F range for
suifation, it is necessary to continually remove heat energy from the bed.
Heat transfer surfaces are immersed within the bed. The high heat transfer
-.'( 1of f i c i ents make it possible to have a smaller heat exchanger In the bed
Figure 8-21. Externally Fired Open Cycle Gas
Turbine Power System
(From Ref. 8-6)
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Flqure 8-22. Gas Turbine Generator System
( From Ref. 8-8)
than would he possib:o if it were located in the heated gas above the bed
for the same amount of heat transferred. In addition to the in-bed heat
exchanger, there may be others above the bed in the exhaust system.
Figure 8-23 shows a cut-away of a fluidized bed combustor designed for
utility use. The stack heat exchangers are shown. Additional preheaters
in the stack can he used. This figure also shows the location of most of
the other major features of this type of combustion system.
The fluidized bed combustor has many attractive features, not the
least of which is Its multi-fuel capability. Once the bed is up to its
operating temperature, virtually any combustible material that can be
introduced into the bed w 
I 
I I burn. The method of introducing the fuel Is
quite flexible. For example, coal can be mechanically spread on top of
the bend or injectod into the bed pneumatically from the side or up through
the air distributor plate at the base of the bed. Limestone or any othrjr
bed material can be introduced separately or can be added to the coal
stream. A good candidate for use in a fluidized bed is high sulfur residual
or even crude oil.
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The fluldlzed bed is not tho only combustion system that could bo usod
for externally fIrod , gas turbines. Sinco the IIghter oiIs, aIcohoIs, and
gnsos are more suited to the I nturna l combust ion gas turb i no, the on l y
fools that must he cons Idorod are the very heavy oils and the solid fuoIs
of which coal is the most likely candidate ► . Unless sulfur cleanup is a
problem, heavy oils can be prohoatod and sprayed into an open chamber
combustor. Sono solid fuels can be pulvorizod and pneumatically sprayed
into an open chamhor.
Another techniguo which is attractive for low sulfur coal and, possibly
for wood, is thick hod gasification. This is not a now technique sinco it
has been used for years in industry and on the Rio Turblo Railway In
Argentina (Rof. 9-10).
Thick hod gasiiication rosombIos conventional ;tokorr oporatiens except
that the hod of cool Is very thick, about one foot, and the air comi nil up
t 1rrough the grate is I v7s than I-; necessary for c,rnp l oto corihust ion. I f the
air flow is adjusted to maintain tho beef it about 2000° F, thon tho coal i
gasi'led and *-he ash tends to adhoro to ether ash part iclos and thorefore
s i nk down toward the grate. Combustion is cor-ipIoted by injecting air aver
the hod into the hot (jases. ')ince nnly rj port!on of the combustion air-
goes through the hod, the air volocity in tho boi is low. This low vole)city
moans that the fly ash and carbon particle content of tho exhaust will bo
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Figure 8-23. Fluidized Red Combustor Heater
(From Ref. 8-3)
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Iowor than it wou 1 d he for a thin bed stoker system where a I I of the a I r
does thrOudh the bed. The combustion efficiency is higher and the smoke is
rodut.c , ;. This type of combustion system Is far simpler  than the f l u i d i zed
bed In design,^ operation. Its initial cost and maintenance would be
less and there is no bed mat orIaI (limestone, etc.) to be replenished.
Ilowover, this system is more restrictive as to the type of fuel, i.e. solid
with a low sulfur content, that coin be used.
This therma I of f I c i ent,y of th i s gas turb i ne, as w i th a I i gas turb 1 nos,
is strong ly dependent on the turbine inlet temperature. When metal heat
exchangers are used, the turbine inlet temperature is limited to 1550° F.
The thermal efficiency of the gas turbine alone would be about 25% at this
temperature and tho overall efficiency including the combustion system
would be About 20%. Ceramic heat exchangers (Ref. 8-6) currently under
dovelopment will permit turbine inlet temperatures to be raised to 2250° F.
Advanced ceramics may raise the temperature into the 2500° to 3000° F range.
The cyclo efficiency of open cycle, external combustion gas turbines at
these elevated temperatures is 39% at 2250° F and 45 to 48% at 2500° to
5000° F. If the external comhustion heater losses are included, the overall
efficiencies are 34% at 2250° F and 39 to 42% at 2500° to 3000° F. At these
conditions, a coal-fired locomotive would be as energy efficient as present
day niosel locomotives.
F.	 CLOSED CYCLF, EXTERNAL COMBUSTION GAS TURBINES
The closed cycle gas ti,rbine is similar to the open cycle in that both
have the same thermodynam i c characteristics. The primary difference is that
in the closed cyclo., the tur!)ine exhaust is ducted back to the compressor
inlet vla a cooler where the cycle waste heat is rejected. The closed
cycle system is shown schematically in Figure 8-24. This cycle is shown
on a temperature-entropy diagram In the same figure. The effect of the
recuperator on both heat input and rejection is clearly illustrated,
The working fluid 1n +his engine can be air, helium, argon, krypton
or a numher of other gases. With a dosed cycle, regardless of the type
of working fluid, the gas is clean with no products of combustion, dust,
sulfur or salts remaining. The turbomachinery and haat exchangers are
not subject to fouling, erosion, or corrosion thus insuring a long low-
maintenance life.
Another attractive feature of the closed cycle gas turbine is loop
pressurization. Loop pressurization refers to the concept of operating
the entire cycle well above atmospheric pressure so that high !Hass flows
can he achieved with relatively small flow passages. The result is a very
high power output from small, compact turbomachinery. With lorp pressur-
ization, high pressure drops through the heat exchangers can be .achieved
with low percentage pressure losses. This results in significant reductions
in heat exchanger size and weight. The high pressures also increase the
thermal conductivity of the working fluid to further reduce the heat ex-
changer size. These effects of reducing turbomachinery and heat exchanger
size, permit a significant increase in the effectiveness of the recuperator
without incurring a severe weight penalty for the complete system. The
higher recuperator effectiveness results in an increased thermodynamic
cycle efficiency.
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By changing the baso prossuro of the loop, the engine can be mace tc
he highly efficient over a wide power range. Changing the base pressure
varies the mass flow rate of the working fluid in the engine and, hence,
its output power. This technique permits the turbine inlet temperature
to remain constant at its design value. The turbomachinery efficiencies are
high bocause the speed remains constant. The entrance and exit velocities
of the turbomachinery blading are unchanged as the load varies. Losses Clue
to separation on the stators and rotors are minimized. Actually, the part
load efficiency can rise as the output power is decreased since the heat
exchangers which are sized for full load conditions become effectively over-
sized during part load operations (Ref. 8-6). Figure 8-25 shows this effect
for a range of turbine inlet temperatures from 1450 to 1750° F. The efficl-
ency at 20% load is higher than at full load by about two percentage points.
The combustion system for the closed cycle gas turbine would be the
same as for the open cycle, external combustion gas turbine previously
discussed. The heat exchangers used in the combustion system may be smaller
for the closed cycle than the open cycle because of the loop pressurization.
The cooler used for heat rejection could be either an air-to-air heat
exchanger as a dual system where the working fluid is cooled in a gas-to-
liquid heat exchanger and the liquid is then cooled in a liquid-to-air heat
exchanger. The latter system is more complex but permits the heat exchanger,
which is rejecting heat to the atmosphere, to have more flexibility in shape
and location on the locomotive.
The efficiency of closed cycle engines was touched on earlier and
shown in Figure 8-25. A cycle thermal efficiency of about 36 to 40% is
possible with metallic heat exchangers in the combustion system and with
large recuperators in electrical utility service. In locomotives where
space is more restricted, a 30 to 35% cycle thermal efficiency is more
realistic. The development of ceramic heat exchangers will permit the
turbine inlet temperature to be raised to the 2200 to 2300° F range with
a cycle thermal efficiency of about 46% and the overall thermal efficiency
including combustion system losses of 40% (Ref. 8-6). Projected technology
advances may raise this overall efficiency to 50% by the year 2000 but a
more realistic figure for rail se e-vice would be in the 44 to 47% range.
None of these figures include accessory loads or transmission efficiencies.
The overall thermal efficiencies are the ratios of the shaft output of the
gas turbines divided by the lower heating value of the coal, nominally
12,000 Btu/Ib.
Garrett (Ref. 8-6) has looked at the problem of fitting a closed
cycle gas turbine in a six-axle locomotive. Their representation is shown
in Figure 8-26. The largest items in size are the recuperator and the
fluidized bed heat source. The turbomachinery is quite small by comparison.
This installation, in a SD-40 locomotive, is for a 4700 hp gas turbine to
replace the 3000 hp Diesel engine. The tractive effort Is shown in
Figure 8-27 for both the Diesel powered SD-40 and the 4700 hp gas turbine
locomotive (GTL). The axle loadings are the same for both !ocomotives.
The closed cycle, external combustion gas turbine engine coupled with
a fluidized bed, coal-burning combustor is a very attractive alternative
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engine to the present day Diesel engine. The economic considerations of
the engines will be considered in a later section.
G. SUMMARY
The grs turbine once had a place on the American Railroads. It may
reappear on the rails again but not in the form of the ear IIor ongInos.
The simple cycle of the General Electric turbines used on the Union Pacific
Railroad is too inefficient for use in the future. Even the regenerative
open cycle with internal combustion Is not efficient enou(ih. These engines
need a liquid or gaseous fuel which would be more efficiently used In a
Diesel engine.
The external combustion gas turbine engine using coal as a fuel is
the better choice. The thermal efficiency of this engine is less than
that of a Diesel engine but the fuel is far less expensive. The fluidized
bed combustor is the most attractive of the possible different ways to
burn the coal. It also permits the use of heavy, high sulfur oils as a
fuel for locomotives.
The choice of an open cycle or a closed cycle gas turbine depends on
the selection of a working fluid and the relative advanrages of loop
pressurization. In a locomotive, air is the most probable working fluid
for the closed cycle on the basis of cost. The open cycle has one less
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Figure 8-27.	 Gas Turbine Locomotiv4 Tractive Effort vs. Speed
(From Ref. 8-6)
heat exchanger (the gas cooler), than the closed cycle. However, the
closed cycle offers loop pressuriza+ ton with its ability to reduce the
size of all of its heat exchangers and its higher efficiency at part load.
The closed cycle, external combustion gas turbine engine using coal
as a fuel In an atmospheric fluidized bed is the most attractive of the
various gas turbines studied in this project. The open cycle, external
combustion engine is a fairly close second choice. The key to both of
these engines is the fluidized bed combustor.
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SECTION IX
STIRLING ENGINES FOR RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVES
A.	 INTRODUCTION
The closed cycle regenerative engine was K st constructed around 1816
by Robert Stirling. These early machines were generally referred to as
hot-air engines due to the use of air as the working gas. Motivation for
the Invention Is attributed, In great part, to the frequent occurrence of
steam engine and boiler explosions during that period of history. The term,
hot-air engines, was changed when the Research Laboratories of Phi iips, In
the Netherlands, substituted helium or hydrogen gas as the working fluid.
The original designation became inappropriate (Ref. 9-1) and devices of this
type are now Identif led as Stirling cycle engines. The original hot-air
engine, a single cylinder dispiacer type, Is Illustrated in Figure 9-I.
A Stirling cycle machine Is a device which operate- on a closed
regenerative thermodynamic cycle, with alternate compresslc., and expansion
of the working gas occuring at different temperature levels. The temp-
erature of the gas Is changed during the cycle by a positive displacement
of the gas from the hot side of the engine, through a regenerative heat
exchanger, to the cold side. A net conversion of heat to work results.
Heat Is added externally to the engine continuously. The Stirling differs
fr yn the Rankine cycle since the working fluid remains as a single phase,
i.e., a gas.
Returning to the historical developments during modern times, in 1937
the N. V. Phliips Laboratories revived the engine concept during their
search for a silent power plant for a portable electric generator. The
first successful development of modern Stirling cycle mae.hines, however,
was for cooling applications. This commercial venture was started by
Philips in the late 1940s and culminated In 1953 with their introduction
of a mass-produced air Ilquification machine.
The first known licensee of Philips In the United States was the
General Motors Corporation. The contractual agreements, signed In 1958)
provided for a ten-year information exchange period and had provisions for
mutual licensing of patents related to Stirling engines (Ref. 9-2). General
Motors original interest was for space power systems, marine propulsion,
portable electrical power generation, and eventually propulsion systems
for ground transportation. Their large Stirling engine testing activity
was moved in 1962 from their Cleveland Diesel Engine Division to the
Electro-Motive Division (EMD). These engineering developments represent the
first known efforts to Investigate the use of Stirling engines specifically
for railroad locomotives (Ref. 9-2).
Different versions of this four-cylinder engine were tested using a
variable phase angle control system. This permitted the engine to operate
in either direction of rotation. Details of this early work have not been
published in the open literature, however, reference to the effort is made
by Percival (Ref. 9-2). The engine was designed as a split-crankshaft V-8
configuration but only a four-cylinder version was actually assembled and
tested. Percival reports that some bearing and vibration problems were
encountered during these early development tests.
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Fiqure 9-1. Original Stirling Engine Used for water
Pumping, Based upon 1816 Patent
Specifications
A management decision was made by General Motors in 1970 to terminate
the licensing agreement. Numerous and significant contributions to Stirling
engine technology were made by General Motors during tills period (Ref. 9-2).
Most of these activities were financed by corporation funds, one exception
being an Army supported project to develop a small electric power generator
set identified as the Ground Power Unit (GPU). One of these early units,
designated as CPU 3-2, has recently been rejuvenated and tested by the
NASA Lewis Research Center (Ref. 9-3).
In 1968, United Stirling of Sweden was formed and soon thereafter
became a licensee of Philips. Since that time significant engineering
accomplishments have peen made, including tha building of large Stirling
engines. The first engine tested by United St1rIing was designated as the
4-615 (four, single-acting cylinders with a total swept volume of 615 cm3).
The engine used a rhombic drive system and ran at relatively low speeds.
This engine was originally planned for installation Into an urban bus in
1973 with eventual limited production to follow three years later.
More recent developments at United Stirling have concentrated on
smaller engines having four double-acting cylinders for automotive applica-
tions. The first direct automotive demonstration has been described by
Cariquist (Ref. 9-4) using an experimental V4X engine In both a 1972 Ford
Pinto and 1974 Ford Taunas car.
Studies undertaken by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the
purpose of assessing the development status, and potential of large (500-
3000 hp) Stirling engines for stationary power purposes have been reported
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by Ziph (Ref. 9-5), Hoagland (Ref. 9-6), Marcinlak (Ref. 9-7) and others.
Three contractor/teams have conducted conceptual design studies for large
Stirling stationary engine applications. The study effort was supported
by the General Electric Company, Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc.
(AMTech), and Foster-Miller Associates. Program management is being pro-
vided by the Argonne National Laboratory.
The conceptual engine designs evolving from this study are modular in
approach and are based upon units of about 500 hp each. The primary heat
source being considered for these large engines is coal combusted in a
fluidized bed. This probably necessitates the need for some type of a
thermal transport system to transfer the usable heat from the combustion
source to the engine heater head. A liquid sodium heat pipe or a pres-
surized closed loop helium source Is being proposed for this purpose.
Following completion of the conceptual design phase, one or more prototype
engine builds are planned to demonstrate the operating characteristics of
large coal burning Stirling engines. The technical aspects of this work
should be directly applicable to any future locomotive use of Stirling
engines.
B.	 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CYCLE AND ENGINE
Like all heat engines, the Stirling produces power by compressing a
working gas at relatively low temperatures, adding heat, and then expanding
it at higher temperatures. During each cycle of operation, energy is
supplied at high temperatures and rejected at relatively low temperatures.
The ratio of these two temperatures determines the cycle efficiency of the
engine and is a factor in the power output.
There are two types of engines, the single-acting and the double-
acting, depending on the arrangement of the basic components. There are
five basic components common to Stirling engines. The engine heater
provides a means of keeping the working gas hot, the regenerator stores
part of the thermal energy, a piston compresses and/or displaces the gas,
another piston expands the gas, and a cooler rejects the excess heat to an
external source. The arrangement of these basic components are shown for
a particular two-piston single-acting engine in Figure 9-2. This engine
has an electric heater head and, therefore, the normal combustion related
components are not required. A combustion air blower, fuel Pump, combustion
chamber, and an air preheater which recovers heat from the engine exhaust
are the usual engine related accessories.
Nearly all pr ctical Stirling engines have one or more pairs of
reciprocating pistons and/or displacers. which operate within cylinders.
Displacer pistons shuttle the working gas back and forth while the power
pistons expand the heated gas to produce power. The two types of pistons
move with definite relationship to each other in order to maintain the
desired internal volume variation characteristics of the engine. The
flow of gas within the engine is achieved solely through these volume
changes and without the use of intermittently actuated valves or ports.
Various mechanical devices can be employed to maintain the proper phase
relationship between the displacer and expansion pistons.
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Most modern Stirling engines work on the double-acting principle which
means each piston serves both functions. They shuttle the gas back and
forth between the hot and cold spaces and also expand the gas to produce
net work. This configuration will be described in some detail in a later
section of this chapter.
The Stirling engine operates on a closed cycle, heat addition takes
place externall y, and the process Is continuous. This is contrasted to
 'rho conventional internal combustion engine which is an open cycle machine
l. t	with intermittent heat addition.
The working flio l " ' r Stirling engine is usually high pressure helium
or hydrogen gas. Cue to tie continuous heat addition process and the
thermal capacity of the heater walls, It is not possible to rap i dly heat
and cool the wor O ng gas in a single step. However, the gas temperature
is varied cyclically by using a displacer or compression pisicn to transfer
the working gas back and forth between the two spaces, one at .0 constant
high temperature and the other at a fixed low temperature.
The ideal Stirling cycle (Figure 9-3) is composed of four discrete
thermodynamic processes:
(1) Isothermal compression process: (1-2)
Compression of the working gas occurs while maintaining the gas
temperature constant. In order to do this, the heat of compression
must be transferred from the gas to the external coolant.
COOLER
	
SE
REGENERATOR
LUBE PUMP
JJ
s	 J J
`
	
	 J
J
COMPRESSOR PISTON
ELECTRIC HEATER
EXPANDER PISTON
Figure 9-2. A Single-Acting Stirling Engine Configuration
Showing Basic Components
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(2) Cons ton t vn I umo rogonorsator procoss : (2-5)
Tho work InO gas i	 displaced from tho comp ression space to the
llxpan;ion space whiIo maintaining the gas volume constant. During
this stop the gas p,,sos through the regenerator, is heated, and
hf-Icauso the tots I v-) I Lime i s f i xed, the gas pressure i nereases further.
(3) ! ,;otherma I oxpans i on procoss : 	 (3-4)
Expansion of the working gas occurs while maintaining the gar,
ternpor;aturo constant.	 In order to do this, heat must be transferred
to tho working gas from an external source.
	 It is during this
expansion process that useful work is done by the engine.
nnstant volumo regenorative process: (4-1)
Movoment of tho working gas from the expansion space back to the
comprossion space while maintaining the gas volume constant. The
gas passes through the regenerator, is cooled, and because the volume
is fixed the gas pressure decreases.
Ideally, the regenerative heat transferred in process 2-3 has the
,magnitude as in process 4-'; the only heat transfer externally
on the engine and its surroundings is the heat supplied at Thot and
eat rejected at Tcold-	 This heat supply and heat rejection at
9-9
tconstant temperature satisfies the requirement of the second Law of
Thermodynamics for maximum thermal efficiency. In addition, for the
Ideal cycle, all heat transfer and gas flows are reversible, thus the
efficiency of the ideal Stirling cycle is the same as the Carnot cycle.
The principal advantage of the StirIIny cycle over the Carnot cycle Iles
in the replacement of two isentropic processes by two constant volume
processes, whi^h greatly increases the area of the P-V indicator diagram.
Therefore, to obtain, useful work from the Stirling cycle, it is not
necessary to operate at very high pressures and swept volumes, as in the
Carnot cycle.
C. ACTUAL STIRLING ENGINE CYCLE
An approximation of the ideal cycle can be achieved by employing two
single acting, opposed pistons which move synchronously with simple harmonic
motion (Figure 9-2). Typically, Stirling engines oporate with the expander
pistons leading the compressor pistons by approximately 90° crankshaft
rotation. With harmonic motion, the piston speed varies from zero velocity
at both the top and hottom-dead positions to a maximum value at the
intermediate crank angle positions. This fact, coupled with the above
mentioned phase angle relationship, approximates the internal volume,
pressure, and temperature conditions necessar:/ for the ideal Stirling cycle
Just described.
Instead of the various thermodynamic operations occurring as four
discrete steps, the entire cycle now occurs during one continuous process.
Consequently, the gas displacement process overlaps with the expan::,Jon and
compression processes, thereby rounding off the corners of the ideal
pressure-volume relationship. The real engine operates at a sufficiently
high speed so that the relatively slow heat transfer process results in
imperfect regeneration. In addition, the available heat transfer surface
area in the hot and cold cylinders causes the expansion and compression
steps to be intermediate between the isothermal and isentropic processes.
These more realistic processes combine to produce the actual pressure-
volume curves shown in Figure 9-4. Well designed engines can achieve an
indicated efficiency of about 65•-70% of the Carnot efficiency, but when
mechanical and combustion system losses, finite heat transfer, and auxiliary
power requirements are considered, the net engine efficiency is typically
only about 50% (or less) of the Carnot value. Even though the efficiency
of real Stirling engines is less than the ideal or theoretical values, they
still offer the potential of significant improvements over conventional
internal combustion engines.
D. TYPES OF ENGINE DRIVE SYSTEMS
Many different mechanical arrangements have been suggested for Stirling
engines over the years; few of them have materialized into actual engine
concepts. Walker (Ref. 9-1) classifies single-acting Stirling engines into
two types; either piston-displacer or dual-piston machines. An example of
each type is shown schematically in Figure 9-5. The piston-displacer
Stirling engine uses one power and one displacer piston for each cylinder;
these pistons operate approximately 90° out of phase. The power piston is
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usually fitted with Teflon-typo sealing rings and operates with significant
pressure differen- s across it, and extracts net +p ositive work during each
cycle. The displacer .)iston, moves 'the working gas back and forth from
the hot expansion space through the heater, regenerator, and cooler to the
cold compression space. The only pressure difference across the displacer
piston therefore, is due to tha small flow resistance through the the heat
exchanger components.
An example of an actual dual-piston engine configuration was shown in
Figure 9°2. This particular laboratory type test engine has two single-
acting opposed pistons in separate cylinders, one for the hot space
(expander) and one for the cold space (compressor). The two working spaces
are separated by the heater, the regenerator and the cooler. The opposed
piston configuration can be adapted to small engines having pressurized
crankcases and rotary shaft seals, but is less attractive for large engine
applications.
Another general type or classification for the multi-cylinder Stirling
engine is based on the use of double-acting pistons; each piston provides
both the power and displacer functions, As shown in Figure 9-6, each of the
multiple double-acting cylinders has a hot space on the heaJ end of the
engine and a cold space on the rod end. Thus, the hot space of one cylinder
is connected through a heater, a regenerator, and a cooler to the cold
space o f an adjacent cylinder to form a single unit, as illustrated. The
pistons, are phased 90° for a 4-cylinder engine. The double acting principle
can by
 applied to engines having from 3 to 7 cylinders; however, maximum
efficiency is achieved for engines having 4 to 6 cylinders (Ref. 9-5).
Rinia (Ref. 9-5) invented the multi-cylinder, double-acting Stirling
configuration early in the Phil i ps engine development program. It was
abandoned soon afterward due to the sealing and lubrication problems. This
_
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ure 9-5. Type:, of Single-Acting Engine Arrangements (From Ref. 9-1)
(a) Piston-displacer, in the same cylinder
(b) Piston-displacer, in separate cylinders
(c) Two-piston machine
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Figure 9-5. Schematic Representation of a Double-Acting
Four-Cylinder Stirling Engine
(From Ref. 9-5)
configuration has recently been revived because it is the most compact,
lightest weight, and lowest cost arrangement.
Double-acting Stirling engines have been configured with the cylinders
placed in-line, in a Vee arrangement and in a co-axial or parallel arrange-
ment. Drive mechanisms have included a single crankshaft for the in- line
and Vee, and double-parallel crankshafts for the co-axial cylinders in a
barrel arrangement. These configurations are illustrated in Figure 9-7.
Fngines
lation which
shafts are r
is required.
but reduces
integration.
with parallel cylinders provide e
simplifies the interface with the
eeded for each row of cylinders
The parallel cylinder engine
thermal expansion problems and
compact heater head instal-
heat source. Separate drive
or the use of a swashpiate
has increased dead volume,
simplifies the heat source
Various methods of converting reciprocating motion to rotary motion
have been successfully implemented for Stirling engines. The easiest
method employs the use of the conventional crankshaft and connecting rr'd
(Figure 9-8). This approach was taken in a first engine design developea
by Philips. A disadvantage is that piston J de forces are generated which
produces excessive ring wear. This can be minimized, however, by the use
of a sliding cross head member to take the lateral loads. Another design
frequently employed since it provides a dynamically balanced system, is
the rhombic drive Fi6chanism.
The rhombic, drive, which is shown it Figure 9-8, contains two coun+er
rotating crankshafts linked to a centrally located piston rod yoke by means
of matched connecting rods. Synchronization is achieved by two helical
timing gears, mated to an idler gear. The advantages of the rhombic drive
relate to balanced inertia forces, low vibration, improved seal life, and
variable phase options.
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The d l sadvantagos of this mochan I sm aro that It roqu i ros .s 1,iryu number
of mechanical components. In addition, clo n or manufacturinq tolerancos
and quality control mornsures are necessary. All of those factors translato
Into hlghor manufacturing costs.
Alternative crankshaft drives on the other hand, iro compatihl o with
hoth douhlo and singlo-actinq machines. Si ngle and dual crankshaft drive ►s
aro illustrated in FIqure 9-7. The crankshaft drives are simll ar to thc,so
u-,od to rociprocatinn Internal combustion ongl nos and are, therefore, more
compat l h l o with prosunt mass production methods. This fact, In comh i nat l on
with fowor components, results in lower manufacturing costs.
A third tyke of drive that is prosontly boinq empIoyod in Stirligig
engines is tho swashpl,ate (Figure 9-9).	 It has also boon widely used in
hydraulic pumps and refrigeration compressors. Advantagos of this type
of drive include dynamic balancing, compact size and favorahle torque
characteristics.
In terms of cast, the swashplate should he comparable to conventional,
crank drive systems. The wobble plate cdrive Is simil,-r in principle to
the swashpl,ato; however-, it employs conventional roller boarings instead
of hydrodynamically lubricated sliders. The wohhIo pIato drive domonstratod
by ''hillps offers potential in a variable stroke ongino.
i
(I)	 (h)	 (c)
Figure 9-7.	 i)ouhlo-Acting Stirlinq Engine Cylinder Arrangements
(From Ref. 9 -6)
(a) Vee design - single crank
(h) rarallel cylinders - twin cranks
(c) Swashplato configurations
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Figure 9-8. Rhombic Drive Design
(From Ref. 9-8)
?Nq
Figure 9-9. Swashptate Drive Design
(From Ref. 9-8)
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E. ENGINE SELECTION
Fngino size and weight are important considerations for automobiles
because they Influence vehicle size, .:ost, and performanco^ High eiflcioncy
I, rx)re important at part throttle than at full power sinco most of the
vehiclo operation occurs at roa4' load conditions. Automotive engine designs
usually strive for rnmpart pess and low specific weight :onslderations
which load try this selectirn of high-speed, light-weight designs.
Locomotive engines, on the other hand, would not be limited to the same
oxten+ by weight and size considerations. As a result, cons ideraTiuio:^
such as high efficiency, durability, and reliability would influence the
selection of larger, heavier,, slower speed engines that are more conserva-
tively rated for operation near their best efficiency point.
The automotive application of Sti r ling engines has received consid-
erable attention in recent years. However, much of the technology devolopod
for ttiis activity will undoubtedly apple to a 4her areas. Some of tno
important similarities and differences between automotive, locomotive,
and stationary engine applications have been noted by i;ogland (Ref. 9-6)
and are presented in Table 9-1.
F. ENO I iJE PERFORMANCE MAP
In order to por form a typical I ocornot i ve duty cycle analysis, it Is
necessary to know the performancech..iracteristics of Stirling engines at
full, part load, and idle conditions. Correction factors are needed to
determine the effect of variations in heater head and coolant temperatures
on engine efficiency and power output.
The Stirling ongine map shown in Figure 9-10 was scaled to 500 "design"
horsepower from a larger existing United Stirling engine and is optimized
using a liquid metal thermal transport system (Ref. 9-6). It was con-
structed using appropriate scaling factors and by making allowances for
various engine auxlllaries such as the combustion, blower, oil and water
pumps, fuel pump, and atomizing air purp. The performance map does not
include, however-, any allowance for auxiliary equipment associated with
the locomotive.	 If the locomotive installation employs air cooling, for
example, then a ,3 appropriate allowance would be needed for 'he fan.
It can be seen from Figure 9-10 that the predicted maximum thermal
efficiency of about 40% for this engine occurs near half speed and maximum
pressure. The operating point for this particular engine was selected at
0 rpri (about 70% speed) and 2000 psi cycle pressure to provide approved
ficiency and durability. The actual selected operating point efficiency
39.6%. The estimated idle fuel consumption for a 500 hp Stirling engine
about 22 lb/hr at 300 psi mean pressure (Ref. 9-9).
The ongine map shown in Figure 9-10 is based upon a hot gas temperatur3
1500°F and an average cooling water temperature of 86°F. As shown by
,lure 9-11, both the engine power and efficiency are influenced by these
c temperatures. For example, as pointed out by Hog Iand (Ref. 9-6),
creasing the heater temperature from 1350°F to 1500°F, increases the
wer 12% and the thermal efficiency 10%.	 Similarly, at the cold end
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Figure 9-10. Estimated Performance Map for Representative Stationary
Stirling Engine - Basic Four-Cylinder Power Unit
(From Ref. 9-6)
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(F I (ryur o 9-1 1 ) , doeroas i n-1 the coo I ant temperature f rom 160'F to 86 •F i n-
croa gos power 10 anti efficiency 13%. Correlations of this type are needed
to adapt ItirIInq engInon to specific applications.
Ono problem. in locomotive service, is that the coolant temperature
depends on the ambient air temperature, air flow rate, and the radiator
Sire. Seasonal and geo(lraphic changes will have profound effects on engine
output, power, ind efficiency. Using Figure 9-II as a guide, winter in
t1innosota could lower the coolant temperature to the 60 to 90'F range
which would result in 15 to 20% increase In power and offIcIoncy. On the
other hand, summer in the desert would cause the coolant temperature to
rise 1 •o the 200°F level resulting in a 10 to 15% decrease in power and
efficiency as compared to the baseline engine of Figure 9-11. This range
of winter to summer temperatures could cause a 39% variation in power and
a 29% variation In efficiency. diesel and gas turbine engines show a
similar behavior pattern but the effects are not nearly as great.
f0,.	 iIFAT nALANC:F
nf the total onergy supplied to a Stirling engine, the useful energy
(shaft work) is typically between 30 to 40%. About 50% of the supplied
energy is rejected to the cooling water. Figure 9-12 shows the typical
part-load performanco characteristics of the Stirling engine. This data was
ohta i cied from the results of a study by Ph i I i ps (Ref. 9-7) . Comparative
data is presented in Table 9-2 for some alternative engine types. 	 It
Shows that the Stirling engine is one of the most efficient alternatives.
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Figure 9-11. Effect of Operat!ng Temperature on
Stirling Engine Power and Efficiency
(From Ref. 9-6)
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.	 ENGINE S I M AND WEIGHT
Using the modular approach, previous studies indicate theft four
cylinder modulus of about 500 hp provIdo the maximum coat bonofIt. A
2000 hp engine quid bo constructed from four modulus, each cylinder
having a nominal output of 125 bhp. Generally, as in Qiesol engine
practice, there is some small gain in thermal efficiency as the number of
cylinders increase because of Improved mechanical efficiency and more
efficient accessories.
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Figure 9-12. Stirling Engine Heat Balance at Part Load
(From Ref. 9-7)
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Tab l o 9-7. Typ I rn i I loat Br.- ,nco for Sovora I
rnglne Typos at Full Load
Fnglnn Type	 Not	 Not
rfficioncy (Rof. 9-7) 	 Efficiency (JPL)
Dlesol	 36	 40
Adinbatic Turbo-Compound Diesel
	
47	 47
Adiahatic Turbo-Compound Diesel	 54
with Bottoming Cycle
Gas Turbine (Simple) 	 25	 25
Gas Turbine (Regenerative)
	
38	 36
Stirling (Current)	 34	 32
Stirling (Advanced)
	
46	 38
Studies of the sizo effects for dIspIacer Stirling engines were made
by Philips and others during the 1960s. The results became known as "scaling
rules". They considered how scaling geometrically similar rhombic drive
ongine designs would affect power, efficiency, stresses, heat transfer,
and sealing. The engines covered by these rules range from about 10 bhp
to over 3000 bhp. The scaling rules can also be applied to other Stirling
engine designs, such as thn double acting type.
The piston diameter for a la y bhp per cylinder engine should be about
7 in., and have a piston weight of approximately 35 lb. (Ref. 9-6). The
piston stroke would he 4 in., and the engine sp: I at maximum power would
be approximately 1200 rpm. Engines of 4-cylinder, 6-cylinder, 8-cylinder,
12-cylinder and 16-cylinder (all employing the same basic cylinder size
and Internal components) would have outputs of 500, 750, 1000, 1500, any'
2000 hp respectively. Thus, the 4, 8, 12, and 16-cylinder engines woW:,1
be built up from multiples of 4-cylinder, double-acting modular power units.
Tahle 9-3 presents the specifications for a typical 2000 hp, 16
cylinder engine designed for stationary power applications (Ref. 9-6).
The overall estimated dimensions are 143 In. long, 50 in. wide and 68 in.
high. The engine weight is approximately 32,000 lb, which represents a
specific weight of about 16 lb/hp. This is almost identical to the specific
size and weight of an equivalent Diesel engine used for similar service.
In I comparing the physical size of a crankshaft drive Stirling engine
to the Diesel, the former would have greater overall he  'it for two reasons.
First, the crankshaft drive of the Stirling requires the addition of a
cross head slider mechanism and second, the power piston is fitted with a
thermal heat barrier (dome) which necessitates the use of a longer cylinder.
Both of these factors combine to increase the height of the engine m3
measured from the oil pan to the crown of the piston to be about 25 times
the crank throw (Ref. 9-1). In contrast, conventional Diesel practice
calls for a height of about 10 times the crank radius. The estimated
width however, of both the Stirling and Diesel engine has been found to be
about the same.
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.f As part of
 the conceptual design study by General Electric (Ref. 9-10),
artists conceptions of two possible stationary power configurations were
developed. These are illustrated in Figures 9-13 and 9-14. The first
shows a 1500 hp double acting Vee/axial iniine configuration having a
single crankshaft drive mechanise-. The second represents a 1000 hp rhombic
drive engine. Both configurations employ a high pressure gas heat transport
system. The figures are of interest since they convey the overall size
of these particular engine types.
I.	 HEAT EXCHANGER SIZE
Heat exchangers represent the most critical aspect of the ovuralI
Stirling engine design.	 The three engine heat exchanger units dre the
heater head, the regenerator, and the cooler.
	 In addition, there Is an
air preheater in the combustion system. The location and function of each
component is identified in Figure 9-15 (Ref. 9-1). The internal (dead)
volume of the throe engine heat exchangers represents a compromise in de-
sign between the need to maintain sufficient surface area for heat transfer
and its adverse effect upon engine performance because of reduced pressure
ratios.
The heater head transfers heat from the external source (i.e., com-
bustion gas, solar, nuclear, etc.) to the engine working gas. Similarily,
the cooler transfers heat from the working gas to the external coolant at
the sink temperature. The regenerator serves a dual purpose by both stor?i,g
and releasing heat within the cycle. it also acts as a thermal bar • ler acid
isolates the hot and cold working spaces of the engine. The preheater
transfers heat from the exhaust gas to the inlet combustion air and thereby
increases the overall engine system efficiency.
Table 9-3. Modular Engine Design Specifications
(From Ref. 9-6)
Parameter
	
Value
Power
S peed
Stroke
Bore
Hot Side Temperature
Cold Side Temperature
Displacement
Working Fluid
Pressure, Mean
Maximum
Engine Type
Phase Angle
Module Size
125 hp
1200 rpm
4.00 in.
7.00 in.
1400 OF
68 O F TO 250 OF
153.94 In. 3
 per cylinder
1.23 in.3/hp
Helium
1500 ps,
2000 psi
RINIA
90 degrees
500 hp
a
9-13
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Figure 9-13. Conceptual Layout for a Double-Acting,
Voe Stirling Engine Configuration
(From Ref. 9-8)
^.	 Figure 9-14. Conceptual Layout for a Single In-Line
Stirling Engine Configuration
(From Ref. 9-8)
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Stirling engines have a more demanding cooling requirement (see Tablo
9-2) than either Diesel or gas turbine engines. As mentioned previously,
the efficiency of the Stirling engine Improves as the heat sink temperature
Is reduced; therefore, it is very important to minimize thi's temperature.
The overall efficiency of a fuel-fired " irling engine depends heavily
on the effectiveness of the air pre-hea - s. Requirements become more
severe as heater input temperature levels i, ,rease to maximize engine
efficiency. For locomotive applications, ceramic pre-heaters may have to
be developed to achiove the high efficiency potential of the Stirling
engine.
Stirling engine heater heads are usually fabricated from finned tubes
as a means of increasing the external surface area. These heat transfer
surfaces are susceptible to fouling if clean burning fuels are not used.
For locomotive applications, depending upon the fuel burned, it may be
necessary to utilize a heat transport system which transters the combustion
heat from the source to the heater tubes. The combustion of most liquid
fuels would not require such a heat transport system but if coal or another
solid fuel is used, it would be necessary. Effective indirect heating can
he achieved, for example, using a liquid metal heat pipe system or a
pressurized helium or hydrogen convective heat transport loop.
From an engine performance standpoint, the heat pipe is probably the
preferred heat transport system. It provides a uniform heater head
temperature distribution, minimizes the temperature difference between the
Figure 9-15. Location of Stirling Engine Heat Exchangers
(From Ref. 9-1)
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combustor and heater head heat exchangers, and requires no auxiliary power.
An alternative heat transport system uses forced circulation of a high
pressure, low molecular weight gas such as helium or hydrogen. Both helium
and hydrogen possess thermal properties which enable a high heat transport
rate to be achieved with reasonable pumping losses. Although hydrogen
possesses better thermal transport properties, helium is considered to be
more attractive because of its lower safety hazard.
J. FUEL TYPES
The Stirling engine can operate from any heat source of sufficiently
high temperature. Normally, heat from the combustion of a distillate fuel
is utilized. But other liquid, gaseous or solid fuels, as well as solar
heat, stored heat, or nuclear reactor heat sources can be successfully used.
For locomotive applications, most gaseous liquid and solid fuels
could be considered as possible energy sources. The main consideration
for the selection of a particular fuel type relates to its availability,
storage capability, and the type of efficient combustion system which can
be devised. The candidate combustion systems presented in Table 9-4 have
been identified by General Electric (Ref. 9-10) for use with stationary
power systems with various fuel types. Of these systems, the most attrac-
tive candidate for locomotive use is the atmospheric fluidized bed (AFB).
It is especially attractive when high sulfur coal is the fuel. Although
Table 9-4 is primarily concerned with coal and residual oil, the Stirling
engine is capable of utilizing any form of heat.
The exhaust emissions requirements for automotive engines are currently
very stringent and are expected to become even more limiting in the near
future. The interest in the Stirling engine for automotive use is based
primarily on its superior low emission characteristics, its multi-fuel
capability, and its fuel economy potential. In stationary power and
locomotive engine applications, however, the exhaust emissions requirements
are presently less severe. Distillate fueled Stirling engines can meet
the requirements, as do current Diesel and gas turbine engines. Stirling
engines burning solid fuels and residual fuels are also expected to meet
the current and expected statutory emissions regulations, although with
some fuels, sulfur oxides, and particulates may become a problem. Although
noise is not as critical for locomotive application, the low noise charac-
teristic of the Stirling engine represents an added advantage. The fuel
flexibility of the Stirling engine combined with its high efficiency makes
it a very attractive candidate for locomotive service.
K. OPERATION AND CONTROLS
Four different types of control methods have been used with Stirling
engines; mean pressure, dead volume, variable phase angle, and variable
engine stroke. The first two of these are the most frequently employed.
With mean pressure control, a governor opens a supply valve and additional
gas flows from a high pressure reservoir tank into the engine, increasing
the mean pressure level. This process continues until the desired speed
is attained. When engine power is to be decreased, the governor opens the
dump valve, decreasing the engine operating pressure until the desired speed
Is attained. Both of these processes are very rapid. By-pass control is
9-21
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presently used with mean pressure control to prevent overspeeding upon loss
of engine load. The by-pass valve between the buffer space and compression
space is also operated by the engine governor. In the event of an overspeed,
the governor opens the by-pass valve which rapidly changes the phase and
and amplitude of the working fluid pressure. In this manner overspeed
control of tho engino is -achieved.
Head volume control decreases power output by adding additional volume
to the cycle. As a result, the pressure fluctuation decreases, thereby
decreasing power. The advantage of this system is that the cycle mean
pressure remains constant and no working fluid has to be supplied or pumped
off. Tho part load efficiency is very good, being slightly better than
the mean prossure control system.
The earlier large Stirling engine work of General Motors (Ref. 9-2)
utilized the variable phase angle method for power control. This method
ultimately controlled the direction of engine rotation. Phase control is
achieved by varying the phase angle between the power and compression
pistons of single-acting machines empIoying dual crank shafts. Some type
of mechanical/hydraulic mechanism is required to change the relative
angular position of the two crankshafts.
Engine stroke variations and, therefore, power control can also be
accomplished by varying the angle of the swash-plate. The change in stroke
and the resulting change in engine displacement and power have been shown
to be very fast.	 A new design of this type has been recently reported by
Meijer (Ref. 9-11).
The most likely control system for locomotive use is the mean pressure
control system. Using this method, engine torque is proportional to the
amount of working gas stored in the system, which directly effects the
mean pressure level. The mean pressure control system developed by
United Stirling (Ref. 9-12) is shown schematically in Figure 9-16.
Stirling engine heater heads are maintained at a constant temperature
independent of power output. The control sensor, usually a thermocouple,
is located within the combustion space and connects to an electronic
controller. As shown in r• igure 9-17, the sensor output controls the position
of an air throttle valve used to maintain the proper air-fuel ratio. This
particular system is used by United Stirling In combustors burning gasoline
and/or distillate fuels. Similar control schemes could be developed to
maintain constant heater head temperatures when burning other types of fuel.
L.	 REGENERATIVE BRAKING
Perhaps the single most unique characteristic of Stirling engines that
sets them apart from other alternative power plants is the concept of
regenerative braking with direct conversion of energy to thermal storage.
This inherent feature makes the Stirling engine particularly attractive as
a propulsion source where high payloads are Involved and changes In the
grade occur. The principle of the combined regenerative braking system
with energy storage has been described by Walker (Ref. 9-13).
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4 COMPRESSOR SHORT CIRCUITING VALVE
Figure 9-16. Schematic Diagram of a Stirling Engine Power
Control System (From Ref. 9-13)
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Ratio Controls (From Ref. 9-13)
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Using the double acting engine configuration previously deicribed
(Figure 9.6), the normal direction of heat flow 1s int-,) tho engine at high
temperature and out of the engine at low temperature while producing wort
at the output shaft. The expansion space of one cylinder is connected to
the tower end of the succeeding cylinder through the heater, regenerator
and cooler. if the connections between cylinders are reversed, i.e., tho
upper end of one cylinder to the lower end of the proceeding (not succeeding)
cylinder, tho en()Ine will try to run in reverse rotation.
If sufficient power is applied to the engine shaft to drive the engine
in the original forward direction it will operate, not as a prime mover, but
-as a heat pump. According to Walker (Ref. 9-13), by simply switching
connections hc)fween adjacent cylinders, the engine can be converted from a
prime mover using high temperature heat and producing power, to a heat
pump which absorbs power and generates high temperature heat. This high
temperature heat can be stored In a mO ten salt such as lithium fluoride
which has a high latent heat capacity in the temperature range of interest.
The heat can he returned to tha engine via a liqu i d  scudium heat pipe  over
a temperature range of 1000°F - 1600°F. Preliminary studies conducted by
Walker for mining truc'.s have shown that for loaded downhaul operatlons,
regenerative braking in this manner can result in a 25 to 50% fuel savings.
Further advantages are the reduced wear on mechanical braking systems.
A similar system could he applied to locomotives equipped with large
Stiriin.i engines and some type of thermal onergy storage. The system
wo-ild absorb power when operating in the retard (down grade) or normal
braking position with a loaded system and then use the stored thermal
onergy to help propel the train on level ground or on orades. While this
is a very intriguing concept, the vast amount of energy involved in train
operation and the lower enemy density of most thermal storage systems do
not make it feasible for locomotive applications. The amount of thermal
storage medium necessary for a 70 car train would add another- 3 to 4 cars
for the energy storage. The savings in fuel from reining the regenerative
energy is offset by the increased use of energy necessary to move the
additional cars over the entire route. Excopt for some special cases, the
savings are negated by the increased train woight.
M.	 SUMMARY
The Stirling engine offers hi gh eff'.:Iency and fuel flexibility
advantages that make it a possible candidate for locomotive propulsion.
Its use would be advantageous primarily in terms of fuel conservation
and multi-fuel utilization.
	 In addition to the above noted advantages,
Stirling engines also provide good part- Ioad characteristics, low emissions,
low noise and vibra-ion. The development of large Stirling engines is
significantly different from those intended for automotive use since a
different strategy and set of goals are required. it is assumed that this
develo pment would tako place as part of the large Stirling stationary
power systems program. It is questionable if the needed large engine
development activities could be totally supported on the basis of potential
locomotive usage.
The engine configuration which appears to hold the greatest promise for
the power range under consideration is the double-acting type previously
9-2.6
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under devolopment for passenger cars by the Ford-Philips team and currently
by United Stirling of Sweden. Some of its advantages over the dlsplaeer
type engines include one piston per cylinder Instead of two, fewer burners
and controls for a multi-cylinder design, simpler balancing methods, lower
weight and volume, and subsequently lower cost. The development of large
locomotivo Stirling engines will maximlTe its fuel flexibility and high
thermal efficiency.
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SECTION X
FUEL CELLS FOR LOCOMOTIVES
A.	 I NTRODUCT I ON
Nearly nII of the prime movers used in the transportation field are
heat engines using either internal or external combustion. A group of
prime movers that do not use heat in the power conversion process are
the fuel cells. They resomble batteries but are energy converters rather
than energy storage devices. They can also he described as consumable
electrode hatterios or externally rechargeable batteries. In a fuel
roll, a fuel and an oxidant are rorcted In the presence of an electrolyte.
In trying to understand the principle of operation of a fuel cell, recall
the classic electrolysis demonstration in which water was dissociated
Into proportional volumes of oxygen and hydrogen in an inverted H-shaped
hurotto via application of do electrical power.
Since water can he dissociated into Its conponents by applying
oloctricity, these same components tAouid react so that they yield water
and electricity. This is precisely how a fuel cell works. Such a reaction
was first porformed by W. P. Orove in 1839, using oxygen and hydrogen as
the fuels, with inert electrodes and sulfuric acid as the electrolyte. In
fool rolls, oxidizers and fuels ,ire supplied continuously and the electrodes
romain largely unaltered.
Fuel coils offer an excellent source of oloctrical energy to drive
Incomotivos. This is primarily because (1) fuel cells convert chemical
energy dIrortIy to electrical energy and (2) fuel cells are not Carnot-cycle
limited. Fach reaction takes place at the electrodes to produce electricity
arni heat. The reactions typically associated with a fuel cell are shown
in Figuro 10-1.
Usually, the oxygen from air is utilized as the oxidant at the cathode.
Hydrogen, derived from numerous hydrogen containing fuels such as coal,
potrolotim-derived fuels, pipeline gas, and methanol, is the best fuel. It
is the most reactive and therefore, has the highest efficiency of all
fuels which could he used at the anode. Because the electrochemical
reaction utilizes the available free energy of the fuel at a constant
(isothermal) fuel cell tempera+ure, it, efficiency is not confined to the
same restrictions that apply to classical heat engines.
Fuel cells are commonly classified into one of four types; (1) acid
(2) alkaline, ( ,3) molten salt, or (4) solid oxides. The first two have
advanced the furthest technologically since they operate at temperatures
below approximately X100° F. The last two cell types operate above 1100° F
and have material problems even though they do have higher efficiencies
than the others. Between the acid and alkaline cells, the latter is more
efficient but suffers from a severe limitation; no (or at most an extremely
low concentration of) carbon dioxide can he present in either the fuel or
oxidant feedstream. This is because the carbon dioxide reacts with the
electrolyte to form carbonates which reduce the cell performance. Therefore
most, if not all, of the carbon dioxide in the air must be scrubbed. Of
even greater importance is the fact that the hydrogen fuel must also be
devoid of carbon dioxide. The sources, supplies, and storage of hydrogen
10-1
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Schematic Representat i of a Cell
	
Anode:	 112 + 20H --► 211 20 + 2 e -
	
Cathode:	 112 02 + 1120 + 2 e-	20H-
	
Overa I I :	 2 11 2
 + 02 --. 2 H2O
Reactions
Fie1uro 10-I. The Hydrogen Fuel CoII
(From Ref. 10-1)
make this a tremendous problom for the alkaline fuel colt. This problern
does not exist for an acid ce l l because the carbon dioxide  does not coact
with the oloctrolyto or interfere with the lovoi of performance.
Of the acid electrolyte fuel cells, phosphoric acid is the most
advanced. The combines; advantages of low temperature operation (<400° F),
the use of present-day materials, reasonable officlency (50%), and carbon
dioxide resistance are factors responsible for this progress. Progress
has been made on both acid and the alkaline fuel cells since 1967 and
these improvements are illustrated in Table 10-1. The power density of
the alkaline fuel cell doubled in 10 years and the catalyst loading has
dropped by a factor of five.	 The last point requires further explanation
to fully describe its importance.
The commercial use of fuel cells require that they use conventional
fuels. Hydrogen is not a conventional fuel and is not expected to be one
for many years. Fuel cells are the most efficient and have the longest
life when fueled by hydrogen, therefore, some means of producing hydrogen
from conventional fuels is necessary. The available methods for producing
10-2
f hydro(jon from conventIonaI hydrocarbon fuels all resuIt In substantisI
amount, of carbon dioxide. Thus, the tolerance of the phosphoric acid
fuel cell to carbon dioxIdo is a defInIto advantage for this system.
Typically in a fuel cell system that produces do power, two components
are integrated; (i) a fuoI procossor and (2) a fuel coil "stack" (1.e.,
multiple Nei cell units). This permits a variety of fuels to be converted
to o hydro()on-rich gas for use at the anode of the fuel coII stack. While
this element reduces tho overall officIency of the system compared to the
fuel cell stack i)y Itself, it provides some advantages such as: (1) a
range of fuels can be used, (2) a continuous supply of hydrogen can be
maintained, and (3) the highest efficiency and longest life can be achisvod.
The most efficient fuel processor system that can be used with a
phosphoric acid fuel cell stack Is a steam reformer. The chemical reactions
j-ysociated with steam reforming and the subsequent water-gas shift reaction
in the shift converter are as follows:
Steam Reforming Reaction
	
1120 + (-CF12-) -
	
- CO + 2H2
Wator-gas Shift Reaction
	
11 20+CO	 CO2+112
Total Fuel Processor Reaction
	
2H2O + (-CH2-) ------ CO2 + 3H2
The thermal efficiency of the integrated fuel processor and the fuel cell
jnit is 404 as compared to 50% for tho fuel cell unit alone. A diagram
illustratinq this type of system is shown in Figure 10-2. A comparison of
tho offi ionc.ies of various power systems at different load levels is
shown in Fiquro 10-3. The efficiencies of four different power systems as
a function of size .iro shown In Figure 10-4.
Tahlo 10-I.
	
1mprovorrn3nts in 112/Air Fuel Coils (From Ref. 10-210
Alkaline
	
Acid
1967 1977 1967 1977 1977
Current density	 (mA/in. 2 ) 650 1300 2000 2000 2600
Coll	 Voltage	 (V) 0.75 0.7 0.55 0.65 0.50
Power
	
density	 (1W/in. 2 ) 500 900 1060 1260 1550
Oporating ternporature OF) 150-170 180 320 375 80
Thermal	 offlciency	 (%) 51 47 37 44 41
C.nt.jly,t
	 loading
	
(m()/in. 2 ) 6 <1.0 130 5 25
Start-up tine
	
3.5 hr	 5 min (1969)	 15 min
i i f 	 (hr)
	
5,000	 %12,000	 600
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aThe dooelopmont of an integrated fuel processor and the phosphoric
acid fuel cbll system has reached the point where a 4.8 MW unit is to be
demonstrated In thu Consolidated Edison grid in New York in 1981. A smaller
(1.5 kW) unit has been built for the U.S. Army (Figure 10-5) and it is a
fully integrated system.	 This unit is part of a program directed at
F	 developing a family of silent, lightweight power sources with ratings of
0.4 to 5.0 kW. Methanol is the fuel and it goes through a low temperature
steam reformer before being used at tho anode of the fuel cell. Air is
`	 used as the cathode and phosphoric acid is tha electrolyte.
Fuel ce p s rated Lit 40 kW and 60 kW have been built and tested.
Table 10-2 shows the fuel  consumption and the efficiency as a function  of
load for the methanol and the propane fueled cells. The estimated perfor-
mance for the 60 kW reformed methanol-air fue! cell system is shown in
Figure 10-6.
The fuels to he delivered to the Consolidated Edison unit will be
pipeline gas and clean naphtha. The expected thermal efficiency to ac
power, based on the lower heating value of the fuel, is approximately 38
and 37% respectively for the two fuels. If methanol were to be used as a
fuel, it has been projected to result in a thermal efficiency of 39%. A
recent publication for the DOE suggests that megawatt-size units can be
expected to be 17.9 and 44.2% efficient when ac power is generated, and
39.5 and 46.09 when do power is generated using naphtha and methanol,
respectively. Detail of the 4.8 MW fuel cell is given in Table 10-3.
B.	 PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The phosphoric acid fuel cell is made up of several repeating compo-
nents sequentially placed together. A conceptual diagram showing the
relationship of the fuel and oxidant feed, electrodes, electrolyte, and
current collectors is presented in Figure 10-7. 	 Intercell cooling channels
are placed throughout the stacked cells to remove heat and maintain a
uniform and relatively consta!:t temp erature across the plates. A plot
showing the progress in improving call performance is shown in Figure 10-8.
Parameters which affect cell performance are gas composition, temperature,
pressure, impurity levels, and internal resistance.
The efficiency of the conversion process from the chemical energy in
the fuel feed gas to the do electrical output is a function of the electro-
chemical efficiency and the heating value ratio. The electrochemical
efficiency is the roduct of the thermodynamic, and the electrical effi-
ciencies of the cell. The heating value ratio is the ratio of the hydrogen
heat energy to Via total combustible gas heat energy in the fuel feedstream.
This terry, links the conversion efficiency of the fuel processor to the fuel
cell thermal eff'ciency. The hydrogen concentration in the fuel feedstream
Is a direct function of the fuel processor operation.
The bas i c ma'l9rials needed to produce fuel cells are carbon for the
., electrodes. tefIon for seals, platinum as the electrode catalyst, and
phosphoric acid. Phosphoric acid fuel cells have been built and tested
continuously ove ► • the past 10 years w!th fuel processors supplying the
necessary hydrogen. Although the demonstration phase of the large (100 Kw
to 5 MW) units is slated to begin within the next year, there are still
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some difficult problems to be faced. The cost of platinum and the amount
needed in the cells is a serious concern. The loss of electrolyte in
` operating cells is another problem. The limited electrochemical activity at
the air cathode is a barrier to the further improvement of cell performance.
These problems and the need for the standardization of phosphoric acid fuel
cell components constitute the obstacles which must be overcome in the next
decade.
% RATED LOAD
Figure 10-3. Comparison of ac Power Sysi"em Heat Rates
(From Ref. 10-4)
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C.	 FI)EL PROCESSOR
For locomotive applications, the key element in providing an efficient,
compact fuel cell unit is a p ocessor that is capable of converting the
fuel into a hydrogen-rich gas. The primary components of the fuel processor
In a phosphoric acid fuel cell syste:n are two catalytic reactors. One is
the steam reformer and the other is the shift converter.
Methanol and naphtha are the only two fuels likely to be used in a
locomotive fuel cell. The methanol steam reformer operates at temperatures
below 610° F while the Naphtha reformer requires a 1725° F temperature.
Recause of the efficiency of the s-ieam reformer process, very little
shift conversion is needed for methanol. On the other hand, naphtha
requires extensive shift conversion in order to reduce the carbon monoxid3
concentration in the fuel cell feedstream to the required one percent
maximum level.
The energy necessary for the steam ubed In the reformer is important
to the overall efficiency of the processor. A measure of the steam re-
^d rements is the steam-to-carbon ratio which is about 1.5 to 1 for methanol
id 3.5 to 1 for naphtha. These are the minimum amounts of steam necessary
> convert the carbon in the fuel to carbon dioxide without depositin g free
Irbon in the catalyst bed. Carbon deposition in the fuel processor results
1 catalyst failure which necessitates its replacement. The higher steam
Ite for naphtha is reflected in its larger steam converter unit. The
:tensive shift conversion required for naphtha makes the conversion unit
Irger as well.
'The fuel processor for converting methanol to a hydroger,-rich gas is
ire efficient, smaller, and operates at a lower temperature than the
r
ii
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Characteristic Units Value
Specific power W/lb 8.6
Power per unit volume kW/ft3 .22
Lifetime hr 6,000
Rated output kW 1.5
Weight lb 175
Volume ft3
Fuel consumption lb/kWh 1.22
Start time miry 15
Mean time between failures hr 1500
Temperature range OF -65 to +125
Plumber of starts 2000
Figure 10-5.	 1.5 kW U.S. Army Methanol Fuel Cell Power Source
(From Ref. 10-1)
Table 10-2. Fuel Consumption and Power Plant Efficiency
As a Function of Load for 60 kW System
Fuel Consumption 	 % Efficiency
lb Mole/hr	 Base on HHVa
% Load Methanol Propane Methanol Propane
100 1.5765 .5225 41.6 41.3
75 1.1631 .3810 42.3 42.5
50 0.7685 .2548 42.7 42.4
25 0.3946 .1343 41.5 40.2
Hot	 Id!e 0.0623 .0208
aHHV - h^ ; her heating value
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(From Ref. 10-2)
processor
	 for naphtha.	 The space
	 saved	 by	 the methanol
	 fuel
	 processor as
compared tr)	 the	 n=aphtha	 processor
	 is offset	 by	 the
	 increased	 volume	 of
foo l 	 roquirod on-hoard the locomotive. The energy
	 density	 of	 methanol	 is
O'unut	 half	 that of	 naphtha so	 that the	 volume	 required,	 therefore,
	 is
twice that of naphtha.	 The difference in the amount of steam, hence, water
required	 for steam
	 reforming tends
	 to balance out
	 t-e space requirements.
In addition, the methanol could he stored on-board the locomotive as
a premixed solution with water, thereby requiring the meter i ng of only one
fluid. The alternative to this approach is to have an extensive water
reclamation anti purification system. A methanol fuel processor / phosphoric
acid fuel cell _ystem is depicted in Figure 10-9.
n.	 ADAPTATION OF A METHANOL-PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELL SYSTEM TO A
LOCOMOTIVF
If an existing 3000 hp Diesel-electric locomotive were to be retro-
fitted with a fuel cell system, the fuel processor and fuel cell would be
required to have the capacity of 2.5 MW and would replace both the Diesel
engine and the alternator. To fit in a locomotive, the fuel cell system
must he contained in a sp=ace 24 ft long, 8 ft wide, and G to iO ft high and
can weigh no more that 27 tons.
tl q ina the dimensions and specifications of the 4.8 MW ac fuel cell,
an estimate can he made for ^ '?.5 MW do fueI ceII. The 4.8 MW unit is
fueled try pipeline gas or light naphtha and, therefore, the fuel processor
10-9
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is larger than Is required for a methanol processor. Figure 10-10 shows
the plant layout of the 4.8 MW ac module. Approximately one-half of one
fuel processor pallet and one complete power section (fuel cell stack)
pallet as shown should provide the 2.5 MW output. The steam reformer
and high temperature shift conversion units on the 4.8 MW number 2 fuel
processor pallet are depicted in Figure 10-11. The high temperature shift
unit is not required for methanol and the steam reformer unit would be
approximately one-half the size shown. The major components on the rather
fuel processor pallet are not necessary for methanol processing.
Table 10-3.	 Characteristics of 4.8 MW Utility Fuel Cell Power Source
Heat Rate
	
9300 Btu/kWh at rated power
9000 Btu/kWh at 30% of rated power
Power
lovel, 660° F atPower rating	 4.5 MW 'knot ac) at sea
unity power factor
Minimum power
	
25% of rated power
Standby	 Zero output power
Life
Design life (with scheduled
overhaul maintenance)	 20 years
Fuels
Liquids
Gaseous
Load-Response Time
Minimum power to rated output
35% power to rated output
Electrical Output
Power form
Voltage
Operation
Control
Modes
Start
Miscellaneous
Ambient temperature
Acoustic noise
Heat-rejection method
Naptha or
	
Iected kerosone
Natural qas
15 seconds
0.5 second
3 phase; 60 ± 0.1 Hz
13.8 kV ac
Automatic, from remote or on-site
controller
Load, spinning reserve, standby off,
and no-load power-factor correction
Four hours from 70° F
-30° F to + 110° F
55 dB(A) 100 feet from power plant perimeter
Air-cooled (dry cooling tower)
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n(	 Tho projoctod unit would bo 14 ft long, 8 ft wide, and 10 ft high rind
would house tho fool processor and controls. It could possibly weigh 14
to 15 tons. One fuel call section would occupy a space approximately 18
ft long, 9 ft wide, and 10 ft high with a weight of approximately 28
tons. Ragod on these projections It appears that with some packaging
modifications, an advanced methanol fueled phosphoric ac'd fuel coil
comparab!o in ratod power to the D1osel-engine could be mounted on a
locomotive chassis. however, the fuel capacity, now normally 2000 to 4000
gal of diesel fuel would bn ins.f4icient for the same range by nearly
ono-half bocause of the ditr'oronce in tho energy content. In addition,
if a methanol/water mixture Is used as previously described, a total
capacity increase of approximately four times would be necessary and a
tender is required for the train. However, one tender could serve two
locomotives.
Figure 10-12 shows the size and packaging of a 40kW fuel cell being
dovelopod for *the Gas Research Institute and DOE to meet the energy needs
of buildings and for industrial use. The major contractor for this pro-
ject is United Technologies, Inc. Details of this fuel cell are given
in Table 10-4.
The controls necessary to operate the do traction motors using the
power from a phosphoric acid fuel cell are expected to follow the approach
used in vehicular applications by the U.S. Army.	 A schematic of this
system is shown in Figure 10-13. The elements involved in the control
system are (1) a silicon control rectifier (SCR) which Interfaces between
the operator and the power system and (2` a feedback loop connecting the
fuel cell power output and the fuel flow. While the SCR must be specifical-
ly designed to match the fuel cell voltage-current output to the do motor
reciuiromonts for a given operational setting, this type of control is not
u,nrrsuaI. Basically, this type of control is currently in use and is
commonly referred to as a thyrIster. The feedback control loop within the
fut31 cell system is a load-following trim system which maintains the balance
h<atweon the electricity demand and the fuel flow. The fuel cell control
system is des Igned to follow the load on a utility peaking duty cycle and
it is therefore, expected to meet the operational demands of a locomotive.
E.
	 Sa IMMARY
Many factors must be taken into account in assessing whether fuel
cells should or could be utilized in locomotives. 	 Consideration must be
divan to advantages, availability, adaptability, cost, 	 fue l , ease of
operation and future locomotive needs. 	 Table 10-5 shows some of the
characteristics of both the Diesel-electric and the fuel cell locomotives.
If fuel cells were currently as available as the Diesel-electric
systems, the offIcIency comparison of the two would favor the fuel cell,
both at full load and at part load as shown in Figure 10-3. This fuel
cell system would operate on coal-derived methanol. The availability of
light distillate fuels from coal is a future possibility but coal-derived
methanol is possible in the near future using current technology. Although
the fuel cell can be operated on fuels other than methanol, the size
constraints of the locomotive would requ,re considerably more development
in the fuel )rocessing section c)f the system. The operational controls
r
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Tablo 10-4, United Technology Fuel-Cell Data
1. Fuel-cell Reformed gas/air
2. Cell Phosphoric Acid
3. Size NW) 40
4. Status Demonstrated hardware
5. Volume (ft3)
a.	 Cell	 stack 50
b.	 Fuel	 processing 30
c.	 Thermal management II
d.	 Water recovery 14
e.	 Heat recovery 3
f.	 Reactant supply 4
g.	 Inverter II
h.	 Plumbing 40
6. Weight (lb)
a.	 Cell	 stack 1800
b.	 Fuel Processing 820
c.	 Thermal management 450
d.	 Water recovery 250
e.	 Heat recovery 85
f.	 Reactant supply 140
g.	 Inverter 520
h.	 Plumbing 800
7. Operating conditions
a.	 Temperature 375°F
b.	 Pressure 4	 in. - 5	 in. water
8. Operating characteristics
a.	 Voltage 163 V
b.	 Design 287 A
(overall efficiency based
on H.H.V. of fuel)
c. Start-Up time	 Reformer zero hours,
Stack 3 hours
d. Life continuous operation	 8000 hours
A
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Figure 10-13. Fuel Cell/Drive Train Control Interface
required for a fuel cell require minor mod ificatiotts which can be met with
current technology. Fuel cells have demonstrated their ability to fol!.,w
the load Tor simulated utility demands for both the small 40 Kw units and
the 1 MW units in test facilities.	 This indicates that the response time
is adequate for locomotive use.
:ommereIaI fuel cell system can be available within the next 1'3
years. There is little doubt that the fuel cell could be adapted to meet
the locomotive performance requirements using methanol as a fuel. It is
possible that utility sized fuel cells could be commercialized in the next
7 years. These systems would have to be modified for locomotives because
their size requirement: are less than half of the smallest utility unit of
5 MW. Downsizing and repackaging will be necessary to meet the particular
size and weight constraints of the locomotive. If this work was undertaken
in parallel with the utility fL.el cell progriim, a system could be completed
for testing in about 6 to 8 years. A less ambitious approach would probably
require 10 yeas before a test unit could be available.
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iOver and above all these factors are the future needs of the railroad.
If the use of coal-derived fuels and the Improved efficiency are sufficiently
Important, the expense of adapting fuel cells may be ,justified. As fuel
cell technology advances ftwrrd commercialization for utilities, they will
became less expensive. Time I i the determining element.
It
Table 10-5. Design Characteristics of a Fuel Cell
Power Source for a Locomotive
i Diesel Fuel	 Cell
Characteristic Units Requirement Configuration
i
Peak Power
i
kW 2000 2000
Voltage V 600 500
Max, Dimensions (LxWxH)
i
ft x ft x ft	 24 x 9 x 8 24 x 9 x 8
Max. Volume ft3 1700 1700
Max. Weight tons 60 60
Peak specific power W/lb 17 22
Peak power / unit volume kw/ft3 1.20 1.05
Rated efficiency 40 40
Rated heat rate Btu/bhp-hr 6400 6400
Start time (from cold) min 30 120
Time (no load to full	 load) sec 10 3
Operating life hr 50,000 150,000
Time between major overhauls hr 150000 40,000
Pollutants
HC g/bhp-hr 1.5a 0.0001	 w
.	 CO g/bhp-hr 25a^
NOx +	 HC g/bhp-hr IOa 0.07
Opacity $ 15-50a None
d
x1979 Requirements for Heavy Duty Diesel Engines
54
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SECTION XI
OTHER ENGINES AND TRANSMISSIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The engines already discusse ,  are the most likely candidates for
locomotive applications. Four other engines: the Naval Academy heat
balance engine, the stratified charge rotary engine, the reacting gas
Brayton cycle, and the sodium heat engine, are discussed in this section.
Three of than are only at the laboratory stage of development so their use
in locomotives is many years away. However, they do indicate the direction
that engine research is taking.
Two of the engines are based on the Otto cycle. The Otto cycle engines
(spark Ignition engines) have been used in rail cars but they have never
been seriously considered for main line service duo to their Inefficiency.
GasoIIno engine powered rail cars were used on branch IInos as early as 1905.
09noral P ectric produces! gasoline engine powered rail cars from 1909 to
1^0 7 at which time they discontinued production of the gasoline engine in
order to concentrate on railroad electrification. In 1922, H. L. Hamilton
formed the Electro-Motive Engineering Co. with the Intent of designing a
gasoline-electric railcar. From 1922 to 1930, thi:^. company produced rail
cars powered by their own gasoline engines and by engines produced by the
Winton Engine Co. In 1930, both companies were purchased by General Motors.
The present Electro-Motive Division of GM, the largest producer of Diesel-
electric locomotives in the U.S., started alit as a producer of gasoline
engines for rail service.
The spark-ignited Otto cycle engine may yet be a viable locomotive
engine. There are two new variations of Otto cycle engine that look prom-
ising: These are the Naval Academy Heat Balance Engine and the stratified
charge rotary engine. In addition to the Otto cycle engines are the react-
Ing ydS i;rayton cycle engine which Is a a novel form of a gas turbine, and
the Sodium Heat Engine, a true heat engine that bears a remarkable resem-
blance to a fuel cell.
The alter,i-tive transmissions are the hydrokinetic, hydrostetic, and
manual transmissions similar to those used in cars and oth^ar vehicles.
There are some advc:: tages to these transmissions but also some serious
drawbacks. These are discussed later in this section.
B. NAVAL ACADEMY HEAT BALANCE ENGINE
The Naval Academy heat balance engine (NAHBE)', is based on a non-
adiabatic compre.;sion process that utilizes retained hoof and shock waves
to enhance the combustion efficiency. Improvements in thermal efficiency
or, the order of 4: 4, over the conventional Otto cycle encl i nes have been
claimed for some off-peak operating regimes. Figure 11-1 s;-.ws the combus-
tion process which entails the following sequence:
(1) Piston approaches top dead center, Intake valve opens, and intake
stroke begins.
Od
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it
C (2) nitial portion of Intake stroke air enters the cylinder through
auxiliary Inlet (D), followed by a fu•I-air charge from venturl
(E).
(3) Charge is stratified with a very lean composition dust above the
piston.
(4) Compression forces air Into reservoir (B), also known as balancing
chamber.
(5) Ignition causes rapid pressure buildup with large pressure ratio
occurring across gap (C). Subsequent shock compression wave
propagates under piston cap with expansion wave propagating upward
into combustion chamber.
(6) Shock compression under cap builds pressure to higher value than
above cap causing air to flow to combustion chamber (A), (nef.
11-1).
The efficiency gains are due to the two non-abiabatic thermodynamic
processes that take place during the cycle. The first process is the
transfer of heat to and from the piston cap. The second is the heating of
the gas by shock waves generated during the passage of the air into the
balancing chamber.
Research into the Naval Academy heat balance engine was funded by
The Office of Naval Research (ONR). It was directed at quantifying the
contribution of the shock waves and the effect of heat retention by the
piston cap. This research effort was completed by th- beginning of FY78.
Based on the substantiation of the theory, ONR planned a two-year program
to:
(1) Complete computer modeling of the combustion process and
develop a new engine daslgn.
(2) Construct and test an engine based on the NANBE theory.
The brake specific fuel consumption is expected to be about .34 1 
per hp-hr. This value is 25% less than the .45 lb/hp-hr typical of most
spark ignition engines and is comparable to that of many current Diesel
engines. The improvement of 4V at part load would bring the efficiency,
of this engine close to that of Diesel engines over a wide range of speeds
and loads.
C.	 STRATIFIED Ch^RGE ROTARY ENGINE
Curtiss-Wright, under contract to the U.S. Marine Corps, Is developing
a stratified charge rotary combust on engine for military vehicular appli -
cations (Ref. 11-2). The stratified charge combustion process as developed.
by Curtiss-Wright is designed for operation with a wide variety of fossil
fuels, including Diesel fuels No. 1 and No. 2, gasoline, JP-4, and JP-5
while maintaining a fuel consumption level comparable to open chamber
Diesel engines.
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This engine Is shown In Figure 11-2. 	 The vital statistics of this
engine are:
Number of rotors
it i sp I acemerit
Weight (dry)
Length
Width
Height
Output power, peak
Output power, locomotive
rating in Notch 8
Thermal efficiency
(estimated)
Brake specific fuel
consumption (estimated)
4
350 In. 3 per rotor
1860 lb
61 In.
30 in.
29.5 in.
1500 rip
950 hp
35%
.39
The two outstanding features ^f this engine are its multifuel capabil-
ities and its high power to welght ratio, about 0.5 hp/lb. By comparison,
the General Motors -A 3300 hp engine weighs 36,300 lb or a little over
10 lb/hp. The Genera, Electric FDL16 engine is even heavier. It weighs
45,000 lb for a 3300 hp output or 13.6 ib/hp. Even if the rotary engine
is derated to 900 hp, four of them would produce 3600 hp but would weigh
only 7550 lb.	 It may be possible to have high powered locomotives that
do not exceed the axle loading limits while retaining a moderate fuel
i
	
efficiency.
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! ► .	 RF'ACT I tic, GAS nf?AYTON CYCL F
The thira now engine 1s this reactin(-gas turbine. The offlc ! ency of
an idom nrayfon cycle engine 1s not affected by the choice of the working
fluid. Flowovor. In a roaI engIno, the molecular weight of the working fluid
affects both the compressor and turbine efficiencies cnd, hence, the actual
cyc l e thermal offlcioncy.
The offIcioncy c  a closed cycle gas turbIno ongine can be improved,
thooroticaIIy, If the working fluid changes molecular weight as it goon
through the ongIno. A low molecular weight Is preferable in the turbine
and a high molecular weight Is preferred in the compressor. The working
fluid should decomposo when it is heated to the turbine Inlet temperature
and recombine when coo led to the compressor inlet temperature. The change
In moi ,)cular w0 qht leads to an Increase in the net power output and,
therefore, in the thermal efficiency relative to a cycle using a constant
mol^,cular weight working fluid. The performance of sucio a closed cycle is
hoaviIy dopendont on the reaction ki not ics of the gas. If the decomposition
and rocomtination reactions are too slow, then the variation in molecular
weight be!-wean the turbine and the compressor would not be great enough to
ylol,i a significant improvement in officivacy (Rof. 11-3).
Nitrogen tetroxide (N204) Is a suitable fluid in such an application.
During tho decomposition reaction, the nitrogen tofroxide decomposes Into
two mo les of nitro(lon dioxide (NO2). Neat is rocu i-A during this reaction
which will take place over a temperature range of 70° to 340°F. The amount
of heat required is 270 B tu/lb of nitrogen tetroxide. The nitrogen dioxide
can he further decomposed into nitrogen oxide (NO) and oxygen (02). This
react ioon occurs in the temperature range between 2f10°F and 1600°F and
r c,qul ro5 the addition of 530 Btu/It. of NO2. The decomposition process
rosults in a reduction of the molecular weight of the working fluid from
9? for N204 to 32 for the rflxture of NO and 02.
A schematic of the engine system is shown at the top of Figure 11-3.
Nitroqon totroxide gees into the compressor. From the compressor, it
passes through tho recuporator where the first reaction, N204 to 2NO2,
takes place. The nitroge.. dioxide goes to the main heater where the second
reaction, 2NO2 to 2NO and 02, takes place and where the gas mixture Is
heated to the turbine inlet temperature. From the turbine, it returns to
the recuperator where heat is given up and the gas mixture reverts to
nitrogen dioxide. The nitrogen dioxide goes into the cooler where the
wasto heat is rejected and the gas corverts back to nitrogen tetroxide at
the compressor inlet temperature.
The energy flows for two closed cycle gas turbines using N204 and
helium as the working fluids are shown in Figure i1-3. Each diagram is
for the optimum pressure ratio of the working fluid. Both are for a turbine
Inlet temperature of 1500°F. The big difference between the systems Is the
amount of energy required to drive the compressor. The N204 compressor
requires only 1?.4 units, less than one-fourth of the 57.6 units required
for the helium compressor.
Figure 11-4 shows the thermal efficiencies of the two closed cycle
gas turbines. The thermal efficiency of the helium engine peaks sharply
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Figure 11-3. Comparisons of Energy Flow Diagrams
(From Ref. 11-3)
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at a pressures ratio of 1.9 to I. The efficiency of the N204 engine, on the
other hand, is relatively independent of pressure ratio &t pressure ratios
greater than five. At a turbine inlet temperature or 1500°F, the N204
engine has a peak efficiency of 43% while the helium engine peak efficiency
Is only 56%. The flat efficiency curve for N204 indicates that part load
efficiency of this engine would probably be much better than that of the
hellum engino if the design pressure ratio is above seven to one.
Thera is .a large amount of data available on the properties, the
handling reaguiroments, and the material compatibility of nitrogen tetroxide.
It has been used for mar,y yoars by the liquid rocket industry as a storable
propellant. However, there are two serious problems associated with the
use of nitrogen tetraxide. One problem is that it is very toxic and
roquires spoc1aI handIinq. The other is 'eat it is extremely reactive and
this material problem is aggravated by the high temperatures encountered
in the cycie.
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This onginn offnrs a hl ,1h thermal off lelency at a rrl lratively low
turb i no I n l cat t ►nmporature. In fact, very good of f l c i onc;y c-in be etch I evod
at a tomporaturo low onough that a1 metal heat exchanger could he used In a
fluldizod bed combustor and the bed tomporaturo would be at the optimum
IovoI for sulfur dioxide control. This engine has a high Jovo1opmont rind
safety risk factor which must be weighed	 the efficiency gains that
can be achieved.
E.	 TIIE alb I UM 14EAT ENG i NF
The sodium heat engine (Ref. 11-4) Is a novel device capable of the
direct conversion -if heat Into electrical enorgy. This engine operates
continuously as an ion concentration colt with the required concentration
gradient maintained by the Input heat source and the output heat sink.
Figure 11-5 Is a schematic of two versions of t y. a sodium heat engine with
the main components identified. It uses an olectromagnot,c pump which
does not have any moving parts. The only moving part in the engine is the
sodium itself. In operation, sodium is expanded nearly isothermally through
a beta-alumina solid electrolyte with electrical energy being extracted
during the process. Theoretical analysis, combir.ad with the measured
parametors of operating sodium heat engine!,, predict an overall thermal-
electrical conversion efficiency of 75-30% at 1500' F for single colts.
These calculations use component performance loveis already achievod and
do not assume the use of bottoming cycles to recaior exhaust heat. The
operating characteristics of the sodium heat engine, especially Its high
efficiency, make 't well suited for the generallon of electrical power
from chemical fue, In a r•,.,uact unit.
As shown in Figure 11-5, a closed container is partially filled with
the liquid sodium working fluid. The container is physically divided into
a high and a low pressure region by the purfp and the tubu l ar membrane of
the s,)ild electrolyte. There is a porous metal electrode attached to the
electrolyte tube. The inner section of tie device shown at the top of
Figure 11-5 Is maintained at a high temperature by the heat source while
the outer section Is kept at a lower temperature by a heat sink. The
temperature difference between the two regions produces a sodium vapor
pressure differential across the solid electrolyte membrane.
During operation, sodium travels in a closed Inop through the device.
Starting in the high temperature region, the heat source raises the incoming
liquid sodium to the higher temperature level. Since beta-alumina has high
conductivity for sodium ions and negligible electrical conductivity, the
same number of electrons must leave the high temperature zone as the number
of sodium ions that enters the beta-alumina. The sodium ton; migrate through
the electrolyte In response to the pressure differential. After passing
through the external electrical load, the electrons are recombined with the
sodium Ions at the porous electrode-electrolyte Interface. Neutral sodium
then evaporates from the porous electrode, and passes through the vapor
space to the condenser. The condensed liquid sodium is returned to the
high temperature region by an electromagnetic pump to complete the cycle.
The processes occurring in the solid electrolyte and at its interfaces
are nearly equivalent to an Isothermal expansion of the working fluid.
The thermodynamic analysis of this device can be 'round in Reference 11-4.
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Figure  + 1-6. Ca I ,:u I ated Power-Efficiency Performance
(From Ref. 11-4)
It indicates that the sodium heat engine nfficiency, nog lec:tInq extraneous
heat leaks from the hot to cold sides, can bo as high as 90% of the Carnet
cyc I o efficiency. F I quro 11-6 shows the thermal of f i c i envy rat the device
taking Into account Internal resistance, a heat sink tomporature of 400' f,
electrical lead resistance, radiation, and other Io,.sas. This more rcjal-
i st i c appraisal Indicates  that Vie off 1 c i enc:y Is .about 00% of the Carnot
cycle efficiency at the conditions shown.
The maximum efficiency of the engine is shown in Figure 11-7. The
efficiency at maximum power is about 20% lower than the maximum efficiency.
Since maximum efficiency Is Achieved at very low power levels, this device
Is quite unusual in that the efficiency increases at part load. Nearly all
heat engines show either a slight increase or a decrease as the load is
reducod.
As oxpocted the efficiency increases as the heater temperature is
Increased. The thermal off iciency aIso varies with the heat sink temper-
aturo as shown in Ficiure 11-8. This ongine is also unusual in that within
a range of temperatures from 200° F to 600' F, the thormal efficiency is
nonr I y independent of the sink temperature. At a sink. temperature of X300°
F, tho thermal efficiency is slightly higher than it i:a at 200° F, Above
600° F, the efficiency falls off rapidly with an increase i7 tcmperature.
Thn device is far from ready for use in a locomotive. There is much
roaotarch that is needed but it has considerahlo potential. The maintenancc3
of such in en ,j i ne would he .;ma I I compared to the Mosel  ong i nea-a I ternator
romb i na t i on that It would replace.ace. I f the projected efficiency cif 35 to
40'.', for a series connected set of cells is realized, it would he competitive
°ate+N4 Qua^mr
of
TA
- U(iciency vs. TZ6 optWaad loads. Ro
• 0.18 A • eo . T1 - 2000C. Z - 20
Figure 11-7. Efficiency vs. Input Temperature Optlmizou Leads
(From Ref. 11-4)
SPECIFIC POWER
- Calculated pow:-effi fancy posfoemsnce
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Figure 11-8. Calculated Power-Eff . ency
(From Ref. 11-4)
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with pro5ont Diesel engines and much simpler. If a coAl-fired fluldizod
hod combustion system was usad as the heat source, the ,, this engine would
he competitive with closed cycle gas turbines operating at much higher
temperatures. it is too early to tell if these predicted results can be
achieved, but the development of this engine should be followed.
F. ALTERNATIVE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
Almost all locomotives in the U.S. have electric transmissions, how-
ever, other transmissions could be used. A mechanical transmission similar
In nature to the manual transmisslor f-)und on cars and trucks is one pos-
sible type. Hydraulic transmissions are also viable candidates. In fact.
hydraulic transmissions have been in limited use for many years on the
railroads.
There are two basic types of hydraulic transmissions, hydroKIne'"ic
and hydrostatic. The hydrokinetic is characterized by high velocity fluid
streams that transmit power. The torque converter used in automobi'' , es is a
typical example of a hydrokinetic transmission.	 Another example, the
hydraulic coupling, is the hydraulic analog of a slipping clut0i. The
hydrostatic transmission uses high pressure and limited fluid flow to
transmit power. It consists of a pump and one or more hydraulic motors
making It the hydraulic equivalent r.f the electric transmission. 	 It is
used on a wide variety of equipmeni ranging f- - garden tractors to large
off-highway construction equipment. 'The hydrostatic transmissions aro
primarily on low speed equipment while the hydrokinetic transmissions are
employed for higher speeds. Both types have boon used in locomotives.
This chapter examines these alternative transmissions on locomotives as a
means of saving fuel. The two main considerations are the efficiency of
the transmission itself and the matching of the transmission to the engine.
Both can have a strong effect on locomotive fuel efficiency.
G. 14YDROKINETIC TRANSMISSIONS
The simplest hydrokinetic transmission is the hydraulic or fluid
coupling which consists of two main parts; the impeller and the turbine.
The input power goes to the impeller and the output shaft is connected to
the turbine. A schematic of a fluid coupling is shown in Figure 11-9.
The fluid is accelerated outward by the impeller to point A where it leaves
the impeller and enters the turbine. The kinetic energy of the fluid is
transferred to the turbine as the fluid slows down and flows inward to
pulnt B where it leaves the turbine and re-enters the impeller. Power
from the input ,shaft drives the impeller. The flow through the turbine
provides power at the output shaft. A centrifugal force field is set up
in both the impeller and the turbine. If they are both running at the
same speed, the two fields cancel each other out and there is no fluid
flow and no power transmitted. In order to transmit power, there must be
a difference in speed between the impeller and the turbine. The "speed
ratio" of a coupling is the ratio of the output speed to the input speed
and it is normally less than onn. The torque across a coupling is constant,
Independent of the speed ratio. The efficiency of any hydrokinetic trans-
mission is the product of the speed ratio and the torque ratio. The "torque
ratio" is the ratio of output torque to input torque. Since the torque
ratio is always one, the efficiency of the coupling is the same as the
11-12
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spend ratio.	 The Input power that Is -ibsortx.d by the impeller is given
by this e(juation:
r-CAN3D5
whorn, P Is the power N I s the ro ; i ona I speed of the I mp-i I I er and D i s
this diameter of the impeIIor. The CA term is a variable which IncIujes the
unit conversion, and the affect of the coupling design (inlet and exit
angles of the Impollor and turbine).
	
In some designs, CA is also a func-
tion of the spored ratio. In order to improve the fluid flow between the
tur1)1no and ImpoIIor at oft -design conditions, oIther one or both may be
split intc; two or more attached parts connected by overrunning clutches.
Figure 11-9. Pictorial Drawing of Fluid Coupiiny
(From Rot. i1-5)
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The schematics In rows A anti A t
 of F i quro ii-i0 show fiomo of the variations
In fluid couplings.
A torque converter Is similar  to a f I u io coup I i nt1 oxcept that 6 Jator
or reactor Is used In the converter.
	
The tarrluo converter d i f fors In
performance from a fluid coupling by having greater output torque than
input torque at low spends. This torque multiplication is largest when
the turbine Is stalled ( output speed equals zero) . Depend i nq on tho3 do" i ;1n
of the converter, the Stall torque ratio can be as high as 5, but in zauto-
motive practice, it is normally 2.0 to 2.2. The stall torque ratio is
determined by the number of clomonts (impellers, turhinos, and reactors)
used and by their rolativo Ioca-,ion in the converter.
The efficiency of a torquo converter is the product of its sp-ad
ratio and its torque ratio Just as In the case of a fluid coupling.
Since the torque ratio across the converter is greater than ono In tho
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I r-)w spood roncjo, i is of f l c i oncy i s h i c1hor than that of a f I u i d coup I i nq.
I n tho h i qh spool ron(jo, *ipproach i nq a spol ')d rat i o of one, the torque
ratio approaches -vro n-, loos tho officioncy. rI(lure 11-1I shows the
cif f irioncy of a for iue converter and a fluid coupl my as o function of
tilt ,
 t-,pood ratio. Tho point whoro tho two curvos cross is the coupling
;pc3c?cf . At this po i n-r, the roartor in a commorc i a I convo y ter Is released
and aiIowoki to rotato ,mith th0 turhino, offactIveIy chancyinl the convor-
for I nto o coup l i n(I w i t  a I Cant (ja i n i n of f i c i cincy. In gonera I,
tho h i qlv r the stall torque ratio, the lower tilt) peak efficiency of the
(:)nvo.r for in,! tho I owor tho coup 1 i nl point ;pool ratio.
	
Tho	 and do g, i qn of i torquo convo y ter mu •, t he carefully matched
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t
as fluid couplings. The coofficlont CA will differ since it is a func-
tion )f the design.
	 It is Also a function of the speed ratio as shown
in riguro 11-12 for a typical automotive torque converter. In the Ilter-
ature on torque converters, a K factor is used which is called the
%bsr.rption speed factor. It is defined as:
K = N /APT 	 (11-2)
where, N is the rotation speed of the impeller and T Is the input torquo.
The power capacity facto- (Cp) is also used in the literature and is
the product of CA
 and D •' in Equation 11-1. The power capacity factor
SPEED RATIO - OUT/IN
Figure i1-12, Power Capacity Factor
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ct and tho ohsorp t 1 on spood f actor art, ro I atod through th Is oquaat Ion:
whom in 1,, a constant for unit conversion. r p is a more convenient unit
to ti ro I n computation since, at as spood raat io of ono, It i y z oro whoroa s K
i ,; infinito at this value.
Thoro aro a wldo variety of convortor dosigns, some of which area shown
In F laluro 11-1 S.	 Tho torquo multiplication ratio is rarely sufficient for
any practical application. 	 Ono or mcx o clear sots can ho usod with the
conver ter to incroa yo tho ovoraI1 torque rati o and to hoIp troop the torque
convortor , operatioq in an officIont hpood mange.	 Fiquro 11-14 shows a
numhor of rombinitIons of goatrs and torque convertors. 	 The effect of
these comb ineatIon y can bo to Improvo the off 1eIoncy kind the torque rat Io
,acror;s the ontirc. ;pood ratio range. Figure 11-19 shows tho performance of
,an output-coup r .1d shift roactor combination. ThIs system acts Iike sovera1
ail f foront convertor—, put toclothor.	 In tho low spood ratio range, the
officioncy and torque multiplication are high. 	 If this system used only a
implo convortor, the officioncy would ho ponallzod In the high spood
ratio raantle.	 1 ho tloor-convortor combination has high  offIcioncy at bath
low and h i clh -:good ratios.
A tOrq irca convortor in I oco mot i vo service would ha,vo 'to ho larger than
tho automot i vo convertors which aarca In the 10 to 12 In. range. Depend i ng
(in tho doto i i 5 of tho convortor, ,-a Iocomot i vo convortor wou i d nood to bo
4 11 1 n. i n d lame. ca r to absorb 5160 tap at 1000 rpm and to havo an of f I c. 1 oncy
of W4. If the Off1c1oncy wa y lowered to 90%, the diamotor would bo 40 in.
for tho s amo powr^ r and ;pood. This raingo of d i amotors I---, compatible with
t- h o ,paco a v a i I ,Iti I  I n a1 I oco>trm-it ivo. 4 go,ar sot w i l l bee noc:os scary to
match tho l ocolnot i vet spood to the ong i no speed without oporaat i nil tho torque
convortor III ,a low efficiency raan llo. When tho I ocorraot 1 vo Is operating in
notch ti, I t 1 s doe. l rao:a t o to h,avo the convertor of f i c i oncy around 95%. 1 n
th I s raango, tho con^.ortor i s runn i nq I i ko .a coup I i ng w I th a speed rat io of
O.w-i.
There afro two conditions which define the limits of operation In
notch S. One is high spood (60 - 70 mph) operation on level track. The
ether is low spood operation ( 1 1) to 20 mph) on ascending grados. Assuming
40 In. whools, tho overall gear ratio from the axle to the converter ou"put
is 1.70 for a speed of 70 mph and 5.95 for a speed of 20 mph. If a raatic of
1.70 is used In the differentials,  then the gear sot would have a ran ge of
1.0 to 1. 9). Using an eight speed geaar :'sat, the gear ratios Would ho 1 .0,
1.19, 1.4 S, 1.71, 2.05, 2.44, 2.'iS, and 3.51. A neutral position would be
used for idle.
In Figure 11-16 from Ref. 11-7, a typical torque converter power;
sprard relationship is shown as a broken line. A typical railway duty
curve for a Diesel-e3lectric locomotive is shown as a solid lino. Although
the two curves are not identical, they are closo enough that tho porfor-
mance and fuel consumption would riot differ significantly. A torque con-
verter transmission does not provide much dynamic braking. A convertor
acts IIke a fluid coupling during the coast and braking operation. As a
11-17
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Figure 11-15. Output-Coupled Shifted Reactor
(From Ref. 11-6)
result, there is little power absorbed by the ongIno. Another means of
providing braking power Is required with this type of transmission.
It is feasible to design a torque converter that has 95% efficiency
during stoady speed operation. The additional gearing, drive shafts, and
differential would amount to about 5% in loss so that the system effic-
iency from the torque converter Input to the rails Is 88 to 91% over a
wide range of output loads. This is comparable to the performance of
electric transmissions In the same type of service.
The torque converter transmission wou!d need in addition to the
converter, an automatic shifting gear set, driveshaft, and differential.
The differential is needed to compensate for differences in wheel dia-
meters. If the axles were geared together directly, two axles with
different wheel diameters would try to rotate at different speeds. Since
they can't, o , e would be forced to slip on the rail causing rapid wheel
and rail wear. A differential allows each axle to rotate independently.
The mechanical complexity of the torque converter transmission and its
lack of significant braking ability puts it at a disadvantage re:ative
to the electric transmission. The torque converter has little to offer
when compared to the electric transmission.
H.	 HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
The hydrostatic transmission consists of a hydraulic pump, a hydrau-
lic motor, and the connecting high pressure lines. It is, in fact, the
hydraulic analog of the electric transmission in use now. The pump, which
corresponds to the alternator/rectifier is usually a positive displacement
tv;jo and may be a vane, lobed, gear or piston pump. For high power level
installation, the piston pumps are preferred. The piston pumps are either
11-20
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a crankshaft type with  I n t l Rio or Voo cylinder arrangements or a swashp 1 ai o
type with a variable plate anglo. In general, the pump is a high pressure,
low flow device. Pressures of 3000 psi are common and a few pumps run up
to 5000 psi. Those high prassuros cause serious problems If the pump and
motor are any distance apart, Nigh pressure hosos or motal lines tiro
subject to failure ospocIaIIV in the harsh vibrational env ironmont of a
locomotive. The motor, like the pump, Is usually a positive displacement
devipo. In many cases, both the pump and the motor are the same typo of
unit. Sometimes, the two units are in the same hOLsIng with the linos
Internally connected.
Theoretically, the hydrostatic transmission can do anything that the
o'actric transmission can do. Unlike the electric transmission, it does
not have a minimum continuous speed to limit its use at low speeds. How-
over, it does have hydraulic fluid which has both a viscosity and a vapor
pressure. Since the fluid lubricates both the pump and the motor, It must
have a reasonably high viscosity. High viscosity, however, tends to reduce
efficiency and to increase the heatlnq of the fluid. The vapor pressure
limits the speed of the fluid. Excessively high speeds lead to cavitation
and damage to the transmission. In general, viscosity dnd vapor pressure
limit the speed of the transmission. For this reason, tho use of hydro-
static transmissions is usually limited to low speed applications. Their
use in the railroad field has boon limited mostly to switch engines which
are typically low speed, high traction locomotives. For this typo of
sorvico, they are well suitod. For line haul locomotives, the limitations
of the hydostatle transmission prevents it from being a viable competitor
to the electric transmission.
.	 MECHANICAL TRANSMISSIONS
o manual transmission in an automobile is a typical mechanical
transmission. However, the eight, ton, and thirtoen speed manual trans-
missions used on trucks are similar to those that could be used on loco-
motives. Since this type of transmission is step-wise variable in speed
(discrete changes in gear ratio), a slipping element is needed to syn-
chronize the engine and the wheels during shifting and to allow operation
at very slow speeds (creeping). In automobiles and trucks, a clutch is
used as the slipping element, usually a dry clutch for low power operation
and a wet foil filled) clutch for higher power level.
The ma!n reason for considering a mechanical transmission Is its high
efficiency (96% to 99%) over the full range of locomotive speeds. However,
as discussed in the section on hydrostatic transmissions, driveshafts and
differentials are needed to connect the transmission output to the wheels.
These components will reduce the overall efficiency by 2 to 5 percentage
points. The efficiency, measured from the engine output to the rail, would
be about 94% + 3% over the locomotive speed range. The gearset might have
either 91ght or ten ratios and is likely to have semi-automatic shifting.
A manually shifted transmission is not practical in this large size, and
the widely varying loads due to different consist weights would make the
shift control on a fully automatic transmission extremely complex. In a
semi-automatic transmission, the engineer selects the gear ratio desired
and the transmission makes the actual shift change. The engineer will
have eight notch positions and eight to ten gear ratios to select from in
i)-22
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his handling of the Iocomotivo. The raoloction of a notch position-goer
ratio yet doponds hoa%'ly on the experience of the engineer. The energy
savings which results from the use of a mechanical transmission is about 3%
at high  I oconot i vo spoocfs to about 10% at speeds near 15 mph. This gain
could easily bo negated by the improper selection of the notch position-
godr ratio sot.
J. SUMMARY
In genordI, all of those aItornatIvo transmissions are technically
feasible. However, none of them display a ^Ignificant advantage over the
oIoctrIc transmission. Even the 3% to 10% efficiency gain of the mechanical
transmission is not enough to make it worthwhile to spend the necessary
money to dovolop it.
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SECTION XI i
REGENERATIVE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
A.	 I FITRO()l1CT i ON
In recont years the use of dynamic braking has become standard practice
In Amorictin rail freight operations. In fact It now is virtually mandatory
that the locomotive drive system be able to absorb energy thereby reducing
the heat energy Input to the wheels both for long descending grades and
for decelerating train operations. The P:octric motor, either do or
polyphase ac, has this regenerative capabil i ty, and the fact that the energy
Is returned in oloctricai form facilitates Its handling and ultimate
disposition. Table 12-1 lists the magnitudes of the energy and power
Involved. The data used in this table are the roll i ng resistance values
of 5.7 lb/ton at 40 mph and 16 lb/ton at 70 mph. 'These data are for 70 ton
cars and are compatible with Davis data at , 40 mph. The energy penalty fcr
high speed operation Is apparent in Table 12-1. It requlras almost three
times the energy to go a given distance at 70 mph than it does at 40 mph.
Selection of train speeds, however, is a route and traffl ,^ specific
decision and is not considered further. this energy Is ,reversibly
dissipated on a continuous basis, and is simply the price of running trains
or any mode of transportation at the selected speed.
The ratio of the kinetic energy to the dissipated energy per mile is
the distance the train could be moved at the given speed using only its
kinetic energy. As it turns out, this distance Is relatively Independent of
speed and Is 3.6 to 3.9 ml, throughout the speed range of 40 to 70 mph
and, more important, It is quite small when compared with the distance a
(rain moves between stops in cross-country or almost any intercity service.
Grades can be a different matter, particularly if they are steep,
e.g., 1.5% or greater, and long, e.g. 10 mi or more. Here, a considerable
amount of energy is involved. The amount is determined only by the dif-
ference in elevation between the top and bottom of the grade and the mass
of the train. There are usual train resistances which must be overcome
as the train descends such as aerodynamic, flange, bearing, etc., but if
the grade is in excess of 0.3% (15.84 ft/m(), there may be, depending on
speed, excess energy which must he dissipated. The amount of this excess
energy can he estimated from the allowing equation:
E - 0.0517 Tt GP D	 hp-nr
where E , Is the total energy In horsepower-hours, Tt is the total weight in
tons of the train (locomotive and consist), Gp Is the percent grade and
D is the distance along the track in miles. As an example, assume that a
unit coal train of 68 100-ton cars, drawn by 3 GP40 locomotives is descend-
ing a one percent grade that Is 7 mi long. The total weight of the train
Is 9346 tons and the total energy is 3382 hp-hr. If the train is going to
maintain a speed of 20 mph, energy must be dissipated at a rate of 9664
hp. At 30 mph, it Is 14,496 hp. The requirements of 'r ire 'rra I n to dissipate
energy on a down grade may very easily be greater than Its ability to
generate it in the locomotives on up grades.
U
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kTable 12-1. Energy and Power for a Typical Train
t
Speed
	 Speed	 Grade
40 mph
	
70 mph
	
i%
Roslstance lb/ton
	
5.7	 16.0	 20.0
Power hp/ton	 .61	 3.0	 ---
Dissipated Energy k4!h/mi/ton 	 .011	 .03i	 .040
Kinetic Energy kWh/ion	 .040	 .125	 ---
Kinetic/Dissipated Energy mi 	 3.6	 3.9	 ---
There, are two ways for the tra i n to dissipate the excess power on a
downgrade. One is the train brakes, operated by air and acting on the
wheels of each car. The other is the dynamic braking system in the loco-
motive. In this system, the do motors act as generators and absorb power
from the wheels to create electricity. The electricity is fed to resistor
grids where the power is dissipated as heat. The grid capacity limits the
amount of power which can be handled and the maximum speed of the train.
In the earlier example, grids which could handle 10,000 hp would be satis-
factory at 20 mph but not at 30 mph which would result in a 45% overload.
In notch 8 operations, 3382 hp-hr of energy represents about 1200 gal
of fuel. .1!-0 as this amount of energy must be dissipated in descending
the hill, th', amount and more is needed for a similar train to climb the
hill. Ideally, the 1200 gal of fuel could be saved if the energy from a
descending train could be transferred to an ascending one. The real
world conditions make it very unlikely that two trains of equal mass would
be on the hill at the same time going in opposite directions. However,
the idea of saving the energy from the descending train is very attractive
from a fuel or energy conservation standpoint. Obviously, the energy must
he stored for reuse later. In storing it, there are three things to be
considered: (1) where is the energy going to be stored?, (2) how is it
doing to be stored?, and (3) how should the stored energy be used?
B.	 ENERGY STORAGE
The energy can be stored either on or off the train. If it is stored
on the tr ain, the energy density Is important and limits the "how to store
it" question to such devices as batteries, flywheels, hydraulic accumulators
and pneumatic systems. If it is stored off the train, these devices could
also he used as well as pumped storage and electric utility lines. In
this last method, the electricity produced by the descending train is put
into the utility grid and power is delivered by the grid to the ascending
trains. flow the power is to be used is the third question. Using it to
poker trains climbing the hill has been discussed as one option. Another
12-2
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f'a Is to u9n tho power to propoI tho same train along the track after- It has
roachod the hottnm of the hill. As an example, using the train described
oarlior, the onorgy derived from its 7 ml doscont could drive the train
about 20 ml along a level track. This typo of operation may be more onorgy
officiont than storing it f.,r use In helping trains ascend the grddo.
This would ho tho caso if, for example, the number or weight of the trains
in one direction was .,lgnificantly different than in the reverse direction
or if the number of trains were few and the internal losses in the energy
storago dovien word high.
rnorgy storago on the train is riot practical from a weight standpoint.
Batteries havo an onorgy density of 8 to 15 Whr/lb. The train used earlier
,r r. an oxamplo would require 168,000 lb of batteries at the 15 Whr/lb rating
to, absorb all of the onorgy. This is assuming the batteries were totally
dischargod at the ;tart. Norma IIy, a 50% discharge level is about as low
a5 Is feas i h l o to go and still got a roasonab l o I 1 fe out of the battery.
This would doublo the weight to 3 36, 000 lb. Two large cars would be required
Just to rarr-y the batteries. This Is only on an energy basis. Batteries
tiro not very good on ra power donsity basis. Typically, they run 10 to 30
W/Ih. At 20 mph, a train dovolops 9664 hp or 7200 kW. At 10 W/lb, the
hjatterio, would woigh 71(),068 lb. Ton watts per pound is a reasonably
high power density for tho charging of batteries. They wiII deliver power
at tho 30 W111) rating. Cven if advanced batteries double these ratings,
and none appear to have that potential, they would still require several
cars just to carry thom. The power density of flywheels is ten times as
groat as for batteries but the onorgy density 1s about half to three-
quartors as (food. Even under the host conditions the sizo of the flywheel
will he in the 300,000 to 400,000 1h cIass. Hydraulic and pneumatic systems
are even loss favorable.
There is another moans of utilizing the onert,ly derived from dynamic
hraking. This approach is to use the electrical power to dissociate water
in an electrolytic coil and to store the hydrogen in a metal hydride or as
a compressed gas. The hydrogen could be used as a fuel in the locomotive
in a fuel cell or sold to industry as a feedstock for a variety of uses.
Going hack to the earlier example of a train descending the hill, the 3382
hp-hr of energy could be converted Into 150 lb of hydrogen assuming about
()0% electrolytic cell efficiency. One hundred and fifty lb of hydrogen
could be stored in 1200 1  of IIthIum hydride, 2000 1  of magnesium hydride,
or 8000 lb of iron-titanium hydride (Ref. 12-2). The weight of the con-
tainer and the required heat exchanger is not included but can be estimated
to weigh at least as much as the hydride itself. This energy storage
system consisting of a water supply, electrolytic cell, metal hydride
storage bed, and heat exchanger could not be installed in a locomotive but
would have to be housed in a separate car. It must be concluded that
on-board train energy storage Is not feasible today or in the foreseeable
future.
The energy storage system must, therefore, be located away from the
train and the power transferred from the train to the storage site. This
type of system has been studied by Lawson and Cook at Garrett AiResearch
(Ref. 12-3) in considerable detail. Some of the alternative energy storage
concepts investigated are shown in Table 12-2. The battery costs per kWhr
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Storage Concept
Round Trip
Efficiency
Installed
S/kwhr
Cycle
Life
Service
Life
Battery 60 70 1000 2 Months
Pumped hydroelectric 76 1000 106 30 Years
RegeneraTlon to utility 92 1200 106 30 Years
Compressed air 37 N/A i0E 3:	 Yet•s
Flywheel 91.2 270 106 30 Years
•Site-dependent
Table 12-2. Alternative Storage Concepts
(From Ref. 12-3)
Total Capacity
Usable Capacity (2 to 1 s peed range)
Maximum Speed
Diameter
Length
Weight
Peripheral speed
vacuum recuirements
Loss at 100 percent speed
Loss at 50 percent speed
Moment of Inertia
Spin-down time (100 to 50 percent speed)
7.33 Mwhr
5.5 Mwhr
2037 rpm
13.5 ft
17.28 ft
6r.4.4 tons
440 ft/sec
10 torn
136 hp
48 hp
855,800 lb-ft-sect
87 hr
Table 12-3. Characteristics of Optimurl Steel Flywheel
(From Ref. 12-3)
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are low but their lives are short. Their life-cycle costs over a 30 year
period are excessive. This study concludes that the wayside energy storage
system using a flywheel as the storage medium is the most attractive
approach. Details of their optimum steel flywheel are shown in Table 12-3.
The energy density for this whoei Is 6.11 Whr per pound which Is about
half that of present batteries but better than the other storage systems.
They also conclude that supplemental power would be needed when stored
energy is not adequate and that a tie-in to nir electrical util ity
 is pre-
f oral) le to the on-board Diesel engine or a wayside generating unit. Details
of the system can be found in the report.
A wayside energy storage system consisting of a water supply, elec-
trolytic cell, metal hydride storage, and a fuel cell, together with the
required electrical controls would be better than the flywheel at some
sites. Flywheels suffer from a steady dissipation of energy due to windage,
hearings, and seals. In areas where the traffic is irregular either in
schedule or train weight, the hydrogen energy storage system can be more
efficient.
One of the key features of the wayside energy storage system is the
development of the dual-mode locomotive. A locomotive of this type, derived
fror^ an SD40 unit, is shown in Figure 12-1. These locomotives are standard
Diesel-electric units fitted with a pantograph, transformer, and a thyristor
converter which will permlt it to operate as an electric locomotive on
electrified track or as a Diesel on nonelectrified track. An important
consideration is that it allows an evolutionary change-over to electrifi-
cation rathbr than an abrupt one.
Diesel locomotives are typically engine power limited in the middle
speed range (15 to 60 mph) a,id the traction motors are underutilized. In
this speed range, the motors are capable of producing up to five times as
much power as the Diesel engine on a continuous basis. On a steep hill,
the speed of a train may be only 15 mph because of the Diesel power limi-
tation. Electrification, either from wayside energy storage or from a
utility, would make it possible to use the full capacity of the traction
motors and the train could climb the h I I I at 30 mph. On grades where
helper engines are normally used, dual-mode locomotives and electrification
can reduce or eliminate the need for the helpers with a resultant saving
of both fuel and labor. The elimination of helpers frees locomotives for
other uses, reduces transit time and reduces labor costs. The fuel savings
amount to the total fuel that would have been consumed by both the line
locomotives and the helpers. While it is a small fraction of the total
fuel consumed by all the railroads, it may be a substantial amount for the
individual railroad.
The dual-mode locomotive has advantages not related to energy storage.
This type of locomotive provides a partial solution to the high cost of
Eg, electrification. It allows the costs to be spread over a longer- period of
time and to electrify those routes or sections of routes where the benefits
are greatest. The flexibility of the dual-mode locomotive is a decided
advantage. It can provide continuity of operations during power outages
and reduc, tho dependence of the railroads on petroleum fuels. Its devel-
opment is encouraged.
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Up to this point, only the effect of the grades has boon considered.
Since only a very small portion of any cross-country or even Inter-city
route has a si;finIfIcant grado, it is necessary to put the potential fuel
savings into perspective. A specific example is presented as an Illustra-
tion. Consider a 200 mi operating district with 160 mi of relatively flat
grades and 20 mi each of uphill and downhill with an average grade of
1.5%. The 20 mi uphill requires a potential energy input of 1.2 kWh/ton.
At 40 mph, which wound be a very good uphill speed, the dissipated energy
for the 20 mi is .22 kWhr/ton. This dissipated energy is small compared
with the potential energy and the potential energy is Independent of speed.
The downhill energy may be considered to be zero, the excess energy typi-
cally is dissipated in resistor grids but could be reco%ered for other
use. For the level 160 mi, the dissipated energy is 1.76 kWnr/ton at 40 mph
or 5.12 kWhr/ton at 70 mph. Comparing the recoverable 1.2 kWhr/ton po-
tential energy of the hill with the 1.94 kWhr/ton dissipated energy at
40 mph and the 5.34 kWhr/ton dissipated energy at 70 mph it is readily
seen that at 40 mph, the potential energy and the dissipated energy are
comparable while at 70 mph the recoverable potential energy Is only 'a
fraction of the irreversibly dissipates± energy. These energies are measured
at the wheel-rail interface and do not include efficiencies associated
with the transfer, storage or re-use of the energy.
Undoubtedly, the wayside energy storage system can save a considerable
amount of fuel at each grade where it is installed. However, the number
o$ grades which are suitable for its use are very limited. Lawson and Cook
identified the thirty-four prime candidate sites shown in Table 12-4 and
estimated that another 40 to 50 potential sites exist in the U.S. The fuel
savings are projected to be about 56 million gal per year on the three
routes analyzed and it may be estimated that about twice this amount may
be saved if all of the potential sites are utilized. The tota,' savings is
of the order of 110 million gal per year or about 2.5% of the total fuel
consumption of the railroads. As a means of reducing the total fuel
consumption it is, by itself, not a very effective method. It can repre-
sent, however, a first step to system electrification of the railroads
and electrification will result in a substantial reduction in petroleum
fuel usage.
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Ranking
Factor
32.4
69.7
32.86
112.75
57.5
43.8
27.8
27.12
27.46
37.4
33.8
41.2
39.1
41.6
56.0
34.1
30.6
r
.
Io.B
69.5
50.7
50.3
50.2
55.8
$6.1
56.3
54.?
29.1
56.9
*Traffic date not available
*The ranking technique cannot be applied to BM 6 LP since the railroad It electrified
and this distorts the rankings. This Is because the simplistic approsth adopted
Is only valid wren comparing similar (In this case diesel) railroads.
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Table 12-4. Wayside Energy Storage Prime Candidate Grades
(From Ref. 12-2)
1 n der
No.
035
036
037
056
061
063
066
069
090
121
145
175
176
183
195
202
206
220
222
226
227
230
240
242
243
244
246
247
248
251
252
255
261(a)
(b)
Pal Irood
onion Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Southern
DIVA I R
Southern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Denver 6 Rio Crande Western
Denver b Rio Grande Western
Burlington Northern
Burlington Northern
Burlington Northern
Burlington Northern
Consolidated Rail Corp.
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa Fe
Atrh'son Topeka b Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka A Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka d Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 8 Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa Fe
Atchison Topeka 6 Santa re
Black Mesa 6 Lake Powell
Black Mesa 6 Lake Powell
Identification
Baker - Weatherby
Union Junction - Powds .'liver
La Grande - Duncan
Cheyenne - Laramie
Echo - Wahsatch
Orr - Milepost 40
Elgin - Crestline
Borer - Los Vegas
Kelso - Nipton
Braswell Mountain
Duluth
Cascades (South)
Cascades (North)
Sierras (Roseville - Sparks)
Colton - Indio
Helper - Springville
Denver - Granby
Wenatchie - Skykamish
Easton - Auburn
Garrison - Missoula
De Smet - Dixon
Harrisburg - Pittsburgh
San Pernardino - Vlctorvlile
Needles - Goffs
Flagstaff - Canyon Diablo
B.Ilemgnl - Flagstaff
Eagle Nest - Williams Junction
Hackberry - Pica
Topock - Kingman
Gallup - Bolen
Bolen - 51110
Vaughn - Fort Sumner
Page - Milepost 31
Milepost 44 - Kayonte
SECTION XIII
LOCOMOTIVE OPERATIONS
A. I NTRODI ICT I ON
Locomotive operations refers to the manner in which locomotives are
purchased, dispatched, and operated on the tracks. The areas which affect
operations are adhesion, traction motor characteristl , b, engine power,
number of axles, slip control, and more. These items i.fluence affect the
fuel consumption of the locomotive fleet In a number of iys. They include,
the operating speed for best fuel economy, the number )f helpers needed,
the weight of the locomotives used, and the type of motor (ac or dc) used
on the locomotive.
The fuel savings which result from changes in operational procedures
are alluded to in this work but no quantitative results are included.
The actual fuel savings are site sensitive and are also heavily influenced
by company policies, speed limits, and the engineer in the cab.
Three aspects of operations will be discussed here. The first section
of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of traction, power, and adhesion.
This section is the introduction to the factors influuncing the wheel to
rail Interface and describes how they can affect fuel usage and locomotive
operations. The second section is a brief discussion of ac versus do trac-
tion motors and their influence on locomotive dispatching. The final
section is an analysis of locomotive operations over a specific section of
typical western track. It looks at site specific factors, alternative
operational procedures, and some possible new equipment which could be
useful in specific cases. It does not claim to solve all concerns but it
points out the kinds of problems that the railroads deal with in their
day-to-day operations.
B. TRACTION, POWER, AND ADHESION CONSIDERATIONS
When comparing different types of motive power for locomotive applica-
tion, it can be beneficial to go back to the fundamental relationships
between adhesion, we i ght, and power. The basic constraints, limits, and
trade-offs can then be evaluated. It is assumed in this discussion that
the locomotive axle loading is 35 tons since this appears to be the current
American standard for heavy main line freight operation. The discussion
and comments, however, can be applied to other axle loadings as well. The
discussion is limited to the use of electric motors for traction power.
This would appear to be trivial since all existing road locomotives use an
electric transmission. However, there are several alternatives that can be
used in the future such as the reciprocating steam drive and the hydraulic
transmission. The operational aspects of these transmissions have not
been Investigated. It is further assumed that dynamic braking Is required.
For any type of drive system, it is desirable that the braking energy be
dissipated somewhere other than at the wheel rim.
Figure 1 -1-1 is a tractive effort - speed curve based on a single axle
with a 35 ton load. This figure is designed to facilitate the comparison
of different sizes of equipment, changes in gear ratios, different power
levels, and other relationships. All parameters are compared to the rail
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Figure 13-i. Tractive Effort vs. Speed Curve
to wheel interface. Two adhesion lines are shown in Figure 13-1. The top
line is the Curtius-Kniffler curve and the bottom line is at 70% of the
t ractive effort of the top line. The purpose of these lines is to divide
the operating region into three areas. Below the bottom line there Is no
adhesion problem; good rails, good wheels, and good weather are assumed.
Operation above the top line cannot be guaranteed and operation signifi-
cantly above the top line is not possible. However, a locomotive may be
designed to operate above the top line at low speeds and for limited
+ Irnn durations.	 The region between the lines is a transi •;-ion region.
	
;factory operation can be expected under most condition_. 	 Wheel
detection is maoidatory however, and corrective action must be taken
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to Insure continuous operation. The boundaries between these regions
are not the sharp IInes shown. Adjustments should be made for specific
applications.
In Figure 13-2, the continuous tractive effort ratings of the General
Motors-EMD SD45, SD40, and GP40 locomotives have been added to Figure 13-1.
All locomotives are geared for 70 mph maximum speed, 35 tons per axle
nominal weight, and they use the same D-77 motor. The small decrease in
tractive effort starting at 11 mph for the SD45 and GP40 is due to the
power matching equipment. All of these locomotives can be operated con-
tinuously in a multiple unit mode and above the minimum continuous speed
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of I  mph. The decline in tractive effort of the Gs40 near 70 mph is
apparently a motor limitation. At low speeds, the continuous ratings of
these Iocomotives arc very close to the lower adhesion Iino. The GM-EMD
short time rating at zero speed is shown Just below the' top adhesion
Iine. In the middle to high speed range, the Diesel engine Is the factor
that limits the tractive effort while at speeds below the minimum continuous
speed, the limit is the thermal characteristics of the motors.
Normalized speed-tractive effort curves are presented in Figures 13-3,
13-4, and 13-5 for a do series motor, a do separately excited motor, and a
throe phase inverter-driven ac Induction motor. In all cases, the speed
has boon normalized to the top speed and the tractive effort has been
normalized to the continuously rated low speed tractive effort.
Figure 13-3 1s the Westinghouse type 1461 motor Lsed on the Metro- Iinor
cats in the electrified Northeast Corridor. It Is a series motor using
fie l d shunting with a continuous rating of 300 hp at 600 V and a maximum
speed of 3850 rpm. The short time current I1mIt is 725 A and the contin-
uous rated current is 415 A for a ratio of 1.75 to 1. These values are
from the Westinghouse motoring curve 1461-C. The letter designations and
corresponding operating conditions are given in Table 13-1. The segment
BC, for example, is for continuous, constant power at rated voltage and
rated armature current with Increasing field shunting. In practice, it
would be a series of saw-tooth steps as the field current is shunted by
successive connections of the shunting elements.
Figure 13-4 Is a tractive effort - speed curve for the ASEA RC-4
motor. It is a large do separately excited motor used for heavy duty
locomotives. This figure is taken directly from tractive effort versus
locomot ive speed curves for continuous and maximum currents. The range of
values for field current and armature voltage was not given. The segments
All and FG are undoubtodly equivalent to those of the series motor presented
in Table 13-1. Beyond point B, the lower curve is comparable to the
continuous rating. The upper curve is a short time rating which continues
all the way -to maximum speed. The rated power of this motor is 1225 hp
with a maximum speed of 2100 rpm. When used in light weight high-speed
passenger service, the short time tractive effort is will above the
Curtius-Kniffier adhesion curve.
Figure 13-5 shows the Brown Boveri type QD 535 N4, three-phase induc-
ctlon motor driven by two 750 kVA inverter modules. The rated power is
1080 hp with a top spend of 3700 rpm. The curve shown is the continuous
rating. There is,no significantly long or short-term rating possible with
this type of motor. In contrast, a do motor can be operated at twice the
continuous thermal rating for a short period of time by simply applying a
highe voltage to the armature.
The basic rating of a traction motor is determined by two different
requ 
I 
roments. They are continuous low speed tractive effort and maximum
speed. The motor rating is some fraction of the product of these two
terms. However, These two quantities are completely independent of each
other. They do not even occur simultaneously. For the three-phase ac
drive, the fraction can he one-third or lower. For the do motors of the
ASEA design, the value is .45. This is probably near the lower limit and
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value--, hotwoan .45 anti .7 aro reasonable for do machines. In Figure  13-6,
tho do series motor characteristics with no field shunt are superimposed
on th,) 011-EMD D-71 motors. This is a reasonab 1 e comparison and Indicates
that the D-77 motor at 40 mph Is potentially capable of delivering as
much a-, 1500 hp at this speed. At this point it should be noted that
although the CM-F,MO series of locomotives have been used In the discussion
as oxamplos, the same remarks will hold for the General Electric and for
other manuf(icturers' having motors with simildr ratings.
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Figure 13-3. Normalized Speed vs. Tractive Effort Curve
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Railroad operational considerations Involve three areas; adhesion, power
per unit weight of both the train and the locomotives, and also site and
company speclfics. 1111 rhese Items Interact with each other to some
degree.
The adhesion limit Is a fundamental physical fact ar;d must be dealt
with directly. For limited speed operation, a direct approach is to
increase the driven axle load. This is not appropriate for the ordinary
main line freight operation. However, there are exceptions. In the
case of slow operation over a continuous stretch of mountainous territory,
special, permanently assigned, heavy weight helpers and extra heavy track
ASEA RC-4
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Figure 13-4. Normalized Speed vs. Tractive Effort Curve
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Fiqure 13-5. Normalized Sided vs. Tractive Effort Curve
construction could he used. In the more normal situation, the train
speed is high enough that power availability is the real limitation.
The adhesion problem involves how to reach the power limited speed,
particularly when long periods at high tractive effort are needed. In
these cases, wheel slip detection is certainly a requirement. The simplest
method is to reduco the tractive effort to a level that assures full
adhesion. The other extreme is to use insIplent wheel slip detection and
operate at the instantaneous wheel slip limit.	 This approach requires
sophisticated equipment and the net benefit must be weighed against cost
and maintenance considerations. Another approach is to assign enough
locomotives so that satisfactory operation is achieved within the adhesion
conditions that exist at the time and in that place.
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Table 13-1. DC Series Motor Operating Conditions
' (From Refs. 9-3 and 9-4)
Points Armature Field Armature
^^-
Power
Current Shunt Voltage
AS Rated None Increasing Increasing
HC Rated Increasing Rated Rated
CD Decreasing (below rated)
	
Maximum Rated Decreasing
FG Short time None Increasing Increasing
GH Short time Increasing Rated Short time
HC Decreasing (to rated) Maximum Rated Decreasing
GG Decreasing (to rated) None Rated Decreasing
BE Decreasing (below rated) None Rated Decreasing
Cl Decreasing Maximum Above rated Rated
Traffic requirements, route characteristics, and company policy are
all factors in the selection of IocsomotIve power per unit train weight
values. Satisfactory operation can be achieved with power-to-weight ratios
as low as .5 to .75 hp per trailing ton for low to moderate speeds and
grades. Speeds of 70 mph for expedited container and trailer trains re-
quires about 16 lb of tractive effort per total ton on level grade or
about 3 hp per tota I ton at the ra i I . Operation up a 2% grade at 15 and
25 mph requires about 1.8 and 3.0 rail hp per total ton respectively. The
wide range of spezific train power required in day-to-day operation is
well matched by the multip l e unit locomotives now In current use.
The maximum drawbar pull limits can further require that locomotive
groups be used in more than one location in the train. The use of fewer
and larger locomotives in each train is seen as a possibility in the
foreseeable future. The individual ratings of these new locomotives will
be greater than the present ones but probably limitea to a 50% increase in
power and almost certainly to less than a 100% increase.
Instead of three to five locomotives running as a multiple unit set,
two or three Sarger locomotives will be used. Alternatively, one large and
one or more lower powered units could be used together. These arrangements
would Decrease the total locomotive weight for those applications where
the Weight has a significant effect on fuel consumption. For the same
fuel consumption it would be possible to increase the train speed.
Maximum speed, or rather the rarge of speeds, is another topic that
should be considered. It is assumed here that in general there is no need
to significantly increase the speed for any type of freight beyond existing
capabilities. There are exceptions for bad track or any other reason
that limits speeds -to the 5 to 10 mph range. 4nothar exception is the
possibility of moving some heavy items like coal or sugar beets faster than
t
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Figure 13-6. DC Series Motor Characteristics
present typical speeds so as to clear the line for movement of add itionaI
traffic.
The range of operating speeds is determined by the maximum available
horsepower, the weight necessary for adhesion, and the minimum contlnuous
speed. Tho six-axle, 210 ton l ocomotive geared for 70 mph operation,
carries excessive weight as far as adhesion requirements are concerned
at speeds above the minimum continuous speed. The four-axle unit with the
same Diesel power plant is better as far as power to weight ratio is
concerned but it does not have the low spend tractive effort capability.
It is further compromised when power matching is used to enable multiple
unit operation with all classes of locomotives. if the maximum speed of
13-9
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70 mph is reduced, the limiting factor for continuous low spend tractive
effort may no ionger be the traction motor but wlII, instead, be adhesion
related.
the use of electric motors for the final traction drive provides the
simplest methid for coupling a narrow speed range prime mover to the broad
speed range traction requirements. The poly-phase variable voltage ac
traction motor can have advan+ages over the historic commutation motor.
However, the solid state power electronic drives must be developed to full
maturity for operation in the extremel^ difficult rallroad environment.
From a practical point of view, the fundamental limit at low speed is
adhesion. It is suggested that this is really an operational problem. Just
how much tractive effort per ton of driven axle weight must be provided in
low speed normal operation, and perhaps more important, what abnormal
conditions must the train be ablia to handle on the road without assistance?
The specific power rating (hp/ton) of the present locomotive is certainly
not seriously deficient since a moderate increase in horsepower could be
beneficial, particularly in very heavy high speed mainline operation. As
has always boon true, electrification becomes attractive as the traffic and
power requirements increase. In the area of total horsepower per locomotive
group, the single,  I arge, very high power iin i t that would replace 4 or 5
present Diesels would have the distinct disadvantages of too great a drawbar
pull at low speed, lack of redundancy, and lack of flexibility for general
use. 1)n on the other hand, extensive flexibility does no+ come without
some compromise. If a road has only one type of locomotive, it may have
to be the six-axle, high horsepower class that can climb hills but will
carry excess weight for high speed, level track operation.
0.	 AC AND DC TRACTION MOTOR EFFECTS
Whbn specify!ng locomotives, the primary consideration is whether to
use a four or six-axle configuration. Above 18 mph, there is no difference
in locomo •^ive performance because of the limitation imposed by the engine
output capability. Therefore, high-speed operation, above 18 mph, requires
only four-axle locomotives, whereas operations at slower speeds require
the six-axle locomotive in order to operate effectively below 18 mph.
If a four-axle locomotive can be developed which has the same operating
characteristics as a six-axle locomotive, by increasing the continuous
tractive effort capability of the traction motor and the assumable adhesion
level resulting from an improved slip control, then this locomotive will
he attractive to those -ailroads that dispatch at low or "drag" speeds.
The level of adhesion assumed - by railroads varies from 16 to 25% de-
pendent on the railroad, its operating policy, and the type of terrain and
climates encountered. The most common adhesion level assumed is 18%.
This figure has built into ilk wany safeguards which reflect not only the
conditions which may he experienced over the route but also the consequence
of wheel spin.
In a typical locomotive today, the control is on an "all-axle" basis.
If one axle slips, the tractive effort must be reduced on all axles and the
entire locomotive becomes unproductive. In an ac motored locomotive, if
wheel slip occurs, the torque developed is immediately and automatically
Freduced since the electrical slip is reduced and this action automatically
corrects the wheel slip. Therefore, for the same slip risk, a substantially
higher adhesion level can be assumed for an ac motored locomotive than for
a do motored locomotive, and it has boon suggested by studies that up to
28% Is feasihle. In order to achieve tho same performance as the do motored
six-axle locomotive, the AC motored locomotive requires an adhesion level	 i
o; 27%.
As previously stated, in order for a railroad to be able to take full
advantage of the four-axle ac motored locomotive, it must dispatch its
trains in such a manner that the number of locomotives used is determined
by the low speed tractive effort considerations on the ruling grade rather
than on the high speed tractivr, effort considerations associated with high
power and fast Journey times. The dispatching policies of ve.rI ous railroads
are summarized in Table 13-2, from which it can be seen that the majority
of railroads dispatch in such a way that the four-axle do motored 3,000-hp
locomotive would be adh ,z?slon or traction motor limited and, hence, the
popularity of the six-axle locomotive. The adoption of ac motors and the
attendant level of control makes it possible to assume a iigher level of
adhesion titian is possible with do motors for the same slip risk.
The elimination of the commutator results in more rotor space being
available for developing torque and also raises they permissible speed of
the motor. These two effects combine to give a motor which can develop
more torque than a do motor over a wide speed range and can, therefore,
exceed the performance of the do motor.
In the comparison of ac and do drives, it has been noted that the
ac motor can be lower in rated power than the do motor since it can deliver
its rated power from a lower fraction of its top speed. On the other
hand, the do motor does have a short time overload factor of 175 to 200%.
There are other differences such as motor rotational speed which probably
requires double reduction gearing for the ac motor, but it is smaller in
size and weight than its do power equivalent.
The energy consumption of the four-axle locomotive compared with the
six-axle locomotive will be less because of the reduced dead weight in the
train. locomotive weight can account for 10% of the total train weight in
drag operation and, therefore, the reduction in locomotive weight from
200 tons to 140 tons represents a significant fuel saving of up to 4%.
D. ROUTE OPERATIONS
The route selected for this discussion Is the section of the Southern
Pacific Transportation (SPT) Company railroad between West Colton, CA. and
Yuma, AZ. it is an FRA Class 7 1Ine transporting over 40 million gross
ton-miles per year. The total length of this segment of line is 19' mi.
The west end includes Beaumont Nill. Eastbound the route rises 1650 ft
over a distance of 27 ml. The maximum one-mile-average uncompensated
grades averaging one mile are 1.8% eastbound and 1.9% westbound. The
remaining distance of 135 mi to Yuma is level compared with the hill at
the west end. In the westbound direction, the line Is single track over
the flat section with sidings spaced about 7 mi apart. Traveling up the
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Table 13-2. Summary of Railroad Dispatching Policy
(From Ref. 13-1)
Minimum Speed on Ruling Grade
(mph)
Railroad	 Drag	 Medium Speed	 Manifest
AT b SF	 12.5	 17.5	 20
Chessle	 10 to 12	 15 to i8	 20 to 30
CMSP&P	 11	 >11
	
>11
Conrail
	
11	 11	 20
D&RGW	 11	 >11	 >11
Mopac	 11	 >11	 >11
Seaboard	 11	 >11	 >11
Southern	 it	 20	 25
UP	 11 to 14	 14 to 17	 20 to 25
WP	 11	 >11	 >11
hill westbound there are numerous multiple and overlapping passing tracks.
There is a greater route length of multiple track than single track in
this section. Going downhill in the westbound direction, the route is
double track. These tracks are equipped for operation in both directions.
The entire 197 mi route operates . under centralized traffic control (CTC).
The route is essentially a through-line with no intermediate yard
operation. There , are two intermediate branch points where loaded west-
bound sugar beets and iron ore trains join the route. There is only a
small amount of freight service to, from, or between other IocaS ;oints.
Except for about a half dozen tracks at Indio near the base of the westbound
grade there are no places other than sidings for holding trair;s. There
are no crew changes for through trains (Ref. 13-2).
There are a fulI range of freight types on this line and hence a full
ige of desired speeds and service priorities. A large portion of the
)edited trains are westbound and consist of single commodity runs, e.g.,
13-12
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auto G is and general freight forwarding traffic. They are medium to
higher weight trains and have the highest priority. They are often
scheduled to arrive at their final destination at a specifies' time of
the scheduled day. At the other extrome are the heavy westbound beet
and ore trains. f3ecause of their local origin they can be scheduled for
about the same time neich day. Ore trains do not operate every day and
heat trains are very seasonal. Cars for both these trains must return
empty easthound to the branch points within the district. These trains
form yet another extreme, they are some of the longest and lightest
trains operated on this route. The rest of the traffic falls in between.
There are
	 a	 cons I der ahIo	 number of	 loads	 moving	 from	 California	 to	 the
population centers
	
of	 Tucson	 and Phonnix. Another	 group	 originates	 or
terminates in	 Texas	 or	 further east.	 Some trains	 have	 a	 significant
number of empty	 cars,	 while	 others consist almost	 entirely	 of	 loaded
rars.	 The key	 horn, more	 is	 that the	 traffic is	 diversified	 and	 that	 any
operational a pproach must handle a varying mix of	 traffic types.
F.
	 O l FSF.i. I.00OMOT I VF OPERATIONS
The vast majority of the locomotives are 3000, 3300 and 3600 hp, six-
axle, heavy units. There are a few four-axle units. Virtually all of
these high horsepower locomotives were acquired from the late i960s onward.
A few lower horsepower units from earlier times are still in service.
There is no identifiable pattern of locomotive use. The locomotives
ran rind do appear to be used interchangeably in all facets of service.
Units of the same power, different power, and from different manufacturers
operate together, in 2 or 3 unit helper combinations or in 2 to 5 unit
road cornhinations. The 2 and 3 unit combinations tend to stay together
on sequential assignments. Because the Yuma-Colton route segment is part
of a long transcontinental route, some units appear, traverse the route,
and disappear. Some would reappear several days or a week later on return
trips. On the other hand, several groups made repeated helper runs over
the hill. One throo unit combination made 18 such trips over 8 days.
Four other comhinations made 10 or more trips in the same short time.
locomotives are assigned to provide a given range of horsepower per
trailing ton. Manufacturer's engine horsepower ratings are used rather
than the lower power developed at the rail. The locomotive weight can
become a significant fraction of the total train weight particularly if
the train power is increased.
For slow non-expedited trains, additional helper power is required
for Beaumont Hill. For expedited high speed trains, the power assigned
allows the trains to reach a maximum speed of 70 mph on the I eve I while
maintaining speed on the hill section oven when helpers are not assigned.
F.	 TRAIN SPEEDS AND SCHEDULES
Expedited trains are assigned power levels greater than 3.5 hp per
trailing ton for the entire route between West Colton and Yuma. This
power level permits operation at the 70 mph limit speed on the level grade.
These "identified" freight trains are allowed 40 mph speeds over the hill.
r--
t
On a 1.5% grade, tho approximate total train resistance at 30 mph is 35 lb
per ton necessitating 2.8 rail hp per train ton. Thus, trains at 4 hp per
trailing ton can maintain a reasonable speed over the hill. Many freight
trains can make the 197 ml trip in less than 4 hr 30 min. In comparison,
the westbound passenger train is scheduled for 3 hr 40 min. The fastest
eastbound trains make the 197 mi trip in 5 to 7 hr which is a little slower
than the expedited westbound runs.
The westbound iron ore and sugar beet trains are at the other extreme.
The typical ore train is a 100 car, 12,000 ton run that is picked up at
the intermediate Interchange point with about 0.83 hp per trailing ton.
Both swing and rear helpers are added at the base of the grade, nine loco-
motives total, resulting in about 2.5 hp per trailing ton. They are picked
up very early in the morning, outfitted with helpers about 8 a.m. near
Indio, and go the 60 m i distance  over the h i l l In 4 to 5 hr although  i t
can take up to 8 hr on occasion. The beet trains originate from a branch
Iine with 3 to 4 road locomotives at 1.5 to 2.5 hp per trailing ton. The
beet trains sent to two destinations are treated differently. Those ulti-
mately bound for Bakersfield over the Cajon and Tehachapi grades are given
two rear helpers for a total of 5 units and about 3.5 hp per trailing ton.
All five locomotives go through to Fakers fieId. Trains bound for the
Coast route are given the usual 3 unit unit helper which is then removed
after the hill. With  four original road engines these trains range close
to 4 hp per trailing ton on the grade. Like the ore trains, the beet
trains arrive at the base of the upgrade at about the stime time each day,
8 to 10 A.M., but unlike the ore trains they typically spend extended
times there. Once committed to the hill, however, the trip times are very
respectable, as short as 3 hr for about the 55 to 60 mi grade.
Between the expedited and the ore or beet trains there are several
groups that are distinguishable by the power level u:,ed. Sume of these
are Identified  freight trains that make the 197 ml westtound trip In 6 to
8 hr using about 3 hp per trailing ton and no helpers over the hill.
There is another group that are assigned 1.25 to 2.25 hp per trailing ton
on the flat portion and use helpers on the hill. On the hill, the power
level  i s at least 2.5 and often goes as high  as 3 to 3.5 hp per trailing
ton. These trains take 8 hr or longer for the 197 ml westbound trip.
Many of them spend significant times on the sidings, particularly on the
single track east end portion of the route while the high priority trains
are passing In both directions.
G.	 OPERATIONAL LIMITS
Descending grade operation is governed by two considerations. They are
a requirement for safety that Is satisfied by the availability of automatic
air brakes and the desire to :use electrical brakes as the primary braking
system to minimize the use of the air brakes. On the Beaumont hill descend-
Ing grade, a speed limit of 20 mph for trains exceeding 80 tons per opera-
tive brake Is in force. Many trains operate at less than 80 tons per
operative brake and these "identified" trains are allowed speeds up to 40
mph.
Electrical braking capability Is limited In an absolute way by the
fraction of the train weight on the driven axles. Ascending grade operation
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is subject to the same limitation. Stated another way, the locomotive must
at least be heavy enough to prevent slipping on the non- level track. The
maximum physical grade on Beaumont Hill IS 1.9% and thus tho absolute
minimum permitted weight ratio (weight of locomotives divided by the total
weight of the train at standstill) is 0.095 to 1.0. It should be recognized
that additional locomotive weight may be required for either descending or
ascending a grade. From observed data, the minimum ratio on this route Is
about 0.125 to 1 .0. This Is the value' for the i r •on-ore trains. The fast
trains that require a large value of hp-per ton will have ratios of 0.16 to
1.0 to 0.18 to 1.0 simply because many locomotives are needed to supply
that level of power.
Figure 13-7 gives thu horsepower at the rail per total train ton versus
the speed for various grades. The values used for rolling resistance on
level grade are given in tabular form in the same figure. These values are
a composite of existirig rolling resistance data. They are a IIttIe larger
than the Davis data for speeds up to 40 mph which is the upper limit for the
original Davis data. Between 40 and 70 mph it is felt that the extrapolation
of the Davis quadratic form gives values that are too low. Similarly the
value from the Ii'linois Institute experimental data for the 40 to 70 mph
V
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Figure 13-7. Rail Power vs. Speed for Different Grades
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range are felt to be too high. The values used here are a compromise
between these extremes. In fact, over the entire speed range, they are
closer to those used by the German Federal Railways.
H. LEVEL AND ASCENDING GRADE POWER REQUIREMENTS
The energy required to move a train a given distance is proportional
to the above rolling resistance values. Thus, at 10 mph, it requires
shout .0094 hp-hr/ton-mi. At 50 mph, the requirement is double this value
or about .0188 hp-hr/ton-mi. At 70 mph, the energy required increases to
.0322 hp-hr/ton-mi or nearly 3.5 times the low speed requirement.
On the other hand, going up a 1.9% grade requires .1006 hp-hr/ton-mi
,just for the grade alone to which the rolling resistance values for the
speed must be added. The relative cost of high speed operation is very
dependent upon the prevailing conditions.
I. DIESEL HELPER OPERATION
From these power requirements, it can be seen why helper operation is
used over the hill for all except the high speed expedited trains. Table
13-3 shows the grade-speed relationship for a range of power per trailing
ton. Values of 1.0 to 2.0 hp per trailing ton are commonly used for Diesel
power on flat runs for the slower trains and values of 4 and more on expe-
dited trains. A horsepower per trailing ton values of 2.55 hp per trailing
ton results in a speed of 15 mph on 1.9% grade and appears to be the nominal
minimum used on the hill.
J. TRAIN AND LOCOMOTIVE SIZES AND SPECIFIC POWER RATINGS
k
Virtually all main line freight trains are operated with mitre  than one
Diesel locomotive. Hence the concepts of horsepower per train ton and per
locomotive ton are correct measures of train performance Independent of
train length or size. At low speeds where operation is adhesion limited
rather than power limited, locomotives are located in several places in
the train In order to not exceed the drawbar force limit. Typically .8
locomotive axles located together will develop the nominal 250,000 lb
drawbar limit. In many cases more than 18 axles are used at the head of
an expedited train. These trains are power limited at their high operating
speeds on level grades. When these trains are operated on hill grades,
maximum drawbar pull can be exceeded if the speed is allowed to drop
excessively without reducing the throttle setting.
In this study it is assumed that drawbar pull limits are satisfied
by proper placement of the locomotives on the train. This is not a trivial
operational matter. For analysis purposes the specific power, i.e.,
horsepower per train ton, can be taken as the single measure of train
performance Independent of the length, weight, number of cars, or the
number of individual locomotives. The conc lipt of specific train power, in
horsepower per train ton will be applied to trains for various types of
Diesel locomotives currently in use to the all-electric and to other
combination locomotives.
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There is a relationship between the locomotive power to its weight
ratio, the power to trailing weight ratio, and the power to total train
weight. Table 13-4 shows this relationship for a .number of road locomo-
tives, both Diesol and ail-electric. The specific consist power in power
per trailing ton is shown for two values of power per total train weight.
They prti rated at one and three horsepower per ton. This performance
description applies only in the power limited region above the base speed.
To quantify this, the base speed was calculated and is in Table 13-4.
The base speed is the speed at which the assumed maximum tractive effort,
utilizes all the available rail horsepower. it is closely related to the
minimum continuous speed, particularly for the first locomotive in Table
13-4. Power matching is typically used in the other Diesel units, so this
detinition is not always true. however, the values of base speed given in
Table 13-3. Representative Traction Capabilities
(From Ref. 13-2)
Rail hp	 Grade	 Speed	 Grade	 Speed	 Nameplate hp
(train ton)	 W	 (mph)	 W	 (mph)	 (trailing ton)
t.
	
0.75
	 .©
	
1.36	 1.5
	
1.65
	
1.9
	
2.2	 1.9
	
1.5
	
1.9
Representative traction
assuming hp
hp
15	 0	 44	 1.0
15	 0	 58	 2.0
15	 0	 64	 2.55
20	 0	 70	 3.59
23	 0.3	 65	 4.21
capabllltles, as derived from Figure 13-2 data;
(Rail) a 0.75 and a U33 locomotive.
(Rated)
Table 13-4. Representative Locomotive Capabilities
(from Ref. B-2)
Locomotive Specific Consist Power Base Speed
Power/Wt. Ratio (trailing ton)
(hp/ton) (3 hp/train ton) 0 hp/train ton) (mph)
3000/205 - 14.6 3.77 1.073 10.2
3300/208 = 15.9 3.70 1.067 11.1
3600/206 = 17.5 3.62 1.061 12.2
3000/139 = 21.6 3.48 1.048 15.1
3500/140 - 25.0 3.41 1.04 17,5
7000/140 = 50.0 3.19 1.02 35.0
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this 'I at) as sumo that full horsepower is zvalIable for all IocomotIvos.
For con von Ionce of comparison, the same 75% iransfor off icIoncy coo ffIc Ion t,
as used for Diesel-electrics, is also used for all-electric. The 7000 hp
and the 50 hp per ton ratings thus r'oproson t gross rat i nq5 of which 75$
appears at the rails.
Any locomotive operating above the base speed is carrying excess woigh't
heyond that necessary to transfer the tractive effort being uovolopod.
...onsequently, a four-axlo Iignt weight locomotive should perform as; well as
a heavy six-axle locomotive with the same power rating. Further, it can
ho soon that for the Iow specific train power of 1 hp per ton, the heavy
locomotives are only a few percent loss effective (i.e. requiring a
slightly higher specific consist power) than the light, 3500 hp, 140 ton
unit. At the higher specific train power of 3 hp per ton, the specific
train power increases significantly and an 8% savings can bo attained by
using the four-axle, 3500 hp, 140 ton locomotive.
When the route and traffic specific needs are considered, it is
concluded that the Diesel locomotives are already being used over their
full range of capahilitles to handle the oxi sting traffic. The Diesel, in
fact, is a most versatIIo unit and is used at both high and Iow speeds, on
flat and hill grades, and in road and helper service. The heavy six-axle
units are at a small, but significant, disadvantage in all servico except
possihly the iron-ore trains. In spite of the steepness of the Beaumont
grade, it appears that this route Is not really a low speed, heavy dray
route. The current traffic demands some more moderate speed. The four-axle
lighter weight, and particularly, the new higher horsepower locomotives
have a definite advantage.
The high specific locomotive power of the all-electric locomotive is
the key difference between It and the Diesel as far as train performance
and operations are concerned. The light weight high speed passenger•
locomotives for the Northeast corridor will deliver 60 hp per ton on four-
axles. The value of 50 hp per locomotive ton in Table 13-4 is a reasonable
valuo. Four-axles and 140 tons were also assun ,od for this unit.
For level run operation, a desirable option is to reduce the number
of driven axles and, thus, the number of locomotive units. At a power
level of 3 hp per gross ton, a 210 ton Diesel unit will pull about 800
trailing tons using 16 hp per locomotive ton. At the same train power
level, a 140 ton all-electric unit will pull about 2200 tons using 50 hp
per locomotive ton. The locomotive-to-train weight ratio is about 0.19 for
tho Diesel and Q,.06 for the electric. Both trains will do 70 mph on a
level run. The Diesel train will go over the 1.9% hill at reduced speed
without the addition of helpers. An all-electric locomotive train with
Power locomotives however, cannot go over the hill alone. The locomotive-
to-consist weight ratio is a factor of two lower than required for adhesion
on the grade. For safe operation on a 1.9% grade, the weight ratio must be
increased to at least 0.125 to 1.0. If this is done by simply decreasing
the trailing tons per locomotive, the single X711-electric unit can pull
only about 980 tons but will have a specific train power of 6.3 hp per
train ton. Th i s w i l l g i ve 50 mph on a 1.9% grade, over 60 mph on a 1.5%
grado, and nearly 1 00 mph on level grade. This Is more power than can be
offoctively used in either hill or level operation.
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Also in the case of heavy trains the locomotive power must almost
certainly be distributed within the train rather than at the head end to
limit the maximum drawbar pull. Additional engines, are needed regardless
of the power capability of the head and units.
The selection of a desired speed over the hill Is the key In defining
the helper locomotive capabilities and the operational strategies. For
axamplo, assume that it is desired to maintain 30 mph on a 1.9% grade.
This Is about as high a speed as can be used on Beaumont Hill considering
the grade and curve profile. The requirement is to Increase the Iocomotive-
to-consist weight ratio of the train above the value that was satisfactory
for level grade operation. This Is done by adding helpers. However, it
is desirable to keep the total train power within the really useable power
limii• s of the grade.
The train power becomes excessive when very high specif. power road
engines suitable to level operation, are added as helpers. Consider now
adding a 210 ton, 6-axle, helper unit for each 140 ton all-electri z- road
locomotive that arrives at the bottom of the hill with its 2200 ton trailing
load. To maintain 30 mph on the 1.9% grade requires 3.6 rail hp per train
ton. The new locomotive weight is 140 + 210 or 350 tons and the new
train weight is 350 + 2200 or 2550 tons. The weight ratio is 350/ 2550 or
0.137 which is slightly above the 0.125 selected as minimum. The required
tractive effort at this speed and grade Is about 115,000 lb which requires
only 115,000/050 x 2000) or 0.26 adhesion, below the 0.2 nominal value.
Now the required locomotive power is about 26 rail hp per locomotive ton
or about 35 nameplate hp per locomotive ton based on the nominal Diesel
engine power rating.
Thus, the 50 hp per ton high specific locomotive power, all-electric,
high speed, road locomotive must be operated at only 35 hp per ton at the
30 mph speed on the 1.9% grade. It is really designed for level rather
than grade operation. On the other hand, the required specific power of
the helper unit is the same 35 hp per ton. The present six-axle Diesel SD45
units operate at 17.5 hp per ton and the unit Is power limited by the
Diesel engine although the traction motors themselves are capable of higher
ratings. The combination of the all-electric locomotive and the six-axle
Diesel locomotive would not have enough power to climb the hill at 30 mph.
It is feasible that an all-electric helper with a 35 hp per ton rating
could be made from a six-axle Diesel locomotive by replacing the Diesel
engine and fuel tanks by a transformer and a pantograph.
Another approach Is the use of the dual mode or universal locomotives
that has been proposed for all-electric operation on hills and for Diesel
power operation over other sections of the route. This Involves adding the
required electrical equipment to existing units, hopefully displacing dead
weight ballast. Even with the added equipment, these units would probably
have the same hp per ton ratings as the unmodified Diesels in the Diesel
mode and a somewhat higher rating In the electric mode. However, the
primary purpose would be to replace oil as fuel on the heavy grades where
maximum power and a large amount of energy Is needed.
A third approach Is to use power cars to condition the electrical
power drawn from the catenary and deliver It to the motors of adjacent
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unmodifIod 01e5oI-electric locomotives. The power cars t nomsolves could
also have motors on their axles. necause to larger single, transformer can
he used to energize a number of locomotive units, the tip per locomotive
ton of the combined configuration can be higher than that bf the original
DionoI units. Again the main purposo Is to dl,pItaco the uio of oil on
Isolated sections of electrified territory.
In the long run, any of the Above approaches rouId be part of a
transition from Diesel to all-electric operations. As suqgosted, initial
a I I -o I octr i s oporat I on can be over a h I I I soct i on whore , i ,,In I f i cant bonof I is
would he Immediately realized.
As the eItactrIfIod ter rItort' is extended there wouItI bo adequate tIme
to acquire the now high spec ifIc power electric It ►comotIvos that would
minimize the locomotive weight and the number of IocoimMvo ,i required to
handle the traffic on level grades. Helpers would ho required on hills
and ex-D i oso I s converted to f u l l a I i -o I ectr i s un I is cow i tI too very of f fact I ve.
K. SUMMARY
The way locomotives are usod 1s an important fG ►ctor In their fuuI
consumption. Adhesion affects the number and kind of locomotives used in
to train, which In turn, affects the Iocomotive-to-train weight ratio and
the power-to-weight ratio. Both of these ratios directly impact fuel
consumption. The adhesion is affected, In turn, by the axle,  load ings,
the motor ratings, the train speed, and the rail conditions. Slip controls
are an important factor in the dispatchlny of locomotive, since they allow
a higher level of adhesion to he used, and, therefore, permit fewer or
lighter locomotives to bra usod in the train.
There are differences between ac and do motors in terms of slip con-
trols and usable adhesion. The ac motors appear to usabit3 at adhesion
values wolf above those of do motors. They should also have lower main-
tenance than the do motors. The main difficulty with an ac drive is the
inverter that is required by the system. Its durability, cost, eloctro-
magnotic interference, and maintenance need to be improved.
Improvements in adhesion and motors may be less advantageous on some
routes than on others because of the terrain. The fuel savings which may
come from operations are vary site and company specific. One site was
ranalyzod to illustrate some operational problems. The quantitative effects
rust he carried out at a much more detailed level using actual operating
Bata. The railroads are the only ones who can make theso analyses for
their own routes. New engines can improve the' fuel economy of the railroads
but they are years away.
	
Fuel savings from operational changes can be
i	 offocted in a very short time.
t
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SECTION XIV
COST ANALYSIS
A.	 INTRODUCTION
Many of the new engines are technically feasible for use in Iine haul
locomotives. Many fuels are also technically feasible for use in these
engines. In this chapter, the cost of acquiring and operating thest; loco-
motives is examined. The purpose is to rank the various engines and fuels
in terms of their lite-cycle costs. In the earlier chapters, there have
been brief notes about fuel or capital costs of the advanced locomotives.
In this sectoin, the cost of the locomotives, their fuel (.;osts, maintenance
costs, and operational c—	i well as taxes are teken into account.
The detailed method of calculation used In this life-cycle cost
analysis is based on a costing methodology developed by tha Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and documented in The Cost of Energy from Utility-Owned Solar
Electric Systems (Rel. 14-•1). Although this model was originally developed
for utility appiicatior-is, it is actually a much more general approach. By
using financial data from cooperating railroad companies and data from the
open literature, the model will provide a presei,t value life-cycle cost
consistent with the accepted practices of engineering economics.
Because of the inflation experienced in the last 8 years, the cost of
fuel, labor, and other goods and services have changed rapidly. The finan-
cial and cost data in the literature covers a wide range of time and there-
fore some means of converting this data to current dollars is needed. To
project this information into the future requires the use of escalation
factors for several different parameters, primarily maintenance, fuel,
operations, and capital. Locomotives with different engines or using
different fuels will have different escalation rates. The technique used
in this study is to first predict the general inflationary or escalation
rate, then to predict the specifi^ rates as perturbations of the general
rate depending on the details of the engine or fuel. The general rate used
here is the Wholesale Price Index based on the year 1967. When constant
dollar values are referred to in this chapter, they are 1967 dollars.
Current dollars are for either a specific year or for , •he year 1980 if no
year is given.
This section is arranged s ­^ h that the methodology is presented first.
Historical cost data is then prss •)nted fcIIowed by the predicted costs.
The alternative Diesel engines, -ew engines, and alternative fuels costs
are discussed in detail in `he follow;ng sections. The sections are
followed in turn by the comparison of i-he life-cycle costs and the final
rankings of the fuels and engines. A brief discussion of the development
costs concludes the chapter.
R.	 COST COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
A consistent cost methodology must be applied to the various alter-
native locomotive systems. The methodology helps to determine the relative
economic desirability of the alternatives. The "life-cycle cost methodol-
ogy" is one method of comparinq alternative (in this case, locomotive)
systems.
y
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zC The life-cycle cost of a specific alternative locomotive represents the
present value of all the costs Incurred in purchasing and operating a
locomotive, including a normal rate of return on equity. More specifically,
the calculation of costs over the life-cycle of a locomotive Implies that
all capital, operations, maintenance, and fuel costs have been accounted
for. In addition, such factors as taxes, depreciation schedules, rates of
inflation, and system service life are also considered.
The fundamental equation of the life-cycle cost methodology Is:
AC = FCR x Clpv + CRF k,N (OPpv + MNTpv + FLpv)
The terms are defined as foils:
AC	 Levelized annual life-cycle cost
FCR	 Fixed charge rate
Clppv	 Present value of all capital investments
CRFk,N	 Capital recovery factor based on capital cost k and
service life N.
OPppv	 Present value of operating costs
MNT,,.,	 Present value of maintenance costs
FLp'	 Present value of fuel costs
At a more detailed level, however, a number of parametric values must
be specified in order to calculate life-cycle cost, including:
T	 Combined effect of State and Federal income tax rate
N	 System (engineering) lifetime
n	 Accounting lifetime (for tax purposes)
BI	 Property tax rate (if applicable)
92	 Insurance rate
f d
	Fraction of capital costs consisting of debt
fe	 Fraction of capital costs consisting of equity
kd
	Interest cost debt
ke
	Interest cost on equity
9C1	 Annual capital escalation rate
9013	Annual operations expense escalation rate
9MNT	 Annual maintenance expense escalation rate
9FL
	
Annual fuel escalation rate
Cl	 Capital investment
OP	 Annual operating expense
MNT	 Annual maintenance expense
FL	 Annual fuel cost
The method of depreciation (i.e., straight-line, accelerated etc.)
must be specified. The terms In the life cycle equation are related to
these parametric values by the following equations.
V,
t
f
N
Ci pv = E Cl	 (I + gCI ) t/(I + k)t
t= I
CRFk,n = k/(I-(1 + k)-n)
CRF k,t4 = k/(I-(I + k)-N)
`	 DPFm k n = (n x CRF k n)-I
N
OPpv =	 E OP (I + gOP ) t /(I +k)t
t=I
N
MNTpv = E MNT (I + gMNT )t/(I + k)t
t=1
N
FL pv = I	 FL (1 + 9FL ) t /(I + k)t
t=1
where:
k = (I-T) fd kd + fe ke
Once the input values for each alternative locomotive system have been
specified, the methodology will reveal which of thb alternatives has the
lowest cost over the life of the system. For instance, with this type of
methodology, it is possible to compare a locomotive having higher capital
costs but lower fuel costs with a locomotive having lower capital costs
but higher fuel costs. The final values of AC 's (taking into account all
financial and economic parameters previously identified) will reveal the
locomotive with the lowest life cycle cost.
The formulas used to calculate the life-cycle cost estimates made in
this report were derived for a costing methodology developed by JPL. By
using the tax environment and industry financial data of a representative
railroad company, the model will produce a present value cost consistent
with the accepted practices of engineering economics.
C.	 A CASE EXAMPLE
The following is a numerical example showing how the methodology
compares the life-cycle costs (AC) of two alternative locomotive systems.
The two cases presented relate to the description presented in the above
text: i.e., in both systems, all parametric values are identical except
for the capital costs and fuel costs of the two locomotives. This numerical
example is for illustrative purposes only and should not be construed as
representative of actual system costs.
The straight line method of depreciation as well as the following
M	
constants are used in the two examples below.
z
P.
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T	 = 0.5 fd =	 0.5 gOP =	 0.07
M	 = 15 fe =	 0.5 gMN =	 0.07
n	 = 15 kd =	 0.08 9FL 0.08
R1	 = 0.0 ke =	 0.08 OP •$30,000/year
R2 = 0.0025 gCI =	 0.06 MN =	 $60,000/year
k =	 0.600
CASE I:
FCR	 =	 0.1418	 OP,
	
-	 $485,504
CI ppv	 -	 $600,000	 MNTpv	 =	 $971,009
CRFk,N	 =	 0.10296	 FLpv	 =	 $524,289
Fl.	 _	 $30,000/year
Life-cycle cost = 0.1418 (600,000) + 0.10296 (485,504 + 971,009 + 524,289)
$289,023
CASE Ii:
FCR	 = 0.1418	 OPpv
	
-	 $485,504
CI	 $500,000	 MO	 -	 $971,009
CRFk^n	 0.10296	 FLpv	 =	 $699,052
FL	 = $40,000/year
Life-cycle cost = 0. 14 18 (500,000) + 0.10296 (485,504 + 971,009 + 699,052)
= $292,87
The life-cycle cost calculation shows that even though the capital
investment of Case I is greater than that of Case 11, the higher fuel
costs of Case II result in a higher life-cycle cost than Case 1. It is
interesting "o note that a locomotive capital cost of $473,103 for Case II
would make the life cycle costs of the two systems equal.
Because the capital cost of a locomotive is a one-time event occurring
in the first year of its life, the present value of the capital investment
is equal to the capital investment. Further, because the annual capital
escalation rate occurs only In the equation for the present value of the
capital investment, no value for it is needed in the calculations. A
value for the annual capital escalation rate would be needed if the capital
expense is spread over a number of years.
D.	 COST DATA
Two sets of price and cost data are included in this section. The
first data set is the historical and the second is the predicted prices
and costs. The four cost areas are fuel prices, locomotive prices,
maintenance costs and operating costs.
',n many cases, the historical data is incomplete and, sometimes,
non-existent. This is certainly the case with many of the new engines
and with some of the fuels. In some cases, price trends can be established
if a correlation can be established with another fuel or engine which does
have a good historical base. The historical data is not used directly to
predict the future price. It is used to establish a correlation with the
rt.
" C
	
	Wholesale Price Index. The index is predicted and the correlation Is then
used to generate the future price. The correlation is sometimes modified
by including factors account for resource deple i3n and increasing
demand. In the case of Dle ,sel No. 2, both factors must be taken into
account. The influence of Sovernmental decisions, such as sudden price
hikes by OPEC nations, Is not taken Into account. These types of actions
are not predictable. Price hlkos which refleci the effects of Inflation
t	 are taken into account.
The prices of the alternative fuels which have no historical base are
based on the u;;t i mates given  1 n Reference 14.17. This report by Exxon Is
one of the most recent dc:uments on the costs of alternative fuels. It
has been assumed that the correlation between the Wholesale Price Index
and the individual fuels will be essentially the same as it is now.
E.	 HISTORICAL FUEL COSTS
The current dollar and the constant 1967 dollar wholesale prices of
twelve fuels are listed in Table 14-1 for the period 1960 to 1980. The
Table 14-1. Historical Wholesale Prices of Fuels
Gasoline, Ref.	 Diesel No. 2	 No. 6 Fuel Oil, L.S.
Current Constant	 Current Constant	 Current Constant
Dollars	 1967$	 Dollars	 1967E	 Dollars	 1967$
Year	 (per gal)
	 (per gal)
	
(per gal)
1960 .210 .221 .095 .100
1961 .205 .217 .099 .105
1962 .204 .215 .092 .097
1 963 .201 .213 .092 .097
1964 .200 .211 .086 .091
1965 .207 .214 .090 .093
1966 .216 .216 .094 .094
1967 .226 .226 .100 .100 .058 .058
1968 .229 .224 .103 .100 .058 .057
1969 .238 .224 .101 .095 .058 .054
1970 .246 .222 .108 .098 .071 .064
1971 .252 .221 .116 .102 .100 .088
1972 .245 .205 .117 .104 .113 .095
1973 .269 .200 .135 .100 .128 .095
1974 .404 .252 .213 .133 .257 .161
1975 .454 .260 .312 .178 .257 .147
1976 .474 .260 .331 .181 .290 .158
1977 .506 .261 .370 .190 .320 .165
1978 .516 .246 .374 .179 .304 .145
1979 .698 .296 .582 .247 .473 .201
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Table 14-1. Historical Wholesale Prices of Fuels (cont'd)
Methanol	 Ethanol	 Industrial
From Net. Gas
	
190 Proof
	
Natural Gas
Current	 Constant Current Constant CL,r•ant Constant
Dollars
	
1967$ Dollars 1967$ Do	 lars 1967$
Year	 (per gal) (per gal) (F'er 1000 ft3)
1960 .30 .32 .52 .55
1961 .30 .32 .52 .55
1962 .30 .32 .52 .55
1963 .30 .32 .52 .55
1964 .30 .32 .52 .55
1965 .27 .28 .52 .54
1966 .27 .27 .52 .52
1967 .27 .27 .52 .52
1968 .25 .24 .52 .51
1969 .25 .24 .52 .49 .40 .38
1970 ,27 .24 .54 .49 .45 .40
1971 .25 .22 .54 .47 .49 .43
1972 .10 .08 .54 .45 .53 .44
1973 .14 .10 .54 .40 .52 .39
1974 .22 .14 .65 .41 .63 .35
1975 1.00 .57 .74 .42
1976 .95 .52
1977 1.34 .69
1978 1.54 .74
1979 2.01 .85
prices paid by the railroads for Diesel No. 2 is closer to the wholesale
price of this fuel than to the retail price. Therefore, all the prices in
this table are the wholesale prices.
The comparison between the current do  ^r price and the constant dollar
price indicates that the present high prices are due more to inflation than
to any other factor including OPEC. Different ruels react differently over
a long period of time. Bet:.+een 1960 and 1978, the constant dollar price of
gasoline increased only 11.5% while the current dollar price jumped by a
factor of 2.46. Diesel No. 2 during the same time period increased by a
factor of 1.79 in constant dollars and 6.13 in current dollars. The faster
rise in Diesel prices as compared to gasoline is due, primarily, to the
increased demand for Diesel fuel and other middle distillate fuels. The
increase in demand will probably continue in the future since Diesel pas-
senger cars are becoming numerous. The price of Diesel fuel and gasoline
will probably be equal sometime before 1985.
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Table 14-I. Historical Wholesale Prices of Fuels (cont'd)
Current	 Constant	 Current	 Constant	 Current Constant
Dollars
	
1967E
	
Dollars	 1967E	 Dollars 1967E
Year (per gal)	 (per gal)	 (per lb)
1960 .070 .074
1961 .071 .075
1962 .067 .071
1963 .064 .O68
1964 .063 .066
1965 .058 .060 .061 .063
1966 .058 .058 .060 .060
1967 .053 .053 .056 .056
1968 .053 .052 .046 .045
1969 .053 .050
1970 .049 .044
1971 .053 .046
1972 .049 .041
1973 .068 .051
1974 .282 .176
1975 .20 .11 .194 .111
1976 .21 .11 .219 .120
1977 .25 .13 .254 .131
1978 .24 .12 .230 .110
1979 .30 .12 .458 .194
Some fuels have actually dropped in price during this 20 year period.
The alcohols dropped significantly in price between 1960 and 1974. The
price of methanol produced from natural gas dropped by a factor of three
between 1960 and 1972 in current dollars and by nearly a factor of four
when measured in constant dollars. The price has increased since then but
is still low compared to the increase in Diesel fuel prices.
The sources of the historical fuel price data are primarily from
References 14-2 through 14-7. For most of the f jels, more than one source
was used when possible, because the price varies depending at the point in
the distribution system for wnich it is quoted. It has been assumed that
the wholesale price to a large quantity user is close to that charged to
the railroads.
The real cost of fuels is not measured in terms of cost per gallon or
per pound but in terms of energy. Table 14-2 presents the historical data
of Table 14-1 in terms of the cost per million Btu l s. On this basis, the
14-7
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Table 14-1. Historical Wholesale Prices of Fuels
Kerosene Coal, Bituminous Coal, at Mine
Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 1967E Dollars 1967E Dollars 1967$
Year (per gal) (per ton. dAl.) (per ton)
1960 .112 .118 7.48 7.88 4.44 4..^S
1961 .115 .122 7.49 7.93 4.44 4.70
1962 .114 .120 7.47 7.88 4.45 4.69
1963 .115 .122 7.51 7.95 4.44 4.70
1964 .109 .115 7.56 7.98 4.45 4.70
.
1965 .113 .117 7.57 7.84 4.44 4.60
1966 .115 .115 7.55 7.56 4.54 4.55
1967 .120 .120 7.62 7.62 4.62 4.62
1968 .120 .117 7.68 7.49 4.67 4.5E
1969 .120 .112 8.09 7.60 4.99 4.68
1970 .124 .113 9.67 8.76 6.26 5.67
1971 .129 .113 10.77 9.46 7.07 6.21
1972 .129 .108 11.33 9.51 7.66 6.43
1973 .141 .105 12.24 9.10 8.53 6.34
1974 .240 .150 20.46 12.78 15.75 9.84
1975 .274 .157 24.46 13.98 19.23 11.00
1976 .317 .173 25.18 13.76 19.43 10.62
1977 .358 .184
1978 .372 .178
1979 28.97 12.28 22.35 9.48
lowest cost fuel is coal, particularly coal at the mine mouth. These
figures are the national averages for all bituminous coal. The growth of
the national average coal and Diesel fuel prices is illustrated in Figure
14-1.
The ratio of the Diesel  oil price to the coal price for 1979 Is 4.8
to I at the mine mouth and 3.7 to I fog- coal delivered to a power plant or
other major user. The price of coal and oil varies widely through-out the
country as shown in Table 14-3. In the mountain states, the delivered
price of coal averaged about 70 cents per million Btu in November 1979.
The delivery cost by rail is about 30 cents per million Btu so the mine
mouth cost for coal is about 40 cents per million Btu while Diesel No. 2
is about 490 cents per million Btu. In this part of the country, the
energy from coal is only one-ninth to one-eleventh the cost of Diesel No. 2.
In the South Atlantic states, the energy cost ratio of Diesel No. 2 to coal
is about four to one. The economic advantage of coal compared to Diesel
fuel is strongly dependent on the location of the railroad. This is also
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Table 14-2. Historical Wholesale Energy Prices of Fuels
Gasoline, Reg.	 Diesel No. 2	 No. 6 Fuel Oil, L.S.
Current Censtart	 Current Constant
	 Current Constant
Dollars 1967E	 Dollars 1967$
	 Dollars 19675
Year	 (per Trillion B , ,u)	 (per million Btu)
	 (per million Btu)
1950 1.80 1.89 .73 .77
1961 1.76 1.86 .76 .80
192 1.74 1.84 .70 .74
1963 1.72 1.82 .70 .74
1964 1.71 1.80 .66 .70
1965 1.77 1.83 .6^, .71
1966 1.84 1.85 .72 .72
1967 1.93 1.93 .77 .77 .42 .42
1968 1.96 1.91 .79 .77 .42 .41
1969 2.04 1.92 .77 .73 .42 .39
1970 2.10 1.90 .83 .75 .51 .46
1971 2.16 1.89 .89 .78 .72 .63
1972 2.09 1.76 .90 .80 .81 .68
1973 2.30 1.71 1.03 .77 .92 .68
1974 3.46 2.16 1.63 1.02 1.85 1.16
1975 3.89 2.22 2.39 1.36 1.85 1.06
1976 4.06 2.22 2.53 1.39 2.09 1.14
1977 4.33 2.23 2.83 1.46 2.30 1.19
1978 4.42 2.11 2.86 1.37 2.19 1.05
1979 5.97 2.53 4.46 1.89 3.40 1.44
true of the other fuels and will be for the new synthetic hydrocarbons and
other alternative fuels.
F.	 LOCOMOTIVE COSTS
In 1990, the cost of a 3000 hp Diesel-electric locomotive Is between
$750,000 and $850,000. The lower figure applies to four-axle locomotives
and the higher figure is for six-axle locomotives. These figures can vary
by as much as $50,000 depending on the optional equipment selected by the
railroad.
The total cost is broken down Into component costs in Table 14-4.
This table is not for any specific manufacturer or model of locomotive.
The data was obtained from a number of sources and assembled Into this
table. The difference in cost between this four-axle locomotive and a
six-axle unit is in the motors (two more), truck and axles (longer trucks
and two more axles) and controls.
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tTable 14-2.	 Historical Wholesale Energy Prices of Fue l s (cont'd)
Methanol From Ethanol, !ndustrial
Natural Gas 190 Proof Natural Gas
Current	 Constant Current	 Constant Current	 Constant
Dollars
	
1967$ Dollars	 1967$ Dollars	 1967$
Year (per milllon Btu) (per million Btu) (per million Btu)
1960 3.27	 5.55 7.10	 7.55
1961 5.27	 5.59 7.16	 7.58
1962 5.27	 5.55 7.16	 7.56
1963 5.27	 5.59 7.16	 7.58
1964 5.27	 5.5' 7.16	 7.56
1965 4.75 4.92 7.16 7.41
1966 4.7.5 4.75 7.16 7.18
1967 4.75 4.75 7,16 7.16
1968 4.39 4.29 7.;5 6.99
1969 4.39 4.13 7.16 6.72 .45 .43
1970 4.75 4.31 7.44 6.74 .50 .45
1971 4.39 3.87 7.44 6.53 .55 .48
1972 1.76 1.48 7.44 6.24 .59 .50
1973 2.46 1.83 7.44 5.54 .58 .43
1974 3.87 2.41 8.96 5.59 .70 .44
1975 13.78 7.88 .83 .47
1976 1.06 .58
1977 1.50 .78
1978 1.73 .82
1979 2.25 .95
G.	 MAINTENANCE COSTS
Tne locomotive maintenance cost on the railroads varies widely and the
units in which the costs are reported vary widely as well. One recent
report (Ref. 14-9) estimates the maintenance costs at $1.27 per thousand
gross ton-miles. Reference 14-10 (1949) conclLdes that in comparable
service on the New York Central Railroad, steam and Diesel engines cost
about 35 cents/mi. Locomotive maintenance costs are reported in Ref. 14-11
at 20 cents/gal in 1974. One railroad reported its maintenance cost at
$38,000 per year per locomotive in 1979. In 1976, the cost was 55 to
72 cents/mi according to Ref. 14-12. Shown here are the annual maintenance
costs per locomotive reported by five railroads for 1977 (Ref. 14-11).
P
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Table 14-2.	 Historical Wholesale Energy Prices of Fuels (cont'd)
Propane N - Butane Ammonia
Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 19675 Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967E
Year (per million Btu) (per million Btu) (per million Btu)
1960 1.57 1.65
1961 1.58 1.67
1962 1.49 1.57
1963 1.42 1.51
1964 1.40 1.48
1965 .61 .63 1.36 1.40
1966 .61 .61 1.32 1.33
1967 .55 .55 1.26 1.26
1968 .55 .54 1.02 0.99
1969 .55 .52
1970 .51 .46
19'01
 1 .55 .48
1972 .51 .43
1973 .71 .53
1974 2.95 1.84
1975 2.33 1.34 2.03 1.16
1976 2.43 1.34 2.29 1.25
1977 2.95 1.52 2.65 1.37
1978 2.84 1.36 2.40 1.15
1979 3.48 1.48 4.79 2.03
1977
RiII road
	
Maintenance Cost
Southern Railway	 $32,818
Union Pacific	 47,000
Southern Pacific	 58,399
Denver, Rio Grande, Western	 37,186
S00 lines	 31,432
Average	 $41,367
As is obvious here, the maintenance costs vary widely from railroad to
railroad. Using the data presented, the average cost of maintenance for a
line haul 3000 hp locomotive Is estimated to be $55,000 per year in 1980
dollars.
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aTable 14-2,	 Historical Wholesale Energy Prices of Fuels (cont'd)
Kerosene
	 Bitum. Coal,	 Bitum. Coal,
Delivered
	 At Mine
Current Constant	 Current Constant	 Current Constant
Dollars
	
1967=	 Dollars
	 19671'
	 Dollars	 1967$
Year	 (per million Btu)
	 (per million Btu)
	 (per million Btu)
1960 .87 .91 .312 .328 .185 .195
1961 .89 .94 .312 .330 .185 .196
1962 .88 .93 .311 .328 .185 .196
1963 .89 .94 .313 .331 .185 .196
1964 .85 .89 .315 .333 .185 .196
1965 .87 .90 .315 .326 .185 0191
1966 .89 .89 .315 .315 .189 .190
1967 .93 .93 .317 .317 .192 .192
1968 .93 .91 .320 .312 .195 .190
1969 .93 .87 .337 .316 .208 .195
1970 .96 .87 .403 .365 .261 .236
1971 1.00 .88 .449 .394 .295 .259
1972 1.00 .84 .472 .396 .319 .268
1973 1.09 .81 .510 .379 .355 .264
1974 1.86 1.16 .852 .532 .656 .410
1975 2.12 1.21 !.019 .583 .801 .458
1976 2.45 1.34 1.049 .573 .810 .442
1977 2.78 1.43
1978 2.88 1.38
19:9 1.207 .512 .931 .395
H.	 OPERATING COSTS
As defined here, operating costs include miscellaneous supplies such as
water and sand used on the locomotive as well as fuel handling costs. The
cost of fuel is treated separately. The cost of right-of-way, supervision,
yard, and train crews other than fueling crews are not considered here. The
reported operating costs vary as widely as the reported maintenance costs.
In addition, some railroads include only direct labor (train crews) and
ers exclude all labor costs.
The operating costs for this study include the following items on a
ival basis.
Fuel Handling
	 $ 8,000
Misc. Supplies
	
5,000
$13,000 per year
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The train crews have been excluded because the crew size Is Independent of
the number of locomotives used on a train and, thus, cannot be apportioned
on a per Iocomc.Ive basis. It should be noted that what is frequently
called cost of operations or operating cost in the open literature Is the
sum of the labor costs, ma i ntenance costs, and operating costs as defined
In this study. These costs are divided up In this report so that the
effects of engine and fuel changes can be better evaluated.
I.	 FINANCIAL COSTS
In addition to the material costs, the cost of capital must be Included
'	 in the analysis. The two main costs on capital are the returns on equity
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Table 14-3. Cost of Fossil Fuels Delivered to
Steam-Electric Utility Plants
(From Ref. 14-2)
WhNN feels 1117111 1979.
Region NOV DEC JAN FED MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG DER OCT NOV
Cents per million Stu
New England 192.9 207.9 200.9 2233 249.2 244.9 267.4 2934 302.9 313.0 319.2 326.1 338.0
Middle Atlantic 159.6 163.5 170.2 180.5 174.4 169.2 176.7 184.3 212.0 204.7 202.5 196.8 215.2
East North Central 132.6 137.0 142.5 146.9 143.5 140.7 146.1 144.0 150.9 146.9 150.3 151.6 164.9
Wool North Central 100.7 105.9 121.6 124.3 106.9 107.3 110.9 114.4 110.3 112.1 107.6 108.0 110.0
South Atlantic 147.8 154.6 INN 163.3 168.3 168.2 172.7 185.0 197.7 187.9 189.3 189.5 14.8
East South Central 125.4 128.3 129.7 128.1 131.7 132.4 137.5 136.9 144.0 143.3 142.8 142.4 146.5
West South Central 129.4 131.7 144.4 143.6 139.6 141.7 155.7 158.7 156.5 154.0 149.1 152.5 162.1
Mountain 82.3 82.8 89.3 91A 92.3 99.7 120.3 101.8 100.8 100.8 102.2 105.2 101.2
Pacific 245.2 245.6 245.9 243.1 234.3 240.8 242.2 250.9 263.6 274.1 280.9 283.5 316.8
NATIONAL AVG. 129.6 142.9 150.4 164.3 162.3 161.4 168.0 161.2 168.7 167.1 167.9 167.3 171.5
CON
New Engiond 147.0 146.8 147.1 160.3 149.9 160.9 152.7 155.2 155.6 155.7 156.9 156.7 155.8
Middle Atlantic 120.6 120.3 121.2 122.8 123.7 121.9 120.4 122.8 129.6 123.8 127.7 126.6 126.3
East North Central 123.9 123.8 124.3 123.7 126.7 129.0 131.4 130.6 137.0 134.3 138.4 140.9 139.1
West North Central 95.2 95.1 96.0 95.3 95.6 98.S 100.6 106.9 103.6 98.5 100.5 102.2 102.6
South Atlantic 134.1 138.8 136.6 136.4 136.0 137.8 139.0 1 '14.0 142.9 142.7 144.1 145.1 145.9
East South Central 120.8 122.6 122.6 121.1 125.8 129.6 132.7 _	 6 134.7 134.2 136.4 136.3 141.1
West South Central 73.4 81.4 88.2 89.3 92.9 94.9 89.9 98.8 99.0 100.2 98.0 104.4 113.6
Mountain 60.2 58.7 62.6 62.9 65.0 74.0 97.8 69.3 65.4 66.8 69.5 77.0 73.7
Pacific 78.2 78.6 84.3 82.9 83.4 82.7 83.0 84.6 84.2 82.0 90.2 81.7 82.1
NATIONAL AVG. 115.6 119.9 116.8 114.6 116.8 120.1 121.4 121.8 122.2 ins 125.3 127.4 121.7
Residual Fuel OII'
New England 195.6 211.3 210.6 227.8 255.8 250.8 272.7 293.2 309.1 321.0 331.5 337.5 349.2
Middle Atlantic 224.2 226.0 232.2 243.4 266.4 273.7 279.9 305.0 325.2 338.1 347.3 357.7 '1`,.
East North Central 260.6 261.5 282.2 295.9 302.5 307.2 320.0 321.8 352.8 383.2 365.4 391.9
West North Central 217.6 212.6 233.9 266.4 246.4 277.0 394.6 244.7 373.0 4*11.t 451.0 391.6 406.4
South Atlantic 211.7 215.3 224.7 233.0 255.7 286.4 270.7 788.1 312.8 320.8 ji6," 347.1 353.1
East South Central 168.8 177.4 174.7 198.3 211.6 212.1 231.8 218.9 240.2 268.3 281.0 431.0 289.0
West South Central 189.8 207.0 306.8 227.3 255.1 232.4 242.8 247.1 305.8 298.6 318.1 33016 339.5
Mountain 262.0 228.2 237.3 233.6 246.4 276.5 284.3 287.8 337.2 350.0 383.2 405.9 405.0
Pacific 270.1 266.4 262.9 267.9 265.2 283.1 2778 283.3 307.4 323.1 339.3 352.6 367.6
NATIONAL AVG.	 225.6 228.7 231.8 245.6 261.4 268.0 277.7 289.3 314.7 328.0 337.8 351.4 367.1
Natural Gas'
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
ast South Central
Vest South Centres
Aountain
'acific
tATIONAL AVG.
187.6 193.7 208.4 219.1 224.0 233.9 250.1 263.1 2t.	 / 277.5 295.4 au8.0 317.3
190.8 180.7 179.2 183.0 179.3 190.1 192.5 210.0 226.7 241.7 263.9 269.2 245.2
201.6 209.8 217.2 241.7 242.3 244.3 247.1 231.2 222.9 258.3 278.9 263.3 261.0
128.1 135.2 143.0 145.5 137.6 143.8 147.1 146.1 148.6 152.1 152.5 164.0 154.7
109,2- 105.1 94.1 103.0 118.5 119.7 123.5 126.5 155.6 165.3 160.0 1581 138.5
164.5 187.3 175.4 177.9 169.1 172.3 195.0 185.6 182.0 192.2 186.3 198.2 193.5
134.8 133.9 146.2 147.6 142.5 149.2 169.2 168.5 161.3 160.4 157.1 161.3 152.9
160.3 177.0 178.1 174.9 196.9 182.3 193.0 198.3 205.1 216.3 212.4 225.3 2121
222.1 227.7 231.0 224.9 222.0 221.6 225.8 238.7 246.3 246.3 246.9 255.6 183.5
141.1 139.4 160.2 149.1 142.9 1U.4 177.3 179.9 178.9 144.9 163.5 1189A 180.3
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Table 14-4. Locomotive Costs (1980 Dollars)
Four-Axle, 3000 hp
Component	 Cost	 % of Total
'owor Plant	 $3070500	 41
Diesel Engine	 $195,000	 26
Cooling System	 37,500	 5
Fuel System	 22,500	 3
Auxiliary Equipmen* and misc. 	 52,500	 7
Electrical	 $2550000	 34
Alternator	 $ 60,000	 8
Rectifier	 220500	 3
Motors, earh	 30,000	 16
Controls and misc.	 30,000	 4
Dynamic Braking System	 22,500
.c
Chassis
	 $187,500	 25
Frame	 $ 37,500	 5
Trucks and Axles
	
82,500
	 II
Cab Equipment	 15,000
	
2
Superstructure	 370,500	 5
Misc. (Sand box, Lights, etc.)
	
150000	 2
Total	 $750,000
and debt. The return on equity covers both the return on the common stock
and on the preferred stock. The debt consists of both long- and short-term
debts. Table 14-5 shows the treads in the prime rate for the 1960 to 1979
period. The interest rate that a railroad parrs on a debt secured by a
locomotive is usually lower than the prime rate. A locomotive is a movable
asset and it is, therefore, easier to sell if necessary than a building,
for example. The interest rate, of course, depands on other factors as
well, such as the financial health of the railroad itself. Under normal
conditions, the interest rate will be nearer the commercial paper rate than
the bank prime rate.
J.	 WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX PREDICTIONS
In order to arrive at values for the various escalation rates, it is
necessary to predict the actions of the economy over the 20 year lifetime
14-15
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of the locomotives. The measure of the economy adopted for this study is
tM^ Wholesale Price Index. Historically, the c.unomy is characterized by
alternating periods of slow and rapid changes. The period of these changes,
rapid change to slow and back to rapid, is Anything from 20 to 60 years.
For this study, the period has been assumed to be about 40 years and
that 1980 is about in the middle of a rapid change era. The Wholesale
Price Index for the 1960 to 1979 20 year period is shown Inin Figure 14-2.
This index changed slowly over the first 10 years and during the second
decade It changed progressively faster as inflation soared. Three scenarios
have been projected. All of them assume that the indF- will increase over
the next decade but at a gradually reducing rate of change. The decade
starting about 10 years from now is expected to be marked by a very low
rate of change, comparable to that of the early 1960s.
The three scenarios assume that there will hey no major disruptions
such as all-out war, a depression comparable to 'that o the thirties, or
inflationary rates over 20% per year. Figure 14-3 shows the predicted
values of the Wholesale Price Index for a 20 year period using the 1960 to
1979 period as a base. The base year for the index is 1967.
Table 14-5. Historical Financial Rates
Commercial	 Bank Prime
Year	 Paper Rate	 Rate
	
M	 (%)
F
1960
	
3.85
	
4.82
1961
	
2.97
1962
	
3.26
1963
	
3.55
1964
	
3.97
1965
	
4.38
	
4.54
1966
	
5.55
1967
	
5.10
1968
	
5.90
1969
	
7.83
1970 7.72 7.91
1971 5.11
1972 4.69 5.25
1973 8.15 8.03
1974 9.87 10.81
1975 6.33 7.86
1976 5.35 6.84
1977 5.60 6.83
1978 7.99 9.06
1979 10.91 11.75
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The first scenario assumes that 1980 is the mid-point of the economic
cycle and that change between the index for 1981 and 1980 is the same as
that estimated for 1979 to 1980. In other words, since there was an
estimated change of 12.93% in the Index between 1979 and 1980, there will
also be a 12.93% change between 1980 and 1981. Between 1978 and 1979,
there was on 11.59% change. The results of this calculation is shown in
Table 14-6 and in Figure 14-3 for the period 1960 to 2000.
The second scenario uses the same data but assumes that the 1979 to
1980 change is the same as the 1978 to 1979 change. The 1980 to 1981
change will be 7.69%, the same as the 1977 to 1978 change. This scenario
is also tabulated in Table 14-6.
The third scenario goes the other way, it assumes that the 1980 to
1981 change is 14.5% and the 1981 to 1982 change is this same amount. The
1982 to 1983 change would be 12.93%, the same as estimated for 1979 to 1980.
This scenario is tabulated in Table 14-6 and shown in Figure 14-3.
Of the three scenarios, the flrsi* scenario appears to be the most
probable. Events of 1980 indicate the change implicit in scenario 2 did
not take place. The price Index change for the 1979 to 1980 period is
greater than the 1978 to 1979 period. At the other extreme, scenario 3
assumes double •-dlgit inflation for six consecutive years during which
time the index would have more than doubled. in reality, such a prolonged
period of high inflation would be so disruptive that it would negate the
assumptions on which these predictions are based. Figure 14-3 also shows
how Just a few years of inflation can profoundly affect prices many years
in the future even when a return to a stable economy is assumed.
K. PREDICTION METHODOLOGY
The Wholesale Price Index is a measure of inflation for a particular
area of the economy. If the price of a product rises at the same rate as
the price index, then its constant dollar price does not change. If the
constant dollar price increases, then the current price of the product is
rising faster than the average price in the general economy. Conversely,
if the constant dollar price decreases, then 'the current dollar price
increases slower than the index. If the constant dollar price decreases
fast enough, the current dollar price decreases as wall. Electronic hand
calculators are a good example of how both current and constant dollar
prices can decrease in an inflationary period.
The prediction methodology used in this study is based on changes in
the constant dollar price with time. For example, the use of Diesel fuel
and the other distillate fuels are expected to increase faster than the
use of gasoline. If it is assumed that the price of gasoline increased
exactly at the inflation rate, its constant dollar price change is zero
and the price of Diesel fuel will have a positive change. Some of the
alternative fuels may have negative changes as the start-up costs are
paid off and productivity Improves. 	 Volume production will tend to
decrease the constant dollar costs.
14-19
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Table 14-6. Wholesale Price Index Predictions
Year Scenario	 I Scenario 2 Scenario 3
WPI
	 % Increase	 WPI	 % Increase WPI % Increase
1960 94.9 94.9 94.9
1961 94.5 -0.42 94.5 -0.42 94.5 -0.42
f' 1962 94.8 0.32 94.8 0.32 94.8 0.32
` 1963 94.5 -0.32 94.5 -0.32 94.5 -0.32
' 1964 94.7 0.21 94.7 0.2.1 94.7 0.21
1965 96.6 2.01 96.6 2.01 96.6 2.01
1966 99.8 3.31 99.8 3.31 99.8 3.31
' 1967 100.0 0.20 100.0 0.20 100.0 0.20
1968 102.5 2.50 102.5 2.50 102.5 2.50
1
i
1969 106.5 3.90 106.5 3.90 106.5 3.90
1970 110.4 3.66 110.4 3.66 110.4 3.66
1971 113.9 3.17 113.9 3.17 113.9 3.17'
1972 119.1 4.57 119.1 4.57 119.1 4.57
1973 134.7 13.10 134.7 13.10 134.7 13.10
1974 160.1 18.86 160.1 18.86 160.1 18.86
1975 174.9 9.24 174.9 9.24 174.9 9.24
1976 182.9 4.57 182.9 4.57 182.9 4.57
1977 196.3 7.33 196.3 7.33 196.3 7.33
i^ 1978 211.4 7.69 211.4 7.69 211.4 7.69
1979 235.9 11.59 235.9 11.59 235.9 11.59
1980 266.4 12.93 263.2 11.59 266.4 12.93
1981 300.8 12.93 283.5 7.69 305.0 14.50
1982 335.7 11.59 304.3 7.33 349.2 14.50
1983 361.5 7.69 318.2 4.57 394.4 2.93
1984 388.0 7.33 347.6 9.24 457.1 11.59
1985 405.8 4.57 413.2 18.86 492.3 7.69
1986 443.3 9.24 467.3 13.10 528.4 7.33
1987 526.9 18.86 488.7 4.57 552.5 4.57
1988 595.9 13.10 504.2 3.17 603.6 9.24
1989 623.1 4.57 522.7 3.66 717.4 18.86
1990 642.9 3.17 543.1 3.90 811.4 13.10
1991 666.4 3.66 556.7 2.50 848.5 4.57
1992 692.4 3.90 557.8 0.20 875.4 3.17
1993 709.7 2.50 576.3 3.31 907.4 3.66
,.. 1994 711.1 0.20 587.9 2.01 942.8 3.90
a
1995 734.6 3.31 569.1 0.21 966.4 2.50
1996 749.4 2.01 587.2 -0.32 968.3 0.20
1997 751.0 0.21 589.1 0.32 1000.4 3.31
1998 748.6 -0.32 586.6 -0.42 1020.5 2.01
1999 751.0 0.32 587.2 0.11 1022.6 0.21
c
2000 747.8 -0.42 588.4 0.21 1019.3 -0.32
14-20
I ..	 FUEL PRICE PREDICT IONS
There have been, in the last eight years, numerous attempts to predict
the price of fuels, particularly petroleum fuels. Figure 14-4 shows the
prediction for Diesel fuel made by Arthur D. Little, Inc. in 1976 (Ref.
14-12). Since the actual 1980 price is between 80 and 90 cents per gallon,
the prodicted price is far too low. Even predictions made in 1979 as shown
I	 in Figure 14-5 (from Ref. 14-14) are too low. The 1980 price of 30 to 326
dollars a barrel for oil is well above the highest predicted price on this
ficlure by nearly 20%. However, if these prices are converted from 1978 to
1980 dollars, then the highest price line matches the actual prices. All
of the other lines still fall well below the real prices.
Exxon Research and Engineering has made a number of studies into the
availabiliTy, properties, and costs of alternative fuels. Figure 14-6 was
taken from a 1974 study (Rof. 14-15). The costs are expressed In 1973
dollars so it is necessary to multiply them by 1.933. In terms of 1980
dollars, the initial price of shale distillate is $3.92 per million Btu
and it is $7.35 per million Btu for methanol from coal. Exxon in a 1980
report (Ref. 14-17) lists shale distillate at $4.20 to $4.40 in 1980 dollars
and methanol from coal at $6.65 to $11.15 per million Btu. The differences
between the 1973 and the 1980 reports is ,just inflation with virtually no
change in the constant dollar price. All of the curves in Figure 14-6 show
a decrease in constant dollar prices due to increased productivity, Improved
processes, and increased volume. The drop in price varies from about 15%
to 25% in the 20 year span. In general, the prices all decrease together
so that the relative cost at the end of the 20 year period is very nearly
the same as at the beginning.
The costs of a variety of alternative fuels are shown in Table 14-7.
This table, taken from Ref. 14-17, illustrates the extre,nely wide range of
costs involved in these fuels. There is a range of nearly eighteen to one
between the low of $2.55 per million Btu to the high of $45.00. Even for
a single fuel, the cost estimates vary over a range of two to one. This
list agrees generally with o-tner sources.
Table 14-8 presents th) 20 year predictions made by JPL for 18 fuels
with prices in both current dollars and constant 1967 dollars. The table
is set-up in terms of dollars per million Btus. Many of these fuels are
not now available at the prices quoted. The prices are present value
prices, the price they are expected to be if they were in quantity produc-
tion tpday. This is the only way to compare them in this type of analysis.
Many of the fuels, except for 'petroleum-based ones, -ire not expected to
be commercially available for 10 to 15 years and then, only if they are
economically practical.
The prices shown in Table 1 4-8 are the predictions for the fuels
delivered to the railroads. They are higher than the cost of production
and distribution by the amount of the profits and by the amount due to
market pressures. If there are two fuels competing for the same market,
such as oil shale distillate and petroleum middle distillate, they will
tend towards the same price even if the cost of production and distribution
are different. The prices in the tables reflect this inter-fuel competition
as well as can be predicted at this time. In oenoral, the liquid fuels are
14-21
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4.00
3.00
2.00
0 SHALE GASOLINE
SHALE DISTILLATE
	 ^`
COAL GASOLINE
n COAL DISTILLATE
• METHANOL FROM COAL
----REFLECTS SDWLB "LMNING, CURVE"
1960	 1990
	
2000
YZAR
Figure 14-6. Cost Projections for Alternative Fuels
(From Ref. 14-15)
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Table 14-7. Alternative 	 Costs In Constant DolIars (From Ref. 14.17)
Cost 6/MBtu (19806)
Shale gasoline (1)
Shale distillate (1)
Coal gasoline (2)
Coal d;stillate (2)
Coal	 in-Oil Slurry
Methanol
Coal (2)
Biomass (4)
Solid Waste Pyrolysis(4)
OTEC (5)
ilydrogen
Coal (2)
Electrolysis (6)
Ammonia
Coal (2)
Biomass (4)
Ethanol
Fermentation (7)
Methane
Coal (2)
Sewage Algae (41,
Oil from Oranl.: Wastes (4)
Acetylene (9)
Methylamine	 (9)
Hydrazine (9)
Low Btu gas (10)
4.90 - 5.20
4.20 - 4.40
4.85 - 8.40
5.35 - 9.00
2.55+
6.65 - 11.15
14.80
20.75
29.70
7.90 - 9.60
19.65
12.30 - 12.90
17.55
16.75 - 21.20
5.45 - 7.95
12.50
8.60
14.00
>14.00
>45.00
4.25
Notes:
(1) Produced by above ground retorting.
(2) Coal at 21 E/Ton.
(3) Coal at 8 $/Ton.
(4) Includes waste collection cost of 20 $/Ton.
(5) Ocean thermal energy conversion.
(6) Current potassium hydroxide technology;
about 13 6/MBtu for developmental SPE process.
(7) CGrn at 3.75 S/Bushel.
(8) Cost ?bout the same for c&lcium carbide or coal
arcing technology.
0)
	
Current raw material costs only; higher with
addition of processing and investment costs.
(10) Coal technology; coal at 21 $/Ton.
14-25
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Table 14-8. Twenty Year Prediction of Fuel Energy Prices
Diesel No. 2 Gasoline Broadcut Fuel	 Oil
Year Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 19675 0ollar% 1967$ Dollars 1967$
(per million Btu) (per	 million Btu) (per million Btu)
1980 6.10 2.29 7.73 2.90 5.73 2.15
1981 8.09 2.69 9.32 3.10 7.58 2.52
1982 10.04 2.99 10.58 3.15 9.33 2.78
1983 11.39 3.15 11.57 3.20 10.56 2.92
1984 12.53 3.23 15.53 3.23 11.60 2.99
1985 13.19 3.25 13.19 3.25 12.17 3.00
1986 14.54 3.28 14.45 3.26 13.34 3.01
1987 17.34 3.29 17.18 3.26 15.86 3.01
1988 19.67 3.30 19.37 3.25 17.94 3.01
1989 20.50 3.29 20.31 3.26 18.69 3.00
1990 21.15 3.29 20.96 3.26 19.29 3.00
1991 21.86 3.28 21.79 3.27 20.06 3.01
1992 22.78 3.29 22.71 3.28 20.91 3.02
1993 23.42 3.30 23.35 3.29 21.43 3.02
1994 23.40 3.29 23.40 3.29 21.40 3.01
1995 24.10 3.28 24.10 3.28 22.11 3.01
1996 24.58 3.28 24.58 3.28 22.48 3.00
1997 24.71 3.29 24.56 3.27 22.53 3.00
1998 24.55 3.28 24.55 3.28 22.53 3.01
1999 24.71 3.29 24.71 3.29 22.61 3.01
2000 24.53 3.28 24.53 3.28 22.58 3.02
expected to increase in constant dollar price by about 50% over the next
20 years. Coal prices are only IIkeIy to Increase 25 to 30%. The 15 to
30% does reflect the increasing demand for coal in the future.
There were other price predictions made during the last year. -, One
projection was made by the Department 'of Energy (DOE) in October 1980
(Ref. 14-16). Another projection was by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) who
regularly issue financial predictions for a variety of business sectors
Including energy (Ref. 14-17). The JPL, DOE, and DRI predictions are
shown In Figure 14-7 in terms of constant 1980 dollars for the i-eriod from
1980 through to the year 2000. One problem with these predictions is that
they are not very specific. All types of coal are handled under one heading
with one price. For the petroleum fuels category, only residual, distil -
late, gasoline, and kerosine are included. Specific types of fuels are
not listed. The JPL prediction used Diesel No. 2 for the distillate fuel
1 ji-26
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Tablo 14-8. Twenty Year Prediction of Fuel Energy Prices (cont'd)
No. 6
Low
Fuel	 011,
Sulfur
Methane (From Coal) Propane
Year Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 1967E Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967E
(per million Btu) (per million Btu) (per million Btu)
1980 4.58 1.72 6.10 ) 4.26 1.60
1981 6.15 2.04 7.58 52 6.17 2.05
1982 7.63 2.27 9.03 2.69 7.39 2.20
1983 8.77 2.43 10.27 2.84 8.31 2.30
1984 9.77 2.52 11.56 2.98 9.12 2.35
1985 10.29 2.54 12.21 3.01 9.82 2.42
1986 11,,49 2.59 13.52 3.05 11.08 2.50
1987 13.87 2.63 16.33 3.10 13.44 2.55
1988 15.74 2.64 18.71 3.14 15.49 2.60
1989 16.61 ?.66 19.81 3.18 16.45 2.64
1990 17.34 2.70 20.83 3.24 17.23 2.68
1991 17.93 2.69 21,52 3.23 18.06 2.71
1992 18.91 2.73 22.•,3 3.24 19.18 2.77
1993 19.67 2.77 23.07 3.25 20.23 2.85
1994 19.66 2.76 23.11 3.25 20.48 2.88
1995 20.49 2.79 23.87 3.25 21.38 2.91
1996 21.14 2.82 24.28 3.24 21.73 2.90
1997 21.25 2.83 24.18 3.22 21.85 2.91
1998 21.36 2.85 23.81 3.18 21.78 2.91
1999 21.74 2.90 23.81 3.17 21.78 2.90
2000	 21.59	 2.69	 23.56	 3.15	 21.69	 2.90
projection in this figure. While the absolute cost dollars differ between
the various estimates, the ratio of distillate fuel costs to coal costs
are very close. The JPL estimates were made in mid - 1979 before the
rapid increases in petroleum costs.
The current dollar prices increase much more rapidly because of the
general inflationary trend. Using scenario 1, the price of petroleum-
based Diesel No. 2 is expected to reach $3.21 per gallon by the year 2000.
The constant dollar price will be 43 cents a gallon. Between the years
1967 and 2000, inflation will have raised the price of Diesel No. 2 fuel
by a factor of eight over the increase due to increased demand and decreased
supplies.
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Table 14-8.	 Twenty	 Year Prediction of	 Fuel Energy	 Prices (cont'd)
N-Butane Methanol Ethanol
(From Coal)
Year Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967% Dollars 1967$
(per million Btu) (per million Btu) (per	 million Btu)
1980 5185 2.20 6.65 2.50 21.20 7.96
1981 7.43 2.47 7.88 2.62 24.27 8.07
1982 9.03 2.69 9.06 2.10 27.43 8.17
1983 10.12 2.80 10.23 2.83 29.82 8.25
1984 11.06 2.85 11.42 2.94 32.36 8,34
1985 11.77 2.90 12.40 3.06 34.09 8.40
1986 13.12 2.96 13.32 3.00 37.19 8.39
1987 15.75 2.99 14.41 2.73 44.05 8.36
1988 17.88 3.00 16.09 2.70 49.76 8.35
1989 18.82 3.02 16.70 2.68 52.09 8.36
1990 19.67 3.06 17.35 2.70 53.55 8.33
1991 20.53 :5108 18.39 2.76 55.51 8.33
1992 21.12 3.05 19.21 2.77 57.47 8.30
1993 21.57 3.04 20.18 2.84 58.76 8.28
1994 21.55 3.03 21.02 2.96 58.81 8.27
1995 22.41 3.05 21.98 3.09 60.60 8.25
1996 22.93 3.O6 22.86 3.05 61.83 8.25
1997 23.06 3.07 23.60 3.14 62.03 8.26
1998 22.98 3.07 23.58 3.15 61.61 8.23
1999 22.91 3.05 23.33 3.11 61.58 8.20
F^1F
C
2000	 22.81	 3.05	 22.25	 2.98	 61.32	 8.20
M.	 LOCOMOTIVE COST PREDICTIONS
S i nce the en# i re cost of a I ocom,)t i ve occurs i n the f i rst year, the
future prices of locomotives have no bearing on this cost analysis. However,
locomotives using alternative engines or alternative fuels will not cost
the same as the present Diesel-electric locomotive.
The difference between the present Diesel-electric locomotives using
x Diesel No. 2 and those using the alternative fuels is primarily in the
fuel system and in the engine. Many fuels require the use of dual fueling.
Locomotives using dual - fueled engines require a separate tank, pumps, Iines,
and injectors for the Diesel No. 2 fuel used for ignition. Some fuels have
k
	
	 such low energy densities that tenders would be required to carry them.
Tablo 14-9 presents the estimated costs of locomotives modified to use
14-28
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Table 14-8. Twenty Year Prediction of Fuel Energy Prices (cont'd)
011 Shale	 Oil Shale	 Oil Shale
Syn-Crude	 Distillate	 Gasoll,lo
Year	 Current Constant 	 Current Constant	 Current Constant
Dollars
	
1967$
	
Dollars	 19675	 Dollars	 1967E
(per miiliun Btu) 	 (per million Btu)	 (per million Btu)
1980 6.26 2.35 6.34 2.38 7.73 2.90
1981 7.19 2.39 7.34 2.44 9.32 3.10
1982 8.19 2.44 8.36 2.49 10.74 3.20
1983 8.97 2.48 9.18 2.54 11.75 3.25
1984 9.82 2.53 10.01 2.58 12.65 3.26
1985 10.35 2.55 10.59 2.61 13.23 3.26
1986 11.35 2.56 11.66 2.63 14.41 3.25
1987 13.54 2.57 14.07 2.67 16.,,.7 3.22
1988 15.43 2.59 16.09 2.70 19.07 3.20
1989 16.20 2.60 16.95 2,72 19.88 3.19
1990 16.91 2.63 17.63 2.75 20.25 3.15
1991 17.73 2.66 18.53 2.78 20.92 3.14
1992 19.11 2.76 19.46 2.81 21.60 3.12
1993 19.87 2.80 20.23 2.85 22.00 3.10
1994 19.91 2.80 20.27 2.85 21.90 3.08
1995 20.50 2.79 20.86 2.84 22.33 3.04
1996 20.83 2.78 21.21 2.83 22.71 3.03
1997 20.88 2.78 21.25 2.83 22.68 3.02
1998 20.74 2,71 21.11 2.82 22.53 3.01
1999 20.73 2.76 21.10 2.81 22.61 3.01
2000 20.56 2.75 20.94 2.80 22.43 3.00
alternative fuels. When a tender is required, it has been assumed teat a
single tender would serve two locomotives, so the cost charged against
each locrmitive , is one-half the cost of the tender. Tenders are assumed
10 cost between $60,000 and $100,000 each depending on the type of fuel.
Liquid hydrogen would be the most expensive to stoke and the tender for it
would cost about $100,000. This tender Is not intended for long-term
storage, on)y one or two da ys, so It is not as well insulated as the main
storage tanks at the refueling depot.
The locomr., tive costs range from a low of $75C,000 for the four-axle
3000 hp locomctiv ,^  using middle distillate fuels to a high of $869,500
for a liquid hydrogen fueled locomotive. It must be emphasized that
these costs are for ful l y ' gveloped equipment in commercial production
as expressed in 1980 dollars. The development and initial tooling costs
are not Included in th!s table.
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Table 14-8.	 Twenty Year Prediction of Fuel Energy Prices (cont'd)
Coal Derived	 Coal Derived	 13i'tuminous Coal,
Distillate	 Gasoline	 Mine Mouth
Year Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967$
leper	 million Btu) (per million Btu) (per	 million Btu)
1980 6.93 2.60 6.45 2.42 1.03 .385
1981 7.97 2.65 7.55 2.51 1.19 .395
1982 9.10 2.71 8.59 2.56 1.36 .405
1983 10.05 2.78 9.47 2.62 1.49 .413
1984 11.10 2.86 10.48 2.70 1.65 .421
1905 11.77 2.90 11.08 2.73 1.74 .429
1986 13.08 2.95 12.28 2.77 1.94 .437
1987 15.75 2.99 14.75 2.80 2.33 .443
1988 18.17 3.05 16.98 2.85 2.68 .450
1989 19.32 3.10 18.07 2.90 2.84 .455
1990 20.19 3.14 18.97 2.95 2.96 .460
1991 21.19 3.18 19.86 2.98 3.10 .465
1992 22.16 3.20 20.91 3.02 3.25 .470
1993 23.07 3.25 21.72 3.06 3.37 .475
1994 23.40 3.29 21.97 3.09 3.41 .480
1995 24.24 3.30 22.92 3.12 3.56 .485
1996 24.84 3.31 23.61 3.15 3.67 .490
1997 24.78 3.30 23.88 3.18 3.*72 .495
1998 24.63 3.29 23.88 3.19 3.74 .500
1999 24.63 3.28 24.03 3.20 3.79 .505
2000 24.53 3.28 23.93 3.20 3.81 .510
The capital costs of locomotives using alternative engines must also
be considered. In some cases, such as the gas turbine, there is no cooling
system needed. For the first generation now steam engine, the electrical
trarsmission is eliminated but the boiler must be accounted for in the
6-timate of the capital cost. Table 14-10 is a list of the engines which
e ir,cluded ;n this cost analysis. The term "mature engine" in Items 4
and 9 refers to the engines discussed in Section V. Table 14-11 shows the
total cost and the cost breakdown in 1980 dollars for 18 locomotives in-
cluding a conventional turbocharged water cooled Diesel-electric locomotive.
Ail locomotives are rated at 3000 hp (2700 hp at the rail) and have four
axles i configuration). The engine numbers correspond to the numbers
on Table 14-10.
r
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k'	 Table 14-8. Twenty Year Prediction of Fuel Energy Prices (contrd
^k
Bituminous Coal,	 Hydrogen	 Ammonia
Nat. Average	 (From  Coa I )
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
Current Constant Current Constant Current Constant
Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967$ Dollars 1967$
(per million Btu) (per million Btu) (per million Btu)
1.28 .48 9.11 3.42 12.92 4.85
1.47 .49 10.53 3.50 14.89 4.95
1.68 .50 12.02 3.58 16.95 5.05
1.84 .51 13.19 3.65 18.62 5.15
2.02 .52 14.43 3.72 20.37 5.25
1985 2.15 .53 15.34 3.78 21.67 5.34
1986 2.39 .54 17.02 3.84 24.12 5.44
1987 2.90 .55 20.55 3.90 29.14 5.53
1988 3.34 .56 23.54 3.95 33.55 5.63
1989 3.55 .57 24.92 4.00 35.64 5.72
1990 3.66 .57 26.04 4.05 37.35 5.81
1991 3.87 .58 27,,32 4.10 39.32 5.90
1992 4.09 .59 29.08 4.20 41.34 5.97
1993 4.19 .59 30.16 4.25 42.87 6.04
1994 4.27 .60 30.58 4.30 43.45 6.11
1995 4.41 .60 31.96 4.35 45.40 6.18
1996 4.50 .60 32.97 4.40 46.84 6.25
1997 4.58 .61 33.42 4.45 47.39 6.31
1998 4.57 .61 33.54 4.48 47.61 6.36
1999 4.58 .61 33.72 4.49 47.84 6.37
2000 4.56 .61 33.65 4.50 47.71 6.38
Most of the locomotives listed cost more than the preser` Diesel-
electric unit. There are, however, five that cast IeSS. T`'ese are the
adiabatic Diesel engine powered locomotive and the firs- eration new
steam locomotive. Their costs are within 10% of the costs of the current
Diesel-electric locomotive. The a l abatic Diesel engine costs less simply
because there are fewer cylinders and they do not have a cooling system.
However, the cost per cylinder is higher for the adiabatic Diesel than for
a conventional Diesel engine. The adiabiatic Diesel was costed at $14,000
per cyi"nder and the conventional Diesel at $12,000 per cylinder. Only
ten cylinders are needed by the adiabatic Diesel to produce the same power
level as sixteen cylinders in the conventional Diesel. This analysis
assumes the same cylinder sizes and that bottoming cycles are used on the
adiabatic Diesel. The cost of the bottoming cycles is estimated separately
anI is not part of the $14,000 per cylinder cost.
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TaM o 14-9. Capitol Costs of Diesel-Elric Locomotives
Modifiers to Use Alternative Fuels
FUra I	 Diosel Engine	 Fuel Supply	 Total Cost
(Cost)	 (System Cost)
1. 1)1esel
	
'lo.	 2 $195,000 $22,500 $750,000
?. gasoline 220,000 37,000 789,500
3. Rroadcut Fuel
	
Oi l 195,000 22,500 7500000
11. No.	 6	 F ue I	 ') i I ,	 I . S . 'a 200,000 37#000 769#500
5. Liquid Motiiane 240,000 79,000 851,500
Fi. Liquid rrop.ano 230,000 69,000 831,500
I	 /. I.iquirl	 ti-flutnno 230,000 69,000 831,500
R. Mothano1 225,000 69,000 826,500
(). Fthano1 225,OC,0 69,000 826,500
I	 10. Oil	 ;hale	 >yn-Cr • tide 195,000 22,500 750, 000
11. Oil	 Shale Distillate 195,000 22,500 150,000
12. Oil	 Shale gasoline 2201000 37,000 789,500
13. Coal	 Derived Distillate 195,000 22,500 750,000
14. Coal
	
Derived Gasoline 2200000 371000 789,500
1'i, I_iquld Hydrogen 250,000 87,000 869,500
1 0 . Liqui d Ammonia 235,000 79,000 846,500
'lotus:	 Four-axle 3000 hp	 locomotives
Costs	 in	 1980 dollars
a	 Low Sulfur
The most oxpensive locomotives are those using fluidized bed com-
hustors. Thc: most oxpensive, the Stirling engine with a fluidized bed
combustor, is nearly 601, rroro expensive than the current Diesel locomotive.
The justification for those expensive locomotives is that they use coal
which is an inexpensive and abundant fuel.
i'l.	 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING COST PREDICTIONS
It is assumed that the maintenance and operating cost will rise at the
same rate as the Wholesale Price Index. This means that constant dollar
cost will remain the same over the 20 year period although the current
dollar price will rise. These costs will vary from engine to engine and
from fuel to fuel.
Table 14-12 presonts the estimates for both maintenance and operating
costs for 17 fuels on a 1980 dollars per year basis. The variation in main-
tenance is the result of the need for dual-fuel operation for many fuels
and for tenders in the case of fuels with low energy densities. The cryo-
genic fuels have special maintenance problems and also have the highest
cost. Coal increases , ^tntenance costs because of its abrasive nature and
the ash disposal  prob I e•7,.
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Table 14-10. Locomotive Engines Standard, Modified, and Alternatives
1. Turbocharged Water Cooled Diesel Engine (standard)
2. Four-Stroke Turbocharged Diesel Engine using Directly
Decomposed Methanol
3. Turbocharged Water Cooled Diesel Engine with Rankine
Bottoming Cycle
4. Short-Term "Mature" Diesel Enginea
5. Adiabatic Turbocompound Diesel Engine with Rankine
Bottoming Cycle
6. Adiabatic Turbocompound Diesel Engine with Minimum Friction
7. Adiabatic Turbocompound Diesel Engine with Minimum Friction
and Rankine Bottoming Cycle
8. Adiabatic Diesel Engine with Stirling Bottoming Cycle
9. Long-Term "Mature" Diesel Engine*
10. New Steam Engine with Reciprocating Drive
	
11,	 New Steam Turbine-electric Engine
12. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell
13. Open Cycle, Internal Combustion Regenerat i ve Gas Turbine
14. Open Cycle, External Combustion Regenerative Gas Turbine
15. Closed Cycle, External Combustion Regenerative Gas Turbine
16. Advanced Stirling Engine using Liquid Fuels
17. Advanced Stirling Engine using a Fluidized Bed Combustor
18. Stratified Charge Rotary Combustion Engine
a See Section V for definition of "mature" engine.
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Table 14-12. Maintenance and Operating Costs for Various Fuels
Fuel Maintenance Operating
1- Diesel No. 2 $55,000 $13,000
2- Gasoline 60,000 13,000
3- Broadcut Fuel Oil 55,000 13,000
4- No. 6 Fuel Oil, L.S. a 70,000 13,000
5- Liquid Methane 80,000 21,000
6- Liquid Propane 60,000 15,000
7- Liquid N-Butane 60,000 15,000
8- Methanol 70,000 14,000
9-. Ethanol 70,000 13,000
10- Oil Shale Syn-Crude 60,000 13,000
11- Oil	 Shale Distillate 55,000 13,000
12- Oil	 Shale Gasoline 60,000 13,000
13- Coal Derived Distillate 55,000 13,000
14- Coal Derived Gasoline 60,000 13,000
15- Liquid Hydrogen 90,000 30,000
16- Liquid Ammonia 85,000 21,000
17- Bituminous Coal 80,000 16,000
Notes:	 Four-axle 3000 hp locomotives, Costs in 1980
Dollars, a Low Sulfur
The variation in operating costs is due to the costs of fuel handling.
It is assumed that the miscellaneous supplies; sand, water, etc., are the
same for all fuels and all locomotives regardless of the engine. Most
liquid fuels will cost about the same to handle with the exception o^ the
cryogenic fuels. The cryogenic fuels, particularly hydrogen, require very
special handling. Coal is also more expensive to handle but not nearly as
expensive as the cryogenic fuels.
Table 14-13 shows the variation in these costs for the 18 engines
listed in Table 14-10. When a locomotive with a given engine can utilize
a number of different fuels, the maintenance and operating costs are based
on the principal fuel. For example, the principal fuel for an engine using
a fluidized bed combustor is coal. Othar fuels could be used but coal is
the most likely one.
The lowest maintenance costs are associated with the internal com-
bustion gas turbine and the phosphoric acid fuel cell. The highest costs
occur with the fluidized bed combustor. The fuel handling costs are the
highest with coai since none of the cryogenic fuels are principal fue:s.
There are a large number of fuel - engine combinations which are not
analyzed in this chaptRr. However, some idea of the costs can be obtained
by the cross-correlation of Tables 14-12 and 14-13.
E
14-its
Engine No.a Maintenance	 Operating
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
$55,000 $13,000
65,000 1.4,000
65,000 13,000
65,000 13,000
50,000 13,000
50,000 13,000
55,000 13,000
60,000 13,000
50,000 13,000
65,000 16,0(10
80,000 16,000
45,000 14,000
45 0 000 13,000
80,000 16,000
80,000 16,000
65,000 13,000
80 1,000 16,000
60,000 13,000
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Tablo 14-13.
	
	 Maintenance and Operating Costs for Conventional
and Alternative Locomotives Based on Primary Fuel
a Fnqino ilo. refers to the number on Table 14-10
Costs in 1980 dollars
0.	 COST ANALYSIS CONSTANTS
There are a number of cost parameters which are not affected by the
type of fuel or the type of engine used. Some of these parameters are
sensitive to the general economic conditions. In particular, the returns
on debt and on equity are closely tied to the financial health of the
rai!- • ,ads and the economy as a whole. It has been assumed that the current
oconomIc situation is a transitory period and that the economy will stabilize
again. The period 20 years from now is projected to be simiIar to what
it was about 20 years ago. The late 1950s and early 1960s were marked by
a low inflation rate and low interest rates.	 It is anticipated that this
general condition will prevail again but with rates sIIgh`Iy above those
of 1960.
Predi ctc;d financial rates are Iisted in Table 14-14 for the 1980 to
2000 time period. The railroads are assumed to be increasingly heallony
economically and this is reflected in the increasing return on equity from
2% in 1980 to 6% by the year 2000. Many railroads already have a return
of 6% but a great number are nearer the 2% level. In fact, in 1978, the
return on investment by the industry as a whole dropped to less than 1% as
shown in F i gurf^ 14-8.
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Table 14-14. Predicted Financial Rates
Current	 Average
Year	 Return on Equity	 Return on Debt	 Return on Debt
M	 (%)	 ( >li)
1980 2.0 14.1 8.5
1981 2.2 12.3 8.9
1982 2.4 11.2 9.6
1983 2.6 10.3 10.2
1984 2.8 9.6 11.1
1985 3.0 9.0 12.0
1986 3.2 8.5 12.2
1987 3.5 8.0 11.9
1988 3.8 7.7 11.1
1989 4.0 7.4 10.2
1990 4.2 7.0 9.6
1991 4.5 6.8 8.9
1992 4.8 6.5 8.5
1993 5.0 6.2 8.1
1994 5.2 5.9 7.7
1995 5.4 5.7 7.3
1996 5.6 5.6 7.0
1997 5.7 5.4 6.7
1998 5.8 5.2 6.4
1999 5.9 5.1 6.2
2000 6.0 5.0 6.0
The return on debt, instead of decreasing as the return on investment,
has increased over the years, as shown in Figure 14-9. 1t is expected to
decrea-;e, reaching 5%, by the year 2000. In Table 14-14, predicted current
return on debt is listed as well as an average return on debt. The current
return refers to the rate prevailing during the particular year and it is
the rate which would be paid by the railroads on new obligations. Since
debts are incurred for some number of years, the average return depends on
the rates over a number of years and the amount of debt at the various
rates. As a result, the rate being paid iii a given year tends to lag
behind the current rate and also tends to change slower. The figures for
average return on debt reflects the time lag and the leveling effect. The
peak average rate is 12.2% in 1986 as compared to a peak current rate of
14.1% in 1980.
The service and accounting life, tax rates, and fractions of capital
costs are shown on Table 14-15. These values combined with the financial
predictions of Table 14-14 are used to determine the six financial constants
at the end o f Table 14-15. These constants were defined at the beginning
of this cha 3r.
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Figure 14-8. Railroad Industry Rate of Return on Investment
(From Ref. 14-16)
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Table 14-15. Cost Analysis Constants
Constant	 Symbol	 Value
Servi-ce	 life N 20 yrs.
Accounting	 life n 11	 yrs.
Effective corporate incoms tax rate T 501
Property tax rate B1 9.21
Insurance rate B2 0
Fraction of capital costs consisting of debt fd .80
Fraction of capital costs consisting of equity fe .20
Average after tax cost of capital, N period kN .05815
Average after tax cost of capital,	 n period kn .06080
Capital Recovery Factor, service	 life CRFk 
,
N .08588
Capital Recovery Factor, accounting life CRFk n •1273
Depreciation Factor DPFmk n •7141
Annualized Fixed Charge Rate FCR .1911
P. COST ESCALATION RATES
The methodology used in this cost analysis uses escalation rates in its
predictions of the costs of operations, maintenance and fuel. Table 14-16
pr3sents the escalation rates for 18 fuels Lnd for operating as well as
maintenance costs. Maintenance and operating costs escalate at a rate
close to the general inflation rate. The escalation rates for fuels vary
from a low of .0757 to a high of .1188. There are several reasons for the
differences between fuels. One factor is the assumption, that the energy
content of the fuel will be the most important single factor in its cost in
the fut,ire. In the past, the demand for a particular fuel such as gasoline
made It more expensive on an energy basis than No. 6 f u ,> T oil. 	 I n 1967,
No. 6 low sulfur fuel oil cost 42 cents per million Jtu while gasoline
cost 193 cents per million Btu. As fuel prices increa^-e, there will be an
increased demand for the lower priced fuels so their prices will escalate
faster than the average. As a group, the petroleum fuels will increase in
price faster than the alcohols or coal. the increased demand for coal by
utilities will keep its price moving upward. The alcohols will escalate
at the lowest rates, comparable to general inflation, since they are already
expensive fuels but they will become more cost competitive in the future.
However, they are not likely to be cheaper than the hydrocarbons within
20 years.
Q. FUEL ENERGY USAGE
F	 In ord9r
	
to estimate the annual	 fuel	 cost	 for	 a	 locomotive, it	 was	 A
first necessary	 to	 determine the energy	 used	 and then to multiply it	 by
the fuel	 price and to divide the product by the lower heating value of the
fuel.	 Using	 the JPL	 computer program "RAIL"	 to	 simulate the operations
of	 locomotives, it was	 found that the ento gy	 usage	 at the rail	 is about
9 x 109 to 15 x 105
 Btu/year for frel;jht operations.	 The General Motors
s
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Table 14-16. Cost Escalation Rares
'-f"no I
	
Rate
Operating Costs gop .0718
Maintenance 9mnt •C718
Fuel costs 9FL
1- Diesel	 No. 2 .1045
2- Gasoline .0839
3- Broadcut fuel oil .1024
4- No.
	
6	 fuel	 oil .1136
5- Methane .1006
6- Propane .1188
7- N-Butane .1004
8- Methanol .0884
9- Ethanol .0757
10- Oil
	
shale syn-crude .0833
11- 011
	
shale distillate .0846
12- Oil
	
shale gasoline .0793
13- Coal
	 derived	 dis-tiliate .0882
14- Coal	 derived gasoline .0898
15- Hydrogen .0884
16- Ammonia .0886
17- Bituminous coal, National average price .0880
18- Bituminous coal, westorn mine mouth .0876
t
EIectro-Motive Division duty cycles gave a .similar range of values. For
medium-duty service using 3000 hp four-axle locomotives, the rail energy
was chosen to be 11.965 x 109 Btu/year. This value was subsequently used
for all fuels and all engines in this cost analys!s. Starting with this
figure, the losses in the drive system, accessorie,;, auxiliary equipment
and the engine were added to it to arrive at the Input or fuel energy
necessary to deliver the required energy at the wheels. These fuel energy
input figures are shown in Table 14-17. The range of input energy is from
32 x 109
 Btu/year for the long term "mature" Diesel to 102 x 109 Btu/year
for the first generation new steam locomotive. This is little more than a
fWtor of three to one. Each engine was analyzed for only one fuel in
this table and the fuel is listed next to the engine number. The engine
numbers are defined in Table 14- 1 7. in general, the lowest energy usage
is associated with the adiabatic Diesel engines and the highest usage is
for the coal-fired steam engines.
R.	 LIFE-CYCLE COST RANKING OF FUELS
The substitutiun of one fuel for another in a locomotd ve involves many
factors, each contributing to the life-cycle cost.	 In order to use a
14-44
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Tahlo 14-17. Fuel Energy Usage by Various Engines
Engine No. a	Fuel Used
	
Fuel Energy
(millions of
Btu/yr)
1 Diesel No. 2 51,060
,1	 2 Methanol	 from coal 43,557
3 Diesel No. 2 45,451
4 Broadcut fuel oil 40,906
5 011
	 shale distillate 37,861
6
is
Oil
	 shale distillate 390366
7 GII	 shale distillate 35;237
8 011
	 shale distillate 40,121
9 011
	 shale distillate 31,946
10 Bituminous coal 102,265
11 Bituminous coal 72,933
12 Methanol 41,722
13 Oil
	 shale syn-crude 48,748
14 Bituminous coal 52,414
15 Bituminous coal 51,060
16 Oil	 shale distillate 44,484
17 Bituminous coal 52,414
18 Oil	 shale distillate 58,437
aEnglne No. refers to the engine number on Table 14-10
Energy at rail is 11.965 x 109
 Btu/year for all engines.
different fuel, it may be necessary to add or change Injectors and pumps,
to modify controls, and for some fuels to add a tender. All these things
change the capital cost of the locomotive and they must be included in
the cost analysis. The necossary changes to the locomotive affects the
maintenance and operating costs as well. A dual-fueled engine is necessary
for the use of fuels like methanol and the additional pumps, injectors,
lines, , and the fuel tan k will require additional maintenance. Those fuels
requiring the use of z3 tender, particularly the cryogenic fuels such as
hydrogen, will have higher maintenance costs than those fuels that u., be
carried entirely on the locomotive.
In order to assess the realistic life-cycle costs of va-'aus fuels, a
single locomotive was chosen as the base system. This was a 3000 hp,
16 cylinder, four-axle locomotive typical of the present R ail fleet. It
is not specified as to whether It is a four-stroke or a itoo-stroke engine
since the fuel consumption of both types of locomotives is nearly the same.
The energy usage at the rail (11.965 x 10 9 Btu/year) is the same for ail
fuels. The primary variable in the energy usage with different fuels is
the slight difference in the thermal efficiency of the engine with each one.
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ono llfo-cycle cost is must sensitive to tho price of tho fuel and
least sorsltivo to the oporating costs. Tho operating cost is typically
on I y 2 to 3% of tho I I f o-cyc I o cost. The c' ap i tea i and ma I ntenance costs
are about equal In annualized costs at 10 to 15% each of tho total costr;-
Tho rorna i n I net 65 to 75% of tho I i fe cyc; I o cost is the c^.o0 of f ue l.  Tho
fuels are ranked In Tablo 14-18 with the oil shale syn-credo having tho
lowest lifo-cyclo cast ovor the next 20 year's. Tho highest co st i, for
othanol which is and will be an oxpori,lve fuel.
nocauso of the expected escalation In the prico of i)iosel No.
resulting from increased domand and reduced supplies, the prosont Diosol-
o!uctrlc locomotive is in on economically undesirablo position.	 It rs
ranked eleventh out of sixtomi on this list. However, it should be nutesd
that It Is only 15% higher In cost than tho I owost cost of I shalee syn-crudo.
The fact that 11 fuels fall In a 15% range is tho ro%ult of tho assumpt ion
that the future price of fuel will depend primarily on Its onorgy content.
Since the thermal efficiency of the Mosel engine is only slightly affoc:tud
by the typo of fuel, the fuel cost is nearly the y same for most of the
f ue I s. T!io f our f uo I s w i th the h I ghost i I fo-cyc I o cos ts aro o f thur vary
oaxpons i vo In torms of onorgy or have special hand I i nq proh I oms wn ; cn I n-
c:roarm cap ! to l and ma i ntenanco cost s sub5tant i ra l 1 y.
Froii a cast standpoint,  the oil shale ,yn-crudo .and distillate  fuo I
aria tho lowest cost of tho a l torneat i vu fuels. Methanol and tho coal dor i vod
liquids rare the next higher coast fuels. Among tho potroIourrbasod fuols
othor than Moselcase I No. 2, the lowest cost is for proponoa, No. G fue I o I I ,
ancf hroadcu t f uo l o i i, The maintenance cost of u s i ny No. 6 fuo 1 oil Is
high but th-) lower pric:u of the fuel itrolf moro than componsatus for . tho
i ncroasod ma i ntonanco. This was not the coso ,rxno yoor-i acio whon ro!; I dua !
o i Is woro used by soma real Iroads who found ma i ntonanc:o costs wort) oxcess i voa.
The ^, i tlh cost of onorgy requires a roaoava I uat ion of mca i ntonan.co poi i c i os.
The I i fo-c-yc: I o costs of D i oso I -o l oc -r i c I ocomot i vos can ho I'MI'11COLI by
changes In tho f uo I usod. flowovor, tho roduc:t i on i tionoro I I y I ea',s thrall
15% and usua I I y roqu i res .a substant 1,-A I (.ap I tc°a I i nvostr ►emt i n tho I ocornot I vo.
In addition, and riot considered In t'a i s cost analysis, It may be noco:-:-;ary
to construct or modify ox i st i n il fvol distribution,  storage, and hand 1 i no
systems.
LIFE-CYCLl' COST RANKING OF ENGINES
Flqhtoon differont engines wovo life-cycle cost inalyzod in thi
study. Each enq 1 no w<ts assumed to use the fuel host su l tad for , it. 1 n
add i t ion, tine f ura I co i I was ana I yzed us i ng hydrogon ins wo I I as mothano I .
F i vo on.l i nes woro analyzed using western m i nee mouth coal1 a5 we I I gas a
not i cna I averago pr I c7.od con I . Both coca I s woro ossumod to boa a h i tuna i nouf;
coa l with a lower heating value of 12,000 F1tu/ I b. Tho wostorn mine mouth
c ooi i Is the lowest  price fuel in commirc i a l product 1 0n . 	 It I ,., Included  to
indic.ato the costs involved if wostorn unit coal trains wore to bo coaI-
f i resod w I th coo 1 I oadod at the in i no.
The twenty four ong i no and fuel combinations area ranked in Tab I u 14-19
on tho basis of their annualized lifo-cycle costs,	 Tho ongine numoor
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Tablo	 14-18. Rankinga	of	 Fuels	 for	 Convon+;onal Diesel	 Engines
by Annualized Life-Cycle Cos+o
Annualized
Life-Cycle
P ank i ng ruol Cost
1 Oil	 shale syn-crude $1,028,000
2 Oil	 shale distillate 1,0360000
3 Propane 1,047,000
4 No.	 6	 fuel	 oil,	 low sulfur 1,0900000
9 flroadcut	 fliel	 oil 1,1040000
6 Cunl	 derived gasoline 10114,000
7 N- Butane 10137,000
8 Coal	 derived distillate 1,139,000
Methanol 1,150,000
10 Oil
	
shale gasoline 10173,000
11 Diesel	 No. 2 1;1750000
12 Gasoline 1,215,000
13 Methane 10232,00.0
14 Hydrogen 10569,000
15 Ammonia 21024,000
16 Ethanol 2,676,000
aAll fuels used in conventional Diesels modified to accept
the fuel and duel-fueled when needed.
referrod to on this table is the number assigned to each engine on Table
14-10. The at,s^riptIons of the engines are too lengthy to be used on this
table. Tho fuels used with these onginos are also specified on Table 14-19.
The energy usage values used in the calculations for Table 14-19 are
those on Table 14-17. The operating and maintenance costs are taken from
Table 14-13. The cost escalation factors are listed in Table 14-16. the
results of the calculations show a range of costs from a low of $523,000
per year to a high of $1,196,000 per year. This is a range of over two to
one.
The lowest costs are for the coal-fired locomotives with the minimum
prices for the western mine run coal delivered to the Iocomotive at the
mine mouth. The use of coal-fired locomotives for unit coal train operation
is economically very attractive. Even the first generation new steam
locomotive using national average price coal is more economical than the
most advanced adiaba+ic Diesel using oil shale distillate. This engine,
No. 9, the long term "mature" Diesel, has a life-cycle cost 22% higher than
4
Table 14-19.	 "lank ing of EngInos of Annualized LIfo-Cycle Costs
Engine No. a	Fuel Used
	
Annualized
Lifo-Cycle Cost
15 Bituminous coal,	 western mine mouth	 523,000
14 Bituminous coal, wosterm mine mouth	 5270000
17 Bituminous coal, western mine mouth	 548,060
10 Bituminous coal, western mine mouth	 5490000
15 Bituminous coal, NAP b 554,000
k	 14 Bituminous coal, NAP 5590000
11 Bituminous coal,	 western mine mouth	 5640000
17 Bituminous coal, NAP 576,000
11 Bituminous coal, NAP 608,000
10 Bituminous coal, NAP 6150000
9 Oil	 shale distillate 750,000
7 Oil	 shale distillate 792,000
5 Oil	 shale distillate 818,000
6 Oil	 shale distillate 840,000
8 Oil	 shale distillate 870,000
12 Methanol	 from coal 907,000
16 Oil	 shale distillate 931,000
4 Broadcut fuel
	
oil 976,000
2 Methanol	 from Cop ' 996,000
13 Oil	 shale syn-crude 1,029,000
3 Diesel	 No.	 2 1,101,000
12 Hydrogen 1,118,000
1 Diesel	 No. 2 1,175,000
18 Oil	 shale distillate 1,196,000
aEngtne No. refers to engine number on Tabie 14-10
bNatlonal average price
the first generation new steam engine and 43% higher than the closed cycle
externally fired regenerative gas turbine (No. 15) using western mine rhouth
coal.
The adiabatic Diesel dominates the engines with life-cycle costs above
those of the coal-fired locomotives. They are considerably more efficient 	 {
than the coal-fired engines but require much more expensive fuels. The fuel
cell using methanol is comparable In cost to the adiabatic Diesel but the
fuel cell using hydrogen is one of the most expensive locomotives.
The more conventional water cooled Diesel engines are among the most
expensive engines with the standard turbocharged engine (No. 1) being
ranked twenty-third out of twenty four. The very high price of Diesel No. 2
a^
t
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expected in the next two decades is the primary reason for this poor ranking.
It might be Imagined that the engine with the highest thermal efficiency
would be the least expensive in terms of IIfe-cycle costs since the fuel
costs are predominant. For coal, this is not the whole truth. For example,
the ,second generation new steam engine has a thermal efficiency of 28%
+. while that of the first generation engine is only 2016. It would be expected
that there will be a sizable difference In Iife-cycle costs because of the
eight percentage point difference. The results shown in Table 14-19 Indl-
cate that -`he life cycle cost for the second generation engine 1s only 1%
less than that of the first generation engine. When energy is cheap as
with coal, the capital and maintenance costs are very Important. However,
when energy costs are high as with fuel oils, the thermal efficiency is
the dominant factor and it Is economically sound to Invest more in achieving
the higher efficiency.
From the point of Iife-cy.:le costs, the best locomotives are the coal-
fired ones, the adIabIatIc Diesel engined ones, ind the fuel cell powered
ones, In that order. The first generation new steam locomotive is the best
choice the the near- to middle-term. There Is little development risk,it
could be in production in a few years, and it is economically attractive.
;n the longer term, the fluidized bed combustor utilizing a number of
fuels is attractive as is the adiabatic Diesel.
T. MACTIONS OF THE LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
The Iife-cycle cost of a locomotive is the sum of the costs in four
separate areas. These areas are: capita' costs, operating costs, main-
tenance costs, and fuel costs. Cost Information for e:ich area is contained
in the tables presented earlier In this chapter. However, the contribu-
tion of each area to the Ilfe-cycle cost has not been delineated. In
Table 14-20, the Iife-cycle costs for four engines are shown with the
costs broken out for each area.
The conventional Diesel-electric locomotive is shown first. As shown
in Table 14-19, the total Iife-cycle cost per year is $1,175,000. Of this
total: $143,000 is the capital cost; $26,000 for operating costs, $112,000
for maintenance, and $894,000 for fuel. In the next 20 years, fuel will
be the biggest single expense for this type of engine. A high efficiency
adiabatic Diesel engine is shown next. Its capital cost is estimated to be
$6,000 less than the conventional Diesel, and its operating and maintenance
cost	 -e projected to be the same. The fuel cost, however, is only $518,000
whict,	 only 44% that of the conventional Diesel.
The steam turbine locomotive usinc
expensive, about 36% more, than the
cost, operating cost, and maintenance a
per year or 25% of the conventional D
costs in three of the cost areas, the
Iife-cycle for this engine that is or
The closed cycle gas turbine locomotive
capital cost of this locomotive is 42%
locomotive but the total life-cycle
national average price coal is more
conventional Diesel in the capital
^eas. The fuel cost is only $225,000
iesel fuel cost. Even with greater
lower fuel cost results in a total
ly 51% of the conventional Diesel.
shows the same general trend. The
higher than the conventional Diesel
cost is less than half as much.
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The calculations shown horn Indicate that If the fu ,sl co-,t per unit of
energy Is as high as Is projected for liquid hydrocarbons, then the thermal
efficlency must be as high as ►possible. Higher maintenance and capital
costs could be tolerated if they reduce the fuel costs. For a low cost
fuel such as coal; capital, maintenance, and fuel costs are of similar
magnitude. The thermal efficiency is of less Importance for these fuels
Shan for engines using liquid hydrocarbons. Substantially higher capital
and maintenance costs could be attached to these engines and still result
In lower total life-cycle cost` than the jonventional Diesel.
U. LIFE-CYCLE COSTS USING DOE AND DRI FUFL COST PROJECTIONS
The Ilfe-cycle costs of the conventional Diesel engine and the closed
cycle gas turbine engine wor4 caIcuiated using the JPL, the Department of
Energy (DOE), and the Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) fuel cost projections
shown to Figure 14-7. Ths JPL and the other two predictions differ markedly
not only in the fuel costs but in the trends as well. The comparison of
the life-cycle costs for these three projections will show how seitbitive
these costs are to the fuel price over the 20 year period.
Ths- results of the calculations are shown in Table 14-21. For the
^onven 0 i nal Diesel, the highest life-cycle cost, using DOE data, is 10%
higher than the lowest cost using the JPL data. For the gas turbine using
coal, the highest cost, using DOE data, is 17% higher than the lowest cost
using JPL data. In each set of data, the coal and distillate prices tend
to move upward together. The DOE predicts the highest prices for both
fuels and JPL predicts thl) lowest.
The ratio of the life-cycle cost for distillate and for coal emphasizes
the competitive relationship between the fuels themselves exclusive of their
absolute prices. The ratios for all three sources of data are nearly
Identical, 2.00 to 2.12, a difference of only 6%. Ragardiess of the source
of the fuel price projections, coal has a two-to-one edge over distillate
fuel to this comparison.
The difference In the Iife-cycle cost between the two fuels indicates
the possible savings accrued from using coal rather than distillate fuel.
The JPL data Indicates a savings of $621,000 per year while the DOE data
projects a $645,000 savings and the DR; data shows a $655,000 savings.
The DRI data shows a 5.5% greater savings than the JPL data.
There are marked differences In the absolute Iife-cycle costs using the
three different fuel price projections, but the relative cost differences
are small and within the probable error of the data. The JPL data Is
Intended only to provide a relative measure of the life-cycle costs. These
results Indicate that this objective was effectively achieved.
V. LIFE-CYCLE COSTS FOR AN OLD STEAM L0000M0TIVE
For comparison with both the present Diesel-electric and the alter-
native locomotives, a life-cycle cost analysis was made for a 2-8-4 Berk-
shire locomotive built by Lima Locomotive Works, Inc. This locomotive
has been chosen because its tractive effort is similar to that of modern
3000 hp locomotives. Using only t;ie main cy linders, Its tractive effort
t
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Table 14-21. Comparison of Life-Cycle Costs Using
JPL, DOE, and DRI Fuel Projections
Conventional Diesel Using Distillate Fuel
Data Source	 Lifo-Cycle Cost
	JPL
	 51,75,000
	
DOE	 1,295,000
	
DRI	 10263,000
External Combustion Closed Cycle Cns Turbine Using Coal
Data Source	 Lite-Cycle Cost
JPL
	
$554,000
DOE	 648,000
	
DRI	 6080000
Ratio of Life Cycle Cost fr- Distillate to That of Coal
Date Source RATIO
JPL 2.12
DOE 2.00
DRI 2.08
Differences f3otween the Life-Cycle Cost for Distillate and That of Coal
Data Source	 Difference
JPL
	
$1,175,000 - 554,000 = $621,000
DOE
	
1,293,000 - 648,000 w 645,000
DRI
	 1,263,000 - 608,000 = 655,000
is 69,000 lb and is 81,400 lb with the booster engine. In addition, its
weight is 194 tons, close to that of a modern six-axle locomotive. Of all
of the steam locomotives examined, it is most comparable to a modern Diesel-
electric.
The capital-cost of this locomotive is calculated in two ways. First,
it is assumed ttat it is constructed exactly as originally designed with
the same materiais and labor. Second, it is redesigned to take advantage
of modern materla:s and production techniques. For instance, the use of a
welded boiler rather than a riveted one. The basic design, however, has not
boon changed. The first version is estimated to cost about $800,000 per
locomotive In production quantities while the second version Is costed at
$650,000 each. Tne difference is due to the reduction of labor in the
assomblind of the locomotive. There is considerable hand work in the
original design.
h
E
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The operating costs and the fuel costs are the same for both versions
of the locomotive. The fuel cost Is based on a total output energy at the
roll of 12,000 MBtu per year and on national average price coal. This
output energy Is the same value used for all of the Alternative locomotives.
The system efficiency Is assumed to be 6%, typical of the steam engine in
the 1920 to 1950 era.
Maintenance costs are consider;51y higher for these steam locomotives
than for the Diesel -aIoctrIcs. The original version )' the Berkshire engine
is estimated to have an average maintenance cost of $335,000 per year
while the second version has an estimated maintenance cost of $223,000.
The use of different materials and production methods reduces the amount of
maintenance needed.
The Iife-cycle cos I. ,s of these two locomotives are shown in Table 14-20.
The annualized Iife-cycle cost of the original design Berkshire locomotive
Is within 3% of that of the Diesel-electric locomotive using Diesel No. 2
furl. The second version using modern materials ha y a calculated life-cycle
cost of ,just over one million dollars per year, or about 15Z less thar the
Diesel-electric locomotive.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the cost of energy from coal was
nearer to that from Diesel fuel. If the ratio of the diesel fuel energy
price to that of corl for 1950 is used instead of the 1980 ratio, the effect
Is to raise the fuel cost for the steam ioccanotive. The fuel cost for the
Berkshire locomotive is $834,000 and the Iife-cycle cost is $1 0 356,000 per
year assuming a 20 year life for the original design version. This cost
is about 15% higher than the cost for the Diesel-electric locomotive. The
:team engine was elsplaced for good economic reasons and, even today, with
relativeiv higher prices for Diesel fuel, the old steam locomotives would
still not be economically Justified.
W.	 CAST SENSITIVITY
The life-cycle costs are the result of a number of assumptions
concerning Interest rates, inflation rates, property and Income taxes,
fuel costs, and maintenance costs. It is necessary to examine the way
changes In these assumptions affect the relativ p life-cycle costs of the
various engines Investigated in this study. The costs can be c,)nsidered
as the financial costs (interest, taxes, and Inflation), and the direct
costs (capital, operations, maintenance, and fuel).
To examine the effect of interest on the Iife-cycle cost, two loco-
motives have been selected. One Is the Diesel-electric locomotive using
Diesel No. 2 fuel. This is an example of a low capital cost-high fuel cost
locomotive. The other one Is the closed cycle gas turbine locomotive using
national average price coal. This locomotive has a high capital cost with
a low fuel cost. Most of the other alternative locomotives fall between
these two examples.
The tax weighed interest cost, k, Is givers by this equation:
k = (1-T) f dkd + feke
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where the variables are as defined earlier in this section. The range of
values for k is from zero (no Interest loans) to about .20 (20% Interest
on an equity fraction of one). Both extremes are very unlikely. The most
probable range is .04 to .08. The best Investment strategy is one where
the division between debt and equity financing results In the lowest value
of k. The strategy changes continuously as Interest rates change and
details of the strategy are well beyond the scope of this study. However,
it can be determined if the value of k has a significant effect on the
relative costs of the two sample locomotives. The life-cycle costs for the
two locomotives are calculated using values of k = .02 0 .10, and .20. The
results are shown in Table 14-22. The Income tax rate is assumed to be
50% for both locomotives. The numbers In the parentheses beside the dollar
cost values are the fractions of the total cost of that particular Item.
The chango in these fractions for a change in the value of k from .02 to .20
Is up to sixteen percentage points for the coal-fired locomotive. The ratio
of the total Iife-cycle costs of the Diesel locomotive to the coal locomotive
varies from 2.59 down to 1.74, for the change In k from .02 to .20.
EssentIaliy, the interest rate has a verV defInIto offact on the competitive
relationship between these two fuels. The effect of low interest rates is
in favor of the coal-fired locomotive while the high rates favor the Diesel
locomotive.
In Table 14-22, only the tax weighed Interest cost was varied. The
fuel  price for each year In the I -,
	
a was held constar t. That is, the fuel
escalation rate was held constant In reality, the fuel escalation rate is
not Independent of the interest costs. When Interest costs are high, fuel
escalation rates will tend to be high and the reverse is true. They do not
follow each other exactly, only the trends are similar. If the assumption
Is made that the fuel escalation rate Is exactly the same as the interest
cost, then the (1+g)/(1+k) factor is exactly one. If the same assumption is
made with respect to operations and maintenance, then the life-cycle costs
shown in Table 14-23 are the result. These absolute costs are greatly
different than those in Table 14-22 but the ratios of the coal-fired loco-
motive are very similar though favoring the Diesel engine slightly. In both
tables, the ratios are very nearly 2 to i in favor of the coal-fired loco-
motive. The assumptions appear to have a significant effect on the absolute
costs but, the rat ios and competitive relationship of the two fuels are not
significantly affected.
The Income tax rate is a factor only in the fixed charge rate VCR) and
affects only the capital investment portion of the Iife-cycle cy st equation.
It is expected, therefore, that a higher tax rate would favor the Diesel
locomotive ane a low rate would favor the coal-fired locomotive. Table 14-24
presents the results for a change in income tax rate. These results Indicate
that the Income tax rate ha$ only a slight effect on Iife-cycle cost. A
reduction in rate from 50% + 30% results in a 4.5% shift in the Diesei-to-
coal cost ratio. It can be zonciuded that any reasonable change in the
Income tax rate has only a slight effect on the competitive relationship
of the two fuels. The lower rate tends to favor the coal-fired locomotive.
Another term in the fixed charge rate parameter is the property tax
mate. It is not applicable to locomotives in many states but is encountered
In some states and may be Imposed by others in the future. This tax may
be known under other names and still affect the equation the same way. The
r-
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Table 14 -22. Ef;ect of Interest Rates on Life-Cycle Costs
In Thousands of Dollars per Year
Diesel Locomotive Using Diesel No. 2
Interest
Rate (k) Capital Operations Maintenance Fuel Total
.02 51	 (.044) 27	 (.023) 116	 (.101) 958	 (.832) 1152	 (100)
.10 124	 (.114) 24	 (.022) 99	 (1091) 840	 (.773) 1087	 (100)
.20 247	 (.229) 20	 (.019) 85 (.079) 725	 (.673) 1077	 (100)
Closed Cycle Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
Interest
Rate (k) Capital Operations Maintenance Fuel Total
.02 72	 (.162) 34	 (.077) 168	 (.378) 170	 (.383) 444	 (100)
.10 175	 (.353) 29	 (.059) 145	 (.293) 146	 (.295) 495	 (100)
.20 348	 (.562) 25	 (.040) 123	 (.198) 124	 (.200) 620 (100)
Ratio of Diesel Engine Total Cost to Coal-Fired Locomotive Total Cost
Interest
Rate (k) Ratio
.02	 1152/444 2.59
.10
	
1087/495 2.20
.20	 1077/620 1.74
Note: ( ) denotes fraction of total costs
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Table 14-23. Effect of Interest Rates and Fuel Price Escalation*
f	 1
on Life-Cycle Costs in Thousands of Dollars per Year
Diesel Locomotive Using Diesel No. 2
Interest
Rate (k) Capital	 Operations Maintenance Fuel Total
.^j2 51	 (.099)	 16	 (.031) 67	 (.130) 381 (.740) 515	 (100)
.. 1 124	 (.122)
	
31	 (.031) 129	 (.127) 732 (.720) 1016	 (100)
.20 247	 (.137)	 53	 (.029) 226	 (.125) 1279 (.709) 1805	 (100)
Closed Cycle Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
Interest
Rate (k) Capital Operations Maintenance Fuel Total
.02 72	 (.267) 20 (.074) 98	 (.363) 80	 (.296) 270	 (100)
.10 175	 (.315) 38 (.068) 188	 (.339) 154	 (.278) 555	 (100)
.20 348	 (.344) 66 (.065) 329 (.325) 269	 (.266) 1012	 (IOU)
Ratio of Diesel Engine Total Cost to Coal-Fired Locomotive Total Cost
Interest
Rate (k)
	
Ratio
	
.02	 515/270	 1.91
	
.10
	 1016/555	 1.83
	
.20	 1805/1012	 1.78
Note: Fuel escalation rate 19FL) is assumed equal to tax weighed interest
rate (k) at all times.
(	 ) denotes fraction of total costs
u
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Table 14-24.	 Effect of Income Tax Rate on life-Cycle Costs
In Thousands of Dollars per Year
Diesel	 Locomotive Using Diesel No. 2
Tax
Rate (T)	 Capital	 Operations	 Maintenance Fuel Total
.30 104	 (.097)	 24	 (.022)	 99 (.093) 840 (.788) 1067	 (100)
.50 124	 (.114)	 24	 (.022)
	
99	 (.091) 040 (.773) 1087	 (100)
CI%,sed Cycle Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
Tax
Rate (T)	 Capital	 Operations	 Maintenance Fuel Total
.30 146	 (.313)	 29	 (.062)	 145	 (.312) 146	 (.313) 466 (100)
.50 175	 (.353)	 29	 (.059)	 145	 (.293) 146	 (.295) 495 (100)
Ratio of Diesel Engine Total Cost to Coal-Fired Locomotive Total Cost
Tax
Rate (T) Ratio
.30	 1067/466 2.29
.50	 1087/495 2.20
Note: Interest rate (k)	 is 0.10
(	 ) denotes fraction of total costs
w.	 t
results shown in Tables 14-22, 14-23, and 14••24 were calculated using a
property tax rate of zero. In Table 14-25, results from Table 14-22 with
the zero tax rate are compared to life-cycle costs using a 10% property tax
rate. The income tax rate In both cases is 50% and the tax weighed Interest
cost Is 0.10. The property tax increases both life-cycle costs. However,
It ;ncreases the coal-fired locomotive cost more due to Its higher capital
costs. The effect on the Diesel-to-coal ratio is a decrease from 2.20
to 1.W, or a change of about 12%.
The financial costs (taxes, Interest, and inflation) have a significant
effect on the absolute costs but a much smaller effect on the Diesel-to-
coal cost ratio. This ratio has varied from a high of 2.59 to a low of 1.74.
The competitive advartage of the coal-fired locomotive is not significantly
affected by changes in financial parameters. They affect both, Indeed all,
locomotives very nearly equally.
In the direct cost area; the operations, maintenance, and fuel costs
are directly scalable. if the price of fuel became double that predicted,
then the fuel cost in tables such as 14-22 would double and the total cost
would increase by the difference In fuel costs. A doubling of the Diesel
fuel price would have a very large effect on total life-cycle cost. A
similar change for coal Is less significant. Similarly, changes In thermal
efficiency or usage has a greater effect on the Diesel locomotive than on
the coal-fired locomotive. The coal-fired locomotive is more sensitive to
Increases in operations and maintenance since these form a larger fraction
of the life-cycle cost than they do in the Diesel locomotive. Even if all
of these parameters were to be doubled, the life-cycle cost of the coal-
fired locomotive would still be about 25% less than that of the Diesel
locomotive.
The capital costs are not readily scalable. This is because ail, but
the first generation steam engine, use the same chassis, trucks, motors,
brakes, and cab. As a result, a large fraction of the capital cost is
identical for all of the locomotives. As is apparent in Table 14-26, the
costs of the electrical and chassis items are nearly identical for the
Diesel and the coal-fire.l locomotives. The difference is $20,000 out of
over $400,000, or about 5%. The major difference between the two loco-
motives is in the powerplant. The cost of the powerplant In the coal-fired
locomotive is nearly double that Gf the Diesel locomotive. If it is assumed
that the powerplant of the coal-fired locomotive is triple the cost of the
Diesel powerplant, then the total cost of the locomotive is $1,385,000.
Using the 10% interest rate, the capital cost of the coal-fired locomotive
shown in Table 14-22 increases from $175,000 to $229,000. The lite-cycle
cost is increased form $495,000 to $549,000. A 50% increase in powerplant
cost results in an 11% increase in life-cycle cost. For the life-cycle
costs of the two locomotives to be equal, the powerplant of the coal-fired
locomotive would have to be twelve times as expensivE as the Diesel power-
plant. There is no reason to believe that a production powerplant, even
In small quantities would be anywhere near that number.
This cost sensitivity study Indicates that the two-to-one life-cycle
cost advantage of the coal-fired locomotive is real and is not a result of
the assumptions made during the study. No source of error has been found.
14-60
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Table 14-25. Effect of Property Tax Rate on Life-Cycle Costs
In Thousands of Dollars per Year
Diesel Locomotive Using Diesel No. 2
Tax
Rate (131)	 Capital	 Operations	 Maintenance	 Fuel	 Total
0	 124 (.114)	 24 (.022)	 99 (.093)	 840 (.773)	 1087 (100)
.10
	
199 (.171)	 24 (.021)	 99 (.085)	 840 (.723)	 1162 (100)
Closed Cycle Gas Turbine Using Bituminous Coal
Tax
Rate (131)	 Capital	 Operations	 Maintenance	 Fuel	 Total
.30	 175 (.353)	 29 (.059)	 145 (.293)	 146 (.295)	 495 (100)
.:0	 280 (.467)	 29 (.048)	 145 (.242)	 146 (.243)	 600 (100)
Ratio of Diesel Engine Total Cost to Coal-Fired Locomotive Total Cost
Tax
Rate (131)	 Ratio
0	 1087/495	 2.20
.10
	
1162/600
	
1.94
Note:
	
Interest rate (k) is 0.10, income tax 0.50
(	 ) denotes fraction of total costs
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Table 14-26. Capital Costs of Locomotives Using Alternative Engines
Engine No. t o	Engine No. 15
Powpr Plant $307,500 $592,000
Engine $195,000 $425,000
Cooling System 37,500 0
Fuel System 22,500 112,000
Auxiliary Equipment and Misc. 52,500 550000
Electrical $255,000 $265,000
Alternator $60,000 $70,000
Rectifier 22,500 22,500
Motors, each 30,000 30,000
Controls end Misc. 30,000 30,000
Dynamic Braking System
i
22,500 22,500
Chassis $187,500 $197,500
Frame $37,500 $470500
i	 Trucks and Axles 82,500 82,500
Cab Equipment 15,000 15,000
Superstructure 37,500 37,500
Miscellaneous 15,000 15,000
Total $750,000 $1,054,000
a See Table 14-10 for list of engines
1980 constant dollars
X.	 EFFECT OF USAGE ON LIFE-CYCLE COST
The costs computed in this study have been based on an energy output
at the rail of 12 x 109 Btu/year or 4.7 x 10 6 hp-hr/year for ail of the
locomotives. If the locomotives are used less, then the fuel costs are
reduced in direct proportion as are the operating costs. Maintenance costs
are also reduced but not necessarily in direct proportion. Maintenance
costs are assumed * to be 50% related to usage and 50% independent of usage.
Capital costs are not affected. The result is that the life-cycle costs
change with usage as shown in Figure 14-10. It has been assumed that the
locomotive operates on the GM-EMD medium duty cycle when in use and is shut
down when not in use. Further, the medium duty cycle is used on a daily
basis. That is, on a day when the locomotive is in use, the proportion of
time in idle, notch 8 operation, etc., are defined by the medium duty
cycle. On days when it is not used, it is completely shut down. As an
example, 50% usage means that half of the days in the year the locomotive
r-
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operates on the medium duty cycle and the other half of the days, i t, Is
shut down. Ten percent usage is equivalent to having the engine us"d one
day and out of service for nine days.
It Is apparent that the usage has a significant effect on the compet-
itive relationship between the various fuels and anginas. At low usage
rates, the capital costs become the dominant factor. At high usage rates,
the fuel costs dominate. On this basis, it appears that the coal-fired
locomotives are best suited to heavy duty line haul service and the Diesel
Is more suited to lighter duty branch service, short line haul service, and
switch engines. A coal-fired switcher does not make sense.
No fuel or englnd is best for all types of service today nor is it
expected to be in the future. The individual railroads should decide the
combination of the various locomotive options best suited to their needs
on the basis of their usage patterns. Diesel engines, electric locomotives,
and coal-fired locomotives all have a place. In addition there may be other
options available in the future.
Y. END-TO-END ENERGY USAGE
All fuels require the expenditure of some amount of energy in their
processing and distribution. Coal delivered to the locomotive at the
mine mouth requires very little, less than i% of the energy in the coal
itself. At the other extreme, hydrogen made from coal requires 3.53 Btu
of coal energy per Btu of hydrogen energy delivered to the locomotive. In
the locomotive, the fuel energy is converted to energy at the rail. Com-
bining these two conversion processes, the energy required at the source
can be determined for each unit of energy delivered at the rail. The
results of such energy calculations are presented in Table 14-27 for a
variety of fuel sources, fuels, and engines. The engines are dosignated
by the engine number listed in TablA 14-10. The values for the source to
fuel conversion process were taken from Ref. 14-17 while the fuel to rail
conversion values are from JPL calculations.
Not surprisingly, the lowest end-to-end energy use is for petroleum
which has been refined Into Diesel No. 2 and used in the long term "mature"
Diesel (No. 9) engine. The conversion efficiency of petroleum to Diesel
No. 2 is high and the thermal efficiency of the long term "mature" Diesel
engine is the highest of any of the heat engines investigated. By compar-
ison, the present Diesel-electric locomotive is ranked No. 12 on this list
with a value of 4.87 Btu at the source per Btu at the rail. The last
ranked combination is for coal made into hydrogen for use in a fuel cell.
This Is not the worst case, only the lowest ranked on the IIst. Coal made
Into hydrogen for use in an internal combustion simple cycle gas turbine
would require far more Btus at the source per Btu at the rail than any
listed here. No attempt was made to cover all possible source-fuel-engine
combinations. Such a list would Include several hundred entries.
Those combinations which rank high on the Iife-cycle cost list (Table
14-19) and high on the energy usage list (Table 14-27) are the best ones
for further investigation. They make the best use of both energy and
financial resources. The first ranked combination on Table 14-20 was not
analyzed for Iife-cycle cost but is likely to be similar to that of the
14-64
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Btu dt Source
Rank	 Source	 Fuel	 Engine No.	 per Btu at Rail
i Fetroleum Diesel No. 2 9 3.04
2 COW Electricity Electrical 3.88
3 Coal Coal, WMMa 17 4.22
4 Coal Coa I , M0MM 15 4.28
5 Petrolotim Diesel	 No. 2 3 4.35
6 Oil	 shale Distillate 9 4.35
7 Coal Coal, Del b 17 4.35
A Coal Coal, Del. 15 4.41
9 Coal coal, WMM 14 4.66
10 Coal Coal, Del. 14 4.80
11 011	 shale Distillate 7 4.81
12 Petroleum Diesel No. 2 1 4.87
13 Coal Methane 9 4.9^
14 Coal Distillate 9 5.02
15 Oil	 shale Distillate 5 5.15
16 Coal Methanol 9 5.31
17 Oil sha h Distillate 6 5.36
18 OI!	 shale Distillate 8 5.46
19 Coal Distillate 7 5.55
20 'all	 :;hale Distillate 16 5.56
21 011	 shale Distillate 4 5.59
22 Coal Methanol 7 5.87
23 Coal Ammon ia 9 5.90
24 Coal Distillate 5 5.94
25 Coal Coal, WMM 11 6.11
76 Coal Methanol 12 6.19
27 Coal Distillate 6 6.19
28 Coal Coal, Del. 11 6.29
29 Coal Distillate 8 6.30
3O Coal Distillate 4 6.43
31 Coal Methanol 5 6.47
32 Coal Methanol 6 6.55
33 Coal Methanol 8 6.67
34 coal Methanol 2 7.24
35 Oil	 shale Distillate 13 7.25
36 Coal Ammonia 4 7.55
37 Oil	 shale Distillate 18 8.33
38 Coal Coal, WMM 10 8.72
39 Coal Coal, Del. 10 8.98
40 Coal Hydrogen 12 9.35
Notes: a Western Mine mouth
h Delivered, National Average Price
t
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same engine using oil shale distillate which is ranked No. 11 on Table 14-19.
No cost analysis was rude for electric locomotives which are ranked second
on Table 14
-27. The third ranking In energy is the advanced Stirling engine
using coal but It Is ranked eighth In cost. The fourth ranked combination
In energy Is ranked first one In cost.
There are engines which a-e both cost and energy effective. Their
ranking depends on the weight given to each of these two fac+ors. Ca, taInIy,
the closed cycle, external combustion regenerative gas turbine would be very
near, if not, at the top of the IIst. From the standpoint of fuels, coal
and oil shale distillate are the important alternative fuels.
Z. DEVELOrMENT COSTS
The costs of developing the new engines have not been mentioned so
far in this section. These costs are not included in the analysis. Most
of the new engines require a sign iflcant advance In technology and the
relatively low production rate of locomotives (about 1500 per year) does
not Justify the large expenditure that will be necessary. However, the
technology is applicable to more than ,Just locomotives. Marine, pipeline
compressors, and electrical utilities could shara in the benefits which
will accrue from the adiabatic Diesel engines, the coal-fired engines and
the fuel cell. The development of new engines should be a shared program.
The only engine which would not be a shared program Is the first generation
new steam engine which will use technology that Is already well developed.
Only the application is new.
The savings In life-cycle costs amount to $600,000 per year per
locomotive. The yearly production of new locomotives is currently about
1200 units. if the savings for one year of operation amortized over one
year of production was used for development funds, it would amount to
$600 0 000 0 000. After the first year, the savings would be added profit.
It should be possible to develop, test, and tool a new locomotive of any
one of the three candidates; the adiabatic Diesel, the fluidized bed, or
the fuel cell for the sum of $600,000,000. in production, the savings of
$500,000 per year would pay for the locomotive in only two years.
SUMMARY
This life-cycle cost analysis has shown that locomotives with costs
substantially lower than the present Diesel-electric units are economically
possible. The coal-fired locomotives are the most attractive with life-
cycle costs about half that of the present locomotives. The adiabatic
Diesel using synthetic hydrocarbons is also an attractive candidate engine
with Ilfe-cycle costs about 30% lass than the present engines.
The cost of developing these new locomotives is not known since the
cost could and should be shared with other programs using the same tech-
nology. However, the magnitude of the savings possible as compared to the
present engines Is great enough to ,justify the development of at least one
new engine.
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